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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of the thesis is to contribute to the understanding 
of the congestion process at some specialized berths which load coal as 
a bulk cargo. The problem of port congestion can be traced back to 
inadequate planning at some stage; however, the gradual rate of expansion 
at most ports has usually served to conceal the problem by allowing time 
for corrective action to be taken.
A data analysis of coal ship movements at a single-berth service 
facility (Maritime Services Board (M.S.B.) coal loader) and at a double­
berth service facility (the M.S.B. and the now defunct Dyke coal loaders) 
is studied in order to evaluate the efficiency of the port and the level 
and causes of congestion. Although the past may not always be a good 
guide to the future, it provides a basis for understanding the current 
situation, and gives clues as to the causes and cures of port congestion.
The analysis of the past data also helps to establish the empirical 
relationships between the ship size and measures of ship and port 
performances. Once established, these empirical relationships can be 
used as guidelines in order to determine the optimal ship size to be used 
at a particular port. Furthermore, the data analysis helps to relate 
the observed system of ship servicing to the theoretical queueing models.
The processed data, which describes the movements of ships involved in 
the coal trade at the port of Newcastle, suggests the use of a 
M(n)/E.k(n)/I queueing model for a single berth port and a heterogeneous 
M(n)/M(n)*/S queueing model for a multi-berth port. State-dependent 
homogeneous and heterogeneous queueing models are thus studied in preference 
to the classical queueing results of the M/M/S model which has been 
found to overestimate port congestion. The use of state-dependent 
queueing models is considered appropriate for predicting ship queueing 
delays because the port owners often try to speed up their service and the 
ship users tend to reduce the ship arrival rates once the port becomes 
congested. On the other hand, the use of a heterogeneous queueing model is 
preferred for the study of a multi-berth port because different berths 
are built with different capacities for handling different ship sizes, 
so that the service rates differ from berth to berth. The results of 
state-dependent homogeneous and heterogeneous queueing models in this 
thesis are expressed in simple form, not in terms of Laplace transforms 
and/or generating functions, so that the queueing practitioners who have 
to tackle real queueing problems may have some simple tools available.
Ill
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 suggest that the use of queueing theory in 
port planning would give a better estimate of ship queueing delay if 
the queueing models incorporated the sensitiveness of state-dependent 
arrival and service rates to ship congestion. Classical queueing- 
results, which assume arrival and service rates to be independent of 
time and other aspects of the service system, and generally assume 
random arrivals and an Erlang distribution of service times,, will be 
shown in Chapter-4 to overestimate ship congestion when berth utilization 
is high-. In Chapter 4, the state-dependent queueing model (M(n)/Ek(n)/1 
will be sutdied in preference to the classical queueing model M/Ek/1, 
and the observed ship queueing times will be compared with those 
predicted by the M(n)/Ei^Cn)/I model.
The planning of port improvements is thus based on the following 
sequences".
(1) Analysis of the observed data to determine
(i) the causes of port congestion and methods of alleviation
(ii) the patterns of shipping traffic including, i.e., arrival 
and service distributions and the State-dependence of the 
arrival and service rates on the number of ships in the 
system
(iii) the empirical relationships between ship sizes and measures 
of port and ship performance which can be used to determine 
the optimal ship size to be used at a particular port
(2) Provision of the necessary theoretical queueing models to 
represent ship servicing. These models can be used to predict 
future queueing delays as the port trade increases.
(3) Analytical studies made to determine when and what optimal develop­
ment both short or long-term, should be undertaken in order to 
provide the needed capacity at the right time.
These approaches are not limited to the study of ports and harbours, 
but can be used in the planning of any servicing systems, i.e., loading 
and unloading facilites, road transport, supermarket checkouts, etc.
The terminology in the study of these servicing systems is different but 
the approaches, computer programs and theoretical models developed in 
this report can be generalised for use in the planning and design of 
facilities in order to maximize their capability and to minimize the 
delay of the customers. .
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1 ** 1 HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COAL LOADING FACILITIES AT NEWCASTLE
Newcastle harbour has served as a port for the last 100 years, during 
which time it has expanded to become a major coal exporting port.
In 1915 The Broken Hill Proprietary Company (BHP) selected a site 
on the banks of the Hunter River for their first steel works. The port 
is situated 160 km north of Sydney and its entrance is flanked by two 
breakwaters. The main channels have an entrance water depth of 11 
metres I.S.L.W.* The port has a total area used for shipping purposes of 
approximately 300 hectares and has a mean tide range of 0,2 metres to
1.7 metres [109]. A map detailing berth location at the port, and rail 
and road access to the port may be referred to in figure 1.1.
The steel industry is by far the .largest single employer of labour 
in the area and Newcastle’s prosperity is directly linked to its 
steelworks. The coal that outcrops in the Hunter Valley was originallyi
mined for use in the Australian steel manufacturing industry as well as 
for the production of electricity. The Hunter Valley has extensive 
reserves of soft highly volatile coking and steaming coal. Drilling 
operations have recently confirmed that at least 200 million tonnes of 
coal is situated at Bowman’s Creek and another 150 million tonnes of 
coal in land adjoining the Lemington and Wambo colliery [15]. The 
Hunter Valley coking coals are softer than those from the North.
America and Southern New South Wales (NSW) and when blended, can produce 
a coke with enough strength for use in modern blast furnaces. The 
steaming coals have a low sulphur content, which makes theft* acceptable 
for burning1 in environments sensitive to air pollution. With the 
advent of bulk carriers allowing lower freight rates and also the world 
demand for coking coal after the world fuel crisis of 1974 - 1975, a 
major export trade of coal has quickly developed in the 1970’s. This 
trade has expanded rapidly, mainly with Japan, and coal is now the most­
important export handled at Newcastle. The volume of coal exports
* Indian Spring low water.
2
through the por.t of Newcastle increased from 1 million tonnes in 1960
to approximately 9 million tonnes in 1975. The amount of coal exported -
overseas through the port.of Newcastle during the period 1963 - 1976
can be referred to in figure 1.2. Hand in hand with the increase in
coal trade has been the improvement in coal handling facilities. '
The first harbour improvement works date back to 1813 and the main 
developments were followed by the construction of a wharf and a break­
water between the southern shore and Nobby’s Island. By 1956 16 hydraulic 
and electric cranes were in operation for coal loading, and in 1957 plans for 
the construction of the new Dyke coal loader were accepted. The Dyke 
coal loader, with a loading capacity of 4,000 tonnes per day, was '
unable to cope with the demand for coal from Japan. In 1963 the plans for 
the 2,000 tonne-per-hour Basin loader at Carrington were approved and 
construction was completed in 1967. At this stage the newly completed Ba-sin(or 
Maritime Services Board (MSB))loader at Carrington was able to handle 
about 5 million tonnes of coal per annum. General information about 
the capacities of the Basin coal loader and also a schematic layout may 
be referred to in table 1.1 and figure 1.3. In 1971, the Basin loader 
handling rate was boosted to 8.5 million tonnes per annum by a development 
program which linked the Canwan coal storage areas and rail discharge areas 
directly to the ship loading system. In 1972 the Development Corporation 
of NSW [12] recommended the adoption of Kooragang Island as the site 
for the development of additional coal loading facilities in anticipation 
of the time when coal exports would be in excess of 10 million tonnes 
per annum. The Corporation noted that while there were undoubted economies 
to be achieved by maximizing the utilization of the existing capital 
investment at Port Waratah (on the Steelworks channel) there was also 
a need to determine to what extent additional capital should be invested 'at Koora­
gang Island so that greater operating efficiencies and economies 
■" . could be achieved. A consortium of Newcastle coal
exporters then proposed that a new loader should be built and additional 
stockpiles be provided for on Kooragang Island but the decision to 
proceed was delayed due to the downturn in Japanese demand for coal 
during the financial year 1972 - 1973 (see figure 1.2). The development 
of a deep water port was suggested by Posford, Parvy, Sinclair and Knight
[138] on the grounds that the Kooragang facility, if constructed, would 
not benefit from freight savings due to the use of large bulk carriers 
as would the deep water facility. They also said that if a deep water
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facility was constructed after the Kooragang Island developments, then 
this would attract the additional trade to the Kooragang Island loader 
instead of to the existing and less■costly facilities already^in operation 
at the port of Newcastle. While these proposals were being discussed 
an energy crisis occurred in 1974 - 1975 which resulted in increased ' 
demands at more favourable prices for Australian steaming and coking coal.
This led to an approval to build a second coal loader at Newcastle on 
the Steelworks channel. This second Coal loader at Port Waratah -
is now completed • and is expected to overcome the port congestion which 
arose from the inability of the Basin coal loader to meet the demands for 
coal made by Japan during the period 1974 -1976. Some features of the Port 
Waratah coal loading facilities are: .
- The ship loaders have a maximum outreach of 34.2 metres
- The berth is approximately 540 metres.in length and is able
to accommodate two vessels .
- With a harbour depth of 15.2 metres, the size of vessels able
to be loaded ranges from 30,000 to 120,000 dead-weight-tonne (d.w.t.)
- From a balloon loop railway line around the perimeter of the site ' .
rail wagons dump on the move between 1,400 and 1,800 tonnes of
coal per train using bottom dump doors which are automatically 
opened and closed. These wagons are expected eventually to 
have a capacity of 3,400 tonnes.
A system of surge (holding) bins and belt conveyors then channels 
this coal to a stockpile or a waiting ship at the rate of 2,000 tonnes 
per hour through each of the two loaders.
- Receival, stockpiling and shipping facilities at the port operate 
24 hours a day loading up to five bulk ships a week with a total of 
between 100,000 and 250,000 tonnes of coal from a stockpile with a working 
.capacity of about 600,000 tonnes, With up to 36 individual stockpiles 
handling 20 brands of coal, coming from seven north-western coal shippers 
(as at August 1978) the complex is characterised by the virtually never 
ending movement of coal stock. The handling cost of this biending 
operation is hoped to be minimized by blending ex-rail as much as possible. 
Receipt and despatch of stockpile coal is by means of two rail-mounted slewing 
boom bucket reclaimers and three rail-mounted slewing boom stackers.
The layout of the stockpiles, stackers, reclaimers and hopper cars is
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shown in figure 1.4.
A similar system of bins and belt conveyors operates from a road ■ 
receival point. Road deliveries are necessary when mine output is not
closely located to a rail head. General information about the Port Waratah 
coal loader can be referred tO( in table 1.2. : <t_ .
j : . . ‘
The steelworks channel was chosen as the site for a second coal 
loader because it had the following advantages over alternative sites 
[135] .
(i) The site was accessible by rail ». using the existing 
tracks and sidings. It was also accessible by road.
(ii) It had a deep water berth where little initial dredging 
was required for the wharf site. In addition, the loader 
is situated on the Steelworks channel rather than at an 
upstream location on the Hunter River and thus the mainte­
nance dredging required on a continuing basis would be 
avoided. This would result in substantial savings in port 
operating costs.
(iii) The Port Waratah loader would be a versatile addition to 
the existing Maritime Services Eoard basin loader and the 
Canwan coal handling plants. Such an integrated coal 
. handling complex would facilitate coal loading at either
the new Port Waratah shiploader or the existing MSB 
shiploader. The location of the shiploader elsewhere would 
mean that two-unit train unloading stations would be required 
and the bottleneck problem at the existing MSB facility 
would not be reduced.
(iv) The construction of the Port Waratah coal loader would 
present a welcome opportunity to rationalize the coal­
handling facilities in the Newcastle area. Substantial savings 
in coal handling costs could be gained by replacing the 
obsolescent private hoppers by unit trains hauling up to 
1,700 tonnes, serving collieries and other remote coal 
handling areas. The land to the south of the unit train 
unloading station would then become available for stock­
piling purposes.
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(v) The shiploader could be established without disrupting .
the coal handling facilities already in use.
In addition to the second coal loader to boost the coal trade 
of Newcastle, a deeper Newcastle harbour was approved.
The main channel will be deepened from 10.9 m to 15.2 m at low 
water. At the same time the entrance channel will be widened from’152.4 m 
to 182.8 m and the Steelworks channel from 137.1 m to 180.7 m to 
accommodate ships of up to 120,000 d.w.t. - •
' The basin area will also be deepened to 13.1 m to allow the 
loading of ships up to 70,000 d.w.t.
The project will be carried out in two stages. The first stage will 
be the deepening of the harbour to a depth of 12.9 m, to be completed 
by March, 1979, and the second stage will increase the depth to 15.2 m 
by March 1981. The deepening of the harbour and the provision of a 
second coal loader on the Steelworks channel will consolidate 
Newcastle’s major industrial development in one area, Kooragang Island, 
which is desirable from the points of view of convenience and - 
environmental protection-.
The future development of the coal, steel and allied industries gives 
Newcastle . immense opportunities ao.d the Island Reclamation Scheme, 
established through a combined investment of more than $100 million 
by the State Government and private industry, could provide 2,600 
hectares of additional land for industrial use adjacent to the port.
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THE BASIN COAL LOADER - GENERAL INFORMATION 
PLANT CAPACITIES
table 1.1
Shiploaders -- 1,000 tonnes per hour through each of two shiploaders - 
a total of 2,000 tonnes per hour.
Rail Track Hoppers -- 1,000 tonnes through each of two track hoppers, one 
equipped with a rotary tipper.
Road Hoppers -- 500 tonnes per hour approximate rated capacity for each 
of three road hoppers.
Boom Stackers -- 1,000 tonnes per hour for each of two twin-boom stackers 
in stacking area.
Coal Reclaimer -- 2,000 tonnes per hour for two bucket wheel reclaimer in 
stacking area. Transfer of reclaimer to each of four 
stacks is by means of transfer car.
Surge Bins -- 350 tonnes in each of two compartments forming the surge 
bin.
CONVEYOR BELTS 
The total length of conveyor belts is approximately 9.0 km. Conveyors can
operate at either of two speeds - at 180 m per minute or 120 m per minute, 
depending on type of coal to be handled.
LOADER BERTH DETAILS
Length -- 360 m
Depth of water 
alongside -- 11.40 m below Indian Springs Low Water (I.S.L.W.)
Two dolphins at the southern end of the berth provide an additional 126 m of
tie-up berthing for vessels awaiting loading.
Steel used in 
construction of 
Basin Coal Loader -- 2,200 tonnes approx.
Electric cable for 
wiring -- 281.5 km approx.
Electric motors 
installed in plant -- Total output 3,500 horsepower
Concrete poured -- 9174.65 m^ approx.
SOURCE: Maritime Services Board of N.S.W.
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THE PORT WARATAH COAL LOADER - GENERAL INFORMATION
Design shiploading capability ^-20 million tonnes per year
Design capability for receiving from rail - 18 million tonnes per year
Design capability for receiving from road - '2 million tonnes per year
Stack capacity • - 1 million tonnes
TABLE 1.2
Shiploading rate - 4,000 tonnes per hour
Stacking rate - 6,000 tonnes per hour
Reclaim rate - 4,000 tonnes per hour
Receiving rate from rail track hopper - 4,000 tonnes per hour
Receiving rate from road hoppers - 2,000 tonnes per hour
SOURCE: Ref. [17]
NOTE:
Shiploading capacity = The designed capacity of the loader to load
coal directly onto ships, i.e., the maximum 
theoretical throughput of the facility
Stack capacity = The designed capacity of the stockpile area.
w\
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Figure 1.2; Coal exports overseas (through the port of Newcastle)
To Japan
; V . T o  other countries
Source : Joint Coal Board Annual Reports. Ref. [78]
Figure 1.3: Carrington Basin coal loader schematic layout h*o
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1.2 SOME QUALITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS OF THE CAUSES OF PORT CONGESTION 
AT NEWCASTLE • •
In the introduction (part 1.1), the history of the development of 
coal handling facilities at Newcastle harbour was outlined. The necessity 
for improved port loading facilities arose from its inability to meet 
the demand for coal made by Japan, as well as from the portTs inefficient 
mode of functioning. The first deficiency relates to the annual 
capacity of the facility. In fact by 1975 the Basin coal loader was 
operating almost to the designed capacity Cbarely 5 years after it had 
been constructed). -
. In order to achieve the designed tonnage throughput of the facility, 
the prime requirements are: •
(i) The availability of a vessel to occupy the loading berth 
immediately it is vacated in order to attain the maximum 
berth utilisation.
(ii) The ready coal availability at pit head and port stockpile,
(iii) Adequate rail transport to handle this tonnage,
(iv) Smooth handling operations,
(v) Consistent throughput by coal reclaimer,
(vi) Accurate scheduling of the arrival of coal ships, and the 
tugs and pilots necessary to escort the ships into and 
out of port. This avoids the missing of tides,
(vii) No industrial strikes, and
(viii) No mechanical breakdowns.
The combination of these favourable circumstances was hardly ever 
met and the result was the familiar sight of Japanese ships queuing 
outside Newcastle harbour during the period 1974-1976. During this 
period coal contracts were written for tonnages much higher than the 
maximum tonnage that could be handled by the Basin coal loader (which 
was 8,5 million tonnes). The situation was quite serious, as exporters 
were having to pay excessive demurrage of about $1.36 per tonne of 
coal exported, and also ships were having to queue longer than was 
desirable. Proof of the Japanese concern about the delays experienced 
by coal ships at Newcastle harbour can be seen by their offer to provide
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capital for the purpose of improving facilities in 1972 [12].
The second deficiency relates to factors such as size of vessel 
accommodated, loading rates, stockpile capacity, conflicting interests 
of port authorities, some of which may be undesirable despite the fact 
that the facility may still load the required quantity of coal.
In fact, the physical characteristics of the port of Newcastle, which 
has both tidal and navigational restrictions, contributed to the delays 
in ship turnaround 'time experienced at Newcastle during the period 
1969 - 1976. (This will be shown in chapter 2, part 2.5.5) « During this 
time the limited channel depth of 11 metres caused ships of tonnage 
30 - 60,000 tonnes to have to wait for high tide in order to enter or 
leave the port. ' Details of tidal restrictions on coal ship movements 
can be referred to in Appendix A. Regarding the conflicting interests 
of various port authorities, the Development Corporation of NSW in its 
1972 study concerning the coal loading facilities at Newcastle [12] 
made reference to the fragmentation of the coal industry. Each coal 
company appears to negotiate the best possible freight and material 
handling arrangements to suit its own needs.
Attempts that have been made in the past by the industry and/or 
government authorities to achieve a cohesion of all interests have 
substantially failed. For example, until 1971, the amount of coal 
exported from the port of Newcastle was limited by the reluctance of many 
collieries to work more than one shift per day or during weekends in 
order to load coal into the wagons [12]. Many collieries kept the wagons 
in their possession, even if they were not being loaded and this prevented 
the Department of Railways from using the wagons to transport coal 
from collieries 'which did have coal stocked and ready for transportation 
to the harbour. However, since then, the collieries and the Department 
of Railways have come to an agreement and this has resulted in an 
increased flow of coal to the harbour. Another example of the lack 
of cohesion of interests was seen in 1970 when the Japanese steel industry 
agreed as a temporary measure, in order to speed up coal shipments, 
to receive mixed coals which met required standards of quality if the 
suppliers also agreed. However this chance to make more effective use 
of loading and port storage facilities by shipping different brands 
of coal in combination was missed at Newcastle because some major 
exporters were extremely jealous of their reputation as suppliers of 
specification-grade coal and were therefore reluctant to agree to a
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mixing of their coal with other brands.
Many interacting factors should be considered when dealing with 
port improvement. The interaction between trade, port facilities, 
shipowners, the Port Authority, vessel size and numerous other aspects 
is very complex and does not lend itself readily to a piecemeal 
analysis and evaluation. In view of the enormous export potential of 
the coal trade at Newcastle, bulk coal handling is the main concern in 
this report. Attempts will be made to provide some quantitative and 
systematic approaches to the problems of port planning. These approaches 
may be based on the following sequences:
(1) Analysis of the observed data to determine -
(i) the causes of port congestion and methods of 
alleviation; -
• (ii) the patterns of shipping traffic, e.g. arrival 
and service distributions ...
(2) Provision- of the necessary theoretical queueing models 
to represent the process of ship servicing. These 
models can thus be used to predict future queueing 
delays as the port’s trade increases.
(3) Analistic . studies made to determine when 
and what optimal development, i.e., short or long-term 
development should be built to provide the needed 
capacity.
The planning of port' improvements, which is based on these, 
approaches is both short-term and long-term. The analysis of data would 
help the port authorities to determine quantitatively the amount of time 
ships spend at different stages of the servicing process i.e. the 
pre-service, in-service and post-service times. It thus helps the 
port authorities to pinpoint the congested node of the system and the 
Harbour Master to schedule the ships more efficiently. The required 
man-power and/or equipment can thus be quickly provided where needed to 
alleviate the port congestion. These short-term improvements a » ^  
necessary before any long-term improvements are considered. In fact nothing 
is gained economically by doubling the capacity of the port with a 
long-term improvement when the needed capacity can be met by a short-term 
improvement. Regarding long-term improvements of the port facilities,
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the patterns of past shipping traffic, the provision of theoretical 
queueing models as well as some analytic studies regarding the optimal 
scheduling of transport improvements, are helpful in providing some 
guidelines as to the needed capacity to be built.
These approaches will be elaborated in the section dealing with 
the objectives and scope of the study.
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1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The objectives of the study are -
(1) To contribute to the understanding of the congestion process 
at a specialised berth which loads coal as a bulk cargo. Data 
describing coal ship movements at the M.S.B. coal loading 
facility (single-berth facility) has been collected over a 
period of seven years. The purpose of this data analysis (on 
a ship-by-ship basis) of over 1310 ships is threefold.
(i) to help port authorities to find out quantitatively the 
causes of port congestion at the M.S.B. coal loader during the 
period 1969-1976 and thus to make short-term improvements in • 
order to reduce ship queueing time, (ii) to help the port 
authorities and ship owners to understand the probabilistic 
nature of ship queueing and turn-round times. Empirical 
relationships describing the effects of ship size on port and 
ship performances are established, to provide the people 
concerned with information regarding the optimal ship size to 
be used at a particular port, (iii) to relate the observed . 
.system of ships loading coal at the port to theoretical 
queueing models and to show that the assumptions of M/E^/l and 
M/M/s queueing models lead to an overestimation of ship queueing 
delays. In addition the thesis aims to show that the application 
of queueing theory to port planning needs to incorporate the 
sensitiveness of state-dependent arrival and service rates to 
ship congestion.
(2) To provide theoretical queueing models for the planning of
a single-berth facility. The results of the proposed queueing 
models will be expressed in simple form, not in terms of Laplace 
transforms and/or generating functions, so that queueing 
practitioners have a simple means at their disposal for tackling
■ queueing problems.
A unified approach towards the derivation of measures of 
effectiveness of ’'birth-death1 state-dependent queueing models 
M(n)/M(n)/S is proposed. A numerical approach to the solution 
of the distribution of number of ships in the system of the 
M(n)/Ej^ (n)/jl will be developed.
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(3) To study in detail the heterogeneous state-dependent queueing
models. The two queueing disciplines considered for use in 
conjunction with these models were those of the single and 
multiple-queues. Heterogeneous queueing models are considered -
to be important in the study of any multiple-server facility.
In port planning, the use of heterogeneous queueing models is 
appropriate because different berths handle different cargoes, 
so that the loading rates differ from berth to berth. The 
method of solution of the multidimensional birth and death 
equations used by Cooper [23] has been adopted for use in 
deriving the probability distributions of the number of ships 
in the system for the M(n)/M(n)*/s -- single queue and random 
choice of servers.
Measures of effectiveness are derived such as the average queue 
length, distribution of waiting time, effective arrival and 
service rates and moments of the waiting time distribution.
Computer programs were written to test the validity of this .
approach. The probability distributions and some measures of 
effectiveness of the M(n)/M(n)*/s - double queue are derived. 
Multiple queue behaviour can be found in many physical queueing 
situations where different customer types are processed at 
different types of service facilities. This class of queueing 
model is considered to provide a basis for study of the future 
operatons of the two coal loaders at Newcastle.
(4) It was planned to analyse the data describing coal ship move­
ments at the upgraded facility (i.e. M.S.B.) in conjunction 
with the Port Waratah coal loader; however the data was not 
available and in any case was too unstable to yield meaningful 
results (at the time of writing, i.e., July 1977, the facility 
has been operating for only six months). Therefore, a
study of data relating to the joint functioning of the M.S.B. 
coal loader and the now defunct Dyke loader, which was in 
operation until 1976 has been proposed, and for this purpose the 
programme UPGRADE was written. The purpose of the data analysis 
of the combined facility is threefold, (i) To find out how the 
M.S.B. and Dyke coal loaders co-ordinated their activities and 
how the M.S.B. coal loader and the new Port Waratah coal loader 
will do likewise, (ii) To compare the observed data with the
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predictions of the state-dependent heterogeneous state-dependent 
queueing model, (iii) To test if the assumption of the M/M/s 
queueing model in multi-berth port planning overestimates the 
queueing delays.
(5) Once the causes of port congestion have been identified by the data 
analysis programmes, their cures can be provided by either a 
short-term or a long-term improvement. The analysis of port 
short-term and long-term improvement is investigated according 
to the two basic criteria "what and when", i.e. what kind of port 
facilities should be constructed and when, so that the benefits 
connected with port developments will be obtainable. The measures 
of effectiveness of the economic model by which the optimal year 
in which to commission port improvements is determined, are 
based on the minimum total cost of port congestion from the time 
that the need for improved facilities is realised to the time 
that the facility is built and the cost of providing these facilities.
' The optimal year to phase out the facility is determined, based on
an estimate of the economic life of the port investment, in order ' 
to minimise facility maintenance and port congestion.
The author would like to thank S. Gooneratne for his explanation and
co-operation in writing the first version of the program ANALYSE (only the
main program, not any of its subroutines ) 1 which analyses the
data of shipping movements at the single-berth port facility. The main program
ANALYSE was simplified and modified to suit the needs of the author. It was\"debugged" and run at the University of Newcastle. Except for the program 
ANALYSE, all other programs were written by the author. The only unpublished 
work by S. Gooneratne which is known to the author is a paper dealing with 
"The Steady State M/M/C queue with discouragement", Ref. [43].
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CHAPTER 2 
DATA ANALYSIS
2.1 INTRODUCTION *1
Although the past may not always be a good guide to the future, 
it provides a basis for understanding the current operational 
behaviour of the port in relation to ship queueing and for forecasting 
trade and shipping patterns. Towards this end, a detailed analysis on 
a ship-by-ship basis of the queueing and turnround times of over 1,310 
ship arrivals at the Basin coal loader (Newcastle) and of over 500 ship 
arrivals at the combined Basin and Dyke coal loaders are presented. The 
lack of access to relevant data has made such a study impossible in the 
past. The fact that data was made available for this study by the 
Maritime Services Board of New South Wales indicates that they are 
willing to reveal to the public the manner in which the port of 
Newcastle was planned by the Board. They are quite proud of the 
efficiency of their data collection, which was organised by the '
Statistics Branch of the Board in Sydney. Existing theoretical queueing 
models would be poor representations of the real world behaviour of 
vessels if unprocessed data about ship servicing was used.
' .. In fact, in order to represent the process of servicing
coal ships at a loading berth by some theoretical models, the following 
characteristics of the systems should be closely scrutinized.
(1) Arrival distribution
(2) Service distribution
(3) Sensitivity of the arrival and service rates to ship congestion
(4) Relationships between ship size and measures of port and 
ship performance such as ship turnround time, ship service 
and queueing time, cargo handling rates, demurrage and 
despatch rates, etc.
The lack of such empirical studies in the past is due to the fact 
that ship designers and port authorities appear to have paid little 
attention to the probabilistic nature of ship queueing and turnround 
time versus the size, of the ship to be used at a particular port.
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Such a data analysis can also help the port authorities to realize 
how different classes of ships are affected by the operational 
capacity and the geographical restrictions of the port (i.e. 
availability of tugs, pilots, channel depth, daylight) and this 
would allow them to increase the service where needed.
The data analysis of shipping associated with the Carrington 
Basin coal loader was made available by the program ANALYSE (Appendix 
B.3). The main program (not the subroutines, some of which were 
adapted from Alldredge and Bolstad [1..] is a modification of a 
program; written by Mr. S. Gooneratne [42] to analyse the ship 
arrivals at eight Australian bulk loading terminals. The main 
program is used to interpret the raw data about the movement of 
ships while in port so that the observed system can then be represented 
by theoretical queueing models. A detailed description of the main 
program and its subroutines can be found in Part 2.3. The data 
covering the period 1969 - 1976, once analysed, can clearly indicate 
whether the port of Newcastle experiences permanent, seasonal or 
sporadic congestion and whether the construction of the second coal 
loader for Newcastle on the steelworks channel was justified.
Based on the program ANALYSE, program UPGRADE is also written 
to analyse ship movements at the two coal loading facilities. This 
program is used to determine the characteristics of ship movements 
using the combined Dyke and M.S.B. coal loaders for a period of two 
and a half years. The unavailability of reliable data associated with 
the upgraded facility (i.e. Port Waratah coal loader) makes it 
impossible to provide some insights into the current shipping patterns 
at the port. However, the program will be helpful at a later date, 
when the combined operation of the M.S.B. and Port Waratah coal loaders 
is more stable. The program can then be used to provide some information 
about the berth utilization, the effect of ship size on queueing delays, 
the size of ships to be used to maximize the providing capacity, the 
inter-arrival and service distributions, etc.
The basic data is extracted from vessel turnround cards and berth 
utilization cards which give information regarding the time of various 
ship movements, loading and/or discharging at the port and the tonnage 
loaded and/or deloaded. To thoroughly understand how this raw data can
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be correlated with theoretical data, so that queueing theory or 
simulation can be applied, some understanding of the problems of 
day-to-day operation of the facility and the ships is necessary as 
well as consistent definitions of the measures of port and ship 
performance such as queueing time, service time, turnround time, etc. 
are required.
2.2 PASSAGE OF A SHIP THROUGH THE SYSTEM
The turnround time of a ship through a port consists of the 
following four distinct parts:
- pre-service delay ,
- in-service delay
- net working time
- port-service delay. . .
2.2.1 Pre-service Delay
The pre-service delay is defined as the time interval between the 
ship arriving at the system and the facility being available for its 
service. The pre-service delay thus includes;
(1) Waiting time at outside anchorage if neither a tie-up berth 
nor a loading berth is available.
(2) Waiting time at tie-up berth (by tying up in the port 
rather than waiting off-shore the in-service delay can be less when 
the loading berth becomes available because the ship does not have 
to wait for a tide or daylight to move to the loading berth).
2.2.2 In-service Delay
The in-service delay is defined as the amount of non-loading time 
that a ship occupies the loading berth or prevents another ship being 
served at the loader before and after loading. The in-service delay 
can be either planned idle times, i.e. between 1200 hours and 2400 
hours Saturday and holidays when the loader is not working, or unplanned 
delays such as those associated with waiting for tugs, pilots, tides, 
etc. The in-service delay thus consists of the following;
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(1) Waiting time at off-shore anchorage for tugs, pilots, 
daylight, right tide, when coal loading berth is free.
(2) Travel time between off-shore anchorage or® tie-up berth 
to coal loading berth.
(3) Time to moor and unmoor vessels at the loading berth 
before and after loading.
(4) Time for medical clearance, draft survey at the loading 
berth.
(5) Delay time due to industrial disputes, bad weather and 
holidays at the loading berth.
(6) Waiting time at loading berth for the necessary tugs, pilots, 
daylight, after the ship has completed being loaded.
The movements of ships during the pre-service and in-service delay 
can be differentiated into six types which are shown in Figure 2.1. In 
this diagram the activity with which the ship is involved is shown 
horizontally and the passage of time vertically. The net result is a 
diagonal line with ship delay time shown as a vertical line. When 
ships first discharge or load coal or other materials at another 
berth, and then proceed to the Carrington Basin berth to be loaded with 
coal, the information about this first stop is disregarded, because the 
movements at the Carrington Basin coal loader are of primary interest 
to us.
2.2.2.1 Description of the six types of ship movements
MS(1): Ship arrives off Nobby’s head and can move directly
into the vacant loading berth.
Data recorded
IB(I) = Ship’s arrival time off Nobby’s.
MS (2): Ship has no off-shore anchorage delay and comes to
wait at one or more tie-up berths, for the time when 
the loader berth will be vacant.
Data recorded
IB(I) = Ship's arrival time off Nobby’s 
IC(I) = Arrival time at the first tie-up berth.
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MS(3): Ship is delayed at off-shore anchorage (0/A) only. 
It then sails directly to coal loading berth.
Data recorded
IA(I) = arrival time at 0/A 
IB(I) - departure time from 0/A
MS (4) : Ship is delayed by modes MS(2) and MS(3). That is, 
it is first delayed at 0/A and then at the tie-up 
berths.
Data recorded .
IA(I) = arrival time at 0/A
IB(I) = departure time from 0/A
IC(I) = arrival time at the first tie-up berth.
MS (5): Ship unloads before going directly to the coal loading 
berth. . 
Data recorded
IA(I) = earliest time ship would have left the 
discharging berth if the coal loading 
berth was always available.
IB(I) = the time at which the ship actually 
leaves discharging berth.
MS(6) : Similar to MS (5) except that the ship goes from the 
discharging berth to a waiting berth prior to its 
arrival at the coal loading berth.
Data recorded
IA(I) = earliest time ship would have left the 
discharging berth if the coal loading 
berth was always available.
IB(I) = the time at which the ship actually 
leaves discharging berth 
IC(I) = time of arrival at waiting berth after 
leaving the discharging berth.
Let ID(I) be the arrival time of ship (I) at the coal loading 
berth and IH(I) be the port departure time of ship (I), then 
depending on the type of movement of ship (I), the following data can
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be calculated:
ITT (I) = travel time of ship (I)
DL(I) = delay time of ship (I)
JAT(I) = system arrival time of ship (I)
ITRT(I) = turnround time of ship (I)
(1) For MS(1), MS (3) and MS (5) •
ITT (I) = ID(I) - IB (I) (2.1)
DL(I) = IB (I) - IA(I) (2.2)
(for MS(1) and MS(2), IA(I) = IB(I))
(2) For MS (2), MS (4) and MS(6)
ITT (I) = IC(I) - IB (I) (2.3)
DL(I) = (ID(I) - IC(I)) + (IB(I) - IA(I)) (2.4)
(3) For MS(1) and MS(2)
JAT(I) = IB(I) + IT (I) (2.5)
ITRT(I) = IH(I) - IB(I) (2.6)
(A) For MS(3), MS (4) , MS(5) and MS(6)
JAT(I) = IA(I) + IT (I) (2.7)
ITRT(I) = IH(I) - IA(I) (2.8)
In the data analysis, however, the value ITT(T.) in expressions 
(2.1) and (2.3) is multiplied by the factor C(MS(I)) where 
C(l) = C(3) = C(5) = 1  as the ships of types I, 3 and 5 move 
directly into the coal loading berth and C(K) = ET(K-l)/ET(K) 
for K - 2, 4 and 6 as the ships of types 2, 4 and 6 move to 
a waiting berth
ET(K-l) = the average travel time of ships type K-l 
ET(K) = the average travel time of ships type K
The six types of ship movements can also be classified as four
Ti
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DISCHARGING NOBBY’S TIE-UP LOADING
MS(2) = ship waits at tie-up berth before moving into coal loading berth
MS(3) = ship is delayed at offshore anchorage then sails directly into 
coal loading berth
MS(4) = ship is first delayed at 0/A then at tie-up berth before moving 
into coal loading berth
MS (5) = ship unloads before moving directly into coal loading berth
MS(6) = ship unloads then waits at a tie-up berth before moving into 
coal loading berth
Figure 2:1: The six types of ship movements during the pre-service 
period.
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Figure 2.2: Relationships between observations and events of the queueing 
system. (Ships A & B are successive arrivals, and the 
horizontal bars represent time.) Ref. [42].
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types of queueing situation IQ(1), IQ(2), IQ(3) and IQ(4).
Queueing situations IQ(1) and IQ (2) exist when there are no 
queueing delays of ships, assuming that the movements of ships take 
place promptly from the waiting position to the coal loading berth. 
Queueing situations IQ(3) and IQ(4) exist when there is no idling 
time of the coal loader. The presence or the absence of the term 
R = IS1(I) (the time elapsed between the departure from berth of one 
ship (i-1) and the arrival at berth of the next ship (i)) 
determines whether the queueing situation which develops between the 
time of movement of ships (i-1) and (i) is of type 3 or type 
4. The time required for the actual movement of ship (i) from its 
queueing position to the loading berth is represented by the random 
variable S in Figure 2.2. The rules for the data processing of 
ship movement are implied in this figure. These rules are stressed 
to be very important by Sathis' Gooneratne [42] in any attempt to -
make inferences about the actual operation from a mathematical or 
simulation analysis of the queueing system.
2.2.3 Net Working Time
Net working time is defined here as the time interval between 
loading start and loading finish. Included in this net working time 
is the time lost in hatch changes, mechanical breakdowns and electrical 
failures. The sum of the net working time and the travel time is often 
referred to as the minimum service time. The sum of the net working 
time and the in-service delays is defined as the effective service 
time. The argument for this definition of service time is that the 
ship effectively occupies the coal loading berth while entering and 
leaving the coal berth and thus prevents another ship from berthing 
[41]. This definition of effective service time is in accordance 
with Lee’s definition of the same [99] "the interval that elapses 
between the instant at which one customer’s service time begins and 
that at which the service time of the next customer begins, when this 
second customer has been in a queue waiting for service".
2.2.4 Post-service Delay
On completion of loading, if the tide is right and tugs and pilots 
are available, the ship can move out to sea without incurring any post­
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service delays. If not, the ship may be moved to a tie-up berth 
until it is able to leave the port. This waiting time incurred at 
the tie-up berth is called post-service delay and if it is incurred 
at the coal loading berth then it is considered to be part of the 
in-service delay. Thus the post-service delay may consist of the 
following;
(1) Waiting time at tie-up berth due to shortage of pilots, 
tugs, need for right tide, weather conditions, etc.
(2) Time for some operations to be carried out at the tie-up 
berths, e.g. hatch trimming, draught check, negotiation of ship 
passage.
The data available for determining these various components of 
service time is recorded by the M.S.B. in the form:
ID(I) = coal loading berth arrival time
IE(I) = loading start time •
• IF(I) = loading finish time
• IG(I) = berth departure time.
The service finish time of ship i-1 is determined as follows:
Let '
N
T  ID(I) - IG(I-l)
MIS5 = — --------------- (2.9),
N-l ,
where N = total number of ships using the facility.
Now for every ship i, we calculate IBIP(I) = ID(I) - IF(I-l).
If 1BIP(I) is smaller than MIS5 then the service finish time of 
ship (i-1) is the loading berth arrival time of ship i, i.e. 
JFT(I-l) = ID(I).
If IBIP(I) is greater than MIS5 then the service finish time 
of ship (i-1) is equal to the berth departure time of ship (i-1) 
plus an amount of time JR(I) which is randomly selected from the 
distribution of IBlP(I).
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To find the service start-time of ship i, JST(I), we have 
to know if the coal loader is busy or idle. If the loader is idle, 
then the service start time of ship i is the ship arrival time to 
the system, i.e. JST(I) = JAT(I). However if the coal loader is 
busy, then the service start time of ship i is the service finish 
time of ship (i-1), i.e. JST(I) = JFT(I-l).
■ After the ship arrival time JAT(I), the service start time 
JST(I) and the service finish time JFT(I) of all ships have been 
determined from the raw data, then other time components like the 
waiting time, the interarrival time, the service time, the average 
waiting time, etc., can be easily determined.
2.3 PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
2.3.1 Program ANALYSE
Program ANALYSE (Appendix B.3) is used to analyse the data of 
ship servicing at a single berth facility.. The program can also be 
used in the statistical analysis of any single-server facility, e.g., 
bank teller, ticket booth.
Program ANALYSE was written in FORTRAN IV for execution on the 
ICL 1900 computer. The number of ships analysed can be changed to 
suit the needs. In this case we only analysed data relating to the 
265 ships per year (approximately) which called at the port for a 
period of seven years. Program ANALYSE reads the data, prints a 
title, transforms the raw data into meaningful data which can be used 
and applied in a theoretical model, and calls the subroutines which 
analyse the data, if requested. Figure 2.3 illustrates the program 
structure. The two distributions EXPON and ERLANG are tested to 
select the best-fit distribution for the inter-arrival times, service 
times, queueing times, etc. In addition, separate subroutines are 
provided for computing and printing summary statistics, frequency and 
relative frequency charts, and a histogram. Subroutine STATE is 
also included to test the state-dependence of the service times and 
the rate of arrivals. The algorithms, subroutines, and computer 
output are described in the following -sections.
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Figure 2.3: Structure of the data analysis program:
STOP
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2.3.1.1 Descriptions of subroutines
Subroutine STATE
Subroutine STATE employs the method of maximum likelihood 
which has been used by Wolf [175] to analyse the state-dependence 
of the service and the arrival rates. vBriefly, for the general 
birth and death queueing models, let A(j) and p(j) be the 
arrival and service rate of the system when j customers are in 
the system; then the log-likelihood function of the model is
CO OO oo
£(6) = l  u ln X ( j )  + l  d l n u ( j )  -  £ Y. [ X ( j )  + U ( j)  ] (2 .1 0 )
j= 0  3 j = l  3 j= 0  3
where .
0 - a column vector whose transpose is 0^
6 = ( X 0 ,  • ••>
u. = number of transitions E. -► -E.,- (arrival)J 1 J+l
d. = number of transitions E. E . . (departure)
3 3 3~ 1
Y_. = total time spent in state E. during the. observational
time interval.
For the general model A(j), j = 0, 1, ..., M-l; X(M) = 0 and 
y  C j ) »  j =1» 2, ..., (M) ; ]i(0) = 0. The maximum likelihood
A A
estimates X(j) and U(j) are obtained by Wolf as [175],
Mj) = u^/Yj
U(j) = d./Y.
for j = o, 1, ..., M-l
for ii o 1, ..., M-l
(2. 11)
Subroutine ANALY
Subroutine ANALY computes the relevant statistics of the data 
such as the minimum, maximum, range, arithmetic mean, median, mode, 
geometric mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, Erlang 
K parameter and skewness. In the following equation let A represent 
an observation and N represent the number of observations.
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Arithmetic mean A
EA.1
I T (2.12)
Median value of middle observation 
in the ordered array
Mode most frequently occurring 
value
0 if no unique mode exists.
Geometric mean
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation CV
1q(£ log A-^/N
Æ ( A ± - Ä)V(N-l)
Standard deviation/Mean
(2.13)
(2.14)
- Erlang K parameter = (l./CV)2 (2.15)
- Skewness = £(A_^-A)3/( (A^ - A) 2 )"*"*"*
(2.16)
Subroutine RISTO
Subroutine HISTO computes and prints out a frequency table and 
a relative frequency table. The number of class intervals is 
computed by Sturges formula [1] which calculates the largest integer 
in the following equation
Number of intervals = 2 + 3.332 log(N) (2.17)
If the number of class intervals is greater than 15, then the 
number of class intervals is set equal to 15.
The width of each interval is the ratio of the range of 
observations to the number of class intervals. Frequencies are 
computed as greater or equal to the lower limit and less than the 
upper limit of the class interval.
Subroutine HISTA
Subroutine HISTA computes and prints out a histogram which is
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scaled if the maximum frequency in a cell is larger than 50.
Subroutine EXPON computes statistics for the data when the 
approximated Erlang K parameter is equal to 1. The location 
parameter, arithmetic mean, variance, standard deviation, standard
(computed in function VALT), Chi Square, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and 
Anderson-Darling goodness-of-fit test are used to test the fitness 
of the data to the two-parameter exponential distribution (see 
Appendix B.l for details of these tests). The expected frequency 
in the class interval is computed as;
TFRE = (1 - probability of being greater than the class
The chi-square value is computed by the subroutine CITY. The 
expected frequency histogram is printed out for comparison with the 
observed frequency histogram.
Subroutine ERLANG computes the statistics of the data when 
the Erlang K parameter is greater than 1. The probability density 
function of the Erlang distribution is defined as
Subroutine EXPON
error (i.e. standard deviation//N), and 0.95 student’s T value
limit.) * N - cumulative frequency up to that class 
interval. (2.18)
Subroutine ERLANG
-Ukt k-1 ! t (2.19)
where
y = 1/mean (2 .20)
1/k = (coefficient of variation)2 (2 .21)
When k = 1, we have
f(t) = ye”uc (2 .22)
which is a negative exponential distribution. The degree of randomness
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decreases with an increasing value of k.
The chi-square goodness-of-fit test is used to test the fitness 
of the data, and the expected frequency histogram is printed out so 
that it may be compared with the observed histogram.
2.3.2 Program UPGRADE
Program UPGRADE (Appendix B.4) is used to analyse the ship­
servicing at a two-berth facility. The program can be generalized 
for the multi-berth facility. Thè program was written in Fortran IV 
for execution on the ICL 1900 computer. The program reads the data 
of approximately 400 ships, transforms the raw data into meaningful 
data and then analyses the service and queueing delays, operational 
delay (e.g. caused by ship size restriction) and idle time of the 
facility. The subroutines of the program ANALYSE (part 2.3.1.1) can 
be incorporated into the program UPGRADE to test the state-dependence, 
the distribution of inter-arrival times, service times, queueing times 
and the test of best fit of the distributions.
2.3.3 Program SIZE
Program SIZE (Appendix B.5j) reads in the data output of the 
programs ANALYSE or UPGRADE which is stored in a magnetic file and 
analyses the following measures of performance according to the 
particular ship class.
- turnround time
- queueing time
- in service delays
- service time
- port-service delays * .
- loading rates
(for details refer to part 2.5)
The program SIZE also calculates the standard deviation, the 
coefficient of variation, the erlang K parameter and the time per 
tonne of coal loaded of the above measures of performance. The
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program is used to test the economy of large vessel size and can be 
applied in any similar service facility to decide the optimal size of 
the "serviced units". . '
2.4 EMPIRICAL DATA OF SINGLE BERTH FACILITY .
Results from the analyses of data describing ship movements 
through the Basin Coal loader for the period January 1969 to July 
1976 are shown in table 2.1. It is evident from table 2.1 that the . 
expected queue length grows very rapidly as the traffic intensity 
approaches unity (without reaching it). For example, the queue 
length is Lq = 2 when the traffic intensity is 9 = 0.920 during the 
period 71-72 and Lq = 7 when 0 = 0.993 during the period 74-75. In 
much of the data, the traffic intensity is very near to unity and the 
high variances of arrival and service times under these circumstances 
call for a test of the basic mathematical sub-unity assumption which is 
tested in part 4.4 chapter 4. The test consists of substituting the • 
observed data (which consists of A (n), y (n) and f (n), for the 
definition of these terms, please refer to p. xv ) into the results 
of the theoretical queuing models M (n) / (n) / 1. •
The results, of the test shown in tables 4,2 and 4,3 show that 
the theoretical berth utilisations have always been less than 1 
except for the period 1974-1975. This "almost violated" steady state 
condition of ship servicing at the port of Newcastle could have been 
due to the fact that shipowners who learned by radio that congestion 
existed at the port, reduced the number of ships calling at the port.
The waiting ships which had no option of diverting to an alternate 
port were gradually cleared from the waiting queue. This State- 
dependent phenomenon will be further discussed in parts 2,4.1,3, 
and 2.4.2.2.
2.4.1. The Input Process
2.4.1.1. Is the inter-arrival time distribution stationary? ■
The inter-arrival time distribution is stationary if the probability 
structure of the arrival process is not a function of time (Cox and 
Smith, Ref. [27*]) Figures 2.4 and 2.5 are histograms showing the 
number of arrivals and the cargo throughput at the coal loader per 
month for the period of study 1971-1976, The distribution of the 
monthly tonnage throughput can be seen as having the same pattern as
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the monthly arrival rate. The reason for this similarity could be 
due to the fact that the distribution of tonnage carried per vessel 
did not change significantly during the period (there was no 
significant port improvement during the period 1971 - 1976 toi allow 
vessels of size greater than 60,000 D.WT. to enter the port). 
Inspection of Figures 2.4 and 2.5 does not support the view that 
seasonal or cyclical variations of arrival rates do exist. Figures
2.4 and 2.5 only make clear the fact that although the Japanese 
demand for coal from the Port of Newcastle may have been more than
8.5 million tonnes per annum, the operational capacity of the Basin
coal loader had reached saturation point. There was no definite 
trend towards an increase in’coal throughput nor arrival rates during 
the period 1974 - 1975 because there were no significant port improve­
ments made which could have lessened shipping delays and thus have 
boosted the level of coal exports. •
It may therefore be concluded that the inter-arrival-distribution 
is independent of time for the period of 1971 - 1976.
2.4.1.2. Inter-arrival time distributions -
The inter-arrival time distributions are exponential for the 
seven years of study (1969-1976), The observed frequencies of ship 
arrivals are compared with the theoretical Poisson distributions by 
the three statistical tests: . -
(1) Kolmogorov - Sirnov (K-S)
(2) Anderson - Darling (A-D) ,
(3) Chi-square
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Table 2.1
Empirial data of the Basin Coal Loader for the period 1969 - 1976
Period 3/1/69
to
4/7/70
5/7/70
to
5/7/71Quant, derived from data analysis Notation Unit
Number of ships using the 
loader during the period N ships 265 180
£(inter-arrival times) a hours 13140 8645
E(effective service times) b hours . 12312 8422
£(queueing times) V hours 28382 3539
Number of ships that queued Uq ships 233 166
Mean inter-arrival time E hours 49.586 48.073
Mean rate of arrival X ships/ 0.0201 0.0208
Standard deviation of inter­
arrival time 0a
hours
hours 43.91 49.71
Erlang K parameter of inter-
arrival time (E /a )2 ERLA 1.28 0.935a a
Approximated erlang K parameter Ka ± 1
Mean service time = Eb hours 46.46 46.79
Mean rate of service y
a b
ships/ 0.0215 P.02137
Standard deviation of service 
time
hours
22.71 43.50
Erlang K parameter of service 
time (E^/G^)2 ERLS 4.18 1.16
Approx, erlang K parameter of 
service time
Traffic intensity -p
4
0.936
1
0.973
Berth occupancy (0 = p) 0 0.936 0.973
Mean queue time E or W hours 107.10 196.56
Mean system time (E + E^)
v q 
W hours 153.56 243.35
Average number in queue ( A*W ) La ships 2.152 4.088
Average number in system (L + 0) HL ships 3.088 5.061
Average turn-round time E-- t hours 156.21 247.73
Probability that a ship must queue
° rDimensionless queueing time
Pr(v>0) 0.937 0.963
E /E, v b 2.30 4.201
Total tonnage loaded during 
period (million tonnes) T M.T. 8.636 6.486
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Table 2.1 (Cont.)
Empirical data of the Basin coal loader for the period 1969 - 1976
Quantities
derived
5/7/71
to
28/6/72
14/7/72
to
2/7/73
4/7/73
to
10/7/74
10/7/74
to
27/7/75
27/7/75
to
27/7/76
N 131 140 193 210 190
a 6546 8526.56 8742.32 9271.92 9397.60
b 6027 6221.46 8034.98 9207.45 8417.57
V 13027 4132.66 29373.25 64683 29645
Ua 116 90 157 209 163n
Ea 49.972 60.904 45.297 44.152 49.461
X 0.0200 0.0164 0.0220 0.0226 0.0202
Ga 45.356 55.010 46.293 50.838 50.523
; ERLA 1.21 1.23 0.96 0.75 0.96
Ka 1 1 1 1 1
E b 46.009 44.440 41.632 43.845 44.303
y 0.0217 0.0225 0.0240 0.0228 0.0225
°b 21.653 17.696 17.169 20.354 19.914
ERLS 4.51 6.31 5.88 4.64 4.95
5 6 6 5 4
P 0.920 0.730 0.92 0.993 0.896
e 0.920 0.730 0.92 0.993 0.896
E or W 99.45 29.519 152.193 308.014 156.03v q
W 145.45 73.958 193.825 351.859 200.33
La 1.99 0.484 3.35 6.961 3.152
L 2.91 1.214 4.27 7.954 4.048
Et 157.55 78.452 202.52 360.727 210.698
Pr(v)0) 0.943 0.738 0.992 1 0.95
E /E, 2.161 0.664 3.287 7.025 3.522v b
T 5.177 5.653 7.524
1___________
8.225 7.700
Figure 2.4: Number of ship arrivals per month at Basin Coal Loader (from January 1971 to June 1976)
Figure 2.5: Total tonnage throughput per month at Basin Coal Loader (from January 1971 to July 1976)
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2.4.1.3 Correlation of the arrival rates and the number of ships in the 
system
The state-dependence of the ship arrival rates on the number of 
ships in the system was tested in thé data analysis program. The results 
are shown in Table 2.3 and figure 2.6. In figure 2.6 the dotted lines of 
best fit are also shown. For simplicity, the family of curves 
A (n) = a - bn with parameters a and b . which differ from year to year, 
was chosen to describe the empirical relationships of the state dependence 
of the arrival rates on the number of ships in the system. Table 2.2 below 
shows the yearly traffic intensity 0 versus the corresponding values 
of a and b
Table 2.2
Traffic intensity 0 versus the parameters a and b (A (n) = a - bn) Period 
1969-1976.
Year 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
0 0.936 0.973 0.920 0.730 0.896 0.920 0.993
a 5.0 5.4 4.9 2.9 4.7 5.8 6.4
b 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.25 0.3 0.45 0.6 .
From the table 2.2 it may be seen that the higher the traffic 
intensity, the higher are the coefficients a and b. In the relationship 
A (n) = a - bn, a large value of- a corresponds to a large number of ships 
calling at the port when the system is empty and a large value of b 
shows that a reduced number of ships are joining the queue, thereby 
displaying a "discouragement” response.
The parameters a and b can be estimated for future periods. One 
way of doing so is to relate the traffic intensity 0 to the parameters 
a and b by means of the following two relationships
a = c 0 + d 
and b = e 0 + f
The coefficients c, d, e and f can be estimated by regression analysis 
using the data of table 2.2. The parameters a and b can then be estimated 
once the traffic intensity 0 is known. For future periods, in which 
some improvements are made to the loading capacity of the facility, the 
value of a in the above expression can be multiplied by the constant k 
(which is the ratio of the estimated future throughput to the average
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throughput during 1969-1976, i.e. 8.5 million tonnes per annum) a 
procedure which takes into account our assumption that an increase in 
capacity of the facility is directly related to an increase of traffic.
The input process of the coal ships at the port of Newcastle is 
not a simple kind (i.e. completely random pattern of inter-arrival 
times) but rather the arrival rates are inversely related to the number 
of ships already in port.
This supports the fact that during this highly congested period 
when the berth utilization was 90% and the chance of waiting was 92%, 
the shipowners tried hard to reduce the ships’ idle time by scheduling 
the ships’ arrival rates. On learning (e.g. by radio) that congestion 
existed at the port, the ship owners reduced the number of ships 
calling at Newcastle. Thus the port records for the ships showed a 
decreased arrival rate as the number of ships waiting increased. The 
randomness and state-dependence of the ship arrivals are attributed 
to the "not-very successful" attempt of the shipowners to schedule their 
ships. The reasons are as follows: •
(1) Competition exists between companies loading coal at the 
port of Newcastle which makes scheduling impossible.
(2) Ships are served in order of arrival.
(3) There is no option for ships to divert to an alternate port 
because the contracts are valid at Newcastle only.
(4) Advance booking for use of the coal loading berth is not 
permitted because arrival times are not reliably predictable.
Because of restrictive policies, the shipowners cannot schedule 
their ships very well or even reduce the ships’ speeds as there is always 
the risk of mischeduling, of being overtaken by another ship and 
incurring further delay.
Willis and White [174] in their study of the coal loading facility 
at Port Kembla also expressed the view that successful scheduling of 
ship arrivals is impossible. A comparison made between the weekly 
forecasts of ship arrival times according to the Joint Coal Board and 
the actual arrival times shows no consistent relationship between the 
two [174]. Almost all vessels tend to arrive later than the forecasted 
time by a period varying from one day to more than two weeks.
Thé queueing delay presently suffered by coal ships visiting Newcastle 
Harbour could be greatly reduced if ship scheduling could be effectively
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implemented. .
In fact, it is well known in queuing theory that the substitution 
of a random distribution by an Erlang distribution of the inter-arrival 
times gives a marked reduction in queue time. The same conclusion 
about a reduction in queue time was also reached in a similulation- 
study (where direct analytical solution of the problem is not possible 
even though it can be defined mathematically) of the capacity of the 
Port Headland berth by Rendel and Partners [177].
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Table 2. .3
Arrival rates versus number of ships in the system. Basin coal loader
Period 1969 - 1976
No. of 
Ships in 
System, N ,
Arrival Rates X(n) ships/week
3/1/69
4/7/70
5/7/70
5/7/71
5/7/71
28/6/72
14/7/72
2/7/73
4/7/73
10/7/74
10/7/74
27/7/75
27/7/75
27/7/76
0 . 5.90- 6.14 5.23 3.71 17.38 - ' 6.92
I 4.03 2.90 2.50 2.54 3.95 1.56 2.34
2^ 3.70 4.26 5.08 2.46 3.59 3.37 4.20
3 2.84 3.81 3.37 2.23 3.50 7.27 4.29
4 2.63 3.86 ‘ 2.78 2.06 3.73 4.74 2.90
5 3.58 3.51 2.02 - ,4.19 4.53 4.42
6 2.25 3.92 0.86 - 2.97 4.29 3.08.
7 3.24 2.99 - - 3.07 4.86 2.82
8 1.28 1.71 - - 3.50 3,76 2.07
9 - . 2.11 - - 2.65 3.15 1.20
' 10 - 2.27 - - 3.77 2.51 -
11 - - - - 1.80 3.96 -
12 - - - - - 1.72 -
13 - - - - - 1.22 -
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Number of ships in port 
Period 69-70
Line of best fit =
\ (n) = 5.00 - 0.50n
Number of ships in port 
Period 70-71
Line of best fit =
X(n) ='5:40 - ’0.50n
Figure 2.6» Observed arrival rate patterns for the period 1969 - 1976
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n
Number of ships in port 
Period 71-72
Line of best fit
X(n) =4.9 - 0.48n
n
Number of ships in port 
Period 72-73
Line of best fit 
X(n) = 2.9 - 0.25n
Figure 2.6 (Cont.): Observed arrival rate patterns for the seven
years of study
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Number of ships in port 
Period 73-74
Line of best fit 
A(n) = 4.70 - 0.30n
Figure 2.6' (Cont.): Observed arrival rate patterns for the seven years
of study
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Number of ships in port 
Period 74-75
Line of best fit 
X(n) = 5.80 - 0.45n
Number of ships in port 
Period 75-76
Line of best fit
X(n) = 6.40 - 0.60n
Figure 2.6 (Cont.): Observed arrival rate patterns for the seven years
of study
2,4.2 The Service Process
2,4,2,1 The service, time distribution
The service time distributions for the seven years of study are shown 
in table 2.1. The distributions are mainly of Erlang type with K • 
parameters varying from 4 to 6 except for the period 5.7.70 to 5.7.71 
where K = 1. The dramatic change in the value if K during this period 
calls for a revision of the data analysis program and an investigation 
of the suitability of the shipping-movements data recorded. After 
revisions it was found that during the period 5.7.70 to 1.1.71 the MSB 
clerk who was responsible for the recording of the ship-movement data 
completely forgot to record the time the ships arrived at offshore 
anchorage.
The time ships spend at offshore anchorage in waiting for tugs, 
pilots and tides, etc., can not be then determined. These in-service 
delays which were discussed in part 2.2.3 are part of the effective 
service time if the ship effectively occupies the coal loading berth 
while entering and leaving the coal berth and thus prevents another ship 
from berthing. For this reason the effective service times are smaller and 
the data for this period is thus unusable.
The realization of this error was found during discussion of the 
matter with the engineers at the Maritime Services Board, i.e. John 
Sturday and Bill Thompson. Because of this inadequate data, the analysis 
of shipping movement data had to be restricted to that collected during 
the period January 1971 to July 1971. The arrival distribution was found 
to be random and it was found that the service distribution could be 
fitted to the standard ErJ_ang curve of K = 6. The high values for K 
for the period 1969-1976; K = 4 to 6; show the "orderliness” of the 
service and the concern of the Maritime Services Board in its efforts 
to reduce ship waiting times.
It is to be noted that the berth service time is dependent upon 
the loading rate, the variation in ship size and the distribution of 
service time. The latter, however, is almost independent of the 
navigational restrictions and the tug and pilot availability in the 
port of Newcastle when the berth utilization is almost equal to 1.
The reason for this is that these operations can be carried out, in most 
cases, when the coal loading berth is busy servicing other ships. The 
further relaxation of entrance and exit restrictions and the improvement 
in tug and pilot services is considered unlikely to produce a very
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significant reduction in queue time as the chief limiting considera­
tion is the under capacity of the facility.
2.4.2.2. Correlation of the service rates and the number of ships in 
the system
From table 2.5 and figure 2.7 it appears that the service rate 
depends on the number of ships in the.system. In figure 2.7 the best fit 
relationships between y (n) and n are also shown by the dotted lines.
For simplicity, the family of curves y(n) = a + bn with parameters a 
and b varying from year to year, was chosen to describe the empirical 
relationship between the State-dependence of the service rates and the 
number of ships in the system.
In relationship y(n) = a + bn, the parameter a denotes the 
service rate when there are no ships waiting and the parameter b denotes 
the loader capacity to speed up its service rate when an increased 
number of ships are waiting to load coal. Table 2.4 below shows the 
yearly traffic intensity versus the corresponding values of a and b.
Table 2.4
Traffic int^osity G versus the parameters a and b 
(y(n) = a -f bn) Period 1969-1976
Year 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
0 0.936 0.973 r 0.920 0.730 0.896 0.920 0.993
a 1.10 1.15 1.11 1.05 1.20 1.08 1.6
b 0.80 0.65 0.60 1.60 ' 0.65 0.50 0.60 |
For the seven periods shown in table' 2.4 the almost constant values 
of a agree with the seven sets of observed data of the average service 
time, which was about 45 hours per ship during the period 1969-76 
(Table 2.1). Except for the period 1972-1973 when the value of b was 
1.60, the values of b for the remaining periods, when the traffic 
intensity almost reached unity, showed only small variations, i.e.
0.50^ b 4 0.80. The almost constant values of a and b suggest that 
the patterns of service State-dependence for the six periods were quite 
similar and that there were no significant improvements of the Basin 
coal loader during 1969-76 which would have enabled the facility to 
increase its service rate when there ttere more ships waiting.
Estimates of a and b for future periods are possible by relating
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the traffic intensity 0 to the coefficients a and b by the following 
relationships '
a = c 9 + d 
and b = e 0 + f
The coefficients c, d, e and f can then be estimated by ' 
regression analysis using the data from table 2.4. The parameters a 
and b can then be determined once the traffic intensity 0 is known.
■ For future periods where there are improvements in the loading 
capacity of the facility, the values a and b in the above expressions 
can be multiplied by the constant k (which is the ratio of the estimated 
future throughput to the average throughput during 1969-76, i.e.
8.5 million tonnes per annum) so as to take into account our assumption 
that an increase in throughput is directly proportional to an increase 
in the service rate.
The servicing process of coal ships at the port of Newcastle is 
thus of Erlangian type with the service rate being proportional to the 
number of ships in the system.
Tables 2.3 and 2.5 suggest that the use of queueing theory in 
port planning would give a better estimate of ship queueing delay if 
the queueing models incorporated the sensitiveness of state-dependent; 
arrival and service rates to ship congestion. Classical queueing 
results, which assume arrival and service rates to be independent of 
time and other aspects of the service system, and generally assume 
random arrivals and an Erlang distribution of service times, will be 
shown in Chapter 4 to overestimate ship congestion when berth utilization 
is high. In Chapter 4, the state-dependent queueiuig model (M(n)/Ek(n)/I 
will be studied in preference to the classical queueing model M/Ek/1, 
and the observed ship queueing times will be compared wTith those 
predicted by the M(n)/Ek(n)/1 model.
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i
Table 2.5 r 1# • ■ ■ 1 - --- i •
Service rates versus number of ships in the system. Basin coal
loader - Period 1969 - 1976
No. of 
in
System,
ships Service Rates y(N) Ships/Week
N 3/1/69
4/7/70
5/7/70
5/7/71
5/7/71
28/6/72
14/7/72
2/7/73
4/7/73
10/7/74
10/7/74
27/7/75
27/7/75
27/7/76
0
2.12 2.90 1.76 2.35, 0.99 1.56 1.76
2 3.23 3.12 - 2.40 5.01 2.71 3.37 3.12
3 4.17 2.90 3.80 6.43 4.32 ‘ 0.91 3.86
4 4.71 3.38 3.56 1 6.18 5.33 3.45 3.23
5 3.30 3.12 6.32 9.12 3.67 2.94 4.59
6 4.17 3.52 6.88 ■ - 5.01 3.04 3.81
7 5.67 3.90 5.43 - 3.92 2.84 3.70
8 4.67 3.57 - - 4.28 3.76 4.73
9 3.43 7.75 - * - 4.78 ' 3.92 8.44
10 9.19 6.81 - - 3.77 5.53 4.17
11 - 14.00 - j - 4.49 4.95 -
i
12 - - •’ - - 12.90 5.18 ~
- 13 - - - - - 4.87 -
14 - - - - - 8.65
]j
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Number of ships in port 
Period 69-70
Line of best fit =
\i (n) 1-. 10 - 4 .80n
Number of ships in port 
Period 70-71
Line of best fit =
]i(n) = 1.155= t^65n.~';
Number of ships in port 
- Period 71-72
Line of best fit 
p(n) = 1.10 4-: 0.60ii
Figute 2.7: Observed service rate
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Number of ships in port 
Period 73-74
Line of best fit 
y (n) = 1.20 + 0.65n
Number of ships in port 
Period 74-75
Line of best fit 
y(n) = 1.08 + 0.5On
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Period 75-76 '
Line of best fit 
p(n) = 1.6 + 0.6n
Figure 2.7 (Cont.): Observed service rate patterns for the seven years of
study.
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2.5 EFFECT OF SHIP SIZE ON PORT PERFORMANCE
2.5.1 Introduction
Very few empirical studies have been published on the effect of 
ship size on the following measures of port and ship performance:
(1) turn-round times
(2) delay and idle time in service
(3) queueing delay before service
(4) queueing delay after service •
(5) loading rates
(6) the cost of loading one tonne of coal
. (7) démurrage and despatch rates
(8) the number of round voyages that can be made per year
These empirical relationships which show the probabilistic nature 
of ship queueing and turn-round times when established are likely to 
be of most interest to port planners and administrators, managers 
of stevedoring organizations and to some port users. For instance, 
it could be helpful to port authorities to be able to determine what . 
improvements in operational procedures (e,g. tugs, pilots, tie-up berths 
availability) and in geographical restrictions (e.g., one
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way channel, harbour depth) would be the most effective in reducing 
turnround times. It is also of benefit to port owners to have some 
operating policies regarding the size of ships, in order to minimize the 
idle time Gf the facility and so allow the port users to select the 
"optimal" ship size to minimize the time and cost of loading cargo.
Program SIZE (Appendix B.5) helps to differentiate the components 
of the total turnround time of the six ship classes (Table 2.4). Table
2.5 is a sample of the output for the period January 1969 to June 1973. 
Table 2.5 suggests larger ships spend more time loading and queueing 
than smaller ones. Intuitively this seems reasonable, as larger 
ships require more time to load a larger tonnage of coal. However, 
the economy of using larger-sized vessels becomes clehrer if the 
following dimensionless ratios are formed:
R(l) = IST/(IS3 + ITT)
R(2) = MST/(IS3 + ITT)
R(3) = ITRT/(IS3 + ITT)
(the definitions of the symbols are found in Table 2.6).
The sum (IS3 + ITT) of the net loading time and the travel 
time is defined by Gooneratne [45] as the minimum service time. A 
plot of these ratios for the Newcastle coal trade over the seven year 
period is shown in Figure 2.'8. The ordinate segments between these 
ratio values indicate the relative magnitudes of the turnround times, 
delay in service and queueing before and after service at a scale 
where the minimum service time is the unit of. time. The ordinate 
segment between
- 0 and R(3) is the ratio of turnround time to minimum
service time
- 1 and R(l) is the ratio of delay and idle time in
service to minimum service time
- R(l) and R(2) is the ratio of queueing delay before service
to minimum service time
— R(3) and R(2) is the ratio of queueing delay after service
to minimum service time.
Hence the first four of the eight interesting measures of 
performance are well described in the graph drawn in Figure 2.8,
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Figure 2.8 shows that queueing delays at Newcastle between the 
years 1969 ~ 1976 were very substantial and that the port suffered 
from permanent congestion. Queueing delays during the financial 
year 1972 - 1973 were fewer because the export of 6,173,453 tonnes 
of coal represented a fall of 1,245,223. tonnes from the 1971 - 1972 
figures. The delays and idle time in service for the seven years 
of study averaged about 25% of the minimum service time. The queueing 
delays after service were quite low compared with the queueing delays 
before service (i.e. the tugs and pilot facilities were quite adequate 
to handle the coal ships and the geographical restrictions of the port 
did not play an important part in the total delay time when the berth 
utilisation was high).
Similar plots of the ratios R(l), R(2) and R(3) for the six 
classes of ships over the period 1969 - 1976 are shown in Figure 2. 9. 
The effects of ship size on the measures of port performance may be 
studied below.
Table 2.6
The six classes of coal vessels loading coal 
at Newcastle Harbour
Class Tonnage (tonnes)
Class 6 50,000 - 60,000
Class 5 40,000 - 49,999
Class 4 30,000 - 39,999
Class 3 _ 20,000 - 29,999
Class 2 10,000 - 19,999
Class 1 0 - 9,999
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Table 2.7
Samplé output of program SIZE
YEAR (59--70 NO. (DF SHIPS TONNAGE LOADED
CLASS 6 29 1510749
CLASS 5 39 1614291
CLASS 4 87 3127795
CLASS 3 48 1141410
CLASS 2 43 708950
CLASS 1 4 26859
1ST TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
CLASS 6 0.07143212 3721 838 0.225 19.739CLASS 5 0.08001965 3312 1146 0.346 8.353CLASS 4 0.08741110 3143 1492 0.475 4.439CLASS 3 0.09814615 2334 1190 0.488 4.194CLASS 2 0.09925242 1636 789 0.482 4.299CLASS 1 0.33247701 2232 1171 0.524 3.637
IQT TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
CLASS 6 0.15512435 5997 5618 0.937 1.140
CLASS 5 0.12372676 5121 ' 4770 0.931 1.153
CLASS 4 0.20911025 7518 6343 0.844 1.405
CLASS 3 0.26677268 6344 5978 ' 0.942 1.126
CLASS 2 0.29944002 4937 4498 - 0.911 1.205
CLASS 1 0.26825273 1801 2132 1.184 0.714
IQST TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
CLASS 6 0.18655647 9719 5519 0.568 3.100
CLASS 5 0.20374641 8433 . 4774 0.566 3.121
CLASS 4 0.29652135 10660 6467 0.607 2.717
CLASS 3 0.36491883 8678 6834 0.672 2.213
CLASS 2 0.39869243 6573 4641 0.706 2.006
CLASS 1 0.60072974 4034 1873 0.464 4.637
ITRT TIME/TONNAGE MEAN 's t a n d. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
CLASS 6 0.19045189 9922 5586 0.563 3.155
CLASS 5 0.20729224 8580 4777 0.557 3.227
CLASS 4 0.30525178 10974 6819 0.621 2.590
CLASS 3 0.36455875 8669 5877 0.678 2.175
CLASS 2 0.39866563 6573 4671 0.711 1.980
CLASS 1 0.58118322 3902 2138 0.548 3.333
IS3 TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
CLASS 6 0.05427308 2827 685 0.242 17.042
CLASS 5 0.06655677 2755 1029 0.374 7.168
CLASS 4 0.06445211 2317 1110 0.479 4.354
CLASS 3 0.06893404 1639 1031 0.629 2.528
CLASS 2 0.06777065 1117 537 0.480 4.334
CLASS 1 0.06496891 436 181 0.415 5.804
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Table 2 .7 (Cont.)
Sample output of program SIZE
IRL TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR.
CLASS 6 0.00036935 19 4 0.203
CLASS 5 0.00040699 17 6 0.340
CLASS. 4 0.00049364 18 5 0.305
CLASS 3 0.00071140 17 5 0.292
CLASS 2 0.00103816 17 5 0.318
CLASS 1 0.00256897 17 7 0.422
IBIP TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR.
CLASS 6 0.00779018 406 1193 2.939
CLA£>S 5 0.00721679 299 487 1.629
CLASS 4 0.01242569 447 1144 2.560
CLASS 3 0.01915964 456 876 1.922
CLASS 2 0.02404260 396 960 2.422
CLASS 1 0.19211438 1290 1732 1.342
MST TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR.
CLASS 6 0.18367379 9568 5510 0.576
CLASS 5 0.20105421 8322 4754 0.571
CLASS 4 0.29236539 10511 6456 0.614
CLASS 3 0.35894026 8535 5878 0.689
CLASS 2 0.39116722 6449 4641 0.720
CLAS'S 1 0.56874791 3819 2142 0.561
IABT TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR.
CLASS 6 0.00541453 282 359 1.271
CLASS 5 0.00491609 203 307 1.511
CLASS 4 0.01130988 407 947 2.328
CLASS 3 0.00331169 79 137 1.735
CLASS 2 0.00425136 70 137 1.957
CLASS 1 0.00610596 41 8 0.200
ITT TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR.
CLASS 6 0.00131061 68 26 0.376
CLASS 5 0.00126681 52 16 0.300
CLASS 4 0.00150745 54 23 0.424
CLASS 3 0,00220867 53 18 0.339
CLASS 2 0.00311023 51 12 0.234
CLASS 1 0.00614319 41 6 0.153
IS1 TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR.
CLASS 6= 0.00074466 39 • 195 5.026
CLASS 5 0.00120486 50 223 4.466
CLASS 4 0.00301330 108 711 6.559
CLASS 3 0.00220780 52 258 4.907
CLASS 2 0.00461246 76 249 3.272
CLASS 1 0.00000000 0 0 0.000
ERLANG K
24.260
8.661
10.764
11.761
9.888
5.623
ERLANG K
0.116
0.377
0.153
0.271
0.170
0.555
ERLANG K
3.016
3.065
2.651
2.109
1.931
3.178
ERLANG K
0.619
0.438
0.185
0.332
0.261
24.965
ERLANG K
7.088
11.123
5.552
8.680
18.241
42.987
ERLANG K
0.040
0.050
0.023
0.042
0.0930.000
6
5
4
32
1
6
3
4
32
1
.6
5
4
3
2
1
6
5
4
32
1
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Table 2.7 (Coire,)
Sample output of program SIZE
TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
0.00420520 219 392 1.787 0.313
0.00512485 212 381 1.796 0.310
0.00710756 256 535 2.094 0.228
0.01327656 316 490 1.553 0.415
0.01018972' 168 391 2.326 0.185
0.20607618 1384 1139 0.823 1.477
TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
0.00932650 486 496 1.022 0.958
0.00517812 214 233 1.085 0.849
0.00868215 312 406 1.300 0.592
0.00774919 184 170 0.920 1.180
0.00915438 151 134 0.889 1.264
0.02945009 198 130 0.658 2.309
TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
0.00288268 150 150 1.000 1.000
0.00269220 111 111 0.995 1.010
0.00415596 149 156 1.043 0.919
0.00597857 142 141 0.989 1.022
O’. 00752521 124 132 1.065 0.883
0.03198183 215 293 1.364 0.537
TIME/TONNAGE MEAN STAND. DEV. COEF. VAR. ERLANG K
0.00011584 6 3 0.446 5.024
0.00014496 6 4 0.602 2.758
0.00012533 5 4 0.828 1.460
0.00016821 4 3 0.857 1.362
0.00023274 4 4 0.987 1.028
0.00037231 2 4 1.479 0.457
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Table 2..8
Definitions of the symbols used in Chapter 2
Notation
1ST(I) = JFT(I)-JST(I) Service time
IQT(I) = JST(I) JAT(I) Queueing time
i q s t(i) ;= JFT(I) JAT(I) System time -
*ITRT(I) ; 
or
IS3(I) =
= IH(I)-IA(I) 
IH(I)-IB(I) 
IF(I)-IE(I)
Turnround time 
Net loading time
IRL(I) *= IT(I)/lSJd) Tonnage loaded/net loading time
IBIP(I) = ID(I)-IF(X-1) Berth idle time when the loaded ship 
moves out of the coal loading berth
MST(I) = IGd)-JAT(I) Interval between system arrival time 
and coal loading berth departure time
IABT(I) = IH(I)-IGd) Delay due to tides or pilot unavailability 
after loading •
*ITT(I) = 
or
IS1(I) =■
IC(I)-IB(I)
ID(I)-IB(I)
ID(I)-JST(I)
Travel time
Waiting time at buoy or anchor while 
berth is free
IS2(I) = IE(I)-ID(I) Waiting time at coal loading berth 
before loading
IS4(I) = IG(I)-IFd) Waiting time at coal loading berth 
after loading
JRL(I) = JT(I)/ITRT(I) "Turn round" loading rate
Note; The above data are basically derived from:
JAT = ship arrival time 
JST = ship service start time
JFT = ship service finish time (part 2.2)
and other observed ship movements data recorded by the Maritime Services 
Board, such as;
ID = coal loading berth arrival time IG = berth departure time
IE = loading start time IH = port departure time
IF = loading finish time IT = tonnage loaded
*The derivation of JAT, JST, JFT, ITRT, IBIP and ITT can be referred to 
in part 2.2.
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Figure 2 . 8 ; Components of turnround time of ships loading coal at 
Newcastle Harbour (1969 - 1976)
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Figure 2.9 (Cont.): Components of turnround times of the six ship
classes for the period 1969 - 1976.
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2.9 • (Cont.): Components of turnround times of the six ship 
classes for the period 1969 - 1976 .
DWT (103) 
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2 . 5 . 2  Ship Size Versus Turnround Times
It is worth recalling here that the turnround time is the sum 
of four components (1) pre-service delay, (2) in service delay ,
(3) net loading time and (4) post-service delay. The averages 
and the coefficients of variation of the turnround times for the 
six ship classes are shown in Table 2.9. Fairly consistently, over 
the seven years of study, the coefficients of variation of the 
turnround times of smaller vessels are larger than those of big 
vessels. During the period 1974 - 1975 when the berth utilization 
was 0 = 0.993, the turnround times for all vessel sizes were almost 
identical. The economy in using large vessels is shown in Figure 2.9.- 
and is due to the fact that the larger the vessel the smaller the ratio 
of turnround time to minimum service time. The trend towards the use 
of large vessels at the port of Newcastle during the period of study could 
be due to an awareness by the port users of the fact that the larger 
the vessel the smaller the time spent for every tonne of coal loaded.
2.5.3 Ship Size Versus Service Time
The averages and coefficients of variation of the service times 
for the six ship classes are shown in Table 2.10. The average time 
for loading the vessel (of any particular class) did not change 
significantly during the 7 years of study. The reason for this is 
that there were no significant port improvements during the period 
1969 - 1976 to improve the ship loading capacity, although during 
1971 the coal handling plant at Canwan was upgraded to provide another 
3,000,000 tonnes of port capacity per annum. The distribution of the 
service time may be considered as belonging to a pooled distribution 
obtained by combining the separate distributions of the service times 
of the six ship classes. The "total" distribution cannot be expressed 
in explicit form in terms of the proportions of the pooled distribution, 
but from Table 2.10, it can be seen that the high coefficient of 
variation of any ship class contributes significantly to the "total" 
coefficient of variation. The high values of the coefficient of 
variation of the service times and the high ratios of service time 
to minimum service time (Fig. 2.9), of the small vessels reflect 
the economy of operating larger-sized vessels in terms of turnaround times.
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Table 2.9\, ______________________________
The averages of the turnround times for the six ship classes. Coefficients
of variations are given in brackets. (UNIT = MINUTES)
Period
Ship Class
Class 6. Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class 1 Total
1969-70 10,142 9,162 11,009 8,768 6,835 3,902 9,372
0=0.936 (0.554) (0.536) (0.605) (0.661) (0.692) (0.548) (0.635)
1970-71 13,242 15,257 16,155 14,747 9,970 - 14,864
0=0.973 (0.449) (0.443) (0.826) (0.654) (1.062) - (0.700)
1971-72 10,182 10,894 8,533 8,984 6,421 - 9,453
0=0.920 (0.422) (0.548) (0.571) (0.496) (0.586) - (0.523)
1972-73 5,343 5,736 3,877 3,436 3,870 - 4,707
0=0.730 (0.360) (0.552) (0.549) (0.629) (0.484) - (0.51)
1973-74 11,572 18,182 8,731 11,510 6,568 11,730 12,151
0=0,92 (0.736) (1.796) (0.833) (0.742) (0.731) (1.273) (1.51)
1974-75 22,329 21,323 21,680 21,403 19,661 - 21,644
0=0.993 (0.371) (0.395) (0.406) (0.374) (0.400) - (0.381)
1975-76 12,790 12,481 12,972 12,001 15,166 6,855 12,642
0=0.896 (0.665) (0.658) (0.507) (0.525) (0.531) (0.561) (0.604)
Note: 0 = berth utilization
coefficient of variation = standard deviation/mean 
erlang k parameter = (1/coefficient of variation)2
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Table 2.10
The averages of services times for the six ship classes. Coefficients
of variation are given in brackets. (UNIT = MINUTES)
Period
Ship Class
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class 1 Total
1969-70 3,781 3,251 3,096 2,319 1,611 2,294 2,788
0=0.936 (0.249) (0.343) (0.476) (0.480) (0.477) (0.497) (0.489)
1970-71 3,209 3,266 2,490 3,012 1,688 - 2,807
0=0.973 (0.192) (0,487) (0,286) (1.75) (0.517) - (0.930)
1971-72 3,580 3,222 ‘ 2,349 1,815 1,292 - 2,760
0=0.920 (0,302) (0.392) (0.477) (0.344) (0.532) - (0.470)
1972-73 3,183 3,003 2,279 2,334 1,584 - 2,666
0=0.730 (0.241) (0,484) (0.366) (0.328) (0.276) - (0.40)
1973-74 2,934 2,633 2,478 2,181 1,423 775 2,498
0=0.92 (0.277) (0.311) (0.404) (0.557) (0.763) (0.036) (0.41)
1974-73 3,163 2,671 2,588 2,143 1,474 - 2,630
0=0.993 (0.293) (0.337) (0.522) (0.676) (0.587) (0.464)
1975-76 3,312 2,753 2,459 1,750 1,512 1,515 2,658
0=0.896 (0.393) (0.360) (0.337) (0.402) (0.362) (1.041) (2.24)
Note: 0 = coal loader utilization
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2.5,4 Ship Size Versus Delay and Idle Times in Service
Figure 2.9 shows that for the seven years of study, the larger 
the ship size the smaller the. ratios of service time to minimum 
service time (i.e. the smaller the delay and idle time in service 
per tonne of coal loaded). These in-service delays vary from the 
minimum 10% to the maximum 30% of the minimum service time for 
the ship class 50-60,000 tonnes and from the minimum 30% to the 
maximum 370% for the ship class 0-10,000 tonnes. Further, the delays 
and idle time in service can be broken up into the following parts to 
study the effect of ship size on these components.
Service delay caused by moving the ship into the coal 
loading berth,
Service delay between ship arrival at loading berth and 
the beginning of service,
Service delay between end of loading and the departure of 
ship from the coal loading berth,
Service delay caused by moving ship out of the coal loading 
berth.
The probable causes of these delays are classified in Table 2.15 - 
The four components of these in-service delays in relation to the net 
loading time is shown in Figure 2.10 for the seven year period of 
study. It is obvious that the in-service delay constitutes about 
45% of the net loading time and has significantly high values of 
coefficients of variation (Tables 2.11,2.12, 2.13 and 2.14). Thus 
one possible short-term improvement of the M.S.B. coal loading 
facility would be the reduction of this in-service delay. The work of 
S. Gooneratne [45] shows that if the average service time is reduced 
by one hour, the average turnround time of ships would be reduced by 
6 to 8 hours when the berth utilization is high. This results from 
the basic shape of the "queueing time versus utilization" curve for 
practically all queueing systems, which makes the rate of change of 
queueing time to service time (i.e. dE(v)/dE(u)) always greater 
than the ratio E(v)/E(u) itself. The effect of ship size on the 
four components of the in-service delay is further considered below.
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) ■
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2.5.5 Ship Size Versus Service Delay in-Moving Ships into the Coal 
Loading berth (1ST)
In Table 2.11,the ISI component of the service delay appears to 
be independent of the ship size. The size of ISI relative to other 
components is small and as seen in Figure 2.10, it averaged about 
1 to 2 hours. The coefficients of variation of this component, 
however are significantly large. Thus the performance of the coal 
loader can be increased if the coefficient of variation of this in­
service delay can be reduced. At Newcastle harbour, the practice of 
using two tie-up berths inside the harbour saves time in moving the 
ship into the coal loading berth. The in-service delay in moving 
ships to the loader is attributed to unavailability of tugs or 
pilots to move the waiting ship into the vacant loading berth. It 
is worth recalling here that at Newcastle harbour there are no 
restrictions on daylight and tides for ship movements within the port.
2.5.6 Ship Size Versus Service Delay at Loading Berth Before Loading 
Starts (IS2)
All coal vessels require some time at berth before loading to 
allow for the opening of hatches, etc., however this component of 
in-service delay and its coefficient of variation are unusually high 
throughout the seven years of study (Table 2.12). This service delay 
averaged from 2 to 6 hours and the larger the ship size the smaller 
was the ratio of this service delay to the net loading time (Figure 
2.10). To eliminate IS2, it is necessary to work around the clock 
seven days a week and for there to be no coal shortage in the storage area. 
The randomness of ship arrivals and the demand for a variety of coal 
mixtures at Newcastle harbour also contributes significantly to this 
service-delay.
2.5.7 Ship Size Versus Delay at Loading berth after Loading Finishes
Coal vessels at Newcastle harbour are often loaded to a maximum 
allowable draught in order for the ship to leave at the next high tide.
If the tide is not right, then vessels are winched along to the adjacent 
dolphin-type tie-up berth so that the next coal vessel can be moved into 
the loader berth. Tugs and pilots are required for manoeuvring 
purposes in the port. The time spent at the loader berth after loading is 
the sum of the following ,
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- waiting time for tugs, pilots and tides •
- draught survey and hatch trimming time which averaged
about one hour.
From Table 2.13, it can be seen that this delay after loading 
is between two and three hours and has a reasonably high value of 
coefficient of variation. This delay can be operationally avoided 
if the tug and pilot service can be promptly provided to move the 
ship out of the coal loading berth. The economy of large size . 
vessels also is demonstrated clearly in Figure 2.10 by the smaller 
value of the ratio of the service delay to the net loading time.
2.5.8 Ship Size Versus Delay in Moving Ship Out of the Loading Berth
This component of delay time is regarded as part of the total
effective service time because when a ship is manoeuvred out of the
coal loading berth, it prevents the immediate occupation of the 
loading berth by another ship. This service delay does not vary 
significantly for the six ship classes and averages about 2 hours 
with a reasonably high coefficient of variation (Table 2.1*0. This 
service delay can be operationally avoided if the tie-up berths are 
well located so that the loading ship departs the coal loader without 
preventing the waiting ship from moving straight into the,loading 
berth. The M.S.B. coal loader serves approximately 200 ships per 
year with a design loading rate of 2000 tonnes per hour, so that 
if this service delay of two hours could be removed, the ship loading 
capacity of the existing M.S.B. coal loader could be boosted to 
another 0.8 million tonnes per annum.
To reduce in-service delays the M.S.B. investigated the possibility 
of providing an extra dolphin tie-up berth at the Basin coal loader.
This provision would allow gangway access to a vessel waiting for a 
loading vessel to sail. This would permit partial loading of the 
forehead of the waiting vessel pending departure of the loading vessel. 
However, this provision can « be realized only if the proposal for 
a State Dockyard new dry docking facility is not acted upon.
In order to reduce ship idle time, various measures could be 
taken. They could involve streamlining administrative procedures, 
adopting a new policy of port charges during congested periods, 
improving the pilot and tug service, dredging of the channel, reducing
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Table 2.11
The average of the service delays in moving ships into the loading
berth. Coefficients of variations are given in brackets.
(UNIT = MINUTES)
Period
Ship Class
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class 1 Total
1969-70 35 45 102 58 68 70
6=0.936 (5.08) (4.71) (6.70) (4.26) (3.38) (6.33)
1970-71 - 88 49 210 - 83
6=0.973 - (3.23) (6.60) (5.16) - (6.65)
1971-72 63 186 54 - - 76
6=0.920 (4.80) (2.13) . (3.60) - - (3.61)
1972-73 108 197 4 70 75 90
6=0.730 (2.36) (5.09) (6.08) (2.62) (3.51) (5.18)
1973-74 22 117 179 327 - ; 120
6=0.92 (5.11) (4.18) (3.89) (2.89) - (4.54)
1974-75 59 124 - 234 . 240 115
6=0.993 (4.52) (4.86) - (4.41) (2.55) (5.34)
1975-76 48 150 60 17 - 258 69
6=0.896 (5.1) (4.57) (5.3) (5.47) — (1.73) (5.58)
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Table 2.12
The averages of die service delays before loading starts Coefficients
of variation are given in brackets. (UNIT = MINUTES)
Period
Ship Class
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class 1 Total
1969-70 248 195 241 304 162 1,384 250
0=0.936 (1.68) (1.87) (2.16) (1.59) (2.36) (0.82) (1.95)
1970-71 160 204 151 974 206 - 342
0=0.973 (2.04) (3.50) (2.01) (4.33) (2.56) - (5.81)
1971-72 219 80 48 115 39 - 112
0=0.920 (1.95) (2.68) (1.02) (1.68) (0.98) - (2.40)
1972-73 266 105 209 202 177 - 206
0=0.730 (1.66) (1.48) (2.12) (1.24) (1.45) ' - (1.81)
1973-74 83 113 209 .150 145 132 137
0=0.92 (1.55) (1.63) (2.07) (1.49) (1.62) (0.83) (1.97)
1974=75 128 143 64 128 60 - 117
0=0.993 (3.54) (2.66) (0.57) (2.10) (1.17) - (2.90)
1975-76 159 131 161 . 181 - 154 525 162
0=0.896 (2.94) (2.75) (2.05) (2.25) (1.49) (1.52) (2.50)
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v Table 2.13
The averages of the delay at berth after loading finishes. Coefficients
of variation are given in brackets. (UNIT = MINUTES)
Period
Ship Class
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class 1 Total
1969-70 472 209 297 181 162 198 256
0=0.936 (1.04) (1.08) (1.34) (0.93) (0.89) (0.66) (1.28)
1970-71 120 408 158 105 218 - 205
6=0.973 (0.84) (2.89) (1.12) (0.75) (0.97) - (2.89)
1971-72 296 215 181 293 199 - 223
0=0.920 (1.26) (1.03)' (1.30) (1.27) (1.59) - (1.27)
1972-73 296 288 216 197 161 - 250
0=0.730 (1.43) (1.04) (1.87) (1.36) (0.90) - (1.45)
1973-74 277 308 334 113 636 42 204
0=0.92 (1.33) (1.62) (1.53) (0.82) (2.10) (0.85) (1.62)
1974-75 125 97 285 ' 274 86 - 178
0=0.993 (1.30) (1.38) (3.80) (2.94) (1.37) - (3.35)
1975-76 304 117 142 121 326 168 198
0=0.896 (2.37) (1.02) (1.12) (1.12) (1.52) (0.82) (2.30)
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Table 2.14
The averages of the service delay in moving ships out of the loading
berth. Coefficients of variation are given in brackets, (UNIT = MINUTES)
Period
Ship Class
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class -3 Class 2 Class 1 Total
1969-70 134 132 165 138 117 276 145
6=0.936 (0.97) (0.99) (1.02) (0.98) (1.12) (0.94) (1.02)
1970-71 150 166 120 99 no - 129
0=0.973 (0.69) (0.69) (0.75) (0.77) (1.42) - (0.80)
1971-72 169 132 154 101 143 - 147
0=0.920 (0.86) (0.71) (0.88) (0.78) (0.93) - (0.85)
1972-73 145 138 110 152 143 - 135
0=0.730 (0.95) (0.76) (0.91) (1.02) (0.84) - (1.10)
1973-74 144 120 121 87 106 50 121
0=0.092 (0.77) (0.82) (0.75) (0.62) (0.87) (0.28) (0.80)
1974-75 114 3.22 97 113 96 - 112
0=0.993 (0.79) (0.60) (0.72) (0.87) (0.58) - (0.75)
1975-76 128 109 127 105 79 137 118
0=0.896 (0.74) (0.65) (0.76) (1.02) (0.55) (0.82) (0.77)
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Table 2.15 • 
Probable causes of in-service delays
1. Service delays caused by moving the ship into coal loading 
berth due to:
(i) unavailability of pilot or tug service
(ii) bad weather V
(iii) industrial strike
(iv) vessel not ready to move into coal loading berth 
because it is undergoing repairs, deloading, etc.
2. Service delay at berth before loading begins due to:
(i) no loading occurring on a weekend or public holiday
(Ü) unavailability of coal at pit head and port stockpiles
(iii) unavailability of labour, breakdown of plant or bad 
weather
(iv) industrial stoppage.
3. Service delay at berth after loading finishes due to:
(i) unavailability of pilot or tug service
(ii) waiting for right tide
(iii) bad weather
(iv) industrial stoppage
(v) awaiting the clearance of the channel by another vessel.
4. Service delay caused by moving the ship out of coal loading
berth due to:
(i) the lack of smooth handling operations to make the loading 
berth immediately vacant for the waiting ship.
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classes for the period 1969 - 1976.-
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Figure 2J_0 (Cont.): Components of service times of the six
ship classes for the period 1969 - 1976
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Figure 2.10 (Cont.): Components of service times of the six
ship classes for the period 1969 - 1976
Period 1973 - 1974 Period 1974 - 1975
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Figure 2. 10 (Cont.): Components of service times of the six
ship classes for the period 1969 - 1976
DWT (103)
Period 1975 - 1976
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the idle time of the loader itself and improving the coal supply 
to avoid shortage when a ship is waiting. Ventura [167] found that 
the working of weekends and three shifts a day is a very sound policy 
economically as it reduces ship idle time for privately owned 
installations. This is an obvious area to be considered for the port 
of Newcastle where ships habitually queue and all opportunities for 
increasing working hours are not being utilized. The Maritime Services 
Board has investigated a change in policy and procedures to allow for 
continuous working of the Basin loader over a period of 24 hours a 
day, 7 days per week. However, this extension of working hours into the 
idle period from noon Saturday to 8.00 a.m. Sunday was found to have only 
limited advantages because this period is used for necessary weekly 
maintenance of the system. The question of working policy is also 
important in reducing the ship in-service delay. The principle of 
this policy is that in case of shortage of labour, quicker turnaround 
of ships may be achieved by working some ships as intensively as 
possible instead of spreading the available resources over all the 
ships in the port. •
Improvement in operational procedures are- thus possible to 
eliminate the in-service delays (i.e., by a reduction of the mean and/or 
the variance of the service times). However, the improved performance 
should justify the cost involved in achieving it and hence to what 
extent and how the performance of the system should be improved.
2.5.9 Ship Size Versus Queueing Delay Before Service
The high utilization of the Basin coal loader during the period 
of study 1969 - 1976 leads us to conclude that queueing delays for 
ships loading coal at the port of Newcastle are the result of 
permanent congestion. The reasons for permanent congestion are,
(1) low capacity of the port’s facility, (2) rapid increase in 
port services with which the port is unable to cope, (3) inefficient 
port operations which fail to reduce in-service delays. As shown in 
Figures 2.4 and 2.5, Newcastle coal loading berth did not have to 
cope with the problem of seasonality. Figure 2.9 shows that the 
queueing delays were very high for the seven years of study except 
for the financial year 1972 — 1973. These delays are at least 180/£
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and at most 1800% of the minimum service time although this becomes 
less with larger sized vessels. It is evident from part 2.4 that 
during the period of study the port authority at Newcastle was 
under pressure to speed up the service rate and in addition, the 
shipowners reduced the ship arrival rate when the facility was 
heavily congested. However, the queueing delays can be further 
decreased during peak traffic periods if the port authority imposes 
some control policies to regulate the arrival rates during congested 
periods (i.e. p >1) . One means of preventing arrivals is to impose 
a surcharge on ships visiting the port during peak traffic period.
Additional ships will then call at the harbour only when the 
expected expense by the shipowners is not beyond the total delay cost 
imposed by the Port Authority on Shippers’ and the waiting cost of 
ships because the loader is busy. This control policy has been 
considered by Randal Geehan [37] as a means to reduce the congestion 
at airports. The control policy may be referred to in Figure 2.11.
The cost curve is applicable under steady-state traffic conditions 
as well as non equilibrium conditions. In Figure 2.11,' DD is the . 
demand curve for loading rights of ships calling at the port. The 
higher the cost of loading, or price per unit tonne of coal loaded, 
the lower the arrival rate will be as more ships are rescheduled to 
a different time, a different coal loading facility, or their entry 
is cancelled altogether. OA represents the standard loading fee 
which is independent of the degree of congestion. This fee was 
assumed to be equal to the constant marginal cost of port operations; 
wear and tear of the berths, port labour costs, etc. With OA the 
only fee, the equilibrium traffic flow is OG, where average cost 
(which equals OA plus average delay cost) intersects DD. At any 
arrival rate greater than OG the value placed on an additional unit 
of service (as indicated by the demand curve) is less for some ships 
than the cost as perceived by the shipowners (i.e., the average cost) 
so the quantity of service demanded will fall to OG. Similarly, for 
arrival rates less than OG there are some ships for which the marginal 
valuation lies above the perceived cost and the quantity of service 
demanded will increase to OG. Similarly, for arrival rates less than 
OG there are some ships for which the marginal valuation lies above 
the perceived cost and the quantity of service demanded will increase
S3
Table 2.16
The averages of r.he queueing delays before service. Coefficients of 
variation are given in brackets. (UNIT = MINUTES)
Period
Ship Class
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class 1 Total
1969-70 6,145 5,764 7,606 6,427 5,218
>
1,801 6,426
=0.936 (0.908) (0.864) (0.815) (0.920) (0.879) (1.184) (0.88)
1970-71 9,721 11,491 13,391 11,706 8,269 - 11,794
=0.973 (0.62) (0.59) (1.0) (0.69) (1.27) - (0.860)
1971-72 5,538 6,619 5,763 6,896 4,724 - 5,967
=0.920 (0.64) (0.86) (0.81) (0.60) (0.56) - (0.743)
1972-73 1,821 2,247 1,354 1,132 2,322 - 1,771
=0.730 (1.09) (1.09) (1.61) (1.76) (0.84) - (1.21)
1973-74 8,039 14,942 5,704 9,111 4,807 10,302 9,131
=0.92 (1.03) (2.17) (1.21) (0.88) (1.01) (1.41) (1.98)
1974-75 18,461 17,986 18,613 18,953 18,124 - 18,480
=0.993 (0.43) (0.46) (0.45) (0.40) (0.44) - (0.43)
1975-76 8,636 8,981 10,098 10,014 12,803 5,374 9,361
=0.896 (0.97) (0.93) (0.65) (0.62) (0.67) (0.95) (0.82)
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Figure 2.11 Delay cost for homogeneous, steady-state traffic
Source: Ref [37].
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to OG. At this point the marginal gain to the system to be 
achieved by reducing traffic is HJ. This is because GJ is the 
cost to the system of the marginal loading ship, whereas the charge 
on the marginal ship is only GH. If a congestion tax of JH was 
charged, traffic would be reduced. The tax corresponding to the 
optimal arrival rate is ED, at which point traffic flow is reduced 
to OF and the marginal benefit, as indicated by the demand curve, 
is equal to the marginal cost for the system, as indicated by the 
marginal cost curve. This method can be used to reduce congestion 
at peak hours by rationing via the price mechanism instead of building 
more capacity. A computer solution has been developed by Geehan [37] 
for calculating average delay costs, marginal delay costs and taxes 
and this includes the results for typical daily cycles with different 
peak hour traffic intensities. The method proved to be an efficient 
means of reducing peak traffic congestion by rationing the available 
capacity.
Ship queueing time could be reduced if a single ship size wTas 
used. However, this is unlikely to occur. From the observed data of 
ship movements during the period 1969-76, the average queueing and 
service dalays per tonne of coal loaded for the six ship classes can 
be obtained. Table 2.17 has been prepared to show the total queueing 
and service delays for each of the six ship classes during each year 
between 1969 and 1976, presuming that ships of each class shown were 
exclusively and respectively used in loading coal at Newcastle. Table 
2.17 shows that if ships of a larger size only were used during periods 
of heavy congestion, i.e. when 0 approaches unity, the total delay 
would be less. For example during the period 1971-72 when the traffic 
intensity was 0 = 0.920 and the coal tonnage throughput was 5.177 
million tonnes, if ships of size 50-60,000 DWT had been used then the total 
delay would have been 8,269 hours; whereas if ships of size 10,000-19,999 
DWT had been used, then the total delay would have been 20,380 
hours, which is a reduction in time of 146%. Table 2.18 has been 
additionally prepared to show the total service time of each of the 
six ship classes during 1969-1976 presuming that ships of each class 
exclusively and respectively were used in the coal trade.
Table 2.18 shows that there was a reduction in the net service 
time if larger ships were used. For example, during the period
1971-72, if ships of size 50-60,000 DWT had been used then the net
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Table 2.17
Total queueing time of six ship classes if each class was used in
. 3loading coal at Newcastle. Unit = 10 hours.
Period 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 75-75 75-76
T(million 
tonnes)
8.636 6.486 5.177 5.653 7.524 8.225 7.700
Utilization 0=0.936 0=0.973 0=0.920 0=0.730 0=0.920 0=0.993 0=0.876
Class 6 12.206 12.703 8.267 3.176 9.429 38.506 17.160
Class 5 11.808 19.870 9.656 4.054 13.696 46.977 19.180
Class 4 17.691 21.371 7.783 2.068 9.706 57.552 22.775
Class 3 19.565 30.020 19.174 1.575 18.527 89.234 28.995
Class 2 20.552 9.190 20.380 8.438 19.110 128.584 86.729
Class 1
Table 2.18
Total net service time of six ship classes if each class was used in
. 3loading coal at Newcastle. Unit - 10 hours.
Period 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
T(million 
tonnes)
8.636 6.486 5.177 5.653 7.524 8.225 7.700
Utilization 0=0.936 0=0.973 0=0.920 0=0.730 0=0.920 0=0.993 0=0.896
Class 6 7.457 5.610 4.264 4.090 5.589 6.697 6.086
Class 5 8.533 5.455 4.497 4.378 5.796 6.681
—
6.255 1i
Class 4 8.116 5.610 4.092 4.289 6.748 7.350 6.615
Class 3 8.508 6.242 4.793 5.797 7.248 7.343 6.893
Class 2 8.433 5.103 4.745 5.253 5.957 7.644 6.707
Class 1
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service time would have been 4264 hours, whereas, if ships of size 
10,000-19,999 BWT had been used then the net service time would have 
been 4745 hours, which is a reduction in time of 11.28%. A reduction in 
net service time as well as in queueing and service delays would naturally 
lead to an increase in the coal tonnage throughput, which, during the 
period 1969-1976, was far less than the contract tonnage written for 
Japan.
2.5.10 Ship Size Versus Berth Idle Time
Although the berth utilization of the Basin coal loader during 
the period 1969 — 1976 was high, the berth idle time ranged from 0 
hours for the financial year 1974 - 1975 to about 16 hours for the 
period 1972 - 1973. Table 2.15 can be referred to for the averages 
and the coefficients of variation of the berth idle time. The high 
coefficients of variation of the berth idle time reflect the randomness 
of ship arrivals and the poor scheduling of their occupation of the 
idle coal loading berth. ■
Table 2.19
The averages of the loading berth idle times. Coefficients of 
variation are given in brackets (UNIT = MINUTES)
69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
6=0.936 0=0.973 0=0.920 0=0.730 0=0.920 0=0.993 0=0.896
Average 199 113 199 969 282 0 119
Coefficient 
of variation (4.36) (5.81) (4.50) (2.18) (3.92) (0) (6.61)
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The ship loading capacity of the Basin coal loader can thus 
be increased if the berth idle time can be further reduced by 
scheduling the ship arrival time more effectively.
There is no clear indicator from the data analysis that the 
berth idle time is affected by any particular ship size.
2.5.11 Ship Size Versus Bulk Loading Rates
Another measure of port performance discussed in the literature 
of shipping transport is the loading rate. The bulk loading rate
could be based on the following:
(1) Net loading rate
(2) Gross loading rate
(3) "turnround" loading rate
Total tonnes loaded 
net working time
____Total tonnes loaded_____
net working time + delay and 
idle time in service
Total tonnes loaded 
turnround time
Rates based on net loading rate are an accurate measure of the 
maximum performance that can be offered by the facility if all the 
stevedoring operations and navigational restrictions can be 
completely avoided. The difference between the gross loading rate 
and the net loading rate provides a measure of the performance of the 
stevedoring operations. The loading rate on the turnround time basis 
would be a measure of the overall port performance relevant to the 
economics of ship size and port policy. The loading rates based on 
the above three definitions for the Newcastle coal trade for the seven 
years of study are shown in Figure 2.12 and Tables 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22* 
As can be seen the net loading rate varies little for the six ship 
classes arid the larger the size of the ship, the larger is the net 
loading rate. The minimum net loading rate is about 900 tonnes per 
hour and the maximum is about 1350 tonnes per hour. Although the 
manufacturer has rated the capacity of the reclaimer and the shiploader 
at the Newcastle Basin at 2,000 tonnes per hour, this upper limit of 
continuous reclaimer and shiploader output is impossible. The main 
reasons behind the failure of the plant to maintain the specified net 
loading rate are:
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(1) Hatch changes which take an average of approximately 7 
minutes for every hatch change. The number of hatches of bulk 
carriers varies between 4 and 10.
(2) Hatch trimming which takes about 1 hour [135] .
(3) Malfunction caused by the electrical or mechanical -
breakdown of shiploaders.
(4) Blockage of chutes or conveyors.
(5) The inability of the reclaimer to achieve a consistent 
throughput.
(6) The inability of the reclaimer to maintain an average 
rate of working equal to the capacity of the ship loaders.
(7) The inability of the shiploaders to absorb surges in
the feed rate. •
(8) Shortage of the coal required.
The great difference between the gross loading rate and the 
net loading rate in Figure 2.12, gives one an idea of the type of 
in-service delays experienced by ships loading coal at Newcastle. 
Although small ships experienced smaller in-service delays, the 
economy of larger ships is obvious when the measure of performance 
is the in-service delay per tonnage loaded.
The turnround-time based loading rate for the seven years of 
study is also shown in Figure 2.12. The stepping increase of this 
loading rate with larger vessel sizes is a measure of performance in 
economic terms of the larger vessel. The ratio of the 'turnround" 
loading rate to the net loading rate for almost all vessel sizes 
varies from 1/4 to 1/10 which means that the delays experienced by coal 
vessels during the period of study were considerable.
2.5.12 Ship Size Versus Shipping Cost
In part 2.5.11, it was shown that the larger the ship, the greater 
the loading rate and the less time spent in port for every tonne of 
coal loaded. However, these measures of performance are not sufficient 
to confirm the economy of larger sized vessels loading coal at
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Table 2.20
The averages of the net loading rate for the six ship classes. 
Coefficients of variation are given in brackets.
UNIT = TONNES/HOUR
Period
Ship Class
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class ].
1969-70 1,158 1,012 1,064 1,015 1,024 1,046
0=0.936 (0.202) (0.339) (0.304) (0.289) (0.318) (0.417)
1970-71 1,156 1,189 1,156 1,039 . 1,271 -
0=0.973 (0.191) (0.216) (0.245) (0.292) (1.013) -
1971-72 1.214 1,151 1,265 1,080 1,091 -
0=0.920 (0.283) (0.297) (0.253) (0.265) (0.282) -
1972-73 1.382 1,291 1,318 975 1,076 -
0=0.730 (0.176) (0.252) (0.188) (0.359) 0.344 -
1973-74 -1,346 1,298 1,115 1,038 1,263 -
0=0.92 (0.197) (0.200) (2.75) (0.263) (0.281) -
1974-75 1,228 1,231 1,119 1,120 1,076 -
0=0.993 (0.223) (0.164) (0.261) (0.230) (0.285) -
1975-76 1,265 1,231 1,164 1,117 1,148 1,221
0=0.896 (0.208) (0.201) (0.249) (0.208) (0.318) (0.204)
0 = coal loader utilization
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Table 2.21
The averages of the gross loading rate for the six ship classes. 
Coefficients of variations are given in brackets.
UNIT = TONNES/HOUR
Period
Ship Class
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class l
1969-70 879 831 792 702 703 218
0=0.936 (0.210) (0.323) (0.324) (0.329) (0.343) (0.489)
1970-71 1,000 936 933 776 664 -
0=0.973 (0.194) (0.300) (0.248) (0.360) (0.388) -
1971-72 908 941 1,028 831 781 -
0=0.920 (0.395) (0.313) (0.272) (0.298) (0.309) -
1972-73 1,044 1,002 1,049 689 635 -
0=0.730 (0.226) (0.298) (0.255) (0.288) (0.276)
1973-74 1,1-26 1,053 981 771 820 -
0=0.92 (0.194) (0.234) (0.280) (0.323) (0.293) -
1974-75 1,068 1,047 937 834 760 . -
0=0.993 (0.234) (0.224) (0.294) (0.324) (0.330)
1975-76 1,700 1,400 945 880 717 595
0=0.896 (0.283) (0.209) (0.271) (0.245) (0.308) (0.735)
0 coal loader utilization
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Table 2.22
The averages of the "turnround" loading rates for the six ship classes. 
Coefficients of variation are given in brackets.
(UNIT = TONNES/HOUR)
Period
Ship Class
-1
Class 6 Class 5 Class 4 Class 3 Class 2 Class 1
1969-70 392 389 302 271 263 188
0=0.936 (0.415) (0.572) (0.745) (0.759) (0.872) (1.170)
1970-71 338 242 229 169 342 -
9=0.973 (0.800) (0.805) (0.991) (1.096) (1.100) -
1971-72 368 339 401 202 190 -
6=0.920 (0.486) (0.598) '(0.806) (0.591) (0.728) -
1972-73 658 583 707 578 326 -
0=0.730 (0.321) (0.466) (0.422) (0.489) (0.654) -
1973-74 467 361 433 266 266 246 '
9=0.92 (0.700) (0.893) (0.698) (1.042) (0.816) (0.263)
1974-75 178 150 124 83 59 -
6=0.993 (0.80) (0.642) (0.721) (0.768) (0.661) -
1975-76 355 312 * 249 204 79 -
6=0.896' (0.586) (0.638) (0.940) (1.122) (0.457)
l
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Figure 2.12: Loading rates.of the six ship classes 
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Figure 2.12 (Cont.): Loading rates for the six ship classes
for the period 196S - 1976
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Figure 2,12 (Cont.): Loading rates of the six ship classes
for the period 1969 - 1976
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Newcastle Harbour, as the operating cost of a larger vessel is- much 
more than that of a smaller vessel [141]. The operation of large vessels 
is only economical when the loading rate (which increases with 
vessel size), increases at a rate which more than compensates for 
the greater operating cost of a larger ship. By using the cost 
estimates of the breakeven operating costs per day in port, published 
by Westingform Ltd., U.K., [172], (Figure 2.13), and the turnround 
time per tonne of coal loaded for the six ship classes (Table 2.7), ' _
it is possible to calculate the cost of loading each tonne of coal at 
the port of Newcastle.
, Cost of loading . 
per tonne of coal'
Turnround time 
per tonne of coal) * (
Cost in port 
per day )
The cost of loading one tonne of coal for each of the six ship 
classes is presented in Table 2.23. The cost of loading one tonne 
of coal decreases as the size of the vessel increases. During the 
period 1974 - 1975 when the berth utilization was almost equal to 1, 
the cost of loading one tonne of coal was nearly three times the cost 
of loading it during the other periods. _
2.5.13 Ship Size Versus Demurrage
' • After the ship
arrives at the port and has obtained pratique, it can lodge a 
Notice of Readiness between 0900 hours and 1700 hours, Monday to 
Friday and 0900 hours and 1300 hours on Saturday. Then 24 hours 
free time are allowed before the calculation of the lay days (i.e. 
the days provided for loading) which is based on a loading rate of 
10,000 tonnes per day. If the calculated number of laydays is 
exceeded, demurrage charges are incurred which cease as soon as 
loading is finished. Japanese coal vessels may be excempt from 
demurrage between 1200 hours and 2400 hours Saturday during which 
time the coal loading facility is not available for hire. Based on 
the above information the number of days that demurrage has to be 
paid for a ship of tonnage T is:
Demurrage days = (IQT H-IS1 + IS2 + IS3) - (24+T/10,000 + Tx + T2 + T3)
(2.23)
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where
total ship queueing time when CL is occupied 
service delay incurred when moving ship into coal loading 
berth (CL)
service delays between a ship's arrival at the coal 
loading berth and the commencement of service 
time between the commencement and completion of loading 
time for pratique to be carried out (about 1 hour) 
time for shipowner to lodge the Notice of Readiness 
(assume 2 hours)
allowable time that ship may be exempt from demurrage .
between 1200 hours and 2400 hours Saturday
T3 = (IQT + IS1 +IS2 + IS3) * (12/168) (2.24) .
where
12 = Number of hours between 1200 hours and 2400 hours Saturday
168 = Number of hours in a week.
Thus all of the information required for the calculation of the 
demurrage days is available in the data analysis program. The demurrage 
days and despatch days for vessels of different sizes are tabulated 
in Table 2.24. .
From table 2.24, it can be seen that from the data analysis 
describing the coal trade during the period 1969-1976 at Newcastle 
Harbour, the possibility of paying demurrage was very much higher for 
the smaller vessels. The reason for this was that at Newcastle during 
this period the net loading rate was about 1300 tonnes per hour (or 
31,200 tonnes per day when the loading facility was continuously working, 
refer to part 2.5.11), however, the calculation of the laydays 
was based on a loading rate of only 10,000 tonnes per day [142].
Thus the use of larger vessels reduces the chance of the charter 
parties having to pay demurrage charges. During the period 1974-1975 
when the utilization of the coal loading facility was 99.3%, the demurrage 
days for vessels of all sizes numbered many, e.g., 9.8 days for the 
10/20,000 D.W.T. vessels and 7.4 days for the 50/60,000 D.W.T. vessels.
IQT =
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Table 2.23
Cost of loading one tonne of coal for the six ship classes 
(period 1969 - 1976) (US dollars)
Period 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
Ship class 0=0.936 0=0.973 0=0.92 0=0.73 0=0.92 0=0.993 0=0.896
Class 6 1.40 1.83 1.40 0.73 1.57 3.04 1.72
Class 5 1.49 2.29 1.63 0.87 2.84 3.31 1.90
Class 4 1.92 2.80 1.49 0.66 1.50 3.86 2.30
Class 3 2.17 3.54 2.27 0.82 2.86 5.16 3.00
Class 2 2.28 3.47 2.40 1.33 2.22 6.76 5.14
Class 1 2.90 - 5.20 - 6.2 - 4.12
0 = berth utilization
Table 2.24 '
Demurrage (+VE) or dispatch days (-VE) of Japanese coal vessels 
visiting the Basin coal loader (tonnage 10-60.000 DWT)
Period 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
Utilization 0=0.936 0=0.973 0=0.90 0=0.73 0=0.92 6=0.993 0=0.896
Class 6 -0.326 1.88 -0.76 -3.43 0.475 7.405 1.01
Class 5 ' 0.384 3.55 0.605 -2.40 5.415 7.715 1.86
Class 4 1.89 5.32 0.365 -2.63 0.325 8.74 3.26
Class 3 1.93 5.78 2.01 -1.58 3.645 9.78 3.95
Class 2 1.45 3.51 1.10 -0.40 1.015 9.80 6.23
Class 1 0.54 - 3.20 - 5.01 - 2.30
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Demurrage is a charge made by the shipowner to the charter
parties for the detention of his ship in loading after the stipulated
number of laydays have expired. Dispatch money is a bonus paid by
the shipowner to the charterer for loading or deloading his ship
before the stipulated lay days have expired. Demurrage and dispatch
depend on the terms of the contract between the charter parties and
the shipowners and they vary according to the size of vessel and
country of destination. The author approached a few charter parties
involved with the servicing of Japanese coal vessels, but was told «
that the demurrage and dispatch rates per day were strictly 
confidential. It was however learned from the charter parties that 
the dispatch rate is half the demurrage and that the rate of demurrage 
is the same for vessels of size 35,000 DWT - 60,000 DOT and is 1.75 
times higher than that for vessels of size 10,000 DWT - 35,000 DWT. 
The calculation of our demurrage and dispatch will be based on the 
following assumed data (Table 2.25). '
2.5.14 Ship Size Versus Number of Round Voyages per Year
The relationship between voyage time, turnround time and the 
number of round voyages a vessel can make over a period of time T 
is
N = TV+R (2,25)
where
N = Number of round voyages per year
V = Time taken for each round trip
R = Turnround time at the loading and unloading ports.
For the Newcastle coal trade, most of the vessels are destined 
for Japan, 6,920 km. away. Travelling at an average speed of 14 knots 
(i.e. 26 km/hour), the round voyage time is V = 22.18 days. 
The average turnround time figures for coal vessels of six sizes at 
the port of Newcastle are available (Table 2.9). In addition we 
assume that the average turnround time at the Japanese deloading port 
is about 60% of that at Newcastle Harbour. From this information,
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Table 2.25
Demurrage and dispatch rate per day for the six ship classes
Class of Vessel Class 6 Class 5 Class 4- Class 3 Class 2 Class 1
Demurrage per day 
Dispatch per day 
($ A dollars)
3,000
1,500
3,000
1,500
3,000
1,500
1,750
875
1,750
875
1,750
875
Table 2.26
Dispatch (-VE) and demurrage (+VE) payment for Japanese coal vessels 
visiting Newcastle during period 1969 - 1976 
(Tonnage 10-15,000 DWT) (UNIT: $A Dollars)
Period 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
Utilization 0=0.936 0=0.973 0=0.92 0=0.73 0=0.92 0=0.993 0=0.896
Class 6 - 489 5,640 - 1,140 - 5,145 1,425 22,215 3,030
Class 5 1,152 10,650 1,815 - 3,600 16,245 23,145 5,580
Class 4 5,670 15,960 1,095 - 3,945 975 25,220 9,780
Class 3 3,377 10,115 3,518 - 1,382 6,378 17,115 6,912
Class 2 2,537 6,142 1,925 - 350 1,776 17,150 10,902
Class 1 947 - 5,600 - 8,767 - 4,025
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the number of voyages made by vessels of different sizes are 
tabulated in Table 2.27.
. Table 2.27
Number of voyages made per year for the six vessel sizes
Period 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
Utilization 0=0.936 0=0.973 0=0.90 0=0.73 0=0.92 0=0.993 0=0.896
Class 6 11 9.89 10.90 13 10.43 7.76 10.03
Class 5 11.28 9.32 10.64 12.78 8.61 7.96 10.12
Class 4 10.60 9.09 11.52 13.78 11.45 7.89 9.97
Class 3 11.43 9.46 11.35 14 10.44 7.94 10.28
Class 2 12.25 10.98 11.72 13.78 12.38 8.30 9.35
Class 1 13.76 — — — 10.36 12.25
It is obvious that an increase in coal loader utilization leads 
to a proportional reduction in the number of voyages that can be made 
each year. For example, an increase of 36% in the coal loader utilization 
over the period 1972 - 1973 and 1974 - 1975 reduced the number of voyages 
of the ship class 60,000 DWT by 40% and of the ship class 40/50,000 DWT 
by 37.71%. This large reduction in the number of voyages that can be 
made per year has a direct bearing on the economics of ship operation.
From equation (2.25) the relative increase in the number of voyages 
made in a given period corresponding to a given fractional decrease in the 
mean proportion of turnround time p spent by vessel in port can also 
be found as follows [41].
Let
7 = V+R and P = V+R 
and substituting in (2.25) we have
Ty = T O - b )
V V (2.26)
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Assume that the vessel speed is constant, hence the time taken 
for each round trip is constant. Differentiating (2.26) with respect 
to p we have
dN = - |  dp (2.27)
Dividing (2.27) by (2.26), we get
—  = - (2.28) N 1-p
or
© ■ - © • f e (2.29)
Equation (2.29) shows that a fractional increase or decrease 
in the mean proportion of turn-round time (i.e. p = R/(V + R) 
corresponds to a relative decrease or increase (respectively) of the 
number of voyages that can be made in a given period.
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2.6 EMPIRICAL DATA OF THE DOUBLE BERTH FACILITY (i.e. M.S.B. and
Dyke Coal Loaders)
Results from the analysis of data of ship movements through the 
combined facility M.S.B. and Dyke loader for the period July 1973 to 
July 1975 are shown in table 2.2 Again the distributions of inter­
arrival times and service times are obtained on the basis of steady state 
conditions.t The inter-arrival time distributions are exponential for 
the two periods of study. The agreement between the observational data 
and the theoretical exponential distribution fit is reasonably high at 
the 5% significance level. As for the service time distribution, the 
Erlang parameters K are estimated as K = 1.49 for the period 1973-1974 
and K = 1.04 for the period 1974-1975. The service time distributions 
are approximated as exponential distributions with reasonably good fit 
at the 2.5% significance level.
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EMPIRICAL DATA OF THE DATA ANALYSIS OF THE COMBINED FACILITY 
(M.S.B.and Dyke Coal Loaders)
• TABLE 2.28
Period 6/7/73- 8/8/74-
Quantities derived from data analysis Notation Unit 10/7/74 3/7/75
Total number of ships using the 2 loaders N Ships 228 245
Number of ships using the M.S.B. loader Ni . Ships 192 199
Number of ships using the Dyke loader N2 Ships 36 46
Z (inter-arrival times) a Hours 8571 8327
Z (effective-service times) b Hours 11965 15670
Z (effective queueing time) V Hours 27709 61431
Number of ships that queued during the U Ships 194 202
period 9
Mean inter-arrival time Ea Hours 37.59 33.98
Mean rate of arrival A Ship/
hour
0.0266 0.0294
Standard-deviation of inter-arrival time ' aa Hour 36.32 35.77
Erlang K parameter of inter-arrival times 
(E / a )2
ERLA 1.07 0.90
a a
Approximated Erlang K parameter Ka 1 1
Mean service time Eb Hour 52.47 63.96
Mean rate of service y Ship/
hour
0.01905 0.0156
Standard deviation of service time % Hours 42.957 62.77
Erlang K parameter of service times
W 2
ERLS 1.49 1.04
Approximated Erlang K parameter 1 1
Traffic intensity P 1.396 1.884
Berth occupancy 0 = p/2 0 0.698 0.942
Mean queue time Ev Hour 121.53 250.73
Mean system time (E + E ) E Hours 174 314.69v b w
Average number in queue (A * E ) Em Ships 3.232 7.37
Average number in system (E +0)m En Ships 3.930 8.31
Probability that a ship must queue Pr 0.709 0.900
(v>0)
Dimensionless queueing time E /E, v b 2.31 ' 3.92
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2.6.1 Correlation of the arrival rates and the number of ships 
in the system
Table 2.29 and figure 2.14 show the relationship between ship arrival 
rates and the number of ships in the system. The state-dependence of the 
ship arrivals is not very obvious for the period 1973-1974. During this 
period the arrival rates to the combined facility averaged approximately
4 ships per week. This low level of arrivals could be due to the under­
utilisation of the Dyke coal loader, which is 43%, half that of the 
M.S.B. coal loader. For the period 1974-75 when the utilisation of both 
the Dyke loader and the M.S.B. coal loader was high (83% for the Dyke loader 
and almost 100% for the Basin coal loader), it is evident from table 2.29 
and figure 2.1A that the ship arrival rates drop sharply when the number of 
ships in the system exceeds six.
2.6.2 Correlation of the ship service rates and the number of 
ships in the system
The state-dependence of the service rates and the number of ships in 
the system is quite evident, as shown in table 2.30 and figure 2.15. •
State-dependent and heterogeneous queueing models are considered to 
be important if queueing theory is used in the study of multi-berth 
port planning. The use of state-dependent and heterogeneous queueing 
models is appropriate because the arrival and service rates appear to 
be sensitive to the number of ships waiting for service, and different 
berths have different loading rates. State-dependent and heterogeneous 
queueing models - single and multiple queue - will be studied in chapter
5 in preference to the homogeneous queueing model M/M/s so often found in 
studies of shipping.
TABLE 2.29
Arrival rates versus number of ships in the system 
for the combined M.S.B. and Dyke coal loader. 
Period 1973 - 1975.
Number of Ships 
in system, N
Arrival rate X(N) ships/week
6/7/73-10/7/74 8/7/74-3/7/75
0 18.70
1 4.30 4.45
2 4.57 3.04
3 4.00 6.32
4 4.77 3.94
5 4.64 4.38
6 4.11 7.44
7 3.89 4.39
8 ' 4.63 6.03
9 3.63 5.43
10 3.29 4.15
11 4.27 4.06
12 3.11 2.89
13 - 3.12
14 — 4.15
TABLE 2.3Q
Service rates versus number, of ships in the system 
for the combined M.S.B. and Dyke coal loader. 
Period 1973 - 1975.
Number of Ships 
in system, N
Service rates p(N) ships/week
6/7/73-10/7/74 8/7/74-3/7/75
0 0 0
1 0.96 4.45
2 3.09 3.04
3 4.32 0.79
4 . 7.00 3.94
5 5.27 4.38
6 4.76 4.57
7 4.62 3.17
8 5.29 ' 2.52
9 5.08 3.95
10 5.48 5.57
11 8.55 7.77
12 3.11 6.03
13 19.34 6.87
14 0 10.39
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Figure 2.14: Observed arrival rate patterns for the period 1973-1975
(M.S.B. and Dyke coal loaders)
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jj-gure 2.15: Observed service rate patterns for the period 1973-75
(M.S.B. and Dyke coal loaders)
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2.6.5 Queueing time versus the size of ships to be serviced
at the two loaders
From the data analysis of ship movements, the following information 
about the waiting time of ships loading coal at the M.S.B. coal loader 
and the size of ships that can be handled at the Dyke coal loader can be 
obtained.
During 1973-74, the total ship waiting time at the M.S.B. coal loader 
was 1,155 days, of which 781 days accrued because ship owners refused ser­
vice at the Dyke loader. During 1974-75 the total ship waiting time was 
2,560 days, of which 1,277 days were spent waiting, for the same reason.
Owners of ships larger in size than 25,000 DWT often preferred to load 
coal at the M.S.B. coal loader because it might be slower to be serviced at 
the Dyke coal loader, which has a maximum loading rate of 300 tonnes per 
hour, whereas the M.S.B. loader has a maximum loading rate of 2,000 tonnes 
per hour. Table 2.31 shows the possible reduction in queueing time of ships 
loading coal at the M.S.B. coal loader. These reductions could be made if 
the 300 tonnes/hour Dyke coal loader could handle the following ship sizes:
• Up to 60,000 DWT
• Up to 50,000 DWT
• Up to 40,000 DWT
• Up to 30,000 DWT
• Up to 20,000 DWT
• Up to 15,000 DWT
• Up to 10,000 DWT
From table 2 . 3 1  it can be seen that if ships of up to 60,000 DWT went 
to the Dyke coal loader instead of waiting for the M.S.B. loader to be 
available, ships’ queueing delays at the Basin coal loader could have been 
reduced by 68.3% during the period 1973-1974 and 53.36% during 1974-1975.
The Dyke coal loader was claimed to be capable of handling ships with 
capacities up to 30,000 DWT; however 18.19% (period 1973-74) and 29.71% 
(1974-75) of ship queueing time for-the Basin coal loader during the above- 
mentioned periods was due to owners of ships with capacities of up to 30,000 
DWT refusing service at the Dyke coal loader.
The construction of the Port Waratah coal loader, on the Steelworks 
Channel, with a maximum loading rate of 4,000 tonnes per hour and the ability 
to serve ships of up to 120,000 DWT is expected to reduce considerably the
waiting time of ships due to size restrictions.
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TABLE 2.31
Possible reduction in queueing time of ships loading coal 
at the M.S.B. coal loader. The percentages of reduction 
in queueing time are given in brackets.
(UNIT : DAYS)
Period Total waiting 
time
Possible queueing time reduction if ships of 
following sizes used the Dyke coal loader
the
60,000
DWT
50,000
DWT
40,000
DWT
30,000
DWT
20,000
DWT
15,000
DWT
10,000
DWT
1973-1974 1143 781 575 348 208 109 60 40
0 = 0.698 (100) (68.3) (50.3) (30.44) (18.19) (9.5) (5.24) (3.5)
1974-1975 2393 1277 1016 844 711 407 258 129
8 = 0.942 (100) (53.36) (42.45) (35.26) (29.71) (17) (10.78) (5.4)
0 = X/2y = berth utilisation
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2.7 Summary
The data analysis has shown that only an in-depth study of 
port congestion can settle the dispute between the shipowners and 
the port authorities about the capacity of the port. The shipowners 
concern is the ability of the port to discharge and load cargo 
without delaying the ship concerned. The port authorities’ concern, 
however, is the full utilization of the service facility.
The data analysis of ship movements showed that during the period 
1969-1976, when the demand for coal by Japan far exceeded the maximum 
tonnage that could be handled by the Basin coal loader (which was 8.5 
million tonnes of coal per annum), the coal loading facilities at Newcastle 
were fully utilized (the average berth utilization was 90%). This 
inevitably led to long shipping delays which are summarized as 
follows:
(1) The queueing delay before service was at least 180% and
at most 1800% of the berth occupancy time although this was less with 
larger sized vessels (part 2.5.9).
(2) The in-service delays accounted for 20% to 40% of berth 
occupancy time (graphs 2.10 and 2.12).
(3) The maximum berth idle time was approximately 16 hours per 
ship (table 2.19).
Short term improvements could have been made to reduce the 
aforementioned queueing delays and the in-service delays. These 
were not made because the M. S.B. decided to proceed only with planning 
long-term improvements. If they had been made they would have 
involved the following procedures:
(1) Introduction of an operational policy which would have reduced 
the number of callings by small vessels (less than 30,000 D.W.T.) or 
have forced the owners of these vessels to go to the small loader when 
this loader was available instead of waiting on for the larger loader.
If this policy had been implemented during the period 1973-74 and 
1974-75, a reduction in queueing delays of 18% and 30% respectively 
could have been effected (part 2.6.3.).
(2) Implementation of the ship scheduling policy so that ship 
owners would have had the option of either reducing the ship's speed
at sea or diverting to an alternate port when the M.S.B. coal loader was
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heavily congested. '
(3) Prompt servicing of ships would have reduced the in-service delay 
which occurs between, the completion of loading of one ship and the 
commencement of loading of the next. This can involve (i) the prompt 
provision of tugs and pilots to move ships out of and into coal loading 
berths,(ii) the provision of more tie-up berths adjacent to the loading 
berth in order to reduce the travel time of ships between the two berths,
(iii) work during weekends and in three shifts a day on all berths, (iv) 
streamlining of some administrative procedures such as health clearance, 
customs, etc.
Because the prospective export capacity of coal through the port of 
Newcastle was predicted to rise to over 20 million tonnes per annum 
by 1985 [78*], the Maritime Services Board was more concerned with 
long-term improvements of the coal loading facility at Newcastle rather 
than the short-term improvements which could only have temporarily reduced 
the permanent congestion of the port. The concern of the port authorities 
regarding the permanent congestion of the port during the period 1969-1976 
was demonstrated by their decision to go ahead with the construction of a 
second coal loader (which was completed in January 1977) and the plan to 
deepen the harbour to 15.2m by 1981. The unavailability of reliable 
data associated with the upgraded facility (i.e. Port Waratah coal loader) 
makes it impossible to provide some insights into the current shipping 
patterns at the port of Newcastle. However, since the port Waratah '
coal loader has been fully operational, the author has noticed that the
queue length of coal ships waiting outside the harbour has been reduced.
The data analysis also showed the effects of ship size on port
performance and shipping delays. Generally the larger the ships, the better the 
utilisation of the port and the least delay per tonne of coal leaded. In 
the case of the Basin coal loader at Newcastle, the use of the largest size 
of vessel which could have been accommodated by the loading facility 
i.e., 50-60,000 S.W.T. vessels, would have significantly reduced the 
net loading time and the queueing delays during 1969-1976 (table 2.17 
and 2.18).
Finally, the data analysis showed that the application of queueing 
theory to port planning must incorporate the sensitivity of state- 
dependent arrival and service rates to port congestion. The processed 
data of ship movements suggested the use of the State-dependent 
M(n)/E(n)/i queueing model for a single-berth port and the M(n)/M(n)*/SK.
queueing model for a multi-berth port. The use of the classical queueing
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model M/E^./S (FCFSA%°) which does not take into account the State- 
dependence of the arrival and service rates will be tested in chapter 4 
to see if it overestimates the port congestion especially when the berth 
utilisation is high. _
The data analysis programs, i.e. ANALYSE and UPGRADE were written 
so that they could be used in the congestion study of any service facility. 
The five basic sets of data which can be collected as inputs to the
programs are:
(1) system arrival time (JAT)
(2) service start time (JST)
(3) service finish time (JFT)
(4) system departure time (1H)
(5) size of customer (IT)
The analysis programs can quickly provide the following information 
about any service facility.
(1) The causes of congestion and some methods of alleviation.
(2) The patterns of traffic, i.e., arrival and service distributions 
and the state-dependence of the arrival and service rates on 
the number of customers in the system.
(3) The effects of the customer’s size on his own waiting time and on 
the efficiency of the servicing system. This information can 
provide the planner with some ideas regarding the design of the 
servicing facility so that he can maximize its capability and minimize 
delays to his customers.
The analysis programs are particularly useful to the port authorities 
for use during an in-depth study of the port congestion. The input data 
for the program is shown in Appendix B.3. These data can then be 
converted into the five basic sets of data as mentioned earlier.
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CHAPTER 3
QUEUEING THEORY AND PORT PLANNING
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The theory of queues or the theory of congestion, a relatively new 
branch of Applied Mathematics, is traced back to 1909 to a paper entitled 
"The theory of probabilities and telephone conversation" by A.K. Erlang, 
an employee of the Copenhagen Telephone Company. In the half century 
following Erlang’s first paper, the theory of queues has proliferated 
extensivel}'. Most of the early works in this field are concerned with 
the development of the theory, with only passing mention of its applica­
tions. A detailed account of these contributions by queueing theoreticians 
is indeed monumental and could be referred to in books by Saaty [150] or 
Syski [160].
Since then the theory of queues has been widely applied in many fields 
particularly in telephone traffic engineering and road traffic engineering. 
There has also been a fair volume of published literature on the application 
of queueing theory to port planning (about three percent of the roughly 1500 
papers, up to 1975, have dealt with the problem of port planning). Summaries 
of the early works in this area can be found in Agerschou & Korsgaard [2] and 
in Robinson and Tognetti [148].
In this chapter a reappraisal of the current state of queueing theory 
is attempted with particular reference to its application to port planning.
It is important to note that the application of queueing theory to operational 
problems utilizes only a small fraction of the published theoretical work, a 
fact which could be proved by referring to the number of theoretical works 
published in various journals of Operations Research and Management Science 
and noting the number that have been applied. This big gap between the 
theoreticians, whose over-specialized models (usually in terms of Laplace 
transforms and/or generating functions) are impossible to apply to a general 
or specific problem - and the practitioners - who have to tackle real queueing 
situations with whatever tools available to them - has been comprehensively 
surveyed by Bhat [9] and Newell [128]. The application of queueing theory 
to port planning encounters the same difficulty. It has been emphasized by 
Robinson and Tognetti [148] that except for the M/M/c queue, all other systems
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result in an output process that is auto-correlated. Thus if a ship calls
at more than one wharf, the tractability for the mathematical solution of
the system, including the M/E /c system, is almost impossible. Consequent ly,K
queueing theory is only appropriate when a ship is loaded or discharges once 
only at a small group of wharves. For any larger system simulation is 
necessary [148]. The mathematical tractability of the Poisson process, 
which various authors assumed in port planning, has been widely and to some 
extent uncritically adopted as an adequate description of the arrival process 
of ships at ports. These include the M/M/c model by Gould [46] and Willis 
and White [174], the M/D/c model by Jones and Blunden [81], Mettam [114], 
the M/G/l model by Ventura [167] and Miller [115], The same Poisson process 
of ship arrivals has also been used by Fratar, Goodman and Brant [35],
. Plumlee [136] and Nicolaou [129] in multi-berth ports. These queueing 
practitioners tend to follow a familiar pattern in assuming Poisson arrivals 
and negative exponential service times. The indiscriminate use of negative 
exponential service time in some studies on the assumption that the errors are 
committed on the "safe side" can produce gross errors of appreciable magnitude 
For example, the M/D/l or M/E /I model with big K, when being analysed as an 
M/M/l model can overestimate the mean waiting time by as much as 50% [51].
The service time distribution, in fact, is influenced by many factors and may 
not conform to a simple exponential distribution. Mettam [114] has found 
the Erlangian curve K = 2 satisfactory, Jones and Blunden [81] a K = 3 curve 
for the description of service time distribution. Concerning the Poisson 
distribution of the number of ships in port, this assumption is satisfactory 
only if the ships arrive at random, and servicing of vessels is independent 
of each other and the number of ships in port. The invalidity of the Chi- 
square statistic in testing this Poisson-arrival hypothesis was pointed out 
by Miller [115], i.e. the test incorrectly assumes the number of ships in 
port on one day to be uncorrelated with the number on the following day. 
Gooneratne and Buckley [41] in their analysis of bulk ship data for Port 
Kembla gave evidence that the uncritical acceptance of the simple, completely 
random pattern of inter-arrival times, could lead to serious error in the 
prediction of ship delays. Gooneratne and Buckley showed that the discourage 
ment model A(n) = X(o)/(n+l) assumes the arrival rate X(n) is inversely 
related to the number of ships in the system and gives better prediction than 
the classical models using Poisson arrival. This state-dependence of vessel 
arrivals at a port, however, was traced further back in a paper by Chapon [16] 
Chapon observed that for shipping lines having a certain degree of regularity,
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the inter-arrival time distribution is not exponential and he suggested 
that the ship servicing rates could be sensitive to port congestion. Chapon’s 
anticipation of state-dependent service rates was proved by Gooneratne [42] in 
his ongoing research of factors influencing the ship congestion at several 
Australian bulk loading ports. Sturday [158] in his work concerning the 
congestion of ships loading coal at Newcastle Harbour came to the same 
conclusion as Gooneratne, i.e. the inter—arrival time and the service time 
of ships are sensitive to the number of ships in the system and the state- 
dependent queueing model provided more accurate estimates of queueing delays 
than did classical queueing models. Sturday simulated the shipping movements 
in a computer programme in developing state-dependence queueing model 
M(n)/EK(n)/l. .
Analytic cyclic queueing models have also found their.way in the applica­
tion of queueing theory to port planning in works by Ernest Koenigsberg and 
Richard C. Lam [90]. Fleets of liquid natural gas vessels operating between 
one loading and one or two discharge ports are an example of vehicles that 
operate in closed cycles between a small number of terminals. Again the
results for exponential service are obtained in closed forms. Actual service
time distributions for a fleet are certainly not exponential. Sea time 
depends on weather conditions during the voyage (e.g. wave heights, wind 
direction and velocity) and on the condition of the ship [90]. A series of 
simulation studies of closed queueing systems with different service distri­
butions were carried out by Koenigsberg and Lam [90] to compute various 
measures of performance such as the expected number of vessels in each stage, 
the expected number waiting in each stage and, most important, the expected 
waiting time in port.
Simulation models have also been used to study the port’s performance. 
Kaplan, Wentworth and Hischiu [83], for example, present a model of complex 
structure including weather variations, scheduled maintenance, and port 
operations, as well as the availability of loading, unloading, and storage 
facilities. Simulation study of the Port of Newcastle was also undertaken 
by the Maritime Services Board of New South Wales (M.S.B.) and The Broken Hill 
Proprietary Company Limited (B.H.P.) in Newcastle [116], The simulation model 
was used for studies associated with the deepening proposals for the Port of 
Newcastle, the estimation of the ultimate operational capacity of the Port 
given the restrictions imposed by tides and the channel, and the feasibility 
and benefits associated with increasing the unloading rate at B.H.P. wharves.
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Other simulation works are those of Maguire [102], Reeves [146], Agerschou 
and Korsgaard [2], Unctad [165], Buckman [11], Omtvedt [131], Hansen [65], 
Sethuraman [154] and Lanady [94].
Even though simulation is an effective technique which can determine 
the effects of a number of alternative policies on a system, without actually 
tampering with the physical system; the operational problems and costs 
associated with computer simulation are not small, especially when it 
becomes a matter of delegating the task to programmers who may not be part 
of the organisation. R.B. Grainger [47] in his review of port planning 
tools applied to Australian ports cited-a case of a computing firm making 
the statement that, after two years of work, the simulation programme was 
faulty. The subsequent expenditure of some thousand dollars could not 
determine the fault, and a second best approach had to be accepted. Such 
occurrencies make one wary of trusting black-box systems.
Simulation will not be used as a tool for port planning in this report; 
however, the problem will be theoretically approached in such a way that 
simple closed form results and/or approximate answers are derived. Thus 
they can be used as practical tools for queueing practitioners in port 
planning.
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3.2 MEASURES' OF EFFECTIVENESS IN SHIPPING TRANSPORT .
Measures of effectiveness are important criteria to be decided upon 
when analysing problems in Operations Research. In the literature concerned 
with shipping transport, widely differing criteria are used. Some of the 
important measures of effectiveness relevant to port planning are cited 
below: [41] '
3.2.1 Distribution of the number of ships in the system
This could be expressed either by the state probabilities P(n) or Q(n) 
where P(n) = probability that a random observer will see n ships in the 
system, the random observer in this case being the shipping 
authorities.
Q(n) = probability that an arrival will encounter n ships in the 
system, the arrivals in this case being the ship owners.
Once information about the distribution of the number of ships in the 
system is obtained, the following measures of effectiveness can be derived:
1) The probability that S berths are occupied P(n>^S). It was named 
"full occupation time fraction" by Palm (see Syski. [160]).
2) The probability that there is at least one ship queueing for 
service P(n->S + 1). Palm calls this the "waiting time fraction". It has 
also been called the "criterion of congestion" or the "level, degree of 
congestion" [160].
3) The probability that when a vessel arrives all berths are occupied,
P (V > 0) . For Poissonian arrival P (V > 0) = P(n>S). This is also named r r —
the probability of positive queueing time.
CO
4) Average number of ships in the system L = £ nP(n).
n=l
This measure of congestion is of interest in queueing as the mean 
queue size, L , the expected queue time W^, and the mean system wait, W, 
are related to L by the following relations:
L = A*W (Little’s formula)q q
L = L +S0, 0 = A*/Sy * (3-l )q
W = W + 1/y*q
where A*  and y* represent the effective arrival rate and the effective 
service rate respectively. When the arrival rate A(n) is not constant buu 
is a function of n, the number of ships in the system; then the effective
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arrival rate is '
CO
X* = l X(n)  P (n )  (3.2 )
n=0
where P(n) is the probability that there are n ships in the system.
If, for a single berth facility, the berth utilization is 0 = p = A*/y* = 
1 - P(0) which is conjectured by Conolly [21], then the effective service 
rate is
y* = A*/(1-P(0)) (3.3 )
where P(0) is the probability that there is no ship in the system.
For multiple berth facilities, let 0 = p/S = A*/Sy* be the berth 
utilization, then it may be shown that [140]
~ P  (S-l) +-|p (S-2) + . . . +-|p (S-i) + . . . +P(0) = 1-0 (3.4 )b  b  b
Equation 3.4 is referred to as the server utilization equation and 
it may be shown to hold for any input or service distribution. It can be 
used in the analysis of queueing theory as an independent equation and 
provides an easy method for obtaining P(0) and the effective service rate 
y* for any multi-channel queueing problem.
Total ship days in port = L * T = W * N  (3.5 )
Total ship days in queue = L * T = * N (3.6.)
where N is the number of ships served in a given period T.
5) The dimensionless quantities E /E1 versus the berth utilization,v' b
0 = A*/Sy* [114]. These quantities could be graphed and used as a measure
to predict shipping delays caused by alterations of the existing system
(E = W = mean queue time: E, = mean service time), v q n b
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3.2.2 Distributions of time spent by ships in the system Pr(W) 
and in queue Pr(V).
Various measures of effectiveness could be derived if these two 
distributions can be derived:
1) Probability that a vessel has to spend a time greater than
t^P (V > t^) in queue. This probability is independent of its own service 
time and hence of its size.
2) Probability that a vessel has to wait P^(V > 0) in queue.
3) The ”90% limit" turnround time, P^(W < tQ ) = 0.90. This is 
defined as "limit" time - T such that 90% of vessels turn round in the 
facility in time less than T.
Unfortunately P (V) and P^(W) analytical solutions are not readily 
available for application to complex queueing models.
3. 2.3 Distribution of busy and idle periods
The knowledge of the busy period' distribution is very helpful in the 
design of cargo storage which is influenced by the maximum length of time 
for which the cargo will be loaded or unloaded. The design of storage 
areas could be based upon the minimum total variable cost, which is the sum 
of the cost of providing extra storage and the cost of shortage of cargo, 
i.e. the cost of the extra time the ships have to spend in port.
The knowledge of the idle distribution is helpful for the port authority 
to schedule the maintenance of the facility so as to minimize ship delay.
Unfortunately these two distributions are difficult to obtain 
theoretically except when one is using simple models.
In this report, all of the cited measures of effectiveness will be 
considered with respect to each theoretical queueing model, wherever possible.
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3.3 PREDICTION OF SHIP DELAYS IN PORT PLANNING
In port design and planning, the queueing practitioners are very 
interested in forecasting the delays of ships in port arising from making 
alterations to an existing system (for example, by increasing the tonnage 
throughput, by changing the number of berths, or by some industrial prob­
lems such as a strike or industrial dispute, maintenance, and seasonal 
effects such as heavy seasonal rains, etc....) leading to increased values 
of berth service time. The measures of effectiveness considered in part
3.2 are relevant in constructing curves relating the delays of ships in 
port with the required throughput, berth service time and berth utilization.
The description of forecasting delays for ships in port by drawing the
dimensionless factor E^/E^ (i*e* average waiting time/average service time)
versus the berth utilization factor p (i.e. A/Sy) is attributed to Mettam
[114]. Graph 3.1 is one example showing the relation between E /E, andv b
berth occupancy for the queueing models M/M/S and M/D/S. To determine 
the delays of ships in port, the following steps are carried out.
Step 1:
Analyse records of ship movements to establish the following 
information:
(i) Distribution of inter-arrival times
(ii) Distribution of service times
(iii) Number of ships N calling during the period analysed, 
yearly for example
(iv) Average berth service time, E, (day)b
(v) Average rate of arrivals, A (ships/day)
(vi) Number of working berths S (excluding tie-up berths or 
repair berths)
(vii) Total annual tonnage throughout TN
(viii) Berth utilization G = AE, /S (3.7 )b
Step 2:
Refer to the right curve "E /E, ‘ versus p" of the correspondingv b
queueing model. Using the curve for the appropriate number of working 
berths and reading the value E /E^ corresponding to the berth utilization 
p found in step 1, the following information can be extracted:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v) 
(Vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
Average waiting time: ~ (E^/E^) * E^
Number of ship-days wasted in waiting for berth 
yearly (or during the period analysed): E * N
Average system time: E^ + E^
Cost of ship-waiting yearly
TW = C * E  * N W v
where C = cost of ship waiting per dayw
Cost of ship time in port yearly
TS = C * (E + E ) *N W v b
Cost of idle facilities yearly 
TI = (1 - p) * t * C * S
where t = maximum days in the year the facility is 
available for service = 365 - T
where T = non-working days of the berth during the 
year plus an allowance for bad weather, industrial 
strikes, maintenance, etc.
C = cost per day of the service facility
u
S = number of working berths
Total variable cost of transport terminal yearly = 
cost of ship waiting yearly + cost of idle 
facility yearly
TCX = TW + TI
Total cost of transport facility = cost of ship 
time in port yearly + total cost of providing 
berth facility yearly
TC2 = TS + (365 - T) * C * SO
Unit cost (per tonne) of cargo flowing through 
the port
U.N = TC2/TN
where TN = total annual tonnage throughput.
(3,8 )
(3.9 ) 
(3.10)
(3.13')
(3.12 ) 
(3.13 )
(3.14 )
(3.15 ) 
(3.16 )
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To forecast future queueing delays V7hen the port will handle TN 
tonnes of cargo yearly, we first estimate the capacity of the port to 
handle that tonnage by carrying out the following procedures;
Step 3
(i) Obtain the number of working berths S
(ii) Obtain the mean loading or deloading rate per day per working 
. berth X
Example: Of TN tonnes of cargo throughput TNj is handled at
rate tonnes per day and TN2 is handled at rate X2 tonnes 
per day (TN = TNj + TN2)
X TNi * X i + TN2 * X2 
TN
(3.17 )
(iii) Work out the maximum days during the year that the berth is 
available for service
t = 365 - T (3.18 )
where T = non-working days of berth during the year plus 
allowance for bad weather, industrial strikes and maintenance.
(iv) Then the utilization of the facility, 0, is
_________________ Total tonnage___________________
No. of berths * handling rate/day * total days worked
per year
(3.19 /
e ______TN_____S * X * (365 - T) ( 3 . 2 0  )
If the utilization is high (say >̂ 80%), ships will surely experience 
bad delays in using the port facility. Now to forecast the future delays 
of ships, step 4 can be carried out.
Step 4
(i) Consider whether the average amount of cargo carried per ship is
likely to change. If there are no changes in the nature of cargo, 
method of handling the cargo and the size of ships using the facility; 
then the average time at berth E^ will probably be tne same as for the 
previous period. For any significant changes the average service 
time must be re-calculated as '
Ave
N *X + SE
(3.21 )
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where Ave = the average tonnage of one vessel 
N = number of working berths
X = mean loading or unloading rate per day per 
working berth
SE = allowable time for in-service delays
(ii) Work out the number of ships to be served in one year
(365 - T) * 0N = K (3,22)
(iii) The average arrival rate per day
X = (ships per day)
(iv) Re-calculate the berth utilization
XEb0 = — °S
(3.23V
(3.24).
Choose the larger value of 0 in either (3.20) or (3.24) .
(v) Deciding on the queuing model to be used in predicting the 
future queueing behaviour of the system.
(vi) Go back to step 3.
For different values of tonnage throughput, various 
curves relating the following predictions regarding port planning 
could be drawn up:
(i) Average waiting time versus tonnage throughput
(ii) No. of ship days wasted per year versus tonnage throughput
(iii) Average system time versus tonnage throughput
(iv) Cost of ship waiting time per year versus tonnage throughput
(v) Cost of ship time in port per year versus tonnage throughput
(vi) Cost of an idle facility yearly versus tonnage throughput
(vii) Total variable cost of transport terminal versus tonnage through­
put. This criterion is often used by port planners to decide the 
optimal number of berths.
(viii) Total cost of transport facility yearly versus tonnage throughput
(ix) Unit cargo cost versus tonnage throughput.
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Example
If we assume that the Port of Newcastle at present handles 8 million 
tonnes of coal per annum through the M.S.B. coal loader and that the average 
berth occupancy is 85 per cent; the average loading time is 43 hours and 
that ship spends an average 243.7 hours waiting for the coal loader to become 
available (see figure 3.1 or table 3.1; assume the use of a M/M/l queueing 
model). Forecasts of the coal trade indicate that in two years time the 
coal export will have increased to 10 million tonnes. To meet this increase 
of 2 million tonnes of extra coal exported, there are two alternate forms of 
action that could be taken:
(1) By building a second coal loader
(2) By increasing the capacity of the existing one in order that 
the total turn-round times of coal ships do not increase.
The first alternative of building a second coal loader would lead to 
the following situation:
- Total throughput
- Number of berths
- Average throughput per berth
- Berth occupancy
- Loading time
- Average waiting time 
of ships for berth
.* . Total turn-round time
Thus by building a second coal 
from 286.7 hours (243.7 + 40) to 155
10 million tonnes per annum
2
5 million tonnes per annum 
85% (as before)
43 hours (as before)
112 hours (from table 3.1)
155 hours
loader the total turn-round is reduced 
hours.
The second alternative is improvement of the capacity of the existing 
M.S.B. coal loader. Now the percentage increase in traffic is
10-8 * 
8 100% = 25%
So an increase of 25% in the effective loading rate of the M.S.B. coal
loader would lead to the following situation:
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- Total throughput
- Number of berths
- Average throughput per berth
- Loading time
- Berth occupancy
.*. Average waiting time 
of ships for berth
- Total turn-round time
10 million tonnes per annum 
1
10 million tonnes per annum 
(43/1.25) = 34.4 hours 
85% as before 
195 hours (from table 3.2)
229.4 hours
Hence a 25% increase in the effective existing productivity of the 
M.S.B. loader, even though it reduces the total turn-round time from
286.7 hours to 229.4 hours, the turn-round time of ships is still far 
more than that if a second coal loader were to be built.
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Figure 3.1: Graph Showing Relation Between Average Waiting Time Average Service Time
and Berth Occupancy
Erlang’s Formula (Poisson arrival and exponential service times) 
E s
'b s[l--^]p° + ss! [1--|]2[1+| + fy + + s-1p(s-1)!IiTTl
where p - A/y and s = No. of berths. 
Source : Mettarn [114]
(3.25)
l 2 3 4 5
.050 0 . 0 5 3 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
.100 0 .111 0 . 0 1 0 0 .001 0 . 0 0 . 0
.150 0 . 1 7 6 0 . 0 2 3 0 . 0 0 4 0 .001 0 . 0
.200 0 . 2 5 0 0 . 0 4 2 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 3 0 .001
.250 0 . 3 3 3 0 . 0 6 7 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 3
.300 0 . 4 2 9 0 . 0 9 9 0 . 0 3 3 0 . 0 1 3 0 . 0 0 6
.350 0 . 5 3 8 0 . 1 4 0 0 . 0 5 3 0 . 0 23 0 .011
.400 0 . 6 6 7 0 . 1 9 0 0 . 0 7 8 0 . 0 3 8 0 . 0 2 0
.450 0 . 8 1 8 0 . 25 4 0 . 1 1 3 0 . 0 5 8 0 . 0 3 3
.500 1 . 0 0 . 3 3 3 0 . 1 5 8 0 . 0 8 7 0 . 0 5 2
.550 1 222 0 . 4 3 4 0 . 2 1 7 0 . 1 2 6 0 . 0 7 9
.575 1 .353 0 . 4 9 4 0 . 2 5 4 0 .151 0 . 0 9 7
.600 1 . 500 0 . 5 62 0 . 2 9 6 0 . 1 7 9 0 . 1 1 8
Berth  .625 1 .667 0.641 0 . 3 4 4 0 . 2 1 3 0 . 1 4 3
O ccupancy  . 650 1 .857 0 . 7 3 2 0.401 0 . 2 5 3 0 . 1 7 3
.675 2 . 0 77 0 . 8 37 0 . 4 6 8 0 .301 0 . 2 0 9
. 700 2 . 33 3 0.961 0 . 5 4 7 0 . 3 5 7 0 . 2 5 2
. 725 2 . 6 36 1 . 108 0 . 6 4 2 0 . 4 2 6 0 . 3 0 5
.750 3 . 0 1 .286 0 . 7 5  7 0 . 5 0 9 0 . 3 6 9
.775 3 .4 44 1.504 0 . 8 9 9 0 . 6 1 4 0 .451
. SIX) 4 . 0 1.778 1 .079 0 . 7 4 6 0 . 5 5 4
.825 4 . 7 1 4 2.131 1.311 0 . 9 1 7 0 . 6 8 9
. 850 5 . 66 7 2 . 60 4 1.623 1 . 149 0 . 8 7 3
. S75 7 . 0 3 . 267 2 .0 6 2 1 .476 1 .132
.900 9 . 0 4 . 2 63 2 . 72 4 1 . 969 1.525
.025 12.333 5 . 9 2 6 3 . S29 2 . 796 2 . 1 8 5
.950 1 9 . 0 9 . 2 5 6 6 .0 4 7 4 . 4 5 7 3.511
.975 3 8 . 9 9 9 19.252 12 .708 9 .451 7 . 504
Source: Calculated by UNCTAD secretariat from queueing theory tormula nith
Table 3.1
Queueing time/scrvicc time ratios
Number o f berthing points
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15-
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 .050
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 . 100
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 .150
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 .200
0 .001 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 .250
0 . 0 0 3 0 .001 0 .001 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 ,  0 . 0 0 . 0 .300
0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 03 0 . 0 0 2 0 .001 0 .001 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 .350
0.011 0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 2 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 .400
0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 00 1 0 .001 0 .001 .450
0 . 0 3 3 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 .500
0 . 0 5 3 0 . 0 3 7 0 . 0 2 6 0 . 0 1 9 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 0 1 0 o .o o s 0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 0 5 0 . 0 0 4 .550
0 . 0 6 6 0 . 0-47 0 . 0 3 4 0 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 1 9 0 . 0 1 4 0 .0 11 0 . 0 0 9 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 5 .575
0 . 0 8 2 0 . 0 5 9 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 0 3 3 0 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 1 6 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 3 8 .600
0 .101 0 . 0 7 4 0 . 0 5 6 0 . 0 4 3 0 . 0 3 4 0 . 0 2 7 0 .0 21 0 . 0 1 7 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 0 1 2 .625
0 . 1 2 4 0 . 0 93 0 .071 0 . 0 5 5 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 0 3 5 0 . 0 2 9 0 . 0 2 4 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 1 6 .650
0 . 1 5 2 0 . 1 1 5 0 . 0 9 0 0 . 07 1 0 . 0 5 7 0 . 0 4 7 0 . 0 3 S 0 . 0 3 2 0 . 0 2 7 0 . 0 2 3 .675
0 . 1S7 0 . 1 4 3 0 . 1 1 3 0 .091 0 . 0 7 4 0 .061 0 .051 0 . 0 4 3 0 . 0 3 7 0 . 0 3  ! . ' 0 0
0 . 2 9 9 0 . 1 7 8 0 . 1 4 2 0 . 1 1 5 0 . 0 9 5 0 . 0 8 0 0 . 0 6 7 0 . 0 5 8 0 . 0 4 9 0  043 7 ^ N
0 .281 0 221 ■ 0 . 1 7 8 0 . 147 0 . 1 2 3 0 . 10-1 0 . 0 8 9 0 . 0 7 6 0 . 0 6 6 0 058 .750
0 . 3 4 7 0 . 2 7 6 0 . 2 2 5 0 . 1 8 7 0 . 1 5 8 0 . 1 3 5 0 . 1 1 7 ' 0 . 1 0 2 0 . 0 8 9 0 . 0"9 “  ~ \
0 .431 0 . 3 4 7 0 . 2 S6 0 . 2 4 0 0 . 2 0 5 0 . 1 7 6 0 . 1 5 4 0 . 1 3 5 0 . 1 1 9 0  106 . soo -
•0 . 5 4 3 0.441 0 . 3 6 7 0 .311 0 . 2 6 7 0 . 2 3 2 0 . 2 0 4 0 . 181 0 .161 0 . ¡45 .825
0 . 6 9 3 0 . 5 6 9 0 . 4 7 7 0 . 4 0S 0 . 3 5 3 0 . 3 1 0 0 . 2 7 4 0 . 2 4 5 0 . 2 2 0 0 . 1 9 9 . 850
0 . 9 0 S 0 .751 0 . 6 3 5 0 . 5 4 7 0 . 4 7 8 0 . 4 2 2 0 . 3 7 6 0 . 3 3 8 0 . 3 0 6 0 . 2 7 8 . $75
1 .234 1 .028 0 . 8 7 7 • 0 .761 0 . 6 6 9 0 . 5 9 4 0 . 5 3 3 0 . 4 8 2 0 . 4 3 9 0 . 4 0 2 .900
1.782 1.497 1 . 2S5 1 .122 0 . 9 9 3 0 . 8 8 8 0 . 8 0 2 0 . 7 2 9 0 . 6 6 8 0 . 6 1 4 .925
2 . 8 8 5 2.441 2 . 1 1 0 1 .855 1.651 1 .486 1 .3 4 8 1 .233 1 .134 1 .049 .950
6 . 2 1 1 5.291 4 . 6 0 2 4 . 0 6 8 3 . 6 4 2 3 . 2 9 5 3 . 0 0 6 2 . 7 6 2 2 . 5 5 3 2 . 3 7 3 .975
prmson arrivals and exponential service times with first-comc, first-served queue discipline.
HU>O
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3.4 THE PORT AUTHORITIES’ VERSUS THE SHIPOWNERST POINT OF VIEW
3.4.1 General
The data analysis in chapter 2 helped to relate the observed 
system of ships loading coal at the port of Newcastle to theoretical 
queueing models. The processed data describing ship movements suggested 
the use of a M(n)/Ek(n)/1 queueing model for a single berth port and a 
M(n)/M(n)*/S queueing model for a multi-berth port. Before we go on to 
study these queueing models and their use in predicting queueing delays, 
the different viewpoints of the port operators and the shipowners about 
congestion at the port will be studied, both theoretically and empirically 
These studies are considered to be important because in many queueing 
situations the port congestion found by the shipowner (an arriving 
customer) differs from that found by the port authority (an observer) 
who observes the ship in queue at a random point in time. A simple 
example is the steady-state D/D/l queue, where a ship arriving at the 
system always finds it empty and a random observer would often find a 
ship being served. For Poisson arrival queues, it is well known that the 
probability function of ships in the system and the expected number of 
ships in the queue found by an arriving ship and found by a "random port 
observer" in the steady state condition are the same. This fact can be 
proved as follows [88].
Let P (t) be the probability that the system is in state E at an n n
arbitrary point in time t, and Q^(t) is the probability that a ship 
arriving at time t finds the system in state E . Specifically, for our 
system with Poisson arrivals we define A(t,t+At) to be the event that a 
ship arrives in the interval (t,t+At).
Then we have
Q (t) A lira P;{L(t) = n | A(t, t+At)} (3.26)
At->0
where L(t) is the number of ships in the system at time t.
The definition of conditional probability helps us to rewrite 
Q^t) as
Q (t) = iim 
At->0
P(L(t) = n, A(t, t+At) } 
P{A(t,t+At)} (3.27)
lim P(A(t, t+At) 1 L(t) = n} P{L(t) = n} 
At-K) P(A(t, t+At) } (3.28)
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Due to the lack of memory of Poisson arrivals, the event A(t, t + At) 
must be independent of the number in the system at time t (and also of the 
time t itself); consequently P(A(t, t + At) | L(t)=n] = p(A(t, t + At)}, and 
so we have
r
■ Q (t) - lim P(L(t)-n) (3 .29)
At+0
or Qn (t) = Pn (t) (3 .3 0 )
For steady state conditions we have
Q (n) = P(n) (3.31)
For queues with more general inter-arrival distributions and 
service distributions, it is of considerable interest, from both theoretical 
and practical design considerations, to know how far apart are the 
points of view of the port authorities and the shipowners. The measures of 
effectiveness are the ratio Q (V>0)/P (V>0) and the difference L -L' 
where '
q (v>0) = the probability that the system is busy from the 
port authorities’ point of view
Pr(V>0) = the probability that the system is busy from the ‘
shipowners’ point of view
L = the expected number of ships in the queue from the
q  . . . .  .port authorities’ point of view
L ’ = the expected number of ships in the queue from the
q .shipowners’ point of view
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3.4.2 Queueing model M(n)/E (n)/S (FCFS/«>/<»)
Grassman [48] obtained the probability distribution of the number of
phases at the time of an arrival in terms of the probability distribution
of the number of phases at a random moment, in his study of the M(n)/E /IK
queueing model. His results are also applicable for the M(n)/E (n)/S as 
follows. Define:
S = the event that there are m  phases in the system at time x mx
A = the event that an arrival occurs between x and x + dx x,dx
H(n\) = the probability distribution of the number of phases at a 
random moment
nT(m) = the probability distribution of the number of phases at the 
time of an arrival
X(nO = the arrival rate given -m phases in the system. 
Then we have
IT (ia) = lim prob (S | A ) = lim prob (S O  A )/prob(A ) (3.32) v mx 1 x,dx mx x,dx v.nxdx-MJ x,d '
= lim prob (A Js ).prob(S )/ i prob (S. H  A ) (3.33), x, dx 1 mx  ̂ mx mL * jx x,dxdx-M3 * j=0
= lim l(m) dx II (m) / £ A.(j) dx H(j) 
dx-K) 3 = 0
(3.34)
00
00
consequently
00
H’ (nn) = A(n>)H(m)/ \  A(j)TI(j) (3.35)
j=0
Now the relationship between the probability distribution of the
number of ships and the number of phases is [48 or 88].
I  n(m)
(m/K) =nP(n) =
(3.36)
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and Q(n) = £ II’0^)
(m /K) = n
(3.37)
Once P(n) and Q(n) are found, then the number of ^hips in the queue
CO
from the port authorities’ point of view, L = £ (j-S)P(j), and from the
q j=S .OO J •
shipowners’ point of view, L’ = £ (j-S)Q(j), can be determined. The
q j=s
difference L - L ’ can be worked out by the numerical approach.q q .
The ratio V V>0) 1-Q(0)P (V > 0) 1 - P(0)r
(3.38)
can also be established and determined numerically.
For birth and death queueing models where there is only one phase, 
i.e. K=l, from (3.35), (3.36) and (3.37) we have
Q(n) = X (n)P (n) / £ A(j)P(j) 
3=0
(3.39)
where A(n) is the arrival rate given n ships in the system. Express­
ion (3.37) was also obtained by Gooneratne [44] by following the same 
arguments as Wolf’s [175] in Wolf’s study of the statistical inference for 
birth and death queueing models.
For birth and death queueing models, the following equilibrium 
throughput equation is familiar -
l A(j)P(j) = l y (j)P(j) 
3=0 j=l
(3.40 )
When the service rate is not state-dependent i.e. y(j)-y, then 
equation (3.40) could be written
I  A ( j ) P ( j )  = y l P ( j )  
j = 0  j = l
= y(1 - P(0))
Hence from (3.38), (3.39) and (3.42)
(3.410 
(3.42)
Qr(V>0)
P (V > 0) r
l  x(j)p(j)
3=1________
y(l-P(0))2
(3.A3)
CO
CO
Example : Cox and Smith’s single server model [27*]
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X(n) = A/(n + i) for n = 0, 1, 2
y(n) = p
Now P(n) could be found as [27*]
P(n) = £ ^^(A/y)n/n! for n=0, 1, 2
then Q(n) = A(n)P(n)/U(l - £ ~ ^ P)
00
Q (V > 0) I x(d)p (j)
and _ j=i
Pr(V>0) y(l-P(0))2
-p 00 i£ PJ
i = l (j+1)
where p = A/y
(3.44)
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
Mean number in queue from the port authorities' point of view
L = l  (j-l)P(j)
j=l
\  -  P - (l - *'P)
(3.50)
(3.51)
Mean number in queue from the shipowners’ point of view
= I  ( j  - l ) X ( j ) P ( j ) / p ( l - i  p)
j = l
p £-P (j ~ 1)P^
L q = (l-£-p] jil 0 + 1 >!
(3.52)
(3.53)
Figure 3.2 shows the curves L and L ’ versus the berth utilizationq q
0. It.is obvious that the mean number in the queue from the port 
authorities’ point of view is more than twice the mean queue from the 
shipowners’ point of view. .
e 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
--!
0.95 1
Lq 0.0048 0.0187 0.0408 0.0703 0.1065 0.1488 0.1966 0.2493 0.3065 0.3367
L 'q 0.0017 0.0067 0.0150 0.0266 0.0415 0.0596 0.0810 0.1055 0.1332 0.1482
i
Fig 3.2: Lq and L ’ ̂  versus 0 (M(n)/M/1 : FCFS/°°/<») 
with X (n) = X/(n+1) and y(n) = y .
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3.4.3 Queueing model (GI/G/S) (FCFS/00 / 00)
/ •
Let L and L’ be the number of ships in queue from the points of 
view of port authorities and shipowners respectively. Marshall and Wolf 
[110] have shown that either of the inequalities L > L’ or L 1 > L is. q q q qpossible. When L > LT , Marshall and Wolf show that the difference cannotq q
exceed one ship. However, when Lq’ >Lq, the difference can be arbitrarily 
large. The proof is sketched as follows [110].
Let A be the inter-arrival time distribution, be the j-fold
convolution of A with itself, and A be the arrival rate. Let W be the. . ' qwaiting time in queue with distribution function W (t), For renewal
. . ■ qinput, it is found that
V  =q o-
M (t) d W (t) a q (3.29.)
Where M (t) is the renewal function for the arrival stream a
Ma(t)' = ij>i AjW (3.30)
For any arrival distribution A with mean 1/A, it is well known that
^ (t)-^At - 1 [110] and hence from (3.29) and L = AW (Little’s formula),a q q
we have for all GI/G/S queues
L ’ > L - 1 q -  q (3.31)
The upper bound on L^1 can be found by restricting the arrival 
distribution to have bounded mean residual life. Then the following 
result from Barlow and Proschan [6] is available
M (t) < At for all t (3.32)
For M (t) <_At queue, from (3.29) and (3.31) we get '
L -1 < L’ < L (3.33)q ~ q ~ q
For "M (t) >_At" queue, from (3.29) and (3.31) we get
EL ~
L < L ’ q -  q (3.34)
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From (3.33) it is interesting to note that the difference 
not great for a large class of inter-arrival distributions.
L -L 'q q is
Without any restrictions on the class of inter-arrival distribution, 
the difference L 1 -L can be quite large. For example [110], consider 
ships arrive in a batch of random size where the arrival stream of batches 
is Poisson. Let the probability that a batch has j ships have geometric 
form'p(l-p)^ , j = 1, 2, .... Let the arrival rate of batches be A 
and the mean batch''size be 1/p. Then the arrival stream of ships is a
renewal process at rate A = A /p with, inter-arrival distribution 
A(t) = l - p £  (t>_0) where 0<p<_l, The first ship in a batch will
see L^ ships in queue. Subsequent ships in the same batch will tend to 
see more. In particular, M (t) = (l-p)/p + At, t >_0, and3
L 1q
CO
'  -
L = (M (t) - At} d W (t) q J  ̂a - q0
W (0)(l-p)/p
= (1- p) (1 - p) /p (3.35)
where p = A/y and y is the mean service rate. For fixed A and y the 
difference L 1 - L^ may be made arbitrarily large by taking p sufficiently 
small.
3.4.4. Practical Considerations
The data analysis of coal ship movements at the port of Newcastle 
during the period 1969-1976 which was given in chapter 2, showed that 
the arrival rates decreased as the number of ships waiting in the 
system increased. The observed data showed that the situation of an 
arbitrarily large bathe size of ships did not arise, i.e., p approaches 
unity. As p is close to 1, the difference L'q-Lq from equation 3.35 is 
insignificant, i.e., the port owners and users had the same opinion 
about congestion at the port during 1969-1976. In fact the values of 
X(n) and y(n) in tables 2.3 and 2.5 were substituted into the 
corresponding M(n)/Ej<.('n)/I queueing model in order to determine the 
ratios Lq/L’q and Qr(v > o)/P-r(v > o) . (The theoretical explanations 
of the MCn^E^Cn)/I queueing model can be found in Chapter 4, part 4.3.5). 
For the seven periods of' study, these ratios were found to be very 
close to 1, which shows that during this period of heavy congestion, 
the estimations of congestion at the port by the shipowners and the 
harbour masters/exporters did actually agree.
The measures of port and ship performance which describe the servicing 
process at the Basin coal loader during 1969-1976 (when the port was 
heavily congested) could be considered to be identical from both 
viewpoints. .
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CHAPTER 4
HOMOGENEOUS QUEUEING MODELS IN PORT PLANNING
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 3-included a literature survey of the application of 
Queueing theory to Port Planning. It can be reiterated that the 
mathematical tractability of the M/M/S, M/D/S and M/G/l queueing 
models has been widely and to some extent uncritically adopted as an 
adequate description of the arrival and service of ships at port.
These include M/M/S by Gould [36] and by Willis and White [174];
M/M/S and M/D/S by Mettam [114], Jones and Blunden [81] and 
Agerschov and Korsgaard [2] and M/G/l by Ventura [167], and Miller 
[115] . Some measures of effectiveness such as the average ship queueing 
time, number of ships in the system, etc., will be shown in this 
chapter to be overestimated by these queueing models. The reason for 
this is that there is some scheduling of ship arrivals and an increase 
in port service when the port is congested. In fact port users and pore 
owners have devised a number of ways of coping with the peak demands on 
the port and this has allowed a high utilisation of the port and an 
avoidance of the extremely long queues which would otherwise occur.
The methods used are:
(i) The port users reduce the number of ships or the ship’s 
speed on learning (e.g. by radio), that congestion exists at the port.
The port records thus show a decreased arrival rate when there is an 
increase in the number of ships in the system.
(ii) Berthing capacity is temporarily increased by the postponement 
of maintenance service or by the use of overtime working, larger gangs, 
etc.
Although the idea of state-dependence of the arrival and service 
rates is plausible and the possible economic savings which may result 
from its application to port planning are interesting, there is a dearth 
of literature about its application to shipping transport.
The data analysis in Chapter 2 shows that queueing congestion at 
the single berth port can be well represented by the state-dependent 
queueing model M(n)/E (n)/l. To provide adequate theoretical queueingK.
tools in the study of single-berth ports, the following queueing models
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will be studied in this chapter:
G/G/l (FCFS/03/00)
M(n)/M(n)/1 (FCFS/«V«>)
M(n) /M(n) /S (FCFS/«>/<»)
M(n)/Ek/S (FC FS/oc/oo)
M(n)/Ek(n)/1 (F C F S /°° /°°)
The results of these queueing models will be approached by simple 
techniques such as the numerical method or the approximation method so 
that an}7 practitioners who have to .apply queueing theory to port
ation about the system such as the average ship queueing time, turnround 
time, etc.
The data analysis in Chapter 2 also shows that the heterogeneous 
queueing model M(n)/M(n)*/2 is appropriate to illustrate the queueing 
problem at a two-berth facility. A basic assumption of queueing theory 
for multi-berth ports is that all berths are statistically identical 
(homogeneous system). Consequently, when any berth is available, the 
ship at the head of the queue must enter. This assumption is not sound 
as during port operations vessels can only be served at some particular 
berths; and different berths have different rates of service. 
Heterogeneous queueing models will be treated in Chapter 8 to provide 
some insight into the inadequate application of Queueing Theory to 
multi-berth ports up to date.
4.2 QUEUEING MODEL GI/G/1 (FCFS/W°°) .
Very little has been mentioned about this model in the literature 
as the measures of effectiveness of the G/G/l queue are very'complicated 
and involve many random variables. It is not hard to convince oneself 
that the exact results are hard to obtain. An exciting "new" branch of 
queueing theory has recently emerged that deals with the method for 
finding approximate behaviour for queues. J.F.C. Kingman [86] and 
K.T. Marshall [111] have derived bounds of W , the mean expectedq
queue wait. The upper bound is quite simple, namely
planning will have simple tools with which to derive relevant inform­
(4.1)
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where p = A/y and a^  and ag2 are the inter-arrival and service 
time variances, respectively. W.G. MarchaJl [106] proposed a more 
general formula for the mean queue wait W , i.e.
1 + V
W Bqi i / p2 + vB'
A(aA2 + a/)
2(1-p) (4.2)
where V,, is the coefficient of the service time distribution (=ua ). B B
When = 1/À the well-known Pollaczek-Khintchinc formulae results. 
Marchall’s approximation, i.e. equation (4.2), is compared with 
simulation results [106] and is found to give excellent results for 
all GI/G/1 queues.
For the GI/E^/1 queueing model, the approximation developed in 
Marchall [111] could also be used
Wq = A(0A2 + V  " aD2)/2(1_p) (4.3)
where is the variance of the departure time distribution and is
approximated by Fraker [33] as
a^2 - 1/nA2 + (n-1)/ny2 + (1-p)(n-1)/mny2 - (m-l)/my2
+ 0.5(1-p)(m—1)(n-1)/mzny2 '
+ 2(1-p)(m-1)(n-1)/mn2y2 (4.4)
where
n = A2/a^2 and m = y2/a^2 
(for M/E^/l system, n=l and m=k, hence 
a2 = [1 - (K-i)p2/K]A2
For the M/G/l queueing model the mean queue wait is:
Wq2
P
2(l-p)y (1 + vb2)
where
(4.5)
(4.6)
VB *j a B (4.7)
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For the M/E^/l, as V^2 = 1/K equation (4.6) is further 
simplified to •
q3 2(l-p)y ̂ k  ̂ (4.8)
When the service time is negatively distributed then a = 1/y andB
VB = yaB = 1, yielding for the M/M/l queue
Wq4 “ (l-p)y <4-9)
When the service time is deterministic, = 0 and the waiting 
time of the M/D/l takes the well-known form:
\  = 2 ( i f e  <4-10>
Application
Based on the assumption of a GI/G/1 (FCFS/c°/°°) model for the 
service operation at the Basin coal loader during the period 1969 - 1976, 
the theoretical queueing time per ship - formula 4.2 - is compared with 
the observed data as shown in Table 4.1.' It is evident that the 
independent GI/G/1 queueing model is not a satisfactory predictor 
of the ship waiting times especially when the berth utilization 
approaches unity. For example during the period 1974 - 1975 when the 
berth utilization was 99.3%, the theoretical queueing time was 12 times 
the observational time. The GI/G/1 model thus overestimates the 
ship waiting time and the cause of the model failure is that the ship 
arrival and service rates are not homogeneous in time but state- 
dependent upon the number of ships in the system.
4.3 STATE-DEPENDENT QUEUEING MODELS
4,3.1 General
Recently, interest has developed in state-dependent queueing models 
where the instantaneous rates of arrival and service completion, A(n) 
and y(n) respectively, are dependent on the state of the system (often 
the number of customers in the system or in the queue). Queueing models 
°f this kind have been discussed in the literature since Cox and Smith
Table 4.1
Comparison of the observed ship waiting time and the predicted queueing time by the model Gl/G/1
Quantities Unit Symbol
Period
69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
mean arrival rate ships/hour 0 0.0201 0.0208 0.0200 0.0164 0.0220 0.0226 0.0202
mean service rate ships/hour U 0.0215 0.02137 0.0217 0.0225 0.0240 0.0228 0.0225
berth utilisation P 0.936 0.973 0.920 0.736 0.96 0.993 0.896
inter-arrival time
variance hours °A2 1928 2471 2497 3709 2052 1949 2446
service time
variance
coefficient of 
service time
hours V 516 1892' 469 313 295 414 396
distribution hours VB 0.488 0.93 0.471 0.398 0.412 0.464 0.450
theoretical queueing
t: ime
observed queueing
hours wqt 341.56 1631.57 322.55 69.54 600.24 3859.56 229.03
time hours W9o 107.10 196:56 99.45 29.52 152.19 308.01 156.03
ratio
1
w /w qt qo 3.19 8.30 3.24 2.35 3.94 12.53 1.46
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(Ref. [27*], 1966). State-dependent models have been reviewed and 
analysed by many queueing theoreticians, for example by Ancker and 
Gafarian [3, 4], Reynolds [147], Saaty [150], Courtois and George [26],
' Neuts [127], Harris [66], Conolly [20, 21], Nasser Hadidi [58, 59], Bert 
Natvig [125], etc. A short review of the state-dependent models and 
their authors may be referred to in Ref. [125]. The state-dependent 
queueing models have also found their way into the application of 
queueing theory into real life situations. Work has been done concerning 
production line control by Haydon [68], Hillier and Boling [73],Knott [180], 
Scale [151], etc. With regards to shipping transport, Gooneratne [42], 
suggests the use of the birth and death state—dependent queue and claims 
a better prediction of ship-delays in ports by using these models. These 
models are of interest in operations research and its application in that 
they allow for customer/server interactions. The familiarity to the 
queueing practitioners of the equilibrium distribution of the number of 
customers in the system and the provision of easily calculable measures 
of effectiveness of the generalized birth-death process justifies it 
belonging to the realm of applied probability.
By use of the birth coefficient X(n) and death coefficient ]i(n), 
a.large number of queueing systems could be constructed, as we shall see 
shortly. The state-dependent queueing models studied in this chapter 
assume Markovian arrivals and exponential or Erlangian service times, 
i.e. M(n)/M(n)/1 or M(n)/E^(n)/1 models.
The following notations will be used throughout this chapter.
X(n) = the arrival rate when there are n ships in the system
HCn) = the service rate when there are n ships in the system
Ea - mean interarrival interval
Eb = mean service interval
X* = effective arrival rate = E ^a
y* = effective service rate = E, Eb
0 = X /Sy'' = berth utilization
s = number of berths
t n = the steady state joint probability of system state n
coinciding with the arrival of a ship
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Sn = the steady state joint probability of system state n 
coinciding with the completion of a ship service.
P_^(t) = the probability of a transition from state E. at
t = 0 to state E by time t.n J
P(n) = the steady-state probability that there are n ships in 
the system (queue + service).
L = mean number of ships in the system.
W = mean system time (waiting time and service time).
4.3.2 Queueing Model M(n)/M(n)/1 (FCFS/00/ 00)
For queueing models with renewal type arrivals and services, the 
"forward" birth-death equations are as follows:
m (t)
dPin(t)
dt -(X(n) + y(n))P. (t) + X(n-l)P. (t) m  i.n-1
PiO (t)
dPiQ(r)
dt
+ y(n+l)P. ,,(t)i,n+l
t ^ O ,  n > 0, i = 0, 1, 2, 3,...
= -A(0)P±0(t) + v(l)P11(t), n = 0,
1 = 0 ,  1, 2, ...
(4.11)
The steady-state probabilities are given by solving the above 
equations by setting the time derivative equal to zero. We have
P ( l ) A(0)V(l) P(0) P(2)
A(0)A(1)
y(l)y(2) P(0)
and in general (4.12)
P(n) X(0)X(1) ... X(n-l) y(l)y(2) ... y(n)
where P(0) is determined from the condition 
possible if the series
oo
l  P(n) 
n=0
1. This is only
P (0 ) -1 1 + X(0)y (i)
X(0)X(1)
y(l)y(2)
X(0)X(1) .■• X(n-l) 
y (1)y (2) ... y(n)
(4.13)
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converges to a finite value. If not, there is no stationary 
probability of queue size [81]. For queueing models with renewal 
arrivals and services, it was proved by Connoly [21], that •
y t = e = atr. n an^O
and (4.14)
I s = (1 - P(0))E “1 = (1 = p(0))y* 
n>l
The factor (1 - P(0)) enters because a service can be completed 
only if the system is not empty. From (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14) the 
following renewal equations could be obtained
A* = A(0)P(0)A (4.15)
and
y*( 1 - P(0)) = A(0)P(0)A (4.16)
where
A = i , M M  , X(1)A(2) A(1)A(2) ... A(n)
A x y(l) y(l)y(2) + **• + y(l)y(2) ... y(n) +
(4.17)
When the distribution P(n) of ships in the system is found 
the number of ships in the system can be determined as
OO
L = y nP(n) (4.18)
n = l
As for the mean waiting time of customers in the system, Little’s 
formula ML = AW” can be used provided that A is replaced by A* 
given by equation (4.15) [21]. This "unorthodox" conjecture has been 
suggested by Conolly [21]. The method has been justified for a number 
of models.
To find the probability Pr(v>0) that an arriving ship will 
find the berth occupied, we use the distribution Q(n) [for details, 
refer to Chapter 3, part 3.4.2.] where
CO
Q(n) = A (n )P (n )/ £ A(j)P(j) 0-19)
j=0
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Pr (v >0) = 1 - Q (0) (4.20)
= 1 - X(0)P(0)/ l  X(j)P(j) (4.21)
j=0
For birth and death queueing models, the following equality can 
be used
00 00
1 X(j)p(j) = l  u(j)P(j) . (4.22)
3=0 j=l
When the service rate is not state-dependent, the following two 
results are useful
CO OO
(1) l  u(j)P(j) = U I P(j) = y(l - P(0)) (4.23)
j=l j=l
(2) Distribution of waiting time, F(t)
00 j J -1 -M t •
F(t) =  --- * ct(j)P(j) (4.24)
3=1 ( 3 - D  !
where
X(j) = a(j)X
a(j) is often defined as the probability that a ship arrives 
to find j ships in the system but will nevertheless join the queue. 
Natvig [124] used the technique of the convolution of degenerate random 
variables to derive the waiting time and busy period distributions for 
general birth-and-death state dependent queueing models. The first and 
second order moments of the length of a busy period and also the 
distribution of the number served during the period, given an arbitrary 
number of customers present originally, were found in explicit forms, 
which although being far from elegant, are suitable for evaluation by 
computer. For busy periods, the general result mentioned in Conolly 
[21], is applicable to cases where the beginning of busy periods is a 
recurrent event.
E[Busy Period] 
E[Busy Cycle] 1 - P(0) = A*/y* = 0 (4.25)
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The average duration of a busy period is related to the average 
duration of an idle period by the following formula [125].
E[Busy Period] _ 1 - P(0) _ 0
E[Idle Period] P(0) 1-9 (4.26
Having the above results, we are now in a position to evaluate any 
birth and death queueing models from an operational point of view.
It should also be mentioned that the statistical inference for birth 
and death queueing models developed by Wolf [175] can provide tests 
which help to find the appropriate specialisation of the general model 
in a practical situation. ■
Example 1: Cox’s and Smith’s M/M/l model [27*]
The state-dependent arrival and service rates are represented in 
the following form
X(n) = X/(n+1)
y (n )  = y
Equations (4.12) and (4.13) give
for n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
for n = 1, 2, ...
P(0)-1 - 1 + A + _ ^  + = l X /y
and
P in )  = I-VVSMUI
n
n : (n = 0, 1, 2, ... )
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)
From equations (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17), the effective arrival 
rate, X*, and the effective service rate, p*, can be calculated as
X* = y ( l  -  l (4.30)
and
y x y ( i - T X/u)(1 - P (0) ) l - l -X /y
(4.31)
*y = y (4.32)
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Average number of ships in the system
L = l
00
1 nP (n )
n=l
r A/p X ( i +  Ay y
r x/y * A. * pX/y
+ .  .  .  +
U
L  = X / \ i
Xn-1
(n-1)!yn-1
(A .33)
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
Mean system < time 
LW = 1X- y 2 (1 -  A /u )
Mean average queueing time
W = W - 1/y-q
x
y2 (1 - £ X/y)
Mean number of ships in the queue
L = X*Wq q
= -  - (1 - £ .XXy)y
The utilization, 0, of the facility
-X /y
9 = ^ =  1 - = 1 " *
(4.37)
(4.38)
(4.39)
(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.42)
As the service rate is not state-dependent, equation (4.24) can 
be used to find the distribution of the waiting time, F(t)
00 n n - l „ - y t  N 00 n n -1  - y t  _w ,. n
u r 1 l  A/pU/y)nv ( z )  -  y y t * l i s t .  = y
L  C n - m  ( n4-1 4, (n-1)! + ) L (n-1) ! (n+1) !n=! n-i
(4.43)
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where
F(t) = A l -(yt+X/y)
0°  A
v g t )J
L -i! (A.j-o J | ( J+2> !
(-l)2Jy2J+2—  ¿“(ht+A/y) £ v -l; 
C j=0 22j+2j ! (j+2)!
(4.44)
(4:45)
y = 2(At)
F(t) = -  l  (ut+X/y)I (y)
(4.46)
(4.47)
where I2 (y) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
Since the arrival interval distribution is negatively exponential 
when the server is idle the average busy period of the server is
l-P(O) = l-g-~A/u = , A/p _ 
x p (0 ) u - x / v 1;/A (4.48)
Probability of waiting
Pr(v > 0) = 1  - A(0)P(0)/y(l - P(0)) (4.4S)
hence
Pr (v > 0) = 1 - AS. A/y/p(l-S, A/y) (4.50)
The transient state probabilities of this model were studied
by Natvig [123]. The Laplace transforms P._ and P. (n  ̂1)i0 m
[where P_^(t), n = 0, 1, 2, ..., is the probability distribution of 
n ships in the system at time t; there were i ships in the system 
originally] were determined recursively. The mathematical complexity 
of the expression, however, makes it of little practical value.
Natvig was discouraged by the complexity of the expression P^(t)
for the general case where there are i ships originally in the system, so
he approximated the expression for P^g(t) for the case of low
traffic intensities. Numerical evaluations show that the steady-
state is reached very rapidly.
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Example 2: Gooneratne and Buckley's Model [42]
The state-dependent arrival and service rates are
X(n) = Xh/n+h ; n = 0, 1, 2, and h > 0
U(n) = y n > 0
(4.51)
From equation (4.17), we have
A = 1 + Xh + X2h(i+h)y (l+h) (2+h)y‘ + . . .  + x V(l+h)(2+h)...(n-l+h)(n+h)y 
(4.52)
H"
and from (4.13), the probability that there are no ships in the system is
P(0) 1 = 1 + -y
i , Xh i ' x'h2 + +(l+h)y (l+h) (2+h)y2 •
. n-1, n-1A h
(l+h)(2+h)...(n-l+h)y
(4.53)
n-1 * '
From (4.52) and (4.53), we have
P(0) 1 = 1 + - Ay
The probability of there being n ships in the system can be calculated 
by equation (4.12)
P(n) = P(0)
n-1 (4.54)
X (l+h) (2+h) . . . (n-l+h)
X~ = XP(0)A (4.55)
and
y* = y (4.56)
To find other characteristics of the system, the same procedure as 
was carried out for Cox’s model can be used, i.e.
~  00
L = l  nP(n) (4.57)
n=l
W = L/X* • ' (4.58)
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W = W - 1/y*q (4,59)
L = X * W •q q (4.59*)
e = i - p (O) (4.60)
rft1 _ y Pntn-1£_l,t P(n)*h 
( } (n-1)! (n + h) . (4.61)
Pr (v>0) = 1-Q(0) (4.62)
CO
Q(n) = A(n)P(n)/ J A(j)P(j) (4.63)
j=0
A general computer program to calculate various measures of 
effectiveness of the M(n)/M(n)/1 queueing model such as queueing time, 
service time, berth utilization, probability of waiting, can be found 
in appendix C.2, • -
The comparison of delay predictions from birth and death queueing 
models with observations of ship queueing delays at the M.S.B., coal loader 
during -the period 1969-1976 will be discussed in part 4.4.
4.3.3 Queueing model M(n)/M(n)/S(FCFS/00 / 00)
The generalisation of the state-dependent single server queueing model
M(n)/M(n)/1 by Cox and Smith [27*] was studied by Reynolds [147) and Natvig
[114] to the multi-server case. The model M(n)/M(n)/S has also been applied
to shipping transport by Gooneratne [44] in his study of Australian bulk
commodity ports. The stationary state probabilities of the M(n)/M(n)/S
model can be easily obtained in the same way as for the M(n)/M(n)/1 model.
n=°° i=n
If the mean recurrence time of every state Sn = £ II (A (i-1)/y (i) )
n=0 i=l
is less than 00[147] there exists a unique stationary distribution of the 
number of ships in the system, which takes the following form
S+N
P(0) = 1 + l  A(0) ... A(j-l)/(y(1) ... p(j>) (4.64)
j=l
where values of N are the waiting positions available (0<_N<_°° and 
X(n) = 0 for n > N + S)
P(n) = P(0) [A(0) ... A(n-l)/y(1) ... y(n)] (4.65)
0 < n < S +N
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Once P(0) and P(n) are determined, the following measures 
effectiveness can be found:
of
The average number of ships in the system 
S+N
L = £ n P (n) 
n=l
The average number of ships in the queue
(4.66)
S+N
L = T nP(S+n)q S  - n=l
. . The average waiting time in the queue
(4.67)
W = L /A*q q • (4,68)
S+N
where A* = £ A(n) P(n) ' 
n=0
(4.69)
Independent of any input or service distribution, the following 
server utilisation equation, which was mentioned in part 3.2, chapter 3, 
is helpful:
-|p (S-l) +|p (S—2) + ... + --P (S-i) + ... + P(0) = 1 - 0 (4.70)
where 0 = A*/Sy*
hence the effective service rate is
(4.71)
* x*= 6S . (4.72)
The average number of ships in the system, L, can also be related to
the average number of ships in the queue, L̂ , by the following formula
L = L + S0q (4.73)
and the average system time, W, is related to the average 
time, W , by the following equation
queueing
W = W + 1/y*q
(4.74)
The use of the server utilisation equation (4.70) thus provides a 
simple and unified approach to the solution of birth and death multi-server 
queueing models.
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Similarly to the single server birth and death queueing models, the 
probability of ships being delayed is
N+S
Pr(v > 0) = 1-A(0)P(0)/ l  A(j)P(j) (4 75n
3=0 '
Let F(t) denote the distribution function of waiting time and let 
f(t) denote its density function. F(t) is related to Pr(v>0) and f(t) 
as follows
F(t) = 1 - Pr(v > 0) +
,t
f(t) dt
'0
(4.76)
When the service rate is not state-dependent, i.e. y(n) = y, F(t) 
is obtained by Gooneratne [44] by using the same arguments as Morse, i.e. 
the queueing time distribution F(t) is the sum over all values of n, 
(s5_n fLN + s ) of the joint probability that a ship arrives to find n others 
in the system and is still in the queue after time t has expired
. N+S ’ j=n-S
F(t) = 1 - l  Q(n) l  P.(t) (4.77)
n=S j=0 J .
. where the Poisson probability P (t) - (S y t)J £~S hit/j! (4.78)
and Qtn) = the probability that an arriving ship encounters n ships in the 
system (for details refer to part 3.4). "
Q(n) = A(n)P(n)/A* (4.79)
For busy and idle periods, equations (4.25) and (4.26) for the single 
server are conjectured intuitively for the multi-server case as follows:
E(Busy period) 
F(Busy cycle)
and
A*/Sy* = 0
E(Busy period) _ 0
E(Idle period) 1-0
(4.80)
(4.81)
Example 1
The arrival and service rates have the following form
A (0 <_n < 2)
A (n) = j A/n (2 < n < 00) co t-o
|: ny (0 < n < 2)y (n) = i 2 M (n> 2) (4.83)
where A and y are positive and finite.
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The distribution of the number of ships in the system at an arbitrary 
point in time is obtained by applying equation (4.64)
P(0) 1 = 1 + p +  p(£P/̂ 2-l), p = A/y (4.84)
= 1 + £p/2
P(l) = PP(0), P (2) = j  ( p ) 2 P(0) (4.86)
and P(j+2) = ( '2 ̂  P(2), j 0 (4.87)
Average number of ships in the system
L = 1 j p (j) = p p(o) + p(2 ) a p/2 + 2 u p/2 - d )
j=o
Effective arrival rate A* = J A(j)P(j) = £ y(j)P(j)
j=0 j=l
(4.88)
(4.89)
A* = yP(l) + 2y (1 - P(0) -P(l)) (4.90)
= 2y [1 - P(0) -1/2 P(1) ] (4.91)
= 2 p [ l~  ( l + p / 2 ) / ( l  + i P /2 )]  0 . 9 2 )
Average ship system timeW= L/A* (4.93)
Berth utilisation 8= A*/2y* = 1 - P(0) - 1/2 P(l) (4.94)
From (4.91) and (4.94), the effective service rate is y* = y. This
fact is obvious because the service rates are not state dependent.
Average ship queueing time W = W - 1/y
Average number of ships in queue L = A * W
(4.95)
(4.96)
Example 2
The model hypothesizes that
A (0) = A n - 0, .1, 2 (4.97)
A (n) = a11"1 A n = 1, ... , n (4.98)
y(n) = ,
n y 0 < n < 2 (4.99)
2 yk n 1 2
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The solution of this model can be easily derived as
* CO
P ( 0 )  1  =  1  + P + J  ( | ) j a (j/2)(j+1) p2/2, p  =  x / y  ( 4 . 1 0 0 )
3=0
If [ ot [ is less than 1, then no restriction on p/2 is necessary since
oo
'the series £ (-y)^a^ ̂  ̂ +1') p2/2 will always converge
3=0
P(l) = p P (0)
and P(j +2) = ^ P(j +1) for j >_ 0
OO
Average number of ships in system L = £ j P(j)
3=0
OO oo .
Effective arrival rate A* = £ A(j) P(j) = J y(j) P(j)
3=0 3=1
A* = yP(l) + 2y(1-P(0) - P(l))
(4.101)
(4.102)
(4.103)
(4.104)
(4.105)
= 2y (1 - P (0) - 1/2 P (1) ) (4.106)
Average system time W = L/A* (4.107)
Berth utilisation 0 = 1 -  P(0) -1/2 P(l) (4.108)
From (4.106) and (4.108) again the effective service rate is 
U* = y. This fact is obvious because the service rates are not state- 
dependent .
Average number of ships in the queue, L ,. q
L = L - 26q
Average ship queueing time W = L /A*q q
(4.109)
(4.110)
Example 3
A (n) =
A (n = 0, 1)
Ah/ (n-l+h) L > n >_ 1
0 (n = L)~
(4.111)
where h is a positive integral value.
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V(n) = l
n y
2 y
0 < n < 2
n > 2
(A.112)
Again
-1 pz
P (0) = l + p +  ^
h 1-2+h[P2 h i / 2 (^.) ] y 2P 'j-W-1 j !
(4.113)
P(l) = p P(0), P(2) = P(0) (4.114)
p2 j=n-l
P(n) = fr n (A(j)/2U) P(0)
3 = 2
(4.115)
Average number of ships in system L = £ j P(j)
j=0
Berth utilisation 0 = A*/2y* = 1-P(0) -1/2 P(l)
(4.116)
(4.117)
As previously stated, because the service rate is not state- 
dependent, then y* = y •
hence the effective arrival rate A* = 2y[l-P(0) -1/2 P(l)] (4.118)
Average system time W = L/A*
Average number of ships in queue = L - 20
Average ship queueing time W = L /A*q q
(4.119)
(4.120)
(4.121)
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4.3.4 Queueing Model M(n)/E^_/1 (FCFS/°°/<»)
Grassmann (48) studied the steady-state behaviour of the state- 
dependent queueing model M(n)/E^/1. By dividing the Erlang service 
time into k phases, where all phases have the same exponential 
distribution; the probability distribution of the number of phases at 
a random moment, 'ir(nn') can be determined from the following steady- 
state equations
'n-(m') = 0  , m  < 0 (4.122)
- X (0)tt (0) + ykTi(l) = 0 (4.123)
- (X(m) + yk)Tl(m) + yk7T(VnFl) + X(m-k)7T(m-k) = 0 , m  > 0
, (4.124)
where X(rn) is the arrival rate, given m  phases in the system and 
y is the service rate
For the M/E^/l queueing model, the number of phases, m  , is 
related to the number in the system, n , by the equation m  = kn-j+1 
when the jth phasp of service contains the customer in service.
The systems of equations (4.122), (4.123) and (4.124) can be solved
recursively to find TT(m>) as a multiple of tt(0). When all values of
7T(m')5 m  > 0, are obtained then 77(0) can be determined, using the fact
that £ 77 (pi) = 1. The following set of equations is derived as a 
m>0 .means of numerically solving some of the measures of effectiveness of the
M(n)/E /I queueing modeli\.
R(n) = X(m)G(m) /  (y k ) m  2: 0 (4 .1 25 )
G(0) = 1 ' (4 .1 26 )
G(l) = X(0)/ y k  (4 .1 27 )
G(m+i) = R(m) -  R (n -k ) + G(«n) m  > 0 (4 .1 28 )
for k < 3, an alternative form of (4.128) is
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ITi
G(n+1) = l  R(j) m  > 0 (4.129)
j=m-k+l
It is further noted that ‘ '
G(i) = R(i) = 7T(i) = 0  for i < 0 (4.130)
Once all G(m) values have been found, 7r(m) is determined 
easily as .
oo
Tr(ra) = G(m)/ l  G(j) (4.131)
j=0
Let TT̂ (ni) be the probability distribution of the number of phases 
in the system at an arrival, then 7T̂ (m) can be found in terms of 7r(rn) 
as (for details refer to Part 3.4.2) -
- oo
tt'(iv) = X(ni)tt(m)/ % A(j)tt(j) (4.132)
j=0
Let X and Y be the number of phases in the system at a random
moment (Port authorities’ point of view) and at the time of an arrival
(Shipowner ’ s point of viex̂ ) then the averages and variances of X and Y
can be found by the following equations:
E(X) = JmG(m)/ £ G(rq) (4.133)
m=l m=0
OO
Var(X) = £ m 2G(m)/ £ G(ir) - E(X)2 (4.134)
m=l m=0
00
E(Y) = £ m R  (m) / £ 'R(m)
rn=l m=0
(4.135)
Var(Y) = Err?R(i^/ £ R(rq) - E(Y)2 
m=0
(4.136)
One can also calculate E(X) and Var(X) by the following two 
equations
E(X) = (1-tt(0)) (E(Y) + — ) (4.137)
Var(X) = (1-77(0)) [Var(Y) + <k+1H k~1>. + 1r(0)(E(Y) + ̂ p ) 2]
(4.138)
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Let P(n) be the probability that n ships are in the system
at a random moment, then
k.n
cT it r-—
: =3 T II Z (4.139)(rn/k)=n ™ = (n-1)k+1
k.n OO
= Z GO'»)/ Z G ( j ) , n ^ 0 (4.140)^  .= (n-1)k+1 j=0
Similarly the probability that n ships are in the system at the time
of an arrival is
k.n
Q(n) = l  tt"K) = Î  n ' K > , n > 0 (4.141)
(rr\ /k)=n ^  = (n-1)k+1
k.n oo
*= 1 K M /  1 R ( j ) (4.142)
m =(n-1)k+1 -Jj=0 .
From (4.140) we have
00 oo
P(0) = G(0)/  l  G(j) = 1/ Ï  G(j) (4.143)
j=o j=o
Hence the berth utilization is
0 = A*/U = 1 - P(0)
00
= 1 - 1 / 1  G(j) (4.144)
j=0
&where A is the effective arrival rate
OO
A* = l  A(j)P(j) (4.145)
j=o
From (4.140) and (4.142), the averages and variances of the number
of ships in the system and in queue can be calculated directly. When
the ships are served according to the rule of FCFS, the distribution
of the waiting time can be determined [48]. The probability that a
ship has to wait more than t is calculated as
oo 2. co oo
P(T >t) = I  — ^  e”kyt: I  R(nj)/ I  R(j) (4.146)
i=0 1 ‘ m=i+l j=0
For example, the probability that a ship has to wait more than twice
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the average service rime is
P(T>2/y) = 1 - J R(ni)P(x >m)/ £ R(j) 
m=0 j=0
(4.147)
V7ith
P(x >ra) = I
00 i 4 -4e1 !i=m
(4.148)
Let Y be the number of phases in the system at the time of a 
ship arrival, then the average waiting time and its variance are 
calculated by the following formula:
E(T) = l lT(i)E(T/i) = I
1=0 i=0 U
yk E(Y)
(4.149)
(4.150)
and
var(X) = - ^ y r  [E(Y> + Var(Y)] (4.151)
As well as the waiting time distribution, the sojourn time (the 
time the ship spends in the system) can also be found. The probability 
that the sojourn time S exceeds a given value s, P(S > s) can be 
found in the very same way as P(T > t)
CO CO i 00
P(S > s) = 1 - l  R(n) l  -(kVy)" e~kyt/ £ R(j) (4.152)
n=0 i=n+k 1‘ j=0
For the average and the variance of S, respectively,
E(S) = E(T) + l/y (4.153)
Var(S) = Var(T) + k/(yk)2 (4.154)
Another important value is the virtual waiting time, the time an 
arrival would have to wait if it arrived at a random moment (or the 
time the server would need to serve all customers). The distribution 
of the virtual waiting time can be found [48], If P(V > v) is the
1 6 4
probability that the virtual waiting time V exceeds v,
oo oo
P ( V > v )  = 1 - 1  G(n) l  (k^ } e kpt:/ £ G(j) 
n=0 i=n * j=0
E(V) - ̂  E(x)
Var(V) = ( k )2 [E(X) + Var(X)]
it is found as:
(4.155)
(4.156)
(4.157)
Program MNEK1 (Appendix C.l), is witten to calculate the 
measures of effectiveness mentioned above for the M(n)/E^_/1 queueing 
model. The computer program is general and includes all forms of 
state-dependent arrival rates. Graphs 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show 
the average queueing time in a dimensionless form, E /Ê , versus 
the berth utilization of the M(n)/E^_/1 queueing model where 
A(n) = Ah/(n+h). -
4.3.5 Queueing Model M(n)/E (n)/l (FCFS/00/00)1C
GrassmannTs method is generalized here for the use in the model 
M(n)/E (n)/l where both the arrival and service rates are state-1C .
dependent. However this generalization cannot be applied to the .
waiting time distribution. To overcome the difficulty, LittleTs 
formula L = A*W and the server utilization equation 0 = A*/y‘n“ = 1-P(0) 
are used to determine the average waiting time of ships i.e. = W-l/y
where
X* = I X(j)p(j) . (4.158)
j=0
P(j) = probability of j ships in the system 
p* = effective service rate.
The steady-state equations of the transition probabilities of 
the number of phases in the system' at a random moment, Tr(rn) can 
now be written as follows:
TT (n\) = 0 m  < 0 (4.159)
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-A(0)tt(0) + y (1) kir (1) = 0 (4.160)
- [À (ni) + y(ir)k]iT(ni) + y(m+l)kTr$n+l) + A (n-k) jr (n-k) = 0  m > 0
(4.161)
where A (ni) and y (ni) are the arrivai and service rates respectively,
given m  phases in the system. Following the same argument used by
Grassmann, we tr^ to express all TT(ni) as a multiple of tt(0) and
from the fact J Tî(n») = 1, then tt(0) can be determined.
. m=0
Defining G(n) = Ti(m)/tt(0) , then from the system of equations 
(4.159), (4.160) and (4.161) we have
G (nr) = 0 m  < 0 (4.162)
G(0) = 1
' ' g(i) ■ M S k G(o)
and
(4.163)
(4.164)
GCm+l) = G O ) -  G (m -k) +  t^ tTTT G(n} (4.165)y (n+l)k y (n+l)k y (m+1)
Once all G(n) values have been found, 1 (n) values can be 
determined easily as
. CO
7r(nt) = G(m)/ £ G(j) (4.166)
j= 0
Again, irrespective of the behaviour of ships after arrival, queue 
discipline, server behaviour, service times and inter-arrival times; 
the distribution of the number of phases in the system at the time of 
an arrival is
oo
7r''(n) = A(ir)tt(n)/ £ A (j)tt (j) (4.167)
j= 0
Let X and Y be the number of phases in the system at a random 
moment , and at the time of an arrival' then E(X) and Var(X) • E(Y)
and Var(Y) can be calculated at
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CO OO 00
E(X) = £ mlT(rn) = £ mG(m) / £ G(j) (4.168)
m=l m=l j=0
Var(X) = E(X2) - E(X)2 (4 .1 6 9 )
00 OO
= £ m 2G(m)/ l  G(j) - E(X)2
m=l j=0
OO OO ' CO
E(Y) = £ m ir^ (in ) = £ m l(m )tt(nr)/  £ X ( j ) i r ( j )  (4 .1 7 0 )
m = l m = l j= 0
Var(Y) = E(Y2) - E(Y)2 (4.171)
OO OO
= l  m 2A<hi)ir(m)/ £ X(j) ̂ (j) - E(Y)2 (4.172)
m=l j=0 '
Letting P(n) be the probability that there are n ships in 
the system, we have
k.n '
P(n) = £ TrOn) = J Tr(m) n > 0 (4.173)
[m/k]=n ^  = (n-i)k+l
k.n 00
= l  G W /  l  G(j) (4.174)
m.= (n-l)k+l j=0
. Similarly, the probability Q(n) that there are n ships in 
the system at the time of an arrival is
k.n
Q(n) = £ n > 0
[m/k]=n >rn=(n-l)k+l
k.n 00
= l XGvOttM /  l X ( j ) i r ( j )  
m  =(n-l)k+l j=0
From (4.174) wTe have
P(0) = 1/ l  G(j) 
j=0
. . berth utilization
e = A*/y* = 1 - P(0) = i- 1/ l  G(j)
j=0
(4 .1 7 5 )
(4.176)
(4.177)
(4 .1 7 8 )
where
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= I Mj)P(j) (4.179)
3=0 .
From (4.178) ̂ and (4.179), the effective service rate is 
1 Vj)P(j)
p -  =  ---------------- ----- -----------------------------  ( 4 . 1 8 0 )
1-1/ l  G(j)
j=0 •
Average number of ships in the system '
L = I  nP(n) 
n=l
(4.181)
Little’s formula "L = Aw" can be used here provided that A is 
*\ Areplaced by A given in equation (4.179).
. . average system time
W = L/A‘ (4.182)
average queueing time
W = W - l/yq (4.183)
average number of ships in queue
L = A w  q q (4.184)
In Appendix C.2 , a computer program MNEKN1 can be found 
which was written to allow calculation of all the measures of effective­
ness of the M(n)/E^(n)/1 (FCFS/00/00) queueing model. Any form of 
A(n) and y(n) can be inserted into the programme.
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4.4 The Application of Stare-dependent Queueing Models to the 
Prediction of Queueing Delays at M.S.B. Coal Loader
The data analysis of the M.S.B. coal loader during the period
1969-1976 shows that the time between changes of arrival rate at the
port of Newcastle is very short and that the system behaves as if the
mean arrival rate was constant with A = £ A(n)P(ii) where P (n) is
n=0the probability that the system is in state n. It follows from the 
convexity of W(A) , (W(A) is the steady state expected waiting time 
given the mean constant arrival rate X), that the mean waiting time 
for a non constant arrival rate satisfies the following inequality
CO
W( l  X(n)P(n)) < W (4.185)
n=0
The inequality implies that the queueing time in state-dependent 
models is less than that of the M/G/l queueing model. This fact is 
evidenced as shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 (typical plots of the 
average queueing time in a dimensionless form, E^/E^, versus the 
berth utilization, for the M(n)/E, /I queueing model where A(n)K.
= A*h/(n+h)). The observed levels of ship congestion for the periods 
1969-1970, 1971-1972, and 1972-1973 lie below the band defined by the 
broken lines representing the classical M/M/l and M/D/l queueing 
models which assume the non state dependence of the arrival and service 
rates. i.e. M/G/l model overestimates ship queueing delays. The 
assumption that some variation of the M/G/l model can be used to 
predict port congestion, therefore, has been found to be unsatisfactory.
The data analysis of the M.S.B. coal loader shows that the berth 
utilization of the facility during the period 1969-1976 was very high. 
The smallest berth utilization was 0 = 73% during the slack year
1972-1973 and the largest utilization was 99.3% during 1974-1975.
For the berth utilization of the order 0.7 to 1.0, the predicted 
queueing time by the M/G/l model approached infinity and the 
theoretical model seriously overestimated the congestion of the port 
as is shown in Table 4.1.
Inspection of the graphs 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show that the M(n)/M/1 
and M(n)/E /I models give good estimates of queueing delays in theK.
range 0.8 < 6 < 1.0 for the periods 1969-1971, 1971-1972 and 1972-1973,
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e-g«> queueing delays predicted by the M(n)/E3/1 queueing model 
agree, reasonably well with the 1972-1973 data. For the periods
1970-1971, 1973-1974, 1974-1975 and 1975-1976 when the berth 
utilization approached unity, the observational data for these periods 
lies out of the range of the graph and it is difficult to decide 
visually which curves give good estmates of queueing delay. To 
overcome this problem, the actual values of A(n) and y(n); 
n = 0, 1, which were estimated in Part 2.4, Chapter Two, were
used rather than the mathematically defined (A, n) and (y, n) 
relationships. The M(n)/Ek (n)/1 queueing model incorporating A(n) 
and y(n) estimated by the maximum likelihood estimators of Wolf [175] 
is more realistic than any model based on mathematical A(n) and y(n) 
functions because some specific characteristics of the port can also 
be included. Program MNEKN2 (Appendix C.3) has been written to incor­
porate values of A(n) and y(n) into the M(n)/E (n)/l queueingK .
model. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 have been prepared to compare the observed
data about queueing delays with delay predictions from the M(n)/K (n)/Ik
model. The following observations can be made regarding the use of 
the M(n)/Ek(n)/1 queueing model in predicting ship queueing delays 
at the single berth port when berth utilization is high (in the range 
70% to 100%).
(1) As far as the probability of waiting, Pr(v > 0) is concerned,
there is reasonably good agreement between the observed values and the
predicted ones computed by the M(n)/E (n)/l models (Table 4.2).
. &
(2) The predicted queueing times are underestimated by- the 
M(n)/Ek(n)/1 queueing models for the period under study with the 
exception of the financial year 1970-1971 when the predicted results 
by the M(n)/M(n)/1 differed by less than 2% with the actual system 
for all parameters.
(3) For the period 1974-1975 when the berth utilization approached 
unity, the predicted queueing time approached infinity.
(4) The birth and death queueing model M(n)/M(n)/1 gave the 
best estimate of queueing delays wThen there was 70% to 98% berth 
utilization.
The reasons for the difference between the observed values and 
the best fit theoretical ones are as follows;
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(1) The theoretical models M(n)/E, (n)/l cannot take intoi£
account the characteristics of the port of our concern. The geograph­
ical character of the port of Newcastle enforced some operational 
restrictions on shipping using the Port. A single entrance channel ' 
with a fairly tight turn dictates that large vessels can only be 
handled on a slack water. During the period 1969-1976, the dredged 
depth of the port was 11m. which forced vessels with a draught greater 
than 10m. to take advantage of the high tides which vary within a range 
of 1.8m. John Sturday of the Maritime Services Board of Sydney [158] 
used the simulation technique to incorporate in the M(n)/E^(n)/1 
queueing model the tidal restriction of the port of Newcastle, and 
found that the simulated "M(n)/E^(n)/I plus tidal restriction" 
gave results within 1% of those of the actual system for all para­
meters when the berth utilization was of the order 70-100%.
. Furthermore the M(n)/Ek (n)/1 (FCFS/00/00) cannot incorporate the 
various delays in shipping transport such as delays due to tug and 
pilot unavailability, travel times and the in-service delays. The 
in-service delays vary from 15% to approximately 45% of the minimum 
service time (Figure 2.8 , for details refer to Part 2.5). From 
Table 4.3, it can be seen that the difference between the observed 
values and the best fitting theoretical M(n)/E^(n)/1 values varies 
from 23% to 40%. As a working rule we may adopt either of the two 
policies below in predicting queueing delays when the berth utilization 
approaches unity.
(1) Queueing delays of the M(n)/M(n)/1 model,
(i:0 120% to 140% queueing delays of the M(n)/E^(n)/1 model.
(2) The queue discipline FCFS of the M(n)/E^(n)/1 (FCFS/00/00) 
model is not adhered to in the actual systems. The number of occurrences 
of coal ships jumping queue during the period 1969-1976 is summarized
in Table 4.4. At Newcastle harbour, large ships occasionally jump queue 
to ensure that they have finished loading before the next high tide. 
According to Cox [27*] the priority rule of serving first the customer 
with the shortest expected service time results in mean waiting times 
and mean queue sizes that are lower than with other rules (i.e. FCFS 
and LCFS). However, at Newcastle harbour, the priority rule is to
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serve the big ships with longest expected service time (Table 4.4) 
so that they do not miss the high tide and incur further delay. The 
fact that the observed waiting time is higher than the time predicted 
by M(n)/E^.(n)/1 (FCFS/00/00) queueing model may be explained by 
this "jumping" queue discipline.
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Figure 4.2: E /E versus 0 for the M(n)/ETr/l (FCPS/00/00) 
V  b K
X(n) = X * 3/(n + 3)
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Figure 4.3: E /E versus 0 for the M(n)/E /I (FCFS/“/°°)V D K
X(n) = X * 3.5/(N + 3.5)
17 4
Figure 4.4: E /E, versus 0 for the M(n)/ETr/l (FCFS/Œ,/co)-------  V  b K-
X(n) = X * 4/(4 + n)
Table 4.2
Comparison of the observed values of Pr(v > 0) and the Pr(v > 0) values computed by the M(n)/E^(n)/1 queueing model
incorporating the estimated A(n) and y(n). Berth utilizations are given in brackets
Period
Actual Results >- Predicted Results
M(n)/Ek (n)/1 Observationalvalue M(n) /M(n) /I M(n)/E2 (n)/1 M(n)/E3 (n)/1 M(n)/E4 (n)/1 M(n)/E5 (n)/1 M(n)/E6 (n)/1
69-70 M(n)/E4 (n)/1 0.937 0.89 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95(0.936) (0.94) (0.96) (0.96) (0.96) (0.97) (0.96)
70-71 M(n)/E4 (n)/1 0.963 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97(0.973) (0.96) (0.98) (0.98) (0.98) (0.98) (0.98)
71-72 M(n(/E (n)/l 0.943 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.89
' (0.92) (0.94) (0.97) (0.97) (0.97) (0.97) (0.94)
72-73 M(n)/E,(n)/1 0.738 0.65 0.69 0.71 0.70
(0.730) (0.74) (0.77) (0.78) (0.77)
73-74 M(n)/E,(n)/1 0.992 0.87 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92(0.920) (0.97) (0.98) (0.98) (0.98) (0.98) (0.98)
74-75 M(n)/E,(n)/1 1
D (0.993)
75-76 M(n(.E.(n)/l 0.96 0.92 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95(0.896) (0.96) (0.97) (0.98) (0.98) (0.98) (0.98)
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Table 4.3
Comparison of the observed values of Ev/E^ and the Ev/E^ values computed by the M(n)/E^-(n)/I queueing model incorpor­
ating the estimated X(n) and y(n). Berth utilizations are given in brackets.
Period
Actual Results Predicted Results
M(n)/Ek(n)/1 ObservedValue M(n)/M(n)/1 M(n)/E2 (n)/1 M(n)E3 (n)/l M(n)/E4 (n)/l M(n)E5 (n)/l M(n)/Eg(n)/1
69-70 M(n)/E^(n)/1 2.300
(0.936)
2.29
(0.94)
2.05
(0.96)
1.89
(0.96)
1.78
(0.96)
1.56
(0.97)
1.31
(0.96)
70-71 M(n)/M(n) ¡ 1 4.200
(0.973)
4.11
(0.96)
4.16
(0.98)
4.17
(0.98)
4.14
(0.98)
3.81
(0.98)
3 .29 
(0.98)
71-72 M(n)/E5 (n)/1 2.161
(0.920)
2 . 0 1
(0.94)
2 . 0 0
(0.97)
1.97
(0.97)
1.80
(0.97)
1.31
(0.97)
0.67
(0.94)
72-73 M(n.)/E6 (n)/1 0.664
(0.730)
0.65
(0.74)
0.53
(0.77)
0.45
(0.78)
0.31
(0.77) — —
73-74 M(n)/E5 (n)/1 3.287
(0.920)
3.01
(0.97)
2.60
(0.98)
2.38
(0.98)
2.23
(0.98)
2 . 1 0
(0.98)
1.94
(0.98)
74-75 M(n)/E5 (n)/1 7.045
(0.993) — — — — — —
75-76 M(n)/E4 (n)/1 3.522
(0.896)
3.19
(0.96)
3.10
(0.97)
3.04
(0.98)
2 . 8 6
(0.98)
2.52
(0.98)
2 . 10  
(0.98)
'-JCT>
Table 4.4
Number of times ships jumped queue at the Basin Coal Loader
Period 1969-1976)
Period 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76
Total number 
of times ships 
jump queue
31 13 1 0 1 34 39 36
Number of times 
big ships jump 
queue
2 2 1 1 6 1 25 25 26
Number of times 
small ships 
jump queue
9 2 4 . 0 9 14 1 0
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. CHAPTER 5
HETEROGENEOUS QUEUEING MODELS IN PORT PLANNING
5.1 GENERAL
The multiserver queueing models so far explored in the literature 
of queueing theory have mostly assumed that the service time 
distributions in the different channels are identical. However, 
this situation can only prevail when each service process has common 
characteristics. Heterogeneous service rates are experienced in many 
queueing situations, e.g., queueing at the supermarket, at the bank, 
etc. For the case of port operations; different berths handle different 
cargoes so that the loading rates are different from berth to berth. So 
far the application of queueing theory to harbour planning, however, has 
dealt exclusively with the homogeneous-server case, i.e,, where all 
berths have identically distributed service time distributions. The 
reason for this approach is the inherent complexity of the analysis 
of heterogeneous multi-server queueing systems. Heterogeneous queueing 
models will be denoted by M/M*/S (FCFS/00/00) with a star on the service 
time distribution. Earlier work dealing with two-server (heterogeneous) 
queues includes that by T.L. Saaty [150] and P.M. Morse [118]. Morse 
discussed in his paper hyperexponential service time distributions with 
parallel channels. Two independent servers with rates 2ay and 2(1-q )j4 
where a e (0, were considered by Morse. The arriving customers 
found a common waiting line and then randomly chose one or the other 
server with the, relative frequencies a or (1-a). The steady-state 
results for the folllwing two cases were obtained by Morse (1) no queue 
is allowed in front of the service facility, (2 ) an infinite queue is 
allowed in front of the service facility. Saaty [150] further discussed 
Morse’s problem by considering the two-server system with rates yi 
and y2 and he replaced a by yx/(yx + y2). The explicit expressions 
for the steady-state probabilities and the mean number in the system 
were given. Gupta and Goyal [55] and Goyal [54] studied the same 
heterogeneous queueing situation when there are n independent service 
channels, basing their work on that of Morse.
These authors have obtained the distribution of the number of customers 
in the system when there is an upper limit on the queue size.
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Krisnamoorthi [93] studied the two-server heterogeneous queueing model 
M/M*7 2. where the probability of customers arriving at channel 1 is 
TTi and at channel 2 is 7T2 ,  such that tti  +  tt2 =  1. He obtained 
both thesteady state and the transient solutions of the distribution 
of number of customers in the system. Krisnamoorthi also studied the 
same problem by using a modified queue discipline and allowing a certain 
fixed number of customers in front of the first server.
i '
Gumbel [52] studied the M/M*/s heterogeneous servers by assuming 
that arriving customers joined a common waiting line and were served on 
a FCFS basis. Whenever a server became free, the waiting customer 
would occupy the free channel. If there was more than one idle server, 
the customer would choose one of the free servers randomly. Gumbel 
compared the average number of customers in the heterogeneous system 
with the average number of customers in a similar homogeneous system 
in which the service rate for each server was replaced by the arithmetic 
mean of the service rates of the original system.
Ahcher and Gafarian [5] further investigated the model formulated 
by Gumbel by placing an upper limit N on the queue size. The arriving 
customers would join a common waiting line and be served on an FCFS 
basis unless they reneged. A customer would renege if his waiting time 
exceeded a random number, which is negative-exponentially distributed.
The steady-state results for the M/M*/s/N model and some of its 
special cases were obtained. Finally, a heterogeneous system was 
compared with an equivalent homogeneous system.
Godini [40] set up the steady-state probabilities for the M/M*/s 
system under a modified queue discipline but did not solve the multi­
dimensional birth and death equations. It is an interesting model in 
which each customer minimizes his expected system time by (possibly) 
refusing the service of an idle-slow server in order to wait for a 
faster server to become vacant.
Singh [156] considered a two-server Markovian queue with different 
service rates and was concerned primarily with the optimal allocation 
of service rates between the two servers. He solved the multidimentional 
birth and death equations for the situations where the number of servers 
(s) = 2 and 3 by a long and tedious method [156]. Singh's concern 
was further developed by Tahara and Nishida [161] for the corresponding
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model with s servers but no waiting positions.
R.B. Cooper [23] studied a general birth-death heterogeneous 
ordered servers model. He proposed a method of solution of the 
complicated set of multidimensional birth and death equations by 
recognizing that this set of equations was essentially the same as the 
equations that described a different model, which in turn could be 
analysed by a method that did not require solution of these equations.
In this chapter, the M(n)/M*(n)/s model, i.e. the heterogeneous 
birth and death multi-server queueing model will be studied to provide 
more realistic tools for the application of queueing theory to multi­
berth port planning. The measures of effectiveness considered are the 
probability distribution-of the number of ships in the system, the 
average queue length, berth utilization and the distribution of waiting 
time.
Regarding the state-dependent heterogeneous queueing models with 
multiple queues they seem to have received no attention in previous 
applications of queueing theory in port planning. Multiple-queue 
models can be found in many physical situations where different customer 
types are processed at different types of service facilities. This 
class of queueing models is considered to provide a basis for study 
of the future operations of the two coal loaders at Newcastle.
According to the Port Authority of Newcastle and .. Planner, West & 
Partners Pty. Ltd., [135] ships loading coal at Newcastle will be 
divided into two classes. Class 1 ships consisting of those with a 
tonnage of less than 30,000 DOT to be served at the M.S.B. coal loaders 
and class 2 ships of tonnage more than 30,000 DOT which will be served 
at the newly-built Port Waratah coal loaders.
State dependent, multiple-queue models will be considered and 
their results will be compared with the corresponding single-queue 
models. The best way to operate the combined facility can then be 
decided.
5.2 STATE-DEPENDENT HETEROGENEOUS-SERVERS: SINGLE QUEUE 
5.2.1 Statement of the Problem
A system of s heterogeneous servers is to be investigated with 
respect to the following two disciplines:
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i) ordered choice of servers •
ii) random choice of servers
Under the ordered choice of servers discipline each arriving 
customer is served by the lowest-numbered idle server. For the random 
choice of servers discipline an incoming customer randomly occupies 
any idle server. '
For the two cases, it is assumed that the customers arrive
according to a Poisson process and each server j works at its own
characteristic rate y . The arrival and service rates are also state
dependent, i.e., the probabilities of an arrival and a service during
some small interval of time 6 t are dependent upon previous behaviour of
the process and are equal to A(n)6 t and y(n)6 t respectively where
A(n) is a non-increasing function and y(n) is an increasing function
of the number of customers in the system during 6 t. All arrivals join
the system and the service discipline is FCFS. Let A(n) and
y(n); (n = 0 , 1 , ... ) be the arrival and service rates when the
total number of customers present is n. We only require that A(n) = A
when n < s (customers arrive in a Poisson stream where there is at
least one idle server) and y(n) = yixi + ... + y x when n < s,
1 s swhere [y.] is the mean service time for the j-th server and x.
3 3
is the realization of a random variable x. that assumes the value 0J
when the j-th server is idle and 1 when it is busy .
In the steady state condition, the following three measures of 
effectiveness will be derived (1 ) the state probabilities that an 
arriving customer will find all servers occupied, (2 ) the state 
probabilities of i customers waiting in queue, (3) the utilization 
of the j-th server. Derived characteristics such as probabilities of 
waiting, mean queue length and the mean queue time will also be calculated.
5.2.2 Model 1: M(n)/M*(n)/s (FCFS/ 00 /00) : Ordered Choice of Server
Consider a heterogeneous multi-server consisting of s servers 
in which an arriving customer is served by the lowest-numbered idle 
server. No server is allowed to be idle if a customer is waiting. All 
arriving customers join a common waiting line and there is no balking
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or reneging. The probability of one arrival during an interval of
length h in which k customers are present in the system is
X(k)h + 0(h) as h 0; k = 0, 1 , ... ; where X(k) = X when
k < s. Similarly the probability of a departure from the system
during an interval of length h in which k customers are present
is y(k).h + 0 (h) as h 0 ; k = 0 , 1 , ..., where y(k) = yixi + ... + y x• s s
when k < s and x_. (j = 1 , 2 , ..., s) is the realization of a random
variable x. defined by
3 '
0 when the 3 ordered server is idle
1 when the j ordered server is busy
The probability of more than one arrival or departure is 0(h) as
h 0 *
X ( 0 < k < s)
A(k) =■ 0 < X(k) < X(k-l) (s ^ k < s) (5.2)
0 (k > s)
*
yixi + ... + y x o IA 7? IA to
y(k) =
s s (5.3)
y(k)k (k > s)
Define y (z) by the following recurrence relation
Y (--> - V Z + V  (j=l, 2, ...,s-l;) (5.4)
. Tj+1^ 1 - Y. (z) + y.[z + y ] '
Yi(z) = X/(X + z) (5.5)
and let
Bj = Yi t h i h ' z t yz ]  •••  YjtUj 1 ( j = l >  2 > > s) (5.6)
Finally, we define
1
' M S) M S+1) ... X(s+i-l) 
y(s)y(s+2 ) ... y(s+i)
(i = 0)
(i = 1 , 2 ,
(5.7)
, )
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and
A = l  A. 
i=l 1 (5.8)
The following results were obtained by Cooper [23].
(i) If P(n) is the equilibrium probability that there are n 
customers in the system (in service and waiting for service) at an 
arbitrary instant, then P(n) = 0  (n = 0, 1, ) when A = °°; if
A < 00 then
P(i) = CP(i) for i = 0 , 1 , ..., s
where
P(i) = £P(xi, x , x., x , x )J“ 1 J 3+1 s
(5.9)
(5.10)
the sum is taken over all values of the arguments x. [x. = 0 or 1 ]
such that ) x, = i.
j=l 3 \
ZP(xi, . . . , x. , 1, x , ...» x ) = (B, . -B.) ( 5.10*)
3 - 1  3 + 1 s \x j-l j
the sum of the RHS of equation 5.10* is taken over all values of the
arguments xi, ..., x. -, x.,-, ..., x .3 - 1  3 + 1 s
and
I A d  = 1i= 0
C = (1 + AB ) s
- 1
P(s+i) = -----------------  A1 +AB i s
for i = 0 , 1 , ...
(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
(ii) If Pj is the utilization of the j-th ordered server (that
is, p. = P{x. = l}), then 3 3
p. = ~-(B. - B.)(l - l  P(s+i)) + l  P(s+i)
J ^  J- 1 J i-i i-i
(5.14)
(j = 1, 2, ..., s; Bo = 1)
The proof of these results may be referred to in Cooper’s work [23].
5.2.3 Model 2: M(n)/M*(n)/s (FCFS/ 00 /00) Random Choice of Servers
F.or this model, an incoming customer to the idle system randomly
chooses any idle server. If there are x = T x (where x e [0, 1]- Lji v vv=l . ,denotes the state of the server v, v = 1 (1 )s) servers occupied at the 
instant of an arrival, then the probability of a specified server being
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chosen is 1/(s x), x € [0, n]. The set of steady state equations 
describing the transitions of states of this model could be written 
as follows: .
+  I  x v h v )  • P ( x i ,  x  ,  x  ; 0)
v=l
= ? v (--”  v 1’ 0)+v=l v=l ■’ V  0)
for TT x = 0  
v=l v
(5.15)
yP(xls x . x ; 0 ) = X £ x P(..., x -1, . .., 0 )
v=l
for TT x = 1i vv=l
(5.16)
where
P =  ÎP, •- (5.17)
i=l
y(s+i+l)P(l, ..., 1; i+1) = A(s+i)P(l, . 1 ;  i),(i = 0, 1,...)(5.18)
where
s
y(s+i+l) = £ y.(s+i+l) (5.19)
i=l 1
and the normalization equation is 
1 1 1
l  ••• I ••• I P(xi, ..., x m ..., x ; 0 ) 
xi= 0 x = 0 x = 0
V S N
+ l  P(l, ..., 1; 1) = 1 (5.20)
i=l
Equations (5.15, (5.16), (5.18) and (5.20) form a set of multi­
dimensional birth and death equations which are difficult to solve 
because the X’s and y ’s in equation (5 .18) are state-dependent.
The application of some ideas that teletraffic theorists have used 
in studies of ordered homogeneous servers and later R.B. Cooper [23]
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used in solving birth and death equations for heterogeneous ordered 
servers permits the solution of our system of equations. We begin 
with the temporary assumption that blocked customers are cleared, 
i.e., arriving customers who find all the channels busy leave the 
system immediately. The set of equations (5.15), (5.16), (5.18) and 
(5.20) could thus be simplified as
(X +  ̂x^y^P(xj, .••j Xy j •••> xg i 0 )
v=l - ■
X s S
= I *?(•••> v 1, 0) + £ a - v > u vp (..., x+i, o)v=l v=l
for 7 7  x = 0 (5.21)
v=l
s
yP (xi, . • • 5 x , • • • j x ; 0) — X  ̂x p (• • • j x — 1 , • • • j 0 )V O -1 v Vv=l
• s .
for 7 7  x = 1i vv=l
(5.22)
where
y = I  y .
i=l
(5.23)
and .
I l l
I ••• I ••• I P(xi> •••» x > •••> xs; 0) = 1 (5.24)
xi= 0 x = 0 x = 0 vV  s
This system of equations can be easily solved by substitution and 
we get
x
~ ~ (s-x) « -A- X VP ( x ! j . . .  , x  ; 0) = P ( 0 ,  . . . ,  0; 0)  ̂ - TF (TP- ) 5s s» - \J.V=1 v
Xv  £ [ 0 ,  1 ] ,  V  =  l ( l ) s (5.25)
and
P(0 , ..., 0 ; 0 ) l  ••• i
(5.26)
xi = 0 x = 0  s V = 1  ^ v
where p = X/ £ y and p < 1 for the equilibrium condition. 
v=l V
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It can be seen that the probabilities P(x1? ..., x , i) ins
the set of equations (5.15), (5.16), (5.18) and (5.20), satisfy 
the same set of equations (5.21), (5.22) and (5.24) when blocked 
customers are cleared. From this observation the same conclusion 
as Cooper’s for the proportionality of the probabilities (P) and 
(P) is drawn, i.e.
P(xi, ..., xg; 0) = CP(xi, ..., xg; 0) (5.27)
For simplicity we also define
P(s+i) = P(l, 1, ..., 1; i) (i = 0, 1 ...) (5.28)
then (5.18) could be written
y(s+i+l)P(s+i+l) = A(s+i)P(s+i) (5.29)
By deduction from (5.29), we have
P(s+i) = AOOACs+l) ... A(s+i JO = 2 , ...) (5.30)
y(s+l)y(s+2 ) ... y(s+i)
Defining as follows: (i = 0, 1, ... )
A. =l A(s)A(s+l) ... A(s+i-l) 
y(s+l)y(s+2) ...y(s+i)
and
(i = 0 )
(i = 1 , 2 , . ) (5.31)
a = y a . 
i- 1 1
(5.32)
Equation (5,30) could be written
P(s+i) = A.P(s)l (5.33)
from (5.27), (5.28) and (5.33), we can write
1
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P(s+i) = A P(l, 1, ..., 1; 0)
= A C P(l, 1, .... 1; 0) (5.34)
Substituting (5.25) into (5.34) we have
P(s+i) = CAJP(0. ..., 0; 0) (i = 0, 1, ...) (5.35)
• 11V. 
i—1 '
from (5.35) P(s+i)can be determined if C is known. From the 
normalization equation (5.20) we have
1 1 1  «>
1 ... I ... I P(xi, ... , x , ..., x ; 0) + l P(s+i) = 1
x =0 x :=0 x =0 i=l
V S (5.36)
Substitution of equations (5.27) and (5.35) into (5.36) we have
C l •
x =0
I  P ( x i ,  .
X  =0 v X  =0S -
, x , ..., X  ; 0) + CP(0, ..., 0; 0) V  s
A I A, = 1s • i 1 
1=1
i=l
(5.37)
1 1
as l ... I I P(xi, ..., x , ..., X  ; 0) = 1 and £ A = A
x =0 x =0 x =0v s
then (5.37) becomes
C[1 + P(0, ..., 0; 0)A A‘
s !
1=1
] = 1
then
i=l
(5.38)
C = [1 + P (0, ..., 0; 0) AX'
! IT Vi
i=l
- 1 (5.39)
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where P(0, 0; 0) was defined by equation (5.26).
Because C is defined then P(s+i) can be determined by (5.35).
Now we follow the same argument as Cooper’s [23] to determine the 
utilization of the jth server. Let N be the total number of ' 
customers in the system (in service and waiting in queue); then from 
the law of total probability: .
p. = P{x .=i |n  ̂s}p {N < s} + P{x .|n > s}p{N > s}
3 3 3
(j = 1, 2, ..., s) (5.40)
Clearly
P{x_.=l |N > s) = 1 (5.41)
The intuitive argument of Vaulot [179] is conjectured for our 
"random choice of servers" model as "the load carried by the jth server 
during those time intervals when no customers are waiting equals the ■ 
total load carried by the jth server in the corresponding system in 
which customers are not allowed to wait". It follows
P{x_.=l|N<s} = P (j = 1> 2, ..., s) (5.42)
Equation (5.42) could be proved as follows [23],
P{x. =1, N < s}
P{xj-l|Nas} - — P{N < S}---- (5‘43)
Now
P{x.=l, N < s} = EP(x1} 
3 J--C 1 , xj+1 ’ X ; 0) (5.44)
and
P{N < s} = EP(x1? ..., xg; 0) (5.45)
where the summations in equations (5.44) and (5.45) extend over all
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values of the arguments {x^}, i = 0, 1 , .... Equation ( 5.2 5 ) gives 
us .
P(x: x ; 0) = P(0, 0 ; 0 ) ( s—x)
sT T
V = 1
,  X
( r h  V &(5.45 )s
; xv e [0 , 1 ], v = l(l)s
Define
Pj = ZP X̂l’ * *’ xj-l’ 1* xj+l» xs; °) (5.46)
where the sum is taken over all values of the arguments
X ! ,  . . . .  X j + 1 >  . . . .  X s .
Then from (5.44), (5.27) and (5.46) we have
P(x_. =1, N <s> = £cp(xi, . xj - i ’ 1 ’ xj + i s • x s ; 0)
= C Ep(xi, •••’ xj - i ’ 1 ’ xj+i> x s ; 0)
= C P. 
3
(5.47)
Now from (5.45) and (5.47) we have
PÎN < s) = ZCP(xi, .. . , x ; 0)
= C 1 P(xi, . . . , xg; 0)
= C (5.48)
As Z P ( x i , . .., x ; 0) = 1  from (5.24).s
Substitution of (5.47) and (5.48) into (5.43) yields (5.42) and 
the proof is complete.
Referring back to equation (5.40), we now have
OO CO
P. = P. * (1 - l  P(s+i)) + l  P(s+i) (5.49)
3 3 i=l i=l
where P is defined by (5.46) and P(s+i) by ( 5.35).
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In order to verify this approach for the solution of heterogeneous
•kstate-dependent queueing models M(n)/M(n) /s (FCFS/W00) , programs
ORDER (Appendix D.l) and RANDOM (Appendix D.2) are written to check
00
if the normalization equation £ P(j) = 1  is satisfied. [p(j) = 
probability of j customers in^tfie system]. The approach was proved 
to be satisfactory and simple.
5.2.4 Measures of Effectiveness .
From the state probabilities P(s+i), i=0, 1, ..., etc. some 
measures of effectiveness describing the quality of service can be 
derived.
5.2.4.1 Effective arrival rate (or average throughput)
oo
X* = l  X(i)P(i) • . .
i= 0
oo
= XP(xl 3 x2, X ; 0) + \  A(i)P(i)
i=s+l
00
= AP(xi, x 2 , ..., x ; 0) + £ A(s+i)P(s+i)
. S i=l
where the first term on the right hand side of equation 5.5.2 is
summed over all values of the arguments xi, ..., x .s
5 .2.4.2 Effective service rate
Again independent of any input or service distribution, the 
following server utilization equation which was mentioned in Chapter 3, 
Part 3.2, is helpful. .
-P(s-l) + —P(s-2) + ... + -P(s-i) + ... + P(0) = 1 - 6 (5.53)s s s
where
(5.50)
(5.51)
(5.52)
0 = X /sy (5.54)
From (5.52), (5.53) and (5.54), the effective service rate can
be calculated.
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5.2.4.3 Mean queue length (L ) . q
La = I 1 p (s+i) 
4 i= 0
- for the ordered-servers queue 
oo i Bg
^q \  n 1 + AB Ai i= 0 s
(5.55)
(5.56)
B _ oo
1+ AB J  1 Ai s i=l
where A. is defined in (5.7)l
- for the random-servers queue
L = l  iA^CP(0 , 0 ; 0 )
i= 0
= CP(0, ..., 0; 0)
s! u . 
i=l 1
A‘
fr i= 0s! I I P-ri=l
(5.57)
(5.58)
(5.59)
Little’s formula can then be used to determine the following 
measures of congestion.
Mean system time
w = L /A q q (5.60)
L = L + s0 (5.61)q
W = L/X* (5.62)
The expected number of customers in service E(&) can be 
determined from either of the following two relationships
E(JO = L - L (5.63)
or
e o o  = y
Xj =0
l  (Xj + ... + X )p(x1, ..., xc; 0)
x = 0  s 00
+  S J P (s+i) 
i=l
(5.64)
1 1
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5.2.4.4 Delay probabilities and the distribution of waiting rime
Before discussing some of the measures of effectiveness describing 
the waiting time of customers, it is wise to refer back to Chapter 3 
in Part 3.4, where the two points of view about Port Congestion were 
outlined. From the Port Authority’s view (a random observer) the 
state probabilities of the system size are expressed as P(n) whereas 
for the shipowner (a customer encounters on arrival n waiting 
customers), the state probabilities of the system size should be 
expressed as Q(n) where
oo
Q(n) = Mn)P(n)/ l  Vj)P(j) (5.65)
j= 0
The "delay probability" of Syski in his studies of telecommunications 
[160], which was later used b y Gooneratne [44] for state-dependent 
homogeneous queues, will be extended for use in the heterogeneous 
queueing models in the following way;
Probability that all servers are busy •
OO
Prvi = l  P (s+i) (5.66)
i= 0 ;
Probability that at least one customer is waiting
00
Prv2 = £ P (s+i) . (5.67)
i=l
Probability of an arriving customer being delayed because all 
servers are busy •
OO
Prv3 = l  Q (s+i) (5.68)
i= 0 .
. OO 00
Prv4 = l  X (s+i)P(s+i)/ l  X(j)P(j) (5.69)
i= 0 j= 0 ’
The general theory of waiting times for Markovian queues by 
Syski [159] will be applied here for the treatment of our heterogeneous 
state-dependent queue. Syski has considered the waiting time as a 
"first passage time to a taboo set of absorbing state in a modified 
queueing process" which is constructed from the process of system
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states. In deriving the distribution function of waiting time and its 
kth moments, we will restrict ourselves to non-state-dependent 
service rates and to the FCFS basis (i.e. when a free server is 
available, it is taken by the customer at the head of the queue). The 
"test" customer thus joins the queue last and must wait until all the 
customers in front of him have been served and until one server becomes 
available. The waiting time of the test customer is not influenced by 
those staying behind him but by those in front of him and those who are 
being served.
The Y(t) process describing the states and transitions of all 
arriving, customers in the system at time t which may influence the 
waiting time of the test customer i is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
(Arrival)
------- ► (i) *
F y
(i-1 )
1 y .
(i-2 )
where y = ) y .
F y
(1)
F
(0)
(Service)
------->-y
Figure 5.1: States and transitions of the waiting process of the 
M(n)/M*(s) (FCFS/00/00) queueing model
From Figure 5.1, the system of differential equations for the 
conditional distribution of waiting time, w(t|i) obeys the Kolmogorov 
backward equations [159].
w^(t|0) = -yw(t|0) (5.70)
w''(tji) = -yw(t|i) + yw(t|i-l) i = 0, 1, ... (5.71)
and initial condition
w(0|i) = 1 (5.72)
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Using matrix notation the transition-coefficients could be 
written as
M =
y -
-y y -
-y y ------
-y y
Defining the Laplace transform of w(tli) as
r00 .
W(x|i) = w(t|i)e ^tdt
' •'o
and applying the Laplace transform into ( .70) and ( .71)
XW(X|0) = - ]i W(X| 0)
' xw(x|i) = - y w(x| i) +yw(x|i-i)
where i = 0 , 1 , 2 , ...
(5.65) and (5.66) could be written as,
(y + X)W(X|0) = 0
(y + X)W(x|i) - yW(x|i-1) = 0
(i = 1 , 2 , ... )
(5.73)
(5.74)
(5.75)
(5.76)
(5.77)
(5.78)
The coefficients of the system of equations (5.77), (5.78) can be 
written in matrix notation as M + XI where M was defined by (5.73) 
and I is the unit matrix. The roots (eigenvalues) of det(M + XI) = 0 
are e = 1 with multiplicity L, so (L = number of waiting positions)
det(M + XI) = (X + y)L (5.79)
By reference to (5.77) and (5.78) the Laplace transform W(X|i) 
could be calculated by the recursion
i+ 1W(X|1) = l  - ± -  
j=l (X+y) 3
(5.80)
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where i = 0, 1, . .., L-l and y = £ y ,
i=l 1
The inverse Laplace transform of (5.70) yields
w <t|i> = I
j=o 3 -
(5.81)
Now the distribution function of waiting time of a customer who 
arrives at an arbitrary state of the system is given by
W(>t) = Prob{T > t} = £P(s+i)w(t|i)
i = 0, 1, . .. , L-l
(5.82)
— for the ordered-servers case, substituting the value of 
P(s+i) in equation (5.13) into (5.82) we have then .
L - l  B A .  i  , v j
»<> t>  -  l ( t -fit 1 « - m ,
i= 0 L  -i |j= 0
(5.83)
for the random-servers case, substituting (5.35) into (5.82)
we have
L-l
W(>t) v (yO= y {CA P (1, 1, ..., 1; 0) l  
i = 0  1 j = 0
,-yt (5.84)
5,2.4.5 Moments of the waiting time distribution '
The K-th conditional moment of the distribution density function 
of waiting time k(t|i) = -w^(t|i) is defined as
,co
t= 0
t k(t|i)dt (5.85)
and the total moments of the density waiting time distribution 
are given by
= EP K = 1, 2,
i  = 1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  L - l
(5.86)
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Substituting (5.70) and (5.71) into (5.85) we have
h\(0) = 10^(0) (5.87)
y\(i) - yM^i-1) = K M ^ U )  , i = 1, 2, ..., L-l (5.88)
The system of equations (5.87) and 
recursively to obtain"
(5.88) can be solved
V * )
JL_ (i + K) 
K i!y
For ordered-servers queue
M _ y BsAi 1 (i + K)
TC 1 + AB K i! s y
B A. (i+K) , K = 1, 2 s i
“ 1+AB 2 k , i = 1, 2, L-ls y
For random-servers queue
Mj, = CP(0, 0, 0; 0)
!TTU<
A. (i + K)- l
J ky i !
i=l
(5.89)
(5.90)
(5.91)
(5.92)
5.2.5_____Application of Models to the Two Coal Loaders at Newcastle
5.2.5.1 Queueing model M(n)/M*(n)/2 ordered choice of servers
The following policy of operating the two coal loading facilities 
is considered. When both loaders are free, the ship can choose the 
fast loader (i.e. Port Waratah coal loader). The ships form a waiting 
line when both coal loaders are occupied and the one at the head of 
the queue will occupy the loader which becomes available first. When 
only one coal loader is free, the ship can be served there. The state- 
dependent arrival and service rates are of the following general form:
X
X(n)--
X(n)
when n < 2
when n  ̂ 2
(5.93)
s
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f
y (n) -
yixi + U2X 2 when n < 2 
yi(n) + y 2 (n) when n > 2
s
(5.94)
This is the ordered-service queue. The general'results available 
in equations (5.5) to (5.13) give us the probability distributions of 
the number of ships in the system.
p(0) ■ c / [ 1 + i 7 @ S )  (1
p ( 1 > 0) - p(0)
P(0, 1) = P (0) - ^  P(l, 0)y2 ya
P(l) = P(l, 0 ) + P(O’, 1 )
A+y 
2 A+y:)]
P (2) = ^ 2 -  P(0, 1)
( 5 .9 5 )
(5 .9 6 )
(5 .9 7 )
(5 .9 8 )
(5 .9 9 )
and
P(2+i) = A P(2) (5.100)
where
1 ( i  = 0)
Ai  =
A (2 )A (3 )
y ( 3 ) y (4 )
A = I A
i=l
C = (1 + AB2 )- 1
A ( i+ 1 ) 
y ( i + 2 ) (i = 1 , 2 , ... )
(5.101)
(5.102)
(5.103)
b 2 = Yi(yi)Y2 (y2) (5.104)
__ ______A2 (A+y2)_____
( A + y j ) ( A  +2Ay2+ y 2y )
and
(5.105)
y = yi+y2 (5.106)
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. . Effective arrival rate
A* = A[P(0) + P(l) + I  X(i)P(i) (5.107)
i=2
Berth utilization
6 * = A*/2y* = 1 - P(0) - 0.5P(1) (5.108)
hence ^
y* = A*/2(l - P(0) - 0.5P(1)) (5.109)
Average number of ships in the system
CO
L = l  nP(n) (5.110)
n=l .
Again Little's formula, L = AW can be used provided that A is 
*replaced by A
. . Average system time = W = L/A (5.111)
Average number in queue
L = L - 20 (5.112)q -
and
W = L /A* (5.113)q q
A5.2.5.2 Queueing model H(n)/M (n)/2 random choice of servers 
The policy of random choice of servers can be described as follows:
(i) Both loaders are engaged. The arriving ships wait in a 
single queue in order of arrival. The ship at the head of the queue 
occupies the first loader to become vacant.
(ii) Only one coal loader is free, so the ship occupies the free one.
(iii) Both coal loaders are free,- ship at the head will occupy randomly
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one of the available loaders.
Again the results available in equations (5.26) to (5.39) give 
us the probability distribution of ships in the system.
and
P(0 ) 
P(l) 
P (2)
1 + 0.3(A/yi + X/y2 + ̂ / y ^ )
P(°) r X X 
~  [ 3
- p (dy
P (2+i) = A P(2) i = 0 , 1 , 2 , ...
(5.114)
(5.115)
(5.116)
(5.117)
where
C = [ 1 + AX'2yiy2 + Xy2 + Ayi + X2“ ]
- 1
A -i
X(2)X(3) ... X(i+1 ) 
y(3)y(4) ... y(i+2)
i = 0
(i = 1 , 2 , ... )
a * y a . 
i=l 1
(5.118)
(5.119)
(5.120)
C
Once all values of P(n), n = 0, ., ..., have been found, the 
measures of effectiveness of this model can be calculated by the same 
formula (i.e. equations (5.108) to (5.114) as for the queueing model 
of part 5.2.5.1.
Computer programs - have been written (program ORDER (¿Appendix D.l) 
for ordered servers queue and program RANDOM (Appendix D.2)) for random 
choice of server queue to calculate the average number of ships in the 
system and in the queue for the heterogeneous queueing systems under 
the two disciplines. In order to compare the two heterogeneous systems 
under the two queueing disciplines, it suffices to compare the state 
probabilities for n = 0, 1, and 2 because P(2+i) = A^P(2); 
i = 0> 1, 2, ... for both systems. Intuitively, one can tell that 
the ordered choice of servers is a better policy than the random choice, 
of servers when the berth utilization is small because under the first 
discipline ships always go to the fast loader when the two facilities
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are available. To confirm this fact, table 5 .1 is prepared to show 
the difference in the number in the systems of the M(n)/M*/2 (FCFS/°°/«>) 
operating under the two disciplines. It is evidenced that when the 
berth utilization is below 50%, the ordered choice of servers is a 
better policy than the random choice policy. However, the number in 
the systems is almost identical for the two queueing disciplines when 
the berth utilization approaches unity.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are plots of the dimensionless queueing time, 
E^/E^, versus the berth utilization for the M(n)/M*/2 queueing 
models where X(n) = Xh/(n+h). The dotted curve is also included 
for the classical M/M/2 queueing model. It is obvious that the ship 
waiting time is much less for the M(n)/M*/2 model than for the M/M/2 
model. The data analysis of the two coal loaders M.S.B. and Dyke'Coal 
Loader in Chapter 2 gives us the values E /E^ as 2.91 and 3.92 when 
the berth utilization is 0.698' and 0.942 respectively. This observ­
ational data for the period 1974-1975 corresponds reasonably well with 
the value of ship congestion predicted by the M(n)/M*/2 (F.CFS/ 00 /00) model 
where X(n) = Xh/(n+h) and h = 40. The high value of h indicates • 
that the combined facility is slightly state-dependent which was 
confirmed by the observed data of the patterns of ship arrival rates 
as shown in Figure 2.14,
The classical queueing model M/M/2 slightly overestimates the 
queueing delays of the double berth facility. This is partly due to
the fact that the arrival and service rates of ships visiting the
combined facility M.S.B. and Dyke loaders during the period 1973-1975 
were state-dependent. Secondly, during the period 1973-1974 coal ships 
of tonnages greater than 20,000 DWT often waited for the M.S.B. coal 
loader to be vacant even though the Dyke coal loader was free. This 
incurred considerable queueing delays for ships loading coal at the 
M.S.B. coal loader and idle times for the Dyke coal loader (for 
details, please refer to part 2.6.5). The arriving ships to the
system - M.S.B. and Dyke coal loader - did not form a single queue
line but divided themselves into two streams. The first stream 
consisted of ships of tonnage greater than 20,000 DWT which often 
went to the M.S.B. coal loader. The second stream consisted of ships 
less than 20,000 DWT which went to the Dyke loader and occasionally to
2 0 0
M.S.B. loader when this loader was free. Thus multiple queue 
heterogeneous queueing models may be a better description of this 
type of queueing situation. This topic will be further discussed . 
in part 5.3.
Table 5.1
Comparison between ordered and random choice of servers
Model 6
Number in the System
Ordered Servers 
Queue
Random Server 
Queue
X (n) = 1 *6 /(n+6 ) 0.17 0.29 0.34
0.46 1 . 0 2 1.06
0 . 6 8 1.90 1.92
0.84 3.01 ' 3.02
X(n) = 1 *1 0 /(n+1 0 ) 0.17 0.31 0.35
0.47 1.07 1 . 1 0
0.72 2.18 2 . 2 0
0 . 8 8 3.90 3.91
X (n) = 1 *2 0 /(n+2 0 ) 0.17 0.31 0.34
0.48 1.14 1.18
0.75 2.64 2 . 6 6
0.93 5.70 5.71
5.3 STATE DEPENDENT HETEROGENEOUS SERVERS = MULTIPLE QUEUE 
5.3.1_____Statement of the Problem
The second coal loader for Newcastle was commissioned at the 
end of 1976 to reduce congestion at the Port. At the time when this 
paper was written (January 1976), the decision as to which ships would 
be served at which coal loader was still a matter for day by day 
decision. The decision was made each day at a conference where the 
harbour authorities and the shipping agents worked out a scheme to 
assign waiting ships to either the M.S.B. coal loader or the Port 
Waratah coal loader. It was anticipated by Planner, West&Partners
2 0 1
Figure 5.2: E /E versus 0 for the M(n)/M*/2 ordered choice
of servers 
A(n) = Ah/(n + h)
w
w 202
V 74-75 DATA
Y  73—74 DATA
(berth utilization)
Figure 5.3: E^/E^ versus 6 for the M(n)/M*/2: random
choice of servers
X (n), = Xh/ (n + h)
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Pty. Ltd. [135], the consulting engineering firm responsible for 
the design and operation of the Port Waratah coal loader that coal 
ships visiting Newcastle would be divided into two classes. Class 
one ships of tonnage less than 30,000 DWT would be served at the 
M.S.B. coal loader. Class two ships of tonnage more than 30,000 DOT 
would be served at the Port Waratah coal loader. Thus the arrival 
streams of coal ships would be of two types and each type would be 
assigned for servicing at either of the coal loading facilities.
The models considered in this thesis are two-queue, two-server systems 
with state-dependent Poisson arrivals and Erlangian or exponential 
service time distributions. Without loss of generality it is assumed 
that the type 2 facility (Port Waratah coal loader) provides faster 
service than the type 1 facility (M.S.B. coal loader) and type 1 
ship arrivals are independent of type 2 ship arrivals and vice versa.
Furthermore, type 1 ships prefer type 1 facility and they will only go
to type 2 facility when this choice represents a clear advantage. For 
this reason the following three schemes of ship servicing are considered.
Scheme 1: Ships are of two types. Type 1 ships are of tonnage
less than 30,000 DWT and type 2 ships are of tonnage more than 30,000 DWT. 
A ship arrives at the system to find:
(i) That the Port Waratah coal loader is available, so the ship 
will go to this coal loader because it gives faster service,
(ii) Otherwise, each ship has its own particular waiting line,
i.e., type 1 ships queue for the M.S.B. coal loader and type 2 ships 
queue for the Port Waratah coal loader. .
(iii) There is no jockeying phenomenon once ships decide upon 
which queue they will join.
Scheme 2: Again ships are of two types. A ship arrives at the 
system to find that;
(i) Both coal loaders are available, so that type 1 ships will 
go to the M.S.B. coal loader and type 2 ships will go to the Port 
Waratah coal loader.
(ii) The Port Waratah coal loader is busy
. and the M.S.B coal loader is free; a type 2 ship
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arrives at the system and has to wait for the Port Waratah coal loader 
to be free.
(iii) Port Waratah coal loader is idle and the M.S.B. coal 
loader is free; type 1 ships can go to the Port Waratah coal loader.
(iv) Both coal loaders are occupied, ships wait in their own line.
(v) There is no jockeying phenomenon once the ship decides its
Scheme 3: Again ships are of two types. An arriving ship finds
that;
(i) Both coal loaders are available, so that type 1 ships will
go to the M.S.B. coal loader and type 2 ships to the Port Waratah 
coal loader. ‘
(ii) Only one coal loader is available so the arriving ship 
occupies the free loader.
(iii) Both coal loaders are occupied, so ships wait in their 
own line.
(iv) There is no jockeying once the, ship decides its queue.
The following notations will be used throughout this chapter 
A.(n), y . (n) = the state-dependent arrival and service rates
queue.
3 3 of type-j ships to be loaded at type j facility 
when there are n ships in type-j facility
P j C i O = the state probability of n ships waiting for and 
b*eing serviced at the type-j facility.
j = 1 type 1 ships (ships under 30,000 DWT) and M.S.B. coal loader
j = 2 type 2 ships (ships above 30,000 DWT) and Port WTaratah 
coal loader.
L.3 = the average number of ships in the system at type-j 
facility
= the average waiting time of ships which go to type-j 
facility
Wq. = the average waiting time of type j ships
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5.3.2 Model 1 M(n)/M(n)*/2 (FCFS/°°/°°) -Scheme 1
In this queueing model it is possible to separate the queueing 
systems into two subsystems and then each subsystem can be 
studied by using the results of single-server queueing theory. For 
this type of problem Cilar [19] considered queueing situations in 
which the queue selection rule depends upon the customer type and 
upon the state of one of the r queues at the instant of the semi­
Markovian arrival of a customer. The same model has been extended 
by Hall and Disney [64] by means of a generalized channel selection 
rule.
In our model we will restrict ourselves to a two-server queueing 
model where the arrivals are state-dependent and Poisson distributed 
and the service time is either exponentially or Erlangian distributed.
Now consider the Port Waratah coal loader. When the system is 
idle the arrival rate is A2 (0 ) = Ax + A2 where Ai -.and A2 are 
the arrival rates of type 1 and type 2 ships respectively. When the 
total number of ships at Port Waratah coal loader is n the arrival 
rate is A2 (n).
Hence in the classical manner, the equilibrium probabilities 
P2 (n) in terms of a single unknown constant P2 (0) are;
n- 1
P2 (n) = P2 (0 ) J T  n = 0 , 1 , 2
where
i= 0
1
P2 (0) = " n- 1i +  I  T T (i)
n -1  1 -0  V 2 ( i+ 1 )
(5.121)
(5.122)
y2 (n) is the service rate of the Port Viaratah coal loader when, n 
ships are present at this loader. The expected number of ships 
queueing for and in service at the Port Waratah coal loader is thus
n=oo - •
L2 = £ nP2 (n) . ' (5.123)
n=l
The system time (waiting time plus service time) can be found 
by Little’s formula L = W*A* where A* is the effective arrival 
rate (For details please refer to Chapter 4, part 4.3.2).
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Now
X*2 X2 (0)P2 (0)A2 (5.124)
where
A = 1 + Aa-ili 4. X2 (1)1? (2) A2 (1 )A ? (2 ) . . .  1 , (n)
y2CO U2(i)y2(2) " •  y2( i)y2(2) . . . p2(n)
(5.125)
hence average system time
W2 *h 2 /X 2 ( 5 . 1 2 6 )
. . Average waiting time of ships queueing for the Port Waratah 
coal loader
W = W2 - l/y2 (5.127)
* . where p2 is the effective service rate
y* = X2 (0)a(0)A2 /(l-P2 (0)) (5.128)
%
=  ( X i + X 2 ) P 2 ( 0 ) A 2 / [ 1 - P 2 ( 0 ) ]  ( 5 . 1 2 9 )
(for details refer to Chapter 4).
Now consider the M.S.B. coal loader. Type 1 ships will enter 
this loader unless the Port Waratah coal loader is idle (the latter 
has probability P2 (0) which is calculated in equation (5.121)). 
Hence the arrival rate of ships to the M.S.B. coal loader is
Xi (n) = Xi (n) [ 1 - P2 (0)] for n > 0 (5.130)
then
Pi(n)
n- 1
Pi(o)TT
i=0
X, ( i )
Ui(i+1 ) (5.131)
where
Pi(0) OO
i +  1n=l
_ 1 ________
n-i T TT X i ( l )
¿ o  'Ml (i+D
(5.132)
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Average number of ships in the system at the M.S.B. coal loader
n =oo
In = l  nPi(n) . (5.133)
n=l
Average waiting time of ships queueing for the M.S.B. coal loader
W = L i / X *  -  l / v *qi (5.134)
where
X i  - X j ( 0 ) P i ( 0 ) A i (5.135)
VI := X i ( 0 ) P i ( 0 ) A i / ( l - P i ( 0 ) ) (5.136)
. ■< . X ( l )  . X(1-)X'(2) ,
A l  ■  1  m d )  1 y i ( l ) h i ( 2 )  +  • • • (5.137)4
The probability of a type 1 ship going to the M.S.B. coal loader
and having to wait W (according to 5J-34) is 1 - P2 (0), and the
qi . probability of a type 1 ship going to the Port Waratah coal loader and
not having to wait is F2 (0). Therefore the mean waiting time of type
1 ships is .
W = (1-P2 (0)) * (W ) (5.138)
qi q 1
Example 1: Queueing model M/M*/2 (FCFS/ 00 /00) scheme 1. Let X2 (n) 
be the ship arrival rate at the Port Waratah coal loader and Xx(n) 
the ship arrival rate at the M.S.B. coal loader. As the queueing model 
considered is not state-dependent, X2 (n) and Xj(n) are given by
and
X2(n)=
X2 ■+■ X1 
X2
for n = 0 
for n > 0
Xi(n) = Xi(l - P2 (0))
(5.139)
(5.140)
The state probabilities of the number of ships present at Port
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Waratah can thus be found by equations (5 .1 2 1 ) and (5 .1 2 2 )
P2 (n) = P2 (0)(Aj + A2 )A? 1 /U2 (5.141)
where
P2 (0) =
1 + ~)2-"" ̂  ( 1 +p2+ p2 + ... ) V2
(5.142)
P2 (0) =
where p2 = X2 /y2
1 + ( - 1 — ) 
y2 i-p2
(5.143)
(5.144)
Let X2 (0)/y2 = ap2 then (5.143) could be written as
P2 (0) = 1 ~ P21 - p2 + ap2
n=o°
P2 = I nP2 (n) = ap2/ [ (l-p2) (1 -p2+ap2) ] 
n=l
(5.145)
(5.146)
Then the average waiting time of ships which go to the Port Wara,tah 
coal loader is '
where
W - L2 /X2 - l/y2 
"2
_ n . \ P~P2 / 1 \ _ X! + X2
2 1 2 l - p 2 +Pp2 1 - p2 l-p2+ap2
(5.147)
(5.148)
W = ap2q2 ( i - p2) (Xi + x2) - l/lh (5.149)
Now for the M.S.B. coal loader
Xi (n) = X x d - P ^ O ) )  = Xiap2/(1 - p2 +ap2), n > 0 (5.150)
- Xi
PiCn) = (1 -  p i ) ( p i ) "  n > 0 (5.151)
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where
Pi ~ W k i
and
(5.152)
Li = Pi/(.l -Pi) (5.153)
The average waiting time of typê -1 ships is thus 
tfp?___ n r Pi
wqi = ( w i r ^ H (5.154)(1 “ Pi)
Program SCHE1 (Appendix D.3) has been written to calculate the various 
measures of effectiveness of the two coal loading facilities operating 
under scheme 1. Table 5.2, has been prepared to show the difference 
between the observed values of E /E^ and those predicted by the M/M*/2 
(FCFS/00/00) model. It is obvious that the M/M*/2 queueing model over­
estimated the queueing delay at the M.S.B. coal loader during the period
1973-1975. The reason for this was that even though scheme 1 of the 
M/M*/2 (FCFS/00/00) model did take into account the servicing of 0-20,000 
DWT ships at the Dyke loader and 20,000-60,000 DWT ships at the M.S.B. 
loader and occasionally vice-versa, it did not take into account the state 
dependent arrival and service rates of the two facilities. _
In order to depict visually the savings in ship queueing time when ■ 
the two loading facilities operate under this scheme 1 , "E^/E^ versus 0 "
curves are drawn in Figure 5.4. The curves may be considered unsuitable 
as the ship queueing time at facility 1 is dependent on the berth _
utilization of facility 2 , and the ship queueing time at facility 2 is 
dependent on the ship arrival rate at facility 1 .
Table 5.2
Comparison of the observed values of Ev/E-̂  and the Ev/E-̂  values 
computed by the M/M*/2 (FCFS/00/ 00) queueing model - scheme 1. Berth 
utilizations are given in brackets
Period
Dyke Coal Loader M.S.B. Coal Loader
Observed
Value
Predicted
Value
Observed
Value
Predicted
Value
1973-1974 0.15
(0.43)
0.710
(0.422)
3.21
(0.98)
48.97
(0.983)
1974-1975 0.63
(0.83)
4.61
(0.823)
6.57
(0.99)
98.99
(0.99)
Queueing model - Scheme 1
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Example 2: Queueing model M(n)/M*(2) (FCFS/ 00 /00) scheme 1.
For the Port Waratah coal loader, the arrival rate is
X2 (n) =
X i + X2
X2h
(n + h)
(n = 0 ) 
(n > 1 )
(5.155)
Again, the probability distribution of ships in the system can 
be found by equations (5.121) and (5.122)
where
Let
P 2 (0) - 1  «= 1  + [ 1 +y2
p2 + p! + p2h+l (h+1) (h+2) (h+1 ) (h+2). (h+3)
(5.156)
X2h
P 2 ~  • . ‘
P2 (n) = P2 (0) y2 1 (1+h)(2+h)P... (n-l+h)
n = ° °
L2 = l  nP 2 (n) 
n=l
= P2 (0)Xi + x2
n- 1np2
p2  ̂ (1+h) (2+h) . . . (n-l+h)n=i
Ao — 1 +
A2 = 1 +
Aoh
y2 ( 1 + h) + U2 ( 1 + h) ( 2 + h)
__Pi
X2h2 +
+ P2 + P2(1+h) (1+h) (2+h) (1+h) (2+h) (3+h) +
(5.157)
(5.158)
(5.159)
(5.160)
(5-161)
(5.162)
hence
and
X2 — (Ai + X2) 1*2 (0) A (5.163)
U2 -  ^ 2 / ( 1  -  1*2(0))
«  A
W = L2/X2 -  I/V2 92
(5.164)
(5.165)
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For the M.S.B. coal loader, the arrival rate is
M n )  = A(n)[l - P2 (0)]
where
let
then
V
and
and
(5.166)
Xi(n) =
A ih 
n+h
(n = 0  
(n > 0 )
(5.167)
’i' _ X ^ l - P ^ W l hPi (5-168)
Pl(0) ± | Xi[l-P2 (0)]
yi [i+J-+
r +- rh+l (h+1 )(h+2 ) (h+1 )(h+2 )(h+3) *1.. ]
(5.169)
Pl (n) = P! (0 ) Xi[l-P2 (0)] {
n- 1
]ii (1+h) (2+h) . . . (n-l+h)-} (5.170)
Li =_ X1P1 (0)[1-P2 (0)3hi
n=°°
n=l
n^n- 1
(1+h)(2+h)...(n-l+h) (5.171)
Similarly
A i  =  1  + + iP‘ + ip-(1+h) (1+h) (2+h) (1+h) (2+h) (3+h) +
Xi = X1 [1-P2 (0)]*P1 (0)*A1
(5.172)
(5.173)
and
Pi = X1[1-P2 (0)]*P1(0)*Ai/[1-Pi (0)] (5.174)
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Hence the mean wait of ships queueing for the M.S.B. coal 
loader
W - L 1/A1 - 1/hi 
<*1
and the average waiting time of type- 1  ships
(5.175)
W = (l-PzCO))^ (5.176)qi
Program SCHESTATE (Appendix D.4) has been written to calculate 
the above measures of effectiveness of the two coal loading facilities 
operating under this state-dependent scheme 1. Table 5.3 has been 
prepared to show the difference between the observed values of Ê /E.̂  
and those predicted by the M(n)/M*/2 (FCFS/00/00) model where 
A(n) = Ah/(n+h). There is reasonable agreement by the two models 
about queueing delays at the M.S.B. coal loader but delays at the 
Dyke coal loader are overestimated. The reason for this is that Scheme 1 
for ship servicing was not strictly adhered to by ships loading coal at 
the two facilities during the period 1973-1975. Ships under 20,000 DWT 
often joined the queue for the M.S.B. coal loader and refused to be 
served at the Dyke coal loader even if this facility was idle.
Table 5.3
Comparison of the observed values of Ev/E^ and the Ey /E^ values 
computed by the M(n)/M*/2 (FCFS/00/00) queueing model - Scheme 1. 
Berth utilizations are given in brackets
Period
(Prediction Model)
Dyke Coal Loader M.S.B. Coal Loader
Observed
Value
Predicted
Value
Observed
Value
Predicted
Value
1973-1974 
(M(n)/M*/2 
A(n) = A*2 0/(2 0+n)
0.15
(0.43)
0.56
(0.36)
3.21
(0.98)
3.27
(0.87)
1974-1975 
(M(n)/M*/2 
A(n) = A*58/(58+n)
(0.63)
(0.83)
2.33
(0.721)
6.57
(0.99)
6.53
(0.91)
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Example 3: A system of M/M/l (F C F S/oo/oo) and M/E /I (F C F S /co /co) ;K
Scheme 1.
This method can be applied to the queueing models M/M/l (FC FS/oo/oo) 
for the Port Waratah coal loader and M/E /I (FC FS/oo/oo) for the M.S.B.K
coal loader. The mean queue wait W and the state probabilities 
P2 (n) of ships queueing for the Port Waratah loader are the same as 
established in Example 1, i.e.
W — c r p 2 /  [ ( 1—P 2 )  ( A . 1 + X 2 — l / h 2  
^ 2
P2 (0) = (l-p2 )/(l-p2+ap2)
0P2 - (Xi+X2)/y2
P2 ~ X2/y2
(5.177)
(5.178)
(5.179)
(5.180)
and
P2 (n) = P2 (0)(X1+A2 )X2n 1 /y? (5.181)
And for the M.S.B. coal loader, the arrival rate is
Xi = AiU-PcCO))
Xi = Xicrp2 /(l-p2+ap2)
(5.182)
(5.183)
The average waiting time of ships at the M.S.B. coal loader can 
thus be calculated (i.e. the average waiting time of the M/E^/l 
queueing model)
W
* 1
Pi
2 (l-p1 )y1 (1 + 1/K)
where
(5.184)
Pi = Xi/hi (5.185)
Again, the average waiting time of type 1 ships can be calculated 
from equation (5.138)
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= (1-P2 (0))*W <ii qi
o P2
l-p2+0'p2 (
Pi
2 (1-Pi )]i-) (1+1/K)l
5.3.3 Model 2: M(n)/E*^(n) /2 (FCFS/ 00 /00) Scheme 1
( 5 . 1 8 6 )
( 5 . 1 8 7 )
The analysis of this queueing model is quite simple as the 
results of the M(n)/E^(n)/1 have been established.in Part 4.3.5, 
Chapter 4. In fact, by dividing the M(n)/E^(n) * / 2  system into 
two M(n)/E^,(n)/1 subsystems, the measures of effectiveness of the 
M(n)/E^(n)*/2 can be determined by using the results of the 
M(n)/E^(n)/1 queueing model. It is only necessary to know the 
arrival and service rates of ships at the two facilities. As before, 
the ship arrival rate for the Port Waratah coal loader is;
X2 (n)
r
\l *1 A2 
A 2  ( n )
and for M.S.B. coal loader
n = 0  
n > 0
( 5 . 1 8 8 )
A x ( n )  =  A i  ( n )  [ 1 - P 2  ( 0 )  ]  ( 5 . 1 8 9 )
where P2 ( 0 )  = probability that there are no ships at Port Waratah
loader. v
Appendix D.5 contains a computer program which was written to 
allow for calculation of all measures of effectiveness of the 
M(n)/E, (n)*/2 (FCFS/ 00 /00) Scheme 1 queueing model. Any form ofK.
A(n) and y(n) can be inserted into the program.
5.3.4 Model 3 : M(n)/M(n)*/2 (FCFS/00/ 00) Scheme 2
The analysis of the queueing models of scheme 2 is also quite 
simple if we divide the queueing system into two subsystems and study 
them separately using the results of single server queueing theory. In 
order to determine the measures of effectiveness of this model, it is 
necessary to know the arrival and service rates of ships using the two 
facilities. For the Port Waratah coal loader, the arrival rate when
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the facility idles is
X2 (n ) = <
X2 + (l-?i (0 )) 
X2 (n)
for n = 0  
for n > 0
(5.190)
where P (0) is the probability that the M.S.B. coal loader is idle. 
Pj.(0) is an unknown, nevertheless a constant, so we can still proceed 
as in Scheme 1.
For the M.S.B. coal loader the ship arrival rates are
Xi(n)
Xi
Xi (n) [1-P ¿(O) ]
n = 0  
n 0
(5.191)
where P2 (0) is the probability that the Port Waratah coal loader is 
idle.
The state probabilities, number of ships in the system at the . 
M.S.B. and Port Waratah coal loaders and the mean ship queueing times 
at the two loaders can be determined in a classical manner by using 
the single server queueing model. Because type-2 ships can only go 
to the Port Waratah coal loaders, the mean wait of type-2 ships is 
the mean wait of ships at Port Waratah coal loader. For type-1 ships, 
they go to the M.S.B. coal loaders when the two coal loaders are 
available (probability Pi(0) P2 (0)) and when the Port Waratah coal 
loader is busy (probability 1 -P2 (0 )). Then the mean wait of type-2 
ships is
W  =  W  [ ( 1 - P 2 ( 0 ) )  +  P i ( 0 ) P 2 ( 0 ) ]qi <& (5.192)
Example 1: M/M*/2 (FCFS/00/ 00) Scheme 2.
For the Port Waratah coal loader, the ship arrival rate is
X2 +  ( 1 - P i ( 0 ) )  X i  
X2 (n) = •
X2
n = 0  
n > 0
( 5 . 1 9 3 )
P 2 ( 0 ) 1 -P a( 1 - p2 +ap2) (5.194)
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P2 (n) = P2 (0)ap2
a = 1 + (1-Pi (0))X1A 2
and
P2 = A2 /p2
n=oo
L 2 = I nP2 (n) = ap2 /[(l-p2) (l-p2 +ap2)] 
n=l
\  = X2 (0 ) / (l-p2 + ap2)
■ ■ q2 "  ( l - p 2)A 2 (0 ) ~ 1/Vz
For the M.S.B. coal loader, the ship arrival rate is
where
Let
*i(n)
Ai
<
Ai(l-p2 (0)) = Xi
n = 0 
n > 0
(5.195)
(5.196)
(5.197)
(5.198)
(5.199)
(5.200)
(5.201)
Pi- A/pi (5.202)
then
P l ( 0 )  = ---------r--------------±----------------------
1 + ~~(1 + Pi + Pi + . . . ) hi
( 5 . 2 0 3 )
_ _____ 1 _ hi (1-Pi)
y j Ai , 1 v yi(i-pi)+Ai
hi 1 -P1
= -- h i -  X_L
Pi - Xi + \ i
(5.204)
(5.205)
P i ( 0 ) Pi ~ X \ (I-P2 (0))P i  - A i ( 1 - P 2 ( 0 ) )  + A i (5.206)
Substituting the value of P2 (0) from equation (5.194) into 
(5.206), we have a quadratic equation in terms of 1-Pi(0) as 
follows:
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Ctl-PjCO) ] 2 - (Af-b)Il^Pi(O)] - a = 0
where
(5.207)
C " ^iPi> h - yi]i2 + - A1A2 and a = A1IJ2 (5.208)
Solving equation (5.207), we have
P i ( 0 )  =  1  -  [ A? - b ± /(Ai-b)^ + 4aC2C ] (5.209)
Pi(0) can be determined from (5.209) with the condition that 
0 - Pi(0 ) < 1 , and then P2 (0 ) can be found from (5.194)
P i ( n )  =  P i ( 0 ) A i  , xn-l * ( P i )  - ( 5 . 2 1 0 )
O'w'HP-<IIH*1
00 v
V  ̂ n - i  
L n P i  —  "1 ( 5 . 2 1 1 )
Now
Aj = l/(l-pi) (5.212)
• • xt = A^PiCO^Aj = 7 T 7 T ^ f + T ~  (5.213)yi(i-pi) + Ax
then
W = L i / l t  -  1 / y i  (5 .2 14 )
qi
and
W = [1-P2 (0)) + Pi(0)P2 (0)]W (5.215)
*1 qi
Program SCHE2 (Appendix D.6 ) is written to calculate the measures 
of effectiveness mentioned above for this model. Figure 5.5 shows a 
plot of the dimensionless queueing time versus the berth utilization 
of the M/M*/2 (FCFS/00/00) Scheme 2 when treating the two subsystems 
separately. As in E.g. 1, Schemel, the curves of Figure 5.5 may be 
considered unsuitable because the queueing delay of the first facility 
is dependent on the berth utilization of the second facility and vice­
versa. However, it depicts the savings in queueing delay when the 
combined facility operates under this scheme.
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Figure 5.5: E /E, versus 0 for the M/M*/2 (FCFS/00/03) ----------  v b
Queueing model - Scheme 2
2 2 0
The dotted curve represents the non-state-dependent M/M/l queueing 
model. It is interesting to note in Figure 5.5 that the ship waiting 
time at the Port Waratah coal loader could be higher than that at the 
M.S.B. coal loader when the berth utilization is less than 60% because 
under scheme 2, ships of tonnage less than 30,000 DWT can go to the 
Port Waratah coal loader when this facility is idle. However, when the 
utilization of the berth is more than 60%, the queueing time at 
Port Waratah is less than that at the M.S.B. coal loader. Under this 
scheme, the waiting time predicted is less than that given by the 
classical M/M/l model.
The M/M*/2 (FCFS/00/00) scheme 2 model is considered unsuitable 
for predicting queueing delays at the combined system - M.S.B. and 
Dyke loaders - during 1973-1975 as there were insignificant interactions 
between the two facilities during this period.
5.3.5 Model 4-: M(n)/M(n)*/2 (FCFS/°°/°°) Scheme 3. '
The analysis of scheme 3 queueing models is similar to that of 
scheme 1 and scheme 2 , so that we only have to find out the arrival 
rates of ships to the two coal loaders.
The ship arrival rates to the M.S.B. coal loader
Al (n)
•'Aj + [1-P2 (0)]X2
1
Xi(n)[l-P2 (0)]
; n = 0
; n > 0
(5.216)
The ship arrival rates to the Port Waratah coal loader
X2 (n)
(a 2 + [1-Pi (0) ] A! 
A2 (n)[1-Pi(0)]
; n = 0
; n > 0
(5.217)
As in schemes 1 and 2, the state probabilities, mean queue wait 
and the number of ships in the system at Port Waratah and M.S.B. coal 
loaders can be determined. Type-1 ships go to the M.S.B. coal loaders 
if both they and the Port Waratah loaders are available (probability 
Pi(0)P2 (0)) and when Port Waratah is busy (probability 1-P2 (0)). 
Hence, the mean wait of type- 1  ships is
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W = Wq [P 1 (0 )P 2 (0 ) +  1 -P 2(0 ) j
a 1qi q-
With the same argument, the mean wait of type-2 ships is
W = W [Pi (0)P2 (0) + 1-Pi(0)]q2 q2
Example 1; M/M*/2 (FCFS/00/00) Scheme 3
The ship arrival rates to the M.S.B. coal loader
Ai(n) =
Ai + [1-P2(0)]A2
Ai[1 -P2 (0 )]
; n = 0  
; n > 0
The ship arrival rates to the Port Waratah coal loader
A2 (n) =
X2 + [ 1 —Pl -(0 ) ] Xi 
A2[1-Pi(0)]
; n = 0
; n > 0
Pl(0) ! , Xi + [1-P?(0?X.
yi [i + Pi + Pi + • • • 3
where
and
Pi(0 ) = Ai + [1-P2(0)]A21 +
yi (i - Pi)
Pi = Ai[l-P2 (0)]/y1
P i ( n )  =  P x ( 0 )  A l . +  Cl P 2 ( 0 ) ] X 2  (  1y 1
p 2 (0 ) = iA2 + [1-P]_ (0) ] Ai1 +
y2d -p 2)
where
(5.218)
(5.219)
(5.220)
(5.221)
( 5 . 222) •
(5.223)
(5.224)
(5.225)
(5.226)
p2 — ^ 2 [ 1 Pi (0 ) ] /]_!2 (5.227)
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P 2 ( n ) '  =  P 2 ( 0 )  " 2 - +  [ 1  P i ( ° ) ] X i -  ( P 2 ) n  1M2 (5.228)
When equations (5,222) and (5.226) are solved, the values of 
Pj(0) and P2 (0) are
P i ( 0 )
P 2 ( 0 )
D - E ± /(D-E)2 + 4FC 
2F
M? -Xpd-P^O))
M2 Pi (0) (A2 _ l̂) + Xi
(5.229)
(5.230)
where
C = M 1M2 + ^lMi _ A? - A2Ai (5.231) 
D = A2M 1 “ A1M 1 + A? (5.232) 
E = M 1M2 + A1M 1 + A2 + Aj]i2 ' (5.233)
F - A2Mi ~ A1M 1
and Pi(0) and P2 (0) must satisfy the condition 0 < Pi(0) < 1 and 
0 < P2 (0) <1. '
The average system size of ships visiting the M.S.B. loader is
thus
b 1 = £ nPj(n) (5.234)
n=l
let
Ai = l/(l-pi) (5.235) 
A* = [A1 + [1-P2 (0)]A2] * Pi(0)Ai (5.236) 
W = L i / X *  -  1/pi (5.237)
and
W [ P 2 ( 0 ) P 2 ( 0 )  +  ( 1 - P 2 ( 0 ) ) ] W (5.238)
JL ^
Expressions for L2, A2, A2, W and W can be found byq2 92
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interchanging 1 and 2 in equations (5.234) to (5.238).
Program SCHE3 (Appendix D.7) has been written to calculate the 
above measures of effectiveness of the 2 coal loading facilities 
operating under this scheme. Figure 5.5 shows a plot of the dimension­
less queueing time, E^/E^, versus the berth utilization when treating 
the two facilities separately. Figure 5.6 may be considered to be 
unsuitable because the queueing delay of the first facility is 
dependent on the berth utilization of the second facility and vice­
versa. However, it depicts the saving in queueing delays when the 
two facilities operate under this scheme. Again this model is 
considered inappropriate in predicting queueing delay of the combined 
system - M.S.B. and Dyke loaders - during the period 1973-1975 as under 
this scheme, ships of tonnage more than 20,000 DWT can go to the Dyke 
loader when this facility is available. This was not the case with the 
combined facility - M.S.B. and Dyke - during the period 1973-1975.
The model can be usefully applied to the Port Waratah and M.S.B. loaders 
when they are fully in operation. .
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Figure 5.6: E /E, versus 6 for the M/M*/2 (FCFS/00/03) ----------  v b
Queueing model - Scheme 3
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CHAPTER 6
' _ _ ANALYSIS OF PORT DEVELOPMENTS
6.1 OPTIMAL SCHEDULING OF THE IMPROVEMENTS OF PORT'S FACILITIES
The approach used in planning the development of ports in the past 
as well as today follows three basic steps:
* From a study of existing port conditions and a forecast 
of the demand for port services, opportunities for meeting 
this demand are identified.
* Project opportunities are evaluated in the light of the 
development objectives of both the port and the community it 
serves; and
* The best possible development strategy is defined in the 
light of technical, economic and other constraints.
Until relatively recently, however, the planning process has been 
slow and somewhat random. The effect of poor planning of port developments 
has often become obvious but the gradual rate of expansion has usually 
served to conceal the problems by allowing time for corrective action to 
be taken [31]. The benefits of effective port developments,
are numerous and include, the following: ■
* Reduced waiting time of ships
* Reduced ship service times
* Freight savings caused by the use of larger ships
* Reduced cargo handling costs
* Savings due to reduced breakage and pilferage
* Interest savings due to faster cargo transit time through 
the port.
The necessity for dynamic port investment planning is thus quite 
important in order for all the benefits considered to be obtainable.
The planning of port improvements will be outlined below and two basic 
criteria of "what and when" the port should be improved shall be mentioned. 
In fact, when in considering any transport improvements, one should take
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into account the traffic flows likely to use the facility and the capital 
investments. These considerations could result in significant savings if 
the traffic demand is expected to increase, not only over time, but also 
in the service capacity that can be offered by the transport facility.
An early date of improvement would result in high discounted capital cost 
and low congestion cost. On the other hand, a late date of improvement 
would result in low capital cost and high congestion cost. The purpose 
of this chapter is to investigate the attractiveness of the short-term 
and long-term investments over the construction period, the stages of the 
successive upgrading investments where the facility is upgraded at various 
future points in time rather than a total lump sum is spent in a single 
initial operation to boost the facility to its ultimate standard, and the 
possible traffic growth using the improved facility. This note is an 
extension of the study by D.J. Buckley and S.G. Gooneratne [43]. We 
assume that the arrival rates Ai(t) and X2 ( t )  of the traffic flow 
before and after the improvements are increasing functions of time and 
X2 (t) is greater than Ai(t) as the traffic is expected to increase 
after the facility is upgraded, the capital cost of improvement C (x) 
is a function of the year, x, the facility is commissioned and the 
maintenance and operating costs are increasing functions of time and 
traffic growth, i.e. m(t, a )  where dm(t, A)/dt > 0 and dm(t, A.)/dA > 0
The following notations will be used throughout this chapter.
= the capital cost of the j-th stage of investment 
if it is commissioned in year x_.; j = 1 , 2 , ...
= effective annual interest rate
= average congestion cost per ship before the improvement
= average congestion cost per ship after the j-th stage 
of improvement; j = 1 , 2 , ...
= the maintenance and operating cost of the facility 
before the improvement
= the maintenance and operating cost of the facility 
after the j-th stage of improvement; j = 1 , 2 , ...
= the end of the analysis interval
= the year when the improved facility is proposed
CA.(x.) J 3
K0 [X0]
w
m 0 (t, X0)
m.(t, X .) J 1
now
T
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to
X 0 (t) 
X.(t)
y o(t)
= tlie time when the facility was first in operation.
= arrival rate before the improvement.
= arrival rate after the j-th stage of improvement; 
j = 1 , 2 ... . •
= service rate before improvement.
service rate after the j-stage of improvement, 
y .(t) is assumed constant and
y . ( t )  = j+i (t) = y3+1
6 .2 Model for Single-Stage Development
Single stage development means that the transport facility will be 
upgraded to its ultimate standard at one point in time rather than in 
stages. .
Some aspects of the economic model are described in Figures 6.1,
6.2 and 6.3. The precise forms of these graphs are dependent on the
particular traffic congestion process and on unit vehicular costs.
It is also known that ship operation as a queueing system is extremely
sensitive to an increase in the traffic intensity p (=X/y), and that
the waiting times increase quite disproportionately. For an illuminating,
graphic discussion of the sensitivity of a single server system to
increasing traffic density p see C. D. Flagle [32]. Thus when the
traffic arrival rate X . (t) reaches X. i.e. p =X. /y .
2 jmax jmax j
approaches unity; the average system time and the average traffic cost 
then become very large. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate this point.
One manner of describing figures 6.2 and 6.3 in mathematical form 
is by using the following quadratic form for the average system time
w ex (t)]
w
Wj[X (t)] 21
1-[X . (t j/X . ]J jmax
2 » j = 1 , 2
where W q  ̂ = the ship mean service time (i.e. 
time when there is no congestion)
(6 . 1)
the mean system
W is constant and depends on the port’s characteristics m
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fact the data analysis of ship servicing time at the Port of Newcastle 
during the period 1969-1976 has shown that the average service time of 
coal ships was about 45 hours per ship (table 6.1).
Letting TC be the average traffic cost per ship per unit time, 
then the average traffic cost per ship can be written as
- TC * W0.
K,[A .(t)] = -------X
l-[X.(t)A. 1J J max
K 0
K,[X (t)] = — J
i - t x . ( t ) / x .  ]23 3 max
( 6 . 2)
where K q . = W q  ̂ * TC = the average traffic cost per ship when there is 
no congestion. ,
The approximation of the mean system time by equation (6.1) shows,
in table 6 .1 , that if the arrival rate had reached its maximum X .3 max
(which is 0.0201 ships/hour for 1969-70, 0.0208 ships/hour 
for 1970-71 ... etc.) then the traffic intensity P would go beyond 
its unity limit (which is 1.12 for 1969-70; 1.08 for 1970-71 .. etc.) 
and the average system time would become very large. The form of 
W [X (t)] in equation (6.1) is adopted here from the study of E. J.
Buckman [11] in his simulation of Port Hedland harbour. His results of 
total ship system time versus annual tonnage can be described graphically 
as in Pig. 6.1. The use of this approximation will enable us to derive 
the optimal dates for the port's development, in one or more stages, 
in closed form.
It is also assumed that there is a growing demand for transport
facilities. As time goes on without any port development, the facility
will become heavily congested, i.e. X.(t)/g. approaches X. /v . ^3 3 3 max 3 x •
Figure 6.4 illustrates the growing demand for transport facilities.
It also shows the assumed relationsliip. between traffic and port capacity, 
i.e., the greater the capacity* the greater is the traffic generated.
TABLE 6.1
The maximum arrival rates for the period 1969-76 according to equation (6.1)
| Observed Data Derived Data
System Time Service Time Service Rate Arrival Rate Traffic Intensity Max.Arrival Rate Max.Traffic Intensity
Year wj u j ( t ) 1
(nours) Woj(hours)
y j  (t)
ships hour
Xj(t)
ships hour P
A j max. 
ships/hour
p max =A j max/y j
1969-70 153.560 46.46 0.0215 0 . 0 2 0 1 0.936 0.02407 1 . 1 2
1970-71 243.350 46.79 0.0214 0.0208 0.973 0.02314 1.08
1971-72 145.450 46.01 0.0217 0 . 0 2 0 0 0.920 0.02419 1 . 1 1
1972-73 73.958 44.44 0.0225 0.0164 . 0.730 ■ 0.02596' 1.15
1973-74 193.825 41.63 0.0240 0 . 0 2 2 0 0.920 0.02483 1.03
1974-75 351.860 43.84 0.0228 0.0226 0.993 0.02415 1.06
1975-76 200.330 44.30 0.0225 0 . 0 2 0 2 0.896 0.02288 1 . 0 2
Note From equation (6.1) A. max - A^(t) / /l-WOj/Wj[X j(t)]
N3
N3
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A.[t] = A. (1-*. C) 3 J max (6.3)
then W.[A.(t) and K.[A.(t)j can be simplified to functions of time 1 1 3 3
as follows:
w.[X.(t)] = w.(t) =
3 3 3
W.
1 - ci—jtc)2
W (t) =
w
l  t ( 2 - z  t)
(6.4)
(6.5)
similarly
K.[A. (t)] = K (t) = 
3 3 3
K .QJ
£ t(2-£ Z )
( 6 . 6 )
The time of the analysis is between t , when the improvedJ now ,
facility is proposed till T, the end of the analysis interval. t = 0 •
refers to the time when the facility was first in operation and x 
refers to the year when the j-th stage of the improvement was comissioned.
The maintenance and operating costs of the facility are 
assumed to be increasing functions of time and traffic growth. For 
simplicity the following two forms of the maintenance and operating cost 
are used
(1 )
( 2)
m.(t, A .) = M. x A .(t)
1 1  1 1
for A.(t) = A. (l-£ C)
1 1 max
then m.(t, A.) = M.A. (l-£ t) 1 1  1 1 max (6.7)
m.(t, A.) = m.(t) - M.Cl+i) 11 
1 1 1  1
(6 .8 )
The first form of m.(t, A.) means that m^(t, A.) is a linear J J 1 1
function of A_. (t) and thus an exponential function of time.
The second form of m.(t, A.) indicates that the cost of maintenance
1 1and operation is increasing at the rate of the interest rate on the 
invested capital.
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Xi(t) after 1st
ment
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Figure 6.4: An increase in capacity leads to an increase in traffic
Figure 6.5: Relationship between X . ( t )
3
and Xq (t)
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These particular forms of W.[X.(t)], K.[X.(t)]; X.(t) andJ 3 3 3 j
m.[t, X.] will be' used in the application of the general formulae J 3 .(which will be derived) to determine the optimal year x. of commission­
ing the improved facility for the SINGLE-STAGE and MULTIPLE-STAGE 
development.
As X0 (t) and X_. (t) are functions of time; X_. (t) could then 
be described as a function of X0(t) and vice versa.
Example 1 •
For linear growth of the arrival rates over time
X0(t) = a + bt
and
Xi (t) = c + dt
then Xi(t) could be described as a function of X0(t) as
= (I) + ( C " T )  .
Example 2
X0(t) - Xq max (l-i-i)
and
XiCt) — X imax u-j. b
then
Xi(t) X0(t) *
X1 max
max
The above relationships between X (t) and Xo(t) could be 
shown as in Fig.- 6.5.
The 45° straight line illustrates the case where there is no 
traffic growth using the improved facility. On the other hand, the 
increased traffic growth could be described by
X = aX0 (linear relationship)
X. = aX02 + bX0. (quadratic relationship)
(6.9)
( 6 . 10)
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The continuous compounding of interest at an effective annual 
rate of i was assumed for all continuing cost flows. The total 
discounted present cost of the entire enterprise is the sum of the 
following costs. ■
- The congestion cost of the present facility incurred in 
the interval (t, t+dt) when discounted to the present, t 
becomes
now
X p (t)K q [ln(t)]dt 
(l+i) 1
( 6. 11)
If the SINGLE-STAGE improved facility is commissioned in year 
Xi the present worth of the congestion costs incurred between now 
(when the improved facility is proposed) and time xi is
Ci(x) =
fxi
tnow
X p (t)K q [ X 0 (t)]dt 
(l+i) 1
( 6. 12)
- The improved facility is in use between year xi and T, 
the latter being at the end of the analysis interval. For cases when 
t < :now < T the present
and T is
rT
c2(x1 , T) = Jxi
X i  (t) k  i  [X! , t ] dt 
(l+i) 1
(6.13)
Depending on the nature of the improvement - short-term improvement 
or long term improvement we have different total cost configurations.
6.2.1 Optimal Year of Commissioning the Short-Term Improvement
For short-term improvement, the old facility could be upgraded to 
cope with the increase in traffic. Let the salvage value of the combined 
improved facility be s, the annual cost of maintenance before and after 
improvement be m 0 (t) and mi(t) respectively where they are increasing 
functions with time and total capital expenditure for the improvement of 
the old facility be CAi(xi) if it will be commissioned in year xi; 
the net present value of the short-term investment excluding congestion
cost is
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c 3(x1, T) = CAi (x, )
(1+i)Xl (1+i)
+
rx 1
tnow
(t)dt
(l+i) 1
+ mi (t)dt 
xi (l+i) * 1
+ C4 (6.14)
where is the total expenditure for the old facility (congestion,
operation and maintenance cost) when it was first in operation till now 
(when the improvement is proposed), i.e. in the period t = 0 and t 
Ck is a constant now
. . cST(xi> t ) = Ci(xi) + C2 (xi, t ) + C3 (xi, T) (6.15)
where C (xi, t ) = the total discounted present cost of the entire
short-term improvement.
Differentiating equation ( .15) w.r.t. xi we have
d
dxi CgT ( x i t )
d
dxi Ci(xi) C2 (xi, T) +
d
dxi Cs(xi, t ) 
(6.16)
_d_
dx C (xi, T) ST
X0(xi)Ko[lo(xi)] Xi (xi)Ki[Xi (xi)] 
(l+i)Xl (l+i) X1
CAi(xi)-CAi(xi)ln(l+i) m 0 (xi) mi(xi)
(l+i)Xl (l+i)Xl d+i)Xl
(6.17)
*For a minimum cost and an optimal year of improvement xi we 
have dC (xi, x)/dxi = 0. This is multiplied by (1-fi) ^ 1 and afterü J.
rearrangement, it yields
0 = X0 (xi)Ko[X0 (xi)] - Xi(xi)Ki[Xi(xi)] + CAi(xi) - CAi(xi)ln(l+i)
+ m 0 (xi) - mi(xi)
(6.18)
The solution of this algebraic equation will yield an optimal 
*value of xi = xi which generally may be solved either numerically 
or graphically.
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Example 1:
The forms of X, K developed at the beginning of this chapter
* 1-will be used here in deriving the optimal value of xx
e.g.
for
K
K. [X , (t) ] = ,°j „---- r-ĵ3 3 [1 - (X (t)/X^max)z] (6.19)
X_. (t) = X^max(l-t ( 6 . 20)
then
K t2
K [X (t)] = K.(t) =J J J £ TL
' Kn .X.max t(t-l)
K . f X . ( t ) ]  . l ( t ) - ° ] J 2, t  ,
( 6. 21)
( 6 . 22)
as well as assuming that
i
CAi(xi) = CAi (6.23)
and
m . (t, X .) = M. •
3 3 3
then equation (6.18) becomes
(6.24)
2 _
(K0 0X0max + K^^max) — ^ - CAiIntl+i) + M 0 -M]_ = 0
(6.25)
Let
K 0 0X0max + KojXjmax = A (6.26)
- CAjlnU+i) + M 0 - Mx = B (6.27)
then (6.25) could be written as
A(x? - xx) + B(2 - xj) = 0 (6 .28)
or
Axf - (A + B)xj - 2B = 0 (6.29)
(A+B) ± /(A+B)* - 8AB *
Xl 2A (6.30)
Equation (6.30) gives two roots. The optimal year xf to
commission the improvements must be in the range t < xt < *r,now
If both roots lie in this range then the optimal year can be decided 
upon when the two roots xj and x: are substituted into equation 
(6.15). The following cases may occur (Assume that xi > xi)
The solution of this quadratic equation takes the form
(i) CST^Xl* t ) < C T (X!, t ) . . choose xi as the optimal year
(ii) cST(xi> t ) > CST(X!, T) . . the choice of the optimal year
rests with the port planner.
*. 7 \If only one root lies in the range t < xi < T, then this rootnow
gives the optimal year. .
• kIf both roots lie outside the range t < xi < t , then thenow
question of the capacity of the existing facility as well as its optimal 
time for further development can be investigated. The investigations 
can be, (i) was the building of the existing facility a wise decision? 
(ii) was the study of the improvement of the existing port facilities 
necessary?
This interpretation of the roots of the quadratic equation (.6.30) 
also applies to the following quadratic equations (6.39), (6.47) and 
(6.57).
The definitions of the following terms provide the significance 
of A, B in examples, 1 2 and 3
Aj max = the maximum arrival rate at the j stage improvement 
(unit = number of ships per year)
K.oj = the traffic cost per ship where there is no congestion 
= service time x traffic cost per ship per unit time
K.o j k j max = the maximum total traffic cost per year at the j 
stage improvement where there is no congestion
Mj = the maintenance and operating cost of the facility per 
year at the j stage improvement 
M.j is independent of time and traffic intensity
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CA x In (1 + i) = CA x i when i is small (say interest rate 
i = 5% to 10% per annum). The CA x In (1 + i) can thus be interpreted 
as the annual cost of a capital sum CA at an annual interest rate i
Example
It is assumed that an expenditure of 10 million dollars on the improvement
of the coal loading facilities at Newcastle would reduce the service
time per ship from 46 hours to 30 hours and thereby increase the maximum
number of ships calling at the port from 180 ships to 260 ships per year.
It is also assumed that the average cost per day in port is 9000 dollars
per ship and that the maintenance cost would increase yearly from $2 0 0 , 0 0 0
to $800,000. Let us assume that we are now at the beginning of January
and that the project is expected to be accomplished in the next thirty
six months, i.e., t = 0 < x < T = 3 6 .  When is the best time to completenow t
the improvement project assuming that an interest rate of 8% is applicable?
The traffic costs per ship before and after the improvement are 
respectively Koo and Kol.
Koo
Koi
9000 x 4624
309000 x 24
$17,250 per ship 
$11,250 per ship
.*. KooXo max = 17,250 x 180 = $3,105,000 per year 
KoiA^.max = 11,250 x 260 = $2,925,000 per year
From equation 6.26 and 6.27 we have
A = 3.105 + 2.925 = $6.03 million per year
B = 10^ ln(1.08) + 0.2 - 0.8 = - $1.3696 million per year
From equation 6.30 the optimal time for the improvement to be 
carried out is
- 4.6604 ± /4~T6604Z + 8 x 1.3696 * 6.03~
X " 2 x 6.03
= 1.1633 and x 2 = - 0.3904 (unit year)
or Xj = 13.9601 and xz = - 4.6857 (unit month)
Within the range 0 ^ x* ^ 36 the optimal time in which the improve­
ment project should be completed is 14 months from now (i.e., the end 
of February of the following year).
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Example 2:
K and X take the same forms as in Example 1, however the
forms of CA.(t) and m.(X., T) are 
3 J 3
CA_.(t) = CA_. (1+i)C
th e n
(6.31)
CA^(t) = CÂ . (1+i) ZIn (1+i) .
and
(6.32)
m.(t, X.) = m.(t) = M.il+i)*' 
3 3 3 3
then equation (6.18) becomes
(6.33)
2 M v -(K0 oX0max + K 0 iXjmax) 0 4- CAi (1+i) In (1+i)
Z — Xj .
- CAx(l+i)Xlln(l+i) + M 0 (l+i)Xl -Mi(l+i)Xl = 0
(6.34)
Let
A = KooXoniax + KoiXimax (6.35)
B - M 0 - Mi
X iassuming i is small (1+i) ~ (1+ixi).
Equation (6.34) is then simplified to
(6.36)
A }. 1 + B(l+ix ) = 02 -Xi i
or
(6.37)
(A - Bi)xi ~ (B + A - 2iB)xi + 2B = 0 (6.38)
Then
* B + A - 2iB ± /(B + A - 2iB)z - 8B (A - Bi) 
Xl 2(A - Bi) (6.39;
*
xi )
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The criteria for choosing the optimal year in which to 
commission the improvement is the same as in example 1 .
Practical application '
Once again we will consider the problem of the improvement of the 
. coal loading facility using the same cost figures as in example 1 .
From equation 6.33, 6.35, and 6.36 we have
A = $6.03 million
B = (0.2 - 0.8)/(1 + 0.08) = - $0.5555 million •
B + A - 2iB = - 0.5555 + 6.03 +'2*0.08*0.555 = $5.5633 million 
A - Bi = 6.03 + 0.5555*0.08 = $6.0744 million
Equation (6.39) gives us the optimal year for the completion of 
the improvement project
= 5.5633 ± /5.5633z + 8*0.5555*6.0744 .
X 2 x 6.0744 .
x* = 1.0845 and xz . = -0.1686 (unit year)
or xi, = 13.0142 and x z = -2.0239 (unit month)
The best time to complete the improvement project is at the end 
of January of the following year.
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The expressions developed for K_. [A_. (t) ] , A.(t) at the
beginning of this chapter will be used in this example.
Example 3 :
e.g.
Â  (t) = Â .max(l - £ t)
K
K,[A (t)] = K.(t) = —3 3 3 n-t
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£ "(2 - £ Z)
CA.(t) = CA. 
3 3
(6.40)
(6.41)
(6.42)
m.(t) = M. J 3 (6.43)
then equation 6.18 becomes
£Xl-l(KooAomax - K0iAimax) -------- - CAxlntl+i) + M 0 - Mi = 0
2 - £~Xl . (6.44)
Let
A = KooAotiax - K01Aimax (6.45)
B = CAiIn(1+i) + Mi - M 0 (6.46)
*then the optimal xj is
*xi In A + 2B ± A 2 + 4B^ 2A (6.47)
Practical application
The cost figures from example 1 for the improvement of the coal 
loading facility are again used here.
Equations 6.45, 6.46 and 6.47 give us
A = 3.105 - 2.925 = $0,180 million 
B = 10*ln (1.08) + 0.8 - 0.2 - = $1.3696 million
x = In r0 - 1 80 + 2.7392 ± /0.18z + 4 * 1.3696^
2 x 0.180 '
xt = 2.7558 and xz = - 0.7257 (unit year)
or Xi. = 32.7922 and xz = - 8.7094 (unit month)
The optimal time for the completion of the improvement project is 
33 months from now. .
/
For this example the following assumptions are made
,-t.
Example 4 , - .
A.(t) = A.max(l - £ )
3 3
K. [A . (t)] = K.(t) =
KOi
£ (2 - 1  )
,-t.CA.(t) = CA.(1 - £ u) . . CA;(t) = CA £ 
3 3 3 3
-t
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(6.48)
(6.49) ;
(6.50)
and
m.(t) = M.A.max(l - £ C) 
3 3 3 (6.51)
Substituting these expressions into equation 6.18, it yields
(K0 0A0max - K 0 iAimax) £Xl -1 + CAj£ Xl - CAi(l-£ )ln(l+i)
2 - £-xi
+ (MoAomax - MiAimax)(1 - £ Xl) = 0 (6.52)
or
2 X  i[2[MoAomax - MiAimax - CAiln(l+i)] + KooAomax - KoiAimax]£
- [3 [MoAomax - Mi Aimax - CAiln(l+i) ] + Ko oAomax - Ko i Aimax - 2CAi ]£
\ ■
+ [MoAomax - Mi Aimax - CAiln(l+i) - CAi ] = 0 (6.53)
A =  2 [M0A0max - MiAimax" - CAiln(l+i) ] + K 0 o A0max - K0 j Ajmax (6.54)
B = 3 [MoA0max - MiAxmax - CAi ln(l+i) ] + Ko oAomax - Ko i Aimax - 2CAi
(6.55)
C = MoAomax - MiAimax - CAiln(l+i) - CAi (6.56)
then
*xi In B ± /B2 - 4AC 2A (6.57)
Example 5:
The optimal year is the value xi which satisfies equation (6.18).
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i.e.
0 = Xo (x !.)Ko [Xo (x i) ] - Ai.(xi.)K1.[X4i(x.1)] +- CAaCx.jH -- CA (x.1)ln(l+i)
+ mo ( x - i )  -  m.i(x̂ ) (6.58)
The same argument as Buckley and Gooneratne's [43] is used here
to assume that any optimal replacement year xi will be associated with a
unique optimal flow Xo = Xo(x4). Note that X.i = aXo or Xd = aX o2 + bXo).
Consequently, it is sufficient to find a value of Xo(xi) to satisfy
equation (6.58) and calculate x.d from the knowledge of the function
Xo(xi) [e.g. Ao(t) = c. + dt or-^o (l-^t)]. The argument x d is thenmax
omitted and the following equation is obtained.
0 = Xo Ko[Xo] - Xi KiCXi.] + CA^(xi) - CA(xd)ln(l+i) + m 0(x1) - m‘i (xd )
(6.59)
, Kj[Xj] was described in equation (6 .2) as 
KjCXj] = TC * Wj[Xj]
The approximation ofWj[Xj] = ^ ^  J (6.60)* yj(yj - X j )
is suggested by Professor W. R. Blunden for the average system time.
The value hj was defined as the level of service factor and is a function 
of the factors causing variability in the flow situation, i.e., 
tie-up berths, availability of tugs, pilots etc. [181]. When hj = 1 the 
expression (6.60) corresponds to the system time of the M/M/l queueing 
system and when hj = 0 the expression (6.60) corresponds to the service 
time of the M/D/l queue with no queueing delay. As the hj value changes 
from 0 to 1.5, we can approximate the system time for almost any 
condition of service facilities.
. By substituting the observed data about the system time, the arrival 
and service rates during the period 1969-1976 into equation (6.60) 
the level of service factors Hj can be determined (table 6 .2).
For the periods 1969-1970, 1970-1971, 1971-1972 and 1974-1975 the high 
trafffic intensities and the low levels of service factors (i.e., high 
work load and low variability of the flow situation) showed that the 
port authorities were successful in preventing overcongestion caused 
by ships loading coal at Newcastle harbour.
Substituting (6.60) into (6.59) we have
0 = TCXo[yo-Xo(l-ho) ] TCXj [yi-X, (1-hQ-] ' , . .
yo(yo - Xo) yt (y^X^) l ' X-1
- CA(xi)ln(l+i) + mo(x^) - m(xd) (6.61)
2 4 4
TABLE 6.2
The levels of service factors for the period 1969-1976 according to 
equation (6.60)
Observed data Derived data
Year System
time
w [X (t)] 
hours
Service
rate
y j (t)
ships/hour
Arrival
rate
Xj(t)
ships/hour
Traffic
intensity
fj hj ̂
1969-70 153.560 0.0215 0 . 0 2 0 1 0.936 0.1603
1970-71 243.350 0.0214 0.0208 0.973 0.1213
1971-72 145.450 0.0217 0 . 0 2 0 0 0.920 0.1832
1972-73 73.958 0.0225 0.0164 0.730 0.2469
1973-74 193.825 0.0240 0 . 0 2 2 0 0.920 0.3319
1974-75 351.860 0.0228 0.2226 0.993 0.0621
1975-76 200.330 0.0225 0 . 0 2 0 2 0.896 0.3993
Note: From equation (6.60)
■ y .-V. [A .(t)]y . (t) [y . (t)-A . (t) ]
h (t) = 1 - —^ ^ ^ ----- —---- ------ 2----ju; M t )
1 - V  [A (t) ] (y . (t)-A (t) ______ 3 3________3______ 3or hj(t) = 1-
145
For the simple case where CA^Cx^) = CA^; rao(xi) = mo; 
i(xl ) = m'i and X ̂  = aAo then equation (6.61) can be written
TCX
0=
o [y0-X o (1-h) ] TC*aAo[y ̂ -aXo(l- h4 ) ]
y o(yo-Xo) y 4 (yi -aXo)
+ CA^ln(l+i)+m0 - ̂  i
Let N = CA1ln(l+l)+mo-m1  
TC
(6.62)
(6.63)
then 
0 = ■
(6.62) can be written 
y ¿X o[y o-X o (l-t\) ] aXoyo[y
yo -Xo
]-aXo(l-h1)]' 
y^ - aXo
(6.64)
After some algebraic rearrangements, equation(6.64) can be 
rewritten in the form of a third order equation as follows
a[y ̂ (1-ho) - ay ©(l-h*) ]X 3o - [yj(l-ho) - a2y2o(l-hd> - Ny4yoa]Xo2
+ [yoŷ . (y ̂-aŷ ) - Ny ±.y o (y ̂ ay o) ] Xq + Ny^yo2 = 0 (6.65)
With given values of yo, \ i ± , ho, hls a and N, the third order 
equation (6.65) can be easily solved by the numerical approach to yield 
the optimal value of Xo which satisfies 0 Xo/yo ̂  1
v Once the optimal value Xo(xt') is found, the corresponding optimal 
time xi* can be determined from either one of the two 
relationships Xo(x.i) = C+dxi or Xo(xi) = Xomax(l-e ) previously 
assumed.
Example
If the cost figures from example 1 for the improvement of the coal 
loading facility are used here then we have the following data
TC = $9000 per day
= 9000 x 365 x 10  ̂ = $3,285 million per year
yo = (24x365)/46 = 190.43478 ships per year 
y4 = (24x365)/30 = 292.00 ships per year 
Xomax = 180 ships per year
Ximax = 260 ships per year
a = Ximax/X omax = 1.4444 assuming that Xo and X j have the same form, 
e.g., Xj =, X j max(l-e. t)
and N = 10*ln(1.08) + 0 . 2  - 0 . 8  3.285 0.516316 (from equation 6.63)
Furthermore it is assumed that the levels of service factors before
2 4 6
and after the improvement are ho = 0.25 and h.̂  - 0.45 respectively. 
Substituting the above date into equation (6.65), we have the following 
third order equation
97.804Xo3- 18185.428Xo^ - 686769.3Xo + 159651790 = 0 (6 .6 6 )
or Xo3 - 185.937Xo2 - 7021.8937a o + 1632364.6 = 0 (6.67)
The only solution to equation (6.67) is Xo* = 105.3 ships/year.
The optimal year for port development to occur can thus be determined 
from the relationship Xo = Xo max(l-e 1)
e~Xi= 1 " i l r 1  = °-415 (6-68)
.'. xt= 0.879476 year or xt= 10.55 month (6.69)
The optimal time for the completion of the port improvement is ten 
and a half months from now i.e., mid November of the same year.
The results of queueing theory can also be used in equation 6.59 by replacing
X.K.[X.] by g.*L. where g. is the cost in dollars per annum of
3 3 3 3 3 3keeping a ship in port and L. is the average number of ships in thejsystem associated with the traffic flow X . It is assumed bére that
g - g. as when the port is improved, larger ships are expected to J+l j .
use the facility, and the larger the ship, the greater the cost of keeping 
it in port. (The assumption X.K.[X.] = g.*L. was used by Gooneratne and 
Buckley [43].) .
Model 1, M(n)/M/1 and M/M/l '
For this model we assume CAi(xi) = CAi ; mo(xi) -- mo, and 
ml(xl) = mi. It is also assumed that before the improvement, the 
arrival rate is inversely proportional to (n+1 ) where n is the 
number of ships in the system at a given time; and after the 
improvement the arrival rate is not state-dependent and is equal to 
Ai = aXo; the service rate improves from Mo to hi*
Now
A0K0[Xo3 = goho = -goln(l - ~  ). Mo
X i h i  [ X0 ] -  g i L i  -  gi  ■ ■ -  gj aXMi - Ai Mi - aX0
(6.70)
( 6 . 7 1 )
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Substitution of these results into equation (6.5 9 ) immediately 
yields .
Ao aX<g0ln(l -— ) - gl + N = 0ho hi _ (6.72)
where
N = -CA ln(l+i) + m 0 - mj (6.73)
Equation (6.72) can be easily solved by numerical approach to yield 
the optimal value of A'o which satisfies 0 < Aq/Po - 1.
Model 2, M/M/l and M/E /IK
The same assumption as in model 1 is used here. Now
AoKoiXo] - 3 . ^ ]
, ( i ^ )
(6.74)
(6.75)k / ui (pi - Ai)_
where small k is the Erlang k parameter of the M/E^/l model
and Ai = aAo (6.76)
Substituting (6.74), (6.75) and (6.76) into (6.59), we have the 
following third order equation.
gla2 (I - 1)Ao + a[apogi - Pig0 + Pig-i - ap0Igi +Npi]Ao
+ (pfgo “ aSiPoPi ~ NpiPoa - Npf)A0 + Npfpo = 0 (6.77)
where
N = -CA ln(l+i) + m 0 - m* (6.78)
and
I = (1 +k  )/2 k (6.79)
This equation can be solved numerically to yield the
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optimal A0 which satisfies 0 < X0/y0  ̂1 '
Similarly, different combinations of results of single-server 
queuescan be used in equations to obtain the optimal value of A0.
•k6.2.2 OPTIMAL YEAR xi OF COMMISSIONING THE LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENT
In the case of long-term improvement the second facility is built 
and operated separately from the old facility. The total cost figure 
is different from that of the short-term improvement, as the mainten-
V >ance costs now consist of that of the old facility from t tillnow
T and that of the new facility from the year of commissioning x 
to the end of the analysis year T.
The net present value of the long-term improvement excluding 
congestion cost is then ‘
CAi (X])
C3 (xi, T) = ---- —
Xl+i) 1
Si _ S2 
(l+i)T (l+i)T
+
r t
' tnow
mi (t)dt
a + i V
+
fT
Xl
m2 (t)dt
(l+ip
+ Ci* (6.80)
where Sx = salvage value of the old facility 
S2 = salvage value of the improvement
and Ci* is the total discounted cost of the old facility (congestion 
cost + operation and maintenance costs) when it was first in operation 
till now. Ci* is a constant
^LT^Xl* = + c2 (xi, t) + C3 (x 1 , x) (6.8l)
C (xi, T) = the total discounted present cost of the entire LI
long-term improvement.
Differentiating equation (6.81) w.r.t., xi we have
d
dxx CLT(X> T ) dxd Ci(xi) + ddx'
Ap(xi)Kn[A 0 (xi)
C2 (X!) + C3 (xi)
_ ^ l ( xi) K i [ A 1 (xi) ]
(l+i)Xl (l+i)Xl
+ CAi(xi) - CAi (x[) ln(l-fi) _ m2 (xQ 
(l+i)Xl (l+i)Xl
(6.82)
(6.83)
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The same procedure is carried out here for the determination
*of the optimal year x as for the short-term improvement. We 
have
0 - A0(xi)K0[Ao(xi)] - Ai (xi)K1 [Ai (xj) ] + CAi (xj) - CAi (xy ln(l+i) - m2 (x̂)
(6 .8 4 )
The solution to this algebraic equation will yield an optimal 
*value of xi )xi . All the results and examples for the short-term 
improvements will be applicable (except examples 5 in part .2.1) to 
those of the long-term improvement, the .only adjustment that needs to
v. -
be made being the interchanging of mj(x) - m2(x) in the short-term 
improvement results by - m2(x).
Example: '
The results of queueing theory will be applied in this example 
to obtain the optimal flow A0 = A0(xi) as it is assumed here that 
the optimal upgrading year Xi is associated with the optimal flow .
A0 (for details refer to example 5, part(6.2.1;. The argument x i  
is thus omitted in equation(6.8 3) to yield - ‘ >
0 = A 0 K0 [A 0 ] - Ai Ki [Ai] - CAiln(l+i) - m2 = 0 (6.85)
Model 1, M/M/l and M/M/2 
Now
AoKo[A0] = go^o = go 2 _q 0 (6.86)
and
AiKoIXi] = giLi  -  g i ^ f *  ' (6 -87>
where 0n = —  is the traffic intensity of the single berth system.y
0i = —  is the traffic intensity of the double berth systemy
Now as Aj = aAo> hence 0i = a0o. Substitution in equation 
(6.85) immediately yields
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4a8igo 2_0 ~ '¿^a2~QT  ~ CAiln(1+i) - m2 = 0 ( 6 . 88)
Equation (6.88) can be rearranged to yield
a2 (N-go)0o + a(4g! -Na)8o + (4g0 - 4gxa - 4N)0O + 4N = 0 (6.89)
where
N = - CAjln(l+i) - m2 (6.90)
Equation (6.89) can be solved for 0 by numerical approach. 
Solutions in the range 0 < 0 < 1 are designated 0O to indicate 
optimality.
Model 2, M/E /I and M/M/2
The same assumption as for model 1 is used here
A0K0[A0] - gô o - go Ao_ f l+k^ Apy \2k/y(y_X0)
Ai Ki [ Ai ]  -  g i L i  -  g!  - ~ g 2
where 0i = a0o = a —— hence
(6.91)
(6.92)
XiKifXi] = 7vfiaXS^4y^ - a^Ao ( 6. 93)
Equation (6.85) thus becomes
0 = g, ô_ + ( 1+h^ Any V 2 V  y ( y -A 0) - + N = 04y — a Aq ( 6. 94)
The equation can be rearranged into the following form
a2g0[1-J]Aj + a2y[N - go]Ao + y[y(4J - 4g0 - a2N) + I]A;
+ y2 (4g0y - Iy - 4Ny)A0 + 4Ny4 = 0 (6.95)
where k = Erlang k parameter of M/E^/l model
J = (l+Jc)/2k and I = 4giay ( 6 . 96)
2 5 1
N = - CAiln(l+i) - m2 (6 .9 7)
Again the numerical method can be used to obtain the optimal 
A0 which satisfies the condition 0 < Ap/p ^ 1.
Similarly results of single-server queues and double-server queues 
can be used in equation (6.85) to obtain the optimal flow rate Ap
6.3 TWO-STAGE AND MULTI-STAGE PORT DEVELOPMENTS
* *Now the facility is upgraded in two stages. Let xi and x2 
be the optimal years in which the facility should be upgraded from 
the undeveloped stage to stage 1 and from stage 1 to stage 2 
respectively. The total disc ounted cost of the two-state short-term 
development is thus: - .
 ̂ CAi(xi) CA2(x 2)C _ ( xi , x2, t ) = -------  + -------
fxi
ST (l+i)Xl
+ -X2 m 1(t)dt +
L i  d+i)6
r T
(1+i)
m2 (t)dt
x2 (1+i). nt
+ flip (t)dt tt (1+i) now
x2 (1+i)C
+
fx i 
tnow
Aq (t)K0[A0(t)]dt 
■ (l+i)C
+ X2 X1(c)K1[X1(t)3dc + n  X?(t)K2[A?(t)]dc 
xi (l+i)t L 2 (1+i)
+ C, ( 6. 98)
Differentiating (6.98)with respect to xi and x2 we have
d  ̂ N CAi(xi) - CAi(xi)ln(l+i) , m0(xi)- j —  O (xi, x2, t ) = ----------- — -----------  + ~dXl ST (l+i)Xl
, Aq (x i  )Kq [Aq (x i  ) ] . Ai (xi )Kl [ a 1 (xi) ]
mi(xi)
(1+i)
(1+i) (l+i)Xl
(1+i)
(6.99)
xi
and
d
dx2 STC f x i ,  x2s t ) =
- Ai(x 2)Kx [Ai (x 2)] A2(x 2)K2 [A2(x 2)]
(1+i) x2 (1+i)X2
+ CA2(x 2) - CA2(x 2)In(1+i) mi(x2) _ m2(x2)
(1+i)x2 (i+i)X2 (1+i)
x2 ( 6 . 100 )
We multiply both sides of (6.99) by (1+i) 1 and of (6*100)
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by (l+i)X2 and set them to zero to find the optimal values xt* * -k
and x2; then xi and x2 are the solutions of the following two 
equations '
0 -  X 0  ( x :  )K0 [ X 0  (xi ) ] -  X i  (xOKi [Xj ( x i )  ]  +  C A Î C x i )  -  C A i  ( x i )ln(l+i)
+ m 0(xi) - mxCxi) (6.10X)
0 -  X i (x2)Ki[Xx(x2)] - X2 ( x 2 ) K 2 [X2 ( x 2 ) ] - CA2 ( x 2 ) - CA2(x2)ln(l+i) 
+mi(x2) - m2(x2) , (6.102)
It can be seen that equation (6.101)is exactly the same as 
equation (6.18) and equation (6.102)can be easily obtained by increasing 
the coefficients of X^, K_., CA_. and m̂. in equation (6.101)by one.
The general equation for the j-th stage development the following j 
equations could be written
0 = X0(xi)K0[X0(xx)] - Xi(xi)Kj[Xj(xi)] + CAi(xi) - CAi(xi)ln(l+i)
+ m0(xi) -mi(xi) ■
0 = X. (x.)K. t (x .)] - X . (x.)K. [X . (x. ) ] - CA"f(x.) - CA. (x. )ln(l+i)l"1 3 J“1 J-l J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
+ m. ,(x.) -m.(x.) J“1 J J J
(6.102y
k  k  kand the optimal values of x 1} x2, . . ., x̂. are the solutions of the 
system of j equations. All the results of the examples considered 
in part 6.2.1 could then be easily generalised for the multi-stage 
development scheme and the same procedure as outlined above can be 
carried out for the multi-stage long-term development. The methodology
k kfor obtaining the optimal values of x .; where x . is the optimal timeJ 3 '
to upgrade the transport facility from stage j-l to stage j, is the 
Same for more complex traffic flow and cost functions.
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6.4 OPTIMAL STAGING SCHEDULE FOR PORT DEVELOPMENTS
In part 6.2 the schedule for upgrading the transport facility 
is fixed where stage i-1 will be followed by stage i and then 
i+1. In this part, the possibility of omitting one or more stages 
is considered. The model is considered in order that the planner 
can compare the upgrading of the transport according to different 
strategies and then can choose the most economical one. The 
criteria will be based on the optimal timing which gives the lowest 
total annual cost. Consider for example, the case where the trans­
port facility is upgraded in two stages - stages 1 and 2 - and the 
case where it only upgrades to stage 2, i.e., stage 1 is omitted. 
The total annual cost expressions are then
and
CST^Xl’ X2î =
rxi
tnow
X0(t)K0[Xq (t)]dt
(l+iA
+
X2
XI
Xi(t)Ki[Al(t)]dt
r T
X2
fXl
X2 (t)K2 [ À 2 (t)]dt + CAi(xi) + CA2 ( x 2 )
+
(1+i)
mo (t)dt
(l+i)X -
+
t (1+i)now
X2 mi (t)dt fT+
xi (1+i)
(l+i)x2
m 2 (t)dt
(1+i)
S
(1+i)
+ Cif (6.103)
X 2 (1+i)
C s t ( x 2 >  T )  =
rx 2
t
Xo(t)K0[Xo(t)]dt
now
CA2 ( x 2 ) _ S 
a+i)X2 (1+i )1
(l+iF
+ X2(t)K2[X2(t)]dt
+ X2 m 0(t)dt
t (1+i) now
X2
+
(1+i)
m 2 (t)dt 
X2 (1+i)*"
e T
+ Cu (6.104
It is asumed here that the salvage values of the two strategies 
are the same.
For the traffic flow and cost expressions in example 4, part 6.2.1, 
the optimal years of commissioning stage 1 and stage 2 are
and
*
xi In Bi ± Zb 2 - 4AiCi 2A
*
X 2
- B2 ± A i  -- 4A2C2" 
in 2A2 ~
(6.105)
( 6.106)
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where
A. = 2[M. -A. max - M.X.max - CA.ln(l+i)l 3 3-1 3-1 3 3  3
- Kn . A. max - K A.maxOj-1 j~l Oj j
B. = 3[M. -A. max - K.A.max - CA.ln(l+i)l 3 3-1 3“1 3 3  3 i (6-106)*
+ K .A. -max - K.A.max - 2CA °3-l 3-1 0z 3 3
C. = M. A max - M.A.max - CA.ln(l-fi) - CA 3 3-1 n-1 3 3  3 ' j
For the case where stage 1 is omitted then the optimal year 
of construction is then .
xj = In
k  k  kB2 - vB?, — 4A 2C2 
2A*
(6-107)
where
^. , 1 = 2[M. A. max - M. , - A . ,-max - CA.,-ln(l+i) 3+1 3-1 3-1 3+1 3+1 3+1
- K_. - A . -max - K_.,_ A .,-max O3 -I j- 1  Oj+ 1 j+ 1
B3+1 3[M. A. max - M..-A. max - CA.-ln(lH-i) } (6-108)3-1 3-1 3+1 3+1 3+1
+ K0 j - i Y i max _K 0j+iXj+imax ■ 2CAj+i
= M. -A. -max - M.^A.^max - CA. , ln(l+i) - CA.,_3+1 3-1 3-1 3+1 3+1 3+1 3+1 J
It should be noted here that the expressions in (6 .1 0 6)*and (6.108) 
are the general expressions for the cases where the facility is 
upgraded from one stage to the next and for the case where stage j 
is omitted.
k  kThe values of xx and x2 in (6.105)and (6.106)could then be 
substituted in(6.103to find the total cost Cg^,(x1 , x2, x) for 
strategy 1. The total cost for strategy 2 could be similarly found 
by substituting (6 . lO^in (6.104). The two results could then be 
compared in order to choose the optimal staging sequence.
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6,5 ECONOMIC LIFE OF PORT INVESTMENT
Once the capital is invested, the economic life of the upgraded 
facility should be determined. The longer the equipment is kept, 
the higher the cost of operating it. In this part, a model will be 
set up to balance the cost of the increased upkeep of the old 
equipment, with the cost of upgrading the facility, a move which 
will reduce operating costs. The traffic congestion cost is also 
taken into account by assuming that the traffic intensity X is a 
function of time and that the average congestion cost per ship is a 
function of the traffic intensity, e.g. X = X(t) and K = K[A(t)]. 
The model is well described by referring to Figure 6.6. The 
congestion cost for this case is shown by an increasing function 
with time, assuming that there is a growing number of ships visiting 
the port.
The problem consists of determining the optimal value of the 
economic life of the investment so as to minimize the total (expected) 
discounted cost; which is equivalent to the (expected) current value 
of all present and future investment, operation cost and congestion 
cost, using an appropriate discount factor.
Notation
*T economic life of the investment
i interest rate in dollars/[(dollar)(unit time)]
l - i discount factor over continuous time
CA capital investment expenditure
K[A(t)] = congestion cost per ship as a function of the 
traffic flow rate.
Assume that the equipment has no salvage value then the total 
discounted cost is the sum of the following costs
The congestion cost incurred between now (t - 0) and
Athe end of year T , the economic life.
fT -•
i  1CK[A(t)] • A(t)dtC,(T) =
0
(6-109)
Cost
Figure 6.6: Optimum economic life of port investment
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The maintenance cost between t = 0 and t = T 
r T
*
c2(t ) = Z lt:m(t)dt
0
(6.110)
- The investment cost CA
The expression for the long tern total cost per unit time 
then becomes
TC(T) = C i  ( T )  +  C 2  ( T )  +  C A (6.111)
or
TC(T) =
rT
l  iCK[\(t)] A(t)dt + ~
r T
Z '̂tm(t)dt + (6.112)
By differentiating TC(T) with respect to T and setting the
result equal to zero we obtain,
dTC(T)
dT
T U  lTK. [X(T) ]X (T) ] - 1 Z ±ZK [  X (t)]X(t)dt
T [ Z lTm(T)] - 1
+
Z lt:m(t)dt
C A = 0 (6.113)
Multiplying both sides by T and after arrangement it 
yields:
,-iT l  [m(t) + K[X(t)] • X(t)]dt - CA = 0 
0 (6.114)
Ti, [K[ A (T) ] • A(T) + m(T) ] -
Substitution of (6.H2) into (6.H4) yields
l  lT[K[A(T)]A(T) + m(T)] = TC(T ) (6.1l5)
Thus the optimal economic life of the investment is obtained 
when total discounted cost yearly is equal to
l  lT[K[A(T)]A(T) + m(T) ] (1.115)
As K is a function of X and X is a function of t then
0
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the product K[A(t)] • A(t) could be expressed as a function of 
time t
Let ,
K[A(t)] * A(t) + m(t) = C(t) (6.117)
then equation (6.114) becomes
rT
Til lT * C(T) = + l  1T:C(t)dt + CA
0
Integrating by parts the integral expression, we obtain
rT .
l t : c ( t ) d t  = -  7 *• ic c ( t ) \ l (
J0 1 O H
l  i,:dC(t)
= - k ' l  lTC(T) + 1  C(0) + 41 1 X
(6.118)
Z.-1I:dC(t)
(6.119)
or
Substituting expression (6.119) in equation (6.118) yields
fT
0
TiTlT * C(T) = J  [ il lt:dC(t) + C(0) - il lTC(T) + iCA] (6.120)
iTiflT . C(T) + il”lTC(T) - il lt:dC(t) - C(0) = iCA (6.121)
and finally
(iT + l)il lTC(T) -
rT
il lt!dC(t) - C(0) = iCA (6.12 2)
0
The solution to this algebraic equation will yield an optimal 
value of T, T . This equation, generally, has a transcendal form, 
and may be solved either numerically or graphically. As C(t)
= K[A(t)] • A(t) + m(t) and as time increases, the cost of 
maintenance, m(t), increases and as it is assumed that there is 
a growth in traffic using the facility so the congestion cost 
K[A(t)] • A(t) also increases. To express this differently, the
function C(t) is a strictly increasing function of t to infinity
:•kand a minimum solution T always exists.
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Example
Let
C(t) = at + b , a > 0 and b > 0 (6.123)
then
dC(t) = adt (6.124)
and the optimal value of T is given by substituting equations 
(6.123) and (6.124) into equation (6.122).
(iT + 1)£ lT(aT + b) -
rT
0
& lt:adt + b = iCA (6.125)
or
or
(iT + 1)£ lT(aT + b) - a
T
+ b = iCA 
0 .
(6.126)
£”iT[(iT + 1)(aT + b) + j ]  = iCA - b + ~  
or
(iT + 1) (aT + b) + y  = [iCA - b + •|]5,+:lT
(6.12 7)
(6.128)
A graphical solution may be obtained by plotting the two 
functions [iCA - b -f -̂ 3 and (iT + l)aT + b) + - r .
The abscissa of their intercept determines the optimum value 
*of T, T .
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Figure 6.7 : Graphical solution of the equation (iT + l)(aT + b) +
= (iCA - b +
ttJ | *H
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION
The main purpose of the thesis has been to contribute to the understanding 
of the congestion process which operates at ports which handle bulk coal 
cargoes. One main factor influencing congestion is the ship turn-round 
time which has been well studied in articles concerned with ocean shipping. 
However, few empirical analyses or data studies have been made available 
by those studying the subject. It is therefore hoped that this thesis 
has contributed significantly to this field of knowledge.
The lack of data describing ship movements has presented researchers with 
the following obstacles -
i) It is difficult to investigate the causes of port congestion and 
hence to find cures for it.
ii) Little attention has been paid to the probabilistic nature of ship 
queueing and turn-round times and this makes it difficult to 
determine optimal ship sizes and thus to minimise loading costs.
iii) Because little data has been collected which describes ship movements, 
many researchers have satisfied themselves with the assumptions given 
by the M/G/l and M/M/s queueing models. These models are inaccurate 
because they do not take into account the sensitiveness of ship 
arrival * and service rates to the number of ships in the system
and they hence overestimate port delays.
In order to overcome this data deficiency a study of coal ship movements 
at the Port of Newcastle was made over a seven year period (1969-76).
This study involved the observation of over 1310 ship movements in the area 
of the M.S.B. coal loader and also of 500 ship movements at the Combined 
Basin and Dyke coal loaders (1973-1975). This large sample of data, once 
analysed, provided valuable information about the operational behaviour 
of the port in relation to ship queueing. Programs ANALYSE and UPGRADE 
were written to enable researchers to analyse data describing ship movements 
at any one-berth and two-berth facility (appendices B.3 and B.4). Program. 
SIZE was written to provide researchers with information about the effects of 
ship size on port and ship performances (appendix B.5). The results of the 
data analysis are summarised below.
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During the period 1969-1976 the port maintained a somewhat constant 
throughput of 8.5million tonnes of coal per annum with a berth utilization 
of 90%. The number of ships waiting days in port rose from an average 
of 1.22 days in 1972-73 to 12.83 days in 1974-75. During 1974-75, when 
the port was most heavily congested, with nearly 9 million tonnes of coal 
exported, the Public Works Department [138] predicted that coal shipments 
to Japan through the port of Newcastle would increase to more than 10 
m.t.p.a. during the subsequent years. The construction of the second 
coal loader for Newcastle was carried out in anticipation of this growth 
in bulk trade. Associated with this growth was the need for additional 
facilities, the modernisation of existing facilities and also a greater 
water depth in the harbour so as to be able to accommodate larger ships.
. During 1975-77 when the second coal loader was under construction, there 
were no significant short-term improvements of the port. As a result 
the coal export trade through the port of Newcastle did not continue 
to improve significantly after the boom year of 1974-75.
. The data analysis of port operations during 1969-76 showed that the
ship turn-round times could be greatly reduced and the tonnage throughput 
of the port could be boosted to more than 9 million tonnes if the 
following short-term improvements were introduced:
- Scheduling of the service operation of the facility so that ships 
would not arrive randomly. The data analysis showed that the ship 
arrivals at the M.S.B. coal loader during the period 1969-1976 were 
not of a simply Poissonian kind (completely random pattern of inter­
arrival times) but with the arrival rate inversely related to the 
number of ships already in port (part 2.4.1). The state-dependence 
of the ship arrival rate upon the number of ships in port is quite 
obvious for the periods 1969-70, 1971-72 and 1972-73 (figure 2.6). 
During periods of heavy congestion, shipowners attempted to reduce 
the number of ships calling at the port. This policy was only 
partly successful because: (part 2.4.1.3).
1) Competition exists between companies loading coal at the port of 
Newcastle, a fact which makes scheduling very difficult.
2) There is no option for ships to divert to an alternate port because 
contracts are valid at Newcastle only.
3) Advance booking for use of the coal loading berth is not permitted 
because arrival times are not reliably predictable.
4) Ships are served in order of arrival. '
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Because of these restrictive policies, the ship owners can not 
schedule their ships very well or even reduce ships' speed as 
there is always the risk of mis-scheduling or of being overtaken 
by another ship and incurring further delay.
The queueing delay suffered by coal ships during 1969-1976 could 
have been greatly reduced if ship scheduling had been effectively 
implemented. As shown in part 2.4.1.3 the substitution of an 
Erlang distribution of ship arrivals (in which ship arrivals are 
scheduled) for a random distribution (in w7hich ship arrivals are 
not scheduled) gave marked reductions in queue time.
Prompt servicing of ships would reduce the in-service delay which 
occurs between the completion of loading of one ship and the commence­
ment of loading of the next. This can involve (i) the prompt 
provision of tugs and pilots to move ships out of and into the coal 
loading berth, (ii) the provision of more tie-up berths adjacent to 
the loading berth in order to reduce the travel time of ships between 
the two berths, (iii) work during weekends and three shifts a day on 
all berths, (iv) streamlining of some administrative procedures such 
as health clearance, customs, etc. Although it was claimed by the 
manufacturer that the loading rate of the M.S.B. coal loader is 2000 
tonnes per hour, the maximum net loading rate is only 65 per cent of 
what was claimed and the "turn-round" loading rate is averaging 20 tonne 
per hour(parf 2.5.11) .The in-service delays accounted for 20% to 40% 
of the berth occupancy time. (Graphs 2.10 and 2.12 and part 2.5.4)
An operational policy could be introduced to force the owners of ships 
with tonnages of less than 30,000 D.W.T. to go to the small loader 
when this loader is available. If this policy had been implemented 
during the periods 1973-1974 and 1974-1975, a reduction in queueing 
delays of 18% and 30% respectively could have been effected. The use 
of small vessels with tonnages of less than 30,000 D.W.T. was found 
to reduce the efficiency of the M.S.B. coal loader. The berth 
utilisation and hence the annual throughput of the M.S.B. coal loading 
facility could be increased if ships of tonnage 40-60,000 D.W.T. were 
more regularly used at this berth. (part 2.6.3)
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Had these improvements been made before the second coal loader was 
constructed, ship congestion probability would have eased significantly 
and the demand for a second coal loader would have lessened. However, 
the second coal loader is now in existence, and it is yet to be seen 
whether its construction was justified. If the throughput rises above 
10 million tonnes per annum then it could be said to have been justified.
The data analysis also helped to pinpoint the effects of ship size on the 
economy of shipping transport and port utilisation. Empirical relationships 
of ship size versus ship and port performance such as turn-round times, 
service times, loading rates, demurrage and despatch rates, cost of loading 
one tonne of coal, number of ship voyages per year, etc., have been 
established. Generally the larger the ship, the better the utilisation of 
the port and the cheaper the cost of transporting one tonne of coal (part 2.5). 
These empirical relationships are of prime interest to ship designers and 
port authorities because they indicate some of the problems of the 'in-port' 
performance of ships and thus are helpful in determining the optimal ship 
size to be used at a port. The trend towards the use of large vessels 
during the period 1969-1976 at the port of Newcastle reflected the awareness 
of the port users to the fact that the larger the vessel the smaller the time 
spent for every tonne of coal loaded.
Finally the data analysis helped to relate the observed system of ships 
loading coal at the port to theoretical queueing models. The processed data 
of ship movements suggested the use of a M(n)/Ek (n)/I queueing model for a 
single-berth port and a M(n)/M(n)*/S queueing model for a multi-berth port.
The data analysis showed that the application of queueing theory to port 
planning must incorporate the sensitivity of state-dependent arrival and 
service rates to port congestion (part 2.4 and 2.6). As the classical queueing 
model M/Ek/S (FCFS/00/00) did not take into account the state-dependence of 
the arrival and service rates, they were found to overestimate port 
congestion especially when the berth utilisation was high (part 4.2). 
Furthermore, in using the M/Ek/S (FCFS/00/00) queueing model in multi-berth 
port planning, it was assumed that all berths were statistically identical 
(homogeneous system). This assumption is not sound, as during port 
operations, vessels can only be served at some particular berths, and 
different berths have different rates of service. Had the homogeneous 
queueing model M/M/2 been used for the'prediction of queueing delays at the 
combined M.S.B. and Dyke coal loaders, ship congestion during the period 
1973-1975 would have been overestimated (part 5.2.5). In order to provide 
appropriate queueing models for application to port planning situations the
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following four models have been thoroughly studied: (i) M(n)/M(n)/s 
FCFS/00/00) , (ii) M(n)/Ek (n)/1 (FCFS/°/oc) , (iii) M(n)/M(n)*/s (FCFS/oc/oo) 
single queue, (iv) M(n)/M(n)*/2 multiple queue. It was found that -
i) The solution of the birth-death equations describing the system-state 
probabilities of the M(n)/M(n)/S queueing model posed no difficulty.
The use of the server utilisation equation
(i.e. 1/S P(S-l) + 2/S P (S—2) + ... + i/S P(s-i) + ... + P(o) = 1 - 6 -  
where 6- = A*/sy *) provided a simple and unified approach for deriving 
the measures of effectiveness of this model, e.g. average queue length, 
average system time (part 4.3.3). The application of this model for 
predicting queueing delay at the M.S.B. during the period 1969-1976 
was satisfactory, i.e. the delay prediction by the M(n)/M(n)/1 model 
incorporating A(n) and p(n) estimated by the maximum likelihood ' 
estimators of Wolf [175] agreed fairly well with the observed data 
(part 4.4).
ii) The solution of the steady-state equations describing the state-
transitions of the M(n) /Ek (n) /I could only be approached numerically. 
Computer program MNEKNl (appendix was written to allow
calculation of all measures of effectiveness of this model. The 
application of this model for predicting queueing delays at the M.S.B. 
coal loader during the period 1969-1976 was not satisfactory. The 
difference between the predicted values and the observed ones was 
explained as follows - (i) the M(n)/Ek (n)/1 queueing model could not 
take into account the port's characteristics such as travel times, tugs 
and tide delays, etc., (ii) the queue discipline FCFS of the 
M(n)/Ek (n)/1 (FCFS/0/00) model was not adhered to in the actual system 
(part 4.4).
iii) The method of solution of the multi-dimens ional birth and death 
equations by Cooper [23] was found useful for deriving the 
probability distribution of the number of ships in the system of the 
M(n)/M(n)*/S single queue and random choice of servers (part 5*2.3). 
Measures of effectiveness of this queueing model, such as the 
average queue length, distribution of waiting time, effective arrival 
and service rates and moments of waiting time distribution were derived 
(part 5,2.4). The observed data describing queueing delays at the 
combined M.S.B. and Dyke loaders during the period 1974-1975 was found 
to correspond reasonably well with ship congestion estimated by the
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M(n)/M(n) * / 2 (F C F S /«> /°o ) model where A(n) = Ah/(n + h) and h = 40 
(part 5.2.5.2).
iv) The solution for the equilibrium probability distribution of the 
number of ships in the system of the model M(n)/M(n)*/2 - double 
queue was possible by separating the queuing system into two 
sub-systems. By doing so, it was possible to study each sub-system 
• by using the results of single-server queueing theory. This class 
of queueing model can be used to describe many physical situations 
where different customer types are processed at different types of 
service, facilities. For example, at Newcastle harbour, coal ships 
loading' coal at the combined M.S.B. and Port Waratah loaders, were 
divided into two classes (which is based on the dead weight tonnage 
of the ships), class-one ships of tonnage smaller than 30,000 D.W.T. 
were served at the small loader and class-two ships of tonnage 
greater than 30,000 D.W.T. were served at the large loader. Despite 
the accuracy of this model for use in predicting queueing delays for 
this type of queueing situation, its use has received no attention in 
previous studies of multi-berth port planning. In view of this 
deficiency this class of queueing model - M(n)/M(n)*/2 double queue - 
was carefully studied (part 5.3).. The three queueing policies of 
operating the two-berth facility were examined by taking into accpunt 
some interactions of arriving ships at the two berths. The distri­
bution of ships in the system and the average measures of effectiveness 
such as queue length, system time, etc., were derived (part 5.3).
To test the applicability of these models for predicting queueing delay at 
a double-berth port, the observed data describing shipping delays at the 
combined M.S.B. and Dyke loaders during the period 1973-1975 was compared 
with the predicted values by the M(n)/M(n)*/2 - double queue model. The 
difference between the observed and the predicted data was large. This was 
explained by the fact that during this period owners of small ships often 
refused to have their ships served at the small loader even if it was vacant. 
If this had not been the case, the ship queueing time during this period could 
have been reduced by up to 29%. These heterogeneous queueing models which 
take into account the interactions of the operations of the two facilities, 
are considered to be appropriate for predicting queueing delays at the 
upgraded Port Waratah and M.S.B. coal loaders, now fully in operation.
2o7
The report is intended to be a practical tool to be used by queueing 
practitioners in their efforts to cure port congestion. Firstly, it 
provides easily handled computer programs which analyse the operational 
capacity of the port. It provides quantitative information about 
shipping delays, their causes, the effects of ship size on port per­
formance, the distribution of arrival and service times and the state- 
dependance of the arrival and service rates on the number of ships in 
the system. (The programs which were developed in this report can 
be used in the statistical analysis of any service facility, e.g., 
bank teller, ticket booth, supermarket checkout.) Secondly, appropriate 
queueing models were studied and developed to provide relevant and 
easily calculated measures of port performance, so that the port planner 
can describe the queueing pattern of ships at the port of his concern 
and use the queueing models to predict shipping delays which occur 
when the port throughput increases.
Once the causes of port congestion have been identified by the data 
analysis programs, the cures may involve either a short-term or a long-term 
improvement. Careful planning of the port must then take into account the 
analysis of optimal scheduling-of transport improvements in one or more . 
stages. This study is important because it allows the authority to 
improve the facility to an optimal level and thus avoid overdevelopment.
The analysis of port planning was made according to the two basic criteria, 
"what and when", i.e., what kind of port facilities should be constructed 
and when, so that the benefits connected with port investments would 
be obtainable. The measure of effectiveness of the cost model, which 
determined the optimal year in which to commission the short and long-term 
port improvements in one or more stages is the minimum total cost of 
improvements which includes the port congestion cost and the capital 
cost of the improved facilities (parts 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4).
A minimum cost solution will not yield a maximum port throughput for 
the port owners nor minimum shipping delays for the shipowners. However, 
it does provide a compromise solution for the utilization'.of the port s 
facility by the portowners without causing undue delays to the shipowners.
The optimal year to phase out the facility was also determined, based 
upon an estimation of the economic life of the port investment. This 
was done in order to minimise facility maintenance and port congestion 
caused by the use of an outmoded facility (part 6.5).
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The approaches followed in our study of the congestion process at 
the coal loading berths at Newcastle can be generalized so that 
they are applicable to the study of congestion in any servicing system.
In fact the analysis programs ANALYSE and UPGRADE can be used to provide 
the following information about any service facility.
(1) The causes of congestion and methods of alleviation.
(2) The patterns of traffic, i.e. arrival and service distributions 
and the State-dependence of the arrival and service rates on
. the number of customers in the system
(3) The effects of the size of the customer on his own waiting 
time and on the efficiency of the servicing system; This 
information can provide the planner with some ideas regarding 
the design of the servicing facility so that he can maximise 
its capability and minimize delay to his customers.
Once these characteristics of the servicing systems are known, 
then the theoretical queueing models developed as well as the computer 
programs (which were written to allow for the calculation of all the 
measures of effectiveness of these queueing models) can be used to 
represent the servicing systems and to predict future queueing delays 
as the demand for services increases. In addition, the analytic studies 
of chapter 6 can be used to determine what kind of improvements should be 
planned for - short or long term - in order to meet the demand at the 
right time.
The data analysis of chapter 2 showed that the port congestion 
caused by the coal trade at Newcastle during the period 1969-1976 arose 
because of the rapid increase in ship services with which the port was 
unable to cope. The queueing delays for ships loading coal at the port 
of Newcastle during this period were the result of permanent congestion 
(part 2.5.9). Various short-term improvements could have been made to , 
reduce the queueing delays. However the Maritime Services Board was 
more concerned with long-term projects which would boost the coal loading 
capacity at Newcastle. The reason for this was the Board’s anticipation of 
a rise in the export level of Newcastle coal to 20 million tonnes per 
annum by 1985 [78*]. In fact the operation of the Port Waratah coal 
loader which was completed in January 1977 has quickly reduced congestion 
at the port and has increased the volume of ship traffic. In the four 
weeks ended April 23, 1977, coal exports were high at 1,467,200 tonnes (des 
pite the Easter holidays) which is equivalent to an annual rate of 19
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million tonnes. Increased exports of Northern coal, including 346,000 
tonnes loaded by the new coal loader, were responsible for the rise [15] .
The unavailability of reliable data associated with the upgraded 
facility (i.e. Port Waratah coal loader) makes it impossible to provide 
some insights into the current shipping patterns at the port.
Some future research work which would involve the collection and 
processing of data describing the upgraded facility (M.S.B. and Port 
Waratah) could be done (by the program UPGRADE, Appendix B.4) to 
determine the effects of ship size on queueing" delays and berth idle■ 
times and therefore the optimal ship size to be used at each loader. 
The program can handle and give solutions for such interacting 
factors as the effect of ship size on berth utilization and the 
scheduling of ships to minimise berth idle time. .
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SHIP MOVEMENTS
The ship movements outlined in the following passages relate to coal 
ships visiting Newcastle Harbour to be loaded at the Basin coal loader 
(M.S.B.) prior to 1981, by which date the harbour will be deepened.
When a coal ship arrives off Nobby’s Head it is signalled by the station 
and joins the queue for the Basin loader or any tie-up berth available (tie- 
up berths for coal-loaded vessels are usually general cargo berths in the 
Basin area). All vessels entering Newcastle must use pilots and larger 
vessels require tug assistance. Usually four tugs and a pilot are needed 
which should be available at the same time to avoid delays caused by having 
to wait upon one of these parties to arrive. ,
However, the pilot is not necessary if the captain holds a pilotage 
exemption certificate. The present tug availability and requirements may 
be referred to in Appendix A.2. In addition, medical clearance (i.e. pratique) 
is necessary for all ships except for those from New Zealand, the Pacific 
Islands or ships which previously had pratique at another Australian harbour. 
Coal trade vessels usually arrive at the Port in the unloaded condition and 
can sail in on a slack water (i.e. when the channel flow is minimal at high 
or low water). For ship movement from tie-up berths to the coal loader, 
there is no tidal restriction as the flows in the Basin area are small.
Generally 10% underkeel clearance is required, which restricts vessels drawing 
over 10 m when moving in the port.
The average ships take about 30 - 36 hours to load. However, the loading 
time varies according to the size of the vessel, the types of coal to be 
loaded and whether or not the docks are clear of obstructions. If the ships 
taking on coal are bulk carriers, the boom does not have to be raised and 
ships may be served continuously except during breakdowns and industrial 
disputes, and between 1200 hours and 2400 hours on Saturday, Christmas Day, 
Anzac Day, Good Friday, Picnic Day and Labour Day. With the exception of
these times the loader is otherwise available for lease [142]. Breakdowns 
may occur at any time, and add considerably to the ship loading time. In 
an effort to minimize loading time, the M.S.B. does not allow ships to 
approach the loading berth unless sufficient coal is on hand to allow the 
the complete coal order to be fulfilled. However, scheduling is 
usually based on at least the next three vessels waiting to load, 
and stockpile areas of 90,000 tonnes have been provided for the 
pre-assembly of the coal which is awaiting shipment. Thus the large
bulk carriers as well as the smaller vessesl (of about 15,000 d.w.t.) 
are able to be loaded at Carrington Basin [15]. The Dyke Wharf is used 
for the purpose of loading coal onto the smaller vessels of size less 
than 15,000 d.w.t. The loading rate of the Dyke loader is about 300 
tonnes per hour.
Various delays to the ships may occur during the loading operations. 
The loader has to be moved seven or eight times (to change hatches) per 
loading and this averages about 1 hour 50 minutes (from the historical 
data.). Also the loader is subject to breakdowns and industrial disputes, 
and coal stocks may be exhausted.
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Figure A.1 : Movements of coal ships visiting the Basin Coal loader
1
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Figure A .l Cont.: Movements of coal ships visiting the Basin Coal loader
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APPENDIX A.2
A.2 TUG AVAILABILITY AND REQUIREMENTS
There are four tugs provided by the Waratah Towage Company and 
Fenwick Co. to assist the movements of ships into and out of the 
harbour. According to Captain Ken Hopper, there is no delay for coal 
ships in getting tugs and pilots as they have first priority over 
other ships. The time schedule for the tug availability is [41].
Table A.l
(Time (hours) No. of tugs available
Day (8.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.) 4 available
Night (12.00 a.m. - 8.00 a.m.) 2 available
Weekends 2 rostered on
After 5.00 p.m. Crews stand by
TUG REQUIREMENTS
Table A.2
Range of ship length No. of tugs required
up to 75 metres 0
75 - 144 metres 1
145 - 180 metres 2
181 - 210 metres 3
over 210 metres 4
Source: Maritime Services Board, Ref. [141],
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APPENDIX A. 3 .
tidal RESTRICTIONS
The 11 metres I.S.L.W. depth, of the port of Newcastle (measured 
in 1975) imposes the following tiaal restrictions on movements of ships 
into and out of the port.
Table A.3
Restriction Ship condition Approx. No. of 
hours/24 hours 
movement couldDraught range <9.3m 9.3-9.9m 9.9-10.5m >10.5m >10.5m
<16 2m <17 4m <180m <210m >210m occur
None
loaded + 
unloaded - 24
for berthing only:
slack water 1 
hour and with 
tidal flow in the 
opposite direct­
ion to berthing 
direction (not 
apply in Basin)
loaded 
+ .
unloaded
unloaded unloaded
16
slack water 
± 1 hour
• out
unloaded 8
slack water 
± 1 hour and 
daylight
in
unloaded
4 to 6
high water 
± 1 hour loaded 4
high water 
± h hour loaded
out
loaded 2
high water 
± % hour and 
daylight
in
loaded 1 to 2
Source: Maritime Services Board
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The coal ships usually arrive at Newcastle Harbour in a light 
condition and proceed to a tie-up berth. These vessels can then move 
to the coal loader at any state of tide as the tidal flows in the Basin 
area are small. Let Ptide be the probability that the channel is ' 
congested by tide and h ^  is the number of hours that the channel is 
tide-unsuitable for ship movements the.n the waiting time due to tide 
restriction is
t = h P * htide tide
where
h_ ______tide_____
^tide (24 (hours/day)
The following table could then be set up to determine the waiting 
hours for different ship classes ' moving in and out of Newcastle 
Harbour under tide restriction.
Table A.4
(Length limit) 
(tonnage DWT)
Moving in (unloaded) Moving out (loaded)
t = t. + tm  outh . tide ^tide tm h . tide ^tide tout
<162m; <20,000 
DWT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
<174m; 25,000 
DWT 8 0.333 1.333 8 0.333 1.333 2.666
<180m; 30,000 
DWT 8 0.333 1.333 16 0.666 5.333 6.666
<210m, 
>30,000; 
<45,000 DWT
8 0.333 1.333 22 0.916 10.08 11.41
>210m; >45,000 
DWT 19 0.791 7.520 22 0.916 10.08 17.60
where t = t. + t is the' total number of hours a ship spends m  out
waiting for right tides for moving in and out of the harbour.
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TRAVEL TIMES OF SHIPS VISITING NEWCASTLE HARBOUR
Table A.5
Source: Maritime Services Board
From To Travel Time (hours)*
Nobby's Basin or Dyke 
Berths 1.0
Nobby's B.H.P. and Koora- 
gang Island 1.5
Basin and Dyke 
Berths Nobby's 1.0
B.H.P. and Koora- 
gang Island Nobby's v 2.0 (includes an 
allowance for 
swinging the 
vessle)
Dyke Berths B.H.P. 1.0
Lee Berths Basin Loader 0.5
Basin Loader 1 Basin Loader 2 0.5 (winching
operation)
Between the various B.H.P. 
wharves 0.5 (winching or tug 
assisted)
(b) Sequential Ship Movements
(i) Tug movements between any two points within the 
harbour take approximately h hour (i.e. 0.25 hours).
(ii) All other factors being satisfied, a ship may enter 
Nobby's a minimum of h hour after another ship leaves 
Nobby's.
(iii) If sufficient tugs are available, ships following each 
other in the channels should be a minimum of 5 minutes 
apart and the ship proceeding to the further-most berth 
should be first.
Ships may not pass each other in the channels(iv)
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APPENDIX A5 
PORT OPERATION
The coal destined for the Carrington Basin coal loader is first .
quarried and transported to the system by rail or by road. For rail 
receival, the rail intake hopper is designed to receive coal from waggons 
capable of being emptied through bottom discharge doors. The rapid 
turn-around of complete trains is assured by using four wheel and bogie 
hoppers. Road receival is achieved by dumping into the road or by 
dischaiging trucks direct to the storage area. From the underground 
hoppers, the coal is moved by conveyor belt either direct to the ship 
or to the four-section stacking area, where it is stacked by boom 
stackers according to grade, type and anticipated ship arrival. When it 
is desired to load the coal upon a ship, the stacked coal is moved by 
a bucket wheel reclaimer and placed on the conveyors. With the help of 
the large surge bins, all the coal being shipped is transformed from 
being a fluctuating incoming load to a constant outward load. From the 
surge bins, coal is moved by the conveyors to the two wharf-mounted 
ship loaders, which have a capacity of 1 000 tonnes per hour each.
Figure 1.3 may be referred to for the flow of coal from the Canwan storage 
area to waiting ships.
Coal shipping operations are carried out at Carrington Basin berths 
Nos, 1 and 2 which are 383 metres long and have a 147 metre dolphin 
extension. The depth of water at the Basin coal loader berth is about 
11 metres while at the entrance to the harbour the depth at low tide is 
11 metres. The berth can accommodate vessels of up to 11.6 m draught and 
244 m 0/A length, that is, vessels with capacities of up to approximately 
58,000 d.w.t.
Coal vessels are often loaded with less than their maximum tonnage 
capacity so that they can take advantage of the next high tide. Large 
loaded ships of greater than 210 m can leave the harbour only on high 
tide and only if sufficient tugs are available. Vessels awaiting a 
suitable high tide can be winched along to the adjacent dolphin-type 
tie-up berth so that the next coal vessel can be moved into the loading 
berth. The tidal restrictions for movements of ships and the travel times 
between various parts of the port may be referred to in Appendix A.2 
and A.4. According to Captain Ken Hopper, Harbour Master, coal ships
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have first priority in using the port’s facilities and their movements 
into and out of the Basin coal loader do not interfere with operations 
in other areas of the port, with ships using other facilities that the 
port has to offer *[1413 •
The physical characteristics of the port, which has both tidal 
and navigational restrictions, contribute to the delays in ship turn-around 
time experienced at Newcastle. It is predicted that the trend towards 
the use of larger ships will continue [78] and within the next 10-15 
years the major share of trade will be carried out by vessels that 
can only sail when loaded near or at high water. The future depth of 
the Port of Newcastle (15.2 m by March, 1981) will help to reduce the 
port congestion associated with the present trend of building larger- 
sized vessels.
APPENDIX B
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STATISTICAL TESTS FOR EXPONENTIALITY
. APPENDIX B.1
B.l.l General
In parameter estimation problems,- a particular type of probabilistic 
queueing model is prespecified and we are concerned with the estimation 
of the parameters of this particular model. However, it is just as 
important to test the adequacy of our assumption regarding the model 
chosen. A number of tests must be carried out to test the adequacy of 
various assumed distributions of interarrival and service times. The 
first test is used to decide if the process is exponential. This question 
is of interest as the absence of a Poisson/exponential characteristic 
in queueing theory gives rise to nearly insurmountable obstacles to 
closed form analytical modelling. ,
Generally, the chi-square test is used to compare the observable 
data presented in block diagram form with the theoretical distribution 
in which the parameter is replaced by its maximum-likelihood estimator,
° ,-Atwhich is X = n/ £ t. for both the exponential Ait and Poisson 
n -At i=l 1(At) e /n! where t. is the interval between the (i-l)st and ith
event. The resulting statistic is then
x £ -  In (0. - Jt.)l li=l it.l ( B . 1)
where (h is the number observed in the ith frequency class (out of 
a total of between 10 and 20 classes).
Jt̂  is the number expected in the ith frequency class 
if the hypothesis distribution is correct.
k is the number of degrees of freedom.
k = total number of classes - the number of parameters 
estimated.
The application of the chi-square goodness-of-fit to the Poisson 
distribution of the number of ships in port is often criticized.
As pointed out by Miller [115], tbe chi-square test assumes that 
the number of ships in port on consecutive days are uncorrelated, an
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assumption which is unlikely to be correct. The other weaknesses 
of the X 2 test are its requirement for a large sample, its heavy 
dependence upon the choice of the number and position of the time—axis 
intervals, and the possibility of a very high type II error for some 
feasible alternative distributions [50].
There are ways to overcome these problems, e.g., graphical 
procedures can be used in the statistical analysis of queueing. 
However, the following three powerful tests are suggested by Gross and 
Harris [50] to test the exponentiality of queueing models. They are 
the F test, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test and the Anderson­
Darling (A-D) test.
B.1.2 F Test
For n hypotherised exponential interpccurrence times (t^) 
we group the first r(=n/2) and last (n-r) interoccurrence times 
and s_̂ is used to denote the ith normalized spacing, i.e.
s = (n - i + 1) (t - t. ) (t0 = 0)l  l  i - I (B.2)
{s_̂ } are then independent and identically distributed exponentials 
with exactly the same means as the underlying distribution. The 
quantity
F = nI  s./(n-r)
i=r+l
(B.3)
is thus the ratio of two Erlangs and is distributed as an F distribution 
with 2r and 2(n-r) degree of freedom when the hypothesis is true 
[50]. Therefore, a two-tailed F test would be performed on the F 
calculated from a set of data in order to determine whether the stream 
is indeed truly exponential. Tables of critical points for the F 
distribution, a = 0, 01, 0.025 and 0.05 may be found in Gross and 
Harris [50].
B.1,3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) Test
For this test, the deviations of the empirical CDF from the
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theoretical CDF are compared and the K-S test uses as its test 
statistic a modified maximum absolute deviation, namely
K = max[max{ - F(t ) | , ' \ ^ ~  - F(t.)| }] (B.4)
j 3 3
where t. is the jth ordered (ascending) observation, and F(t )
. J . -ti/c - 3is the exponential CDF, 1 -  Z ; t being the sample arithmetic
average. Critical values for the K-S statistic when testing for
exponentiality with an unknown population mean are given in Table B.l.
B.1.4 Anderson-Darling (A-D) Test
The A-D test is similar in type to the K-S test except that 
the A-D test statistic is a type of weighted deviation of theoretical 
from actual CDF while the K-S test statistic is based on the maximum 
deviation. For the A-D test,'the test statistic with t. the ith 
ordered observation and F(t^) = 1 - o  J is
n ' ~
A = - n ---£ { (2j - 1) In F (t. ) + (2n - 2 j + 1) In F(t. ) }
n j=i J J
A table of critical values for the A-D statistics is given in 
Table B.l. Subroutine EXPON in Appendix B.3 is written to test the 
exponentiality of inter-arrival time and service times distributions by 
the A-D and K-S tests.
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Table B.l
Critical values for Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling exponential
with unknown parameter^ . Ref. [50]
Sample
Size
A. Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
Level of Significance a
N 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.01
3 0.451 0.479 0.511 0.551 0.600
4 0.396 0.422 0.449 0.487 0.548
5 0.359 0.382 0.406 0.442 0.504
6 0.331 0.351 0.375 0.408 0.470
7 0.309 0.327 0.350 0.382 0.442
8 0.291 0.308 0.329 0.360 0.419
9 0.277 0.291 0.311 0.341 0.399
10 0.263 0.277 0.295 0.325 0.380
11 0.251 0.264 0.283 0.311 0.365
12 0.241 0.254 0.271 0.298 0.351
13 0.232 0.245 0.261 0.287 0.338
14 0.224 0.237 0.252 0.277 0.326
15 0.217 0.229 0.244 0.269 0.315
16 0.211 0.222 0.236 0.261 0.306
17 0.204 0.215 0.229 0.253 0.297
18 0.199 0.210 0.223 0.246 0.289
19 0.193 0.204 0.218 0.239 0.283
20 0.188 0.199 0.212 0.234 0.278
25 0.170 0.180 0.191 0.210 0.247
30 0.155 0.164 0.174 0.192 0.226
>30 0.86 0.91 0.96 1.06 1.25
v̂N ¿N /n S
B. Anderson-DarlingSample Level of Significance aSize
N 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.01
3 0.736 0.812 0.951 1.092 1.63
5 0.766 0.854 0.991 1.224 1.88
7 0.781 0,873 1.024 1.260 1.90
10 0.788 0.889 1.028 1.280 1.91
15 0.801 0.896 1.033 1.302 1.93
>20 0.806 0.903 1.044 1.305 1.94
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STATISTICAL TEST FOR ERLANG DISTRIBUTIONS
APPENDIX B .2
Again the chi-square test can be used to fit the Erlangian 
distribution to the inter-arrival and service time distributions. 
Computer programs - can be found in Appendix B.3 (subroutines 
ERLANG and CHIGOOD) to test the Erlang distributions of the inter­
arrival times and service times of ships loading coal at Newcastle 
harbour. The test can also be graphically checked by plotting the 
ratio of inter-arrival times (or service times) to the mean inter­
arrival time (or the mean service time) against the percentage of 
time that the various values of the ratio were exceeded a certain 
percentage (say 10%, 20%, ...) against a plot of the cumulative Erlang 
distribution. If a random distribution exists then the plot should 
approximate the curve for Erlang distribution with K = 1. This 
graphical check of random arrivals, however, does not give a measure 
of the degree of correlation between the observed and the theoretical 
distribution.
A P P E N D I X  B .3
The data input from card reading for program ANALYSE is given below:
- Read (1, 10) IQ(1), MS(1), ITT(l), IQT(l), IS1(1), IS2(1), IS3(1), 
IS4(1), JAT(l), JST(l), IAT(l), IBIP(l), ISIP(l), IABT(l), ITRT(l), 
IG(1), IT(1)
This is the data for the first ship in the system and includes 
system arrival time, service finish time, travel time, ..., etc...
Computer program of the data analysis of the one-berth facility.
Program ANALYSE
Read (1, 12) GLR(l), NBERTH, CARGO, KT
GLR(l) = Tonnage to be loaded onto first ship
NBERTH = Berth number
CARGO =. Type of cargo to be loaded
KT = An amount of time to be adjusted in the ICON
statement function.
- Read (1, 20) MA, NA, LA, KA, MB, NB, LB, KB, MC, NC, LC, KC,
MD, ND, LD, KD, ME, NE, LE , KE, MF, NF, LF, KF, MG, NG, LG,
LG, MH, NH, LH, KH, IT(I), MS (I)
With the statement function
IK = ICON(MK, NK, LK, KK, KT) = ((IDAY(KK) + LK - 1)*24 + MK) 
*60 + NK + KT
MK hours, NK minutes, LK day and KK month are converted into one 
variable IK denoting the chronological time sequences of ship
operations.
ID = Coal loading berth arrival time
IE = loading start time
IF = loading finish time
IG = berth departure time
IH = port departure time
IT = tonnage loaded
ICON (MD,ND,LD,KD,KT) 
ICON (ME,NE,LE,KE,KT) 
ICON (MF,NF,LF,KF,KT) 
ICON (MG,NG,LG,KG,KT) 
ICON (MH,NH,LH,KH,KT)
Definitions of IA, IB,and 10 are different for the six ship types and can 
referred to in part 2.2.2.1.
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5[¡ LANs MS( i )
GO JT (¿A, a r r L *3, 5 0 ,4 S r 5 0
r 1 fu, £ SYST « î H STATE ( I >
UJBfcD DF / T A T ï ON FROM TH ^ FAN 
U  w I \ 0 F U  RS T CLASS INT “ R VAI.
* YATE
• PATE
JE CLASS INTERVAL
10 D , V A R , ST AD» CV , r A , T ! T L E < 1 0 , 4 ) » TMr < 3 rN 
1 «TF«EM  S)fXLOrXNlrA JOB
f RL ( ¿ 0 0 )  , J S 3 ( 3 0 0 ) , I T1 ( 30  ) , J T M  00 )
' » I c < 3 1C ) , Î D ( 3 0 0 > , T F ( 3 0 0 ) , T F ( 3 n > î , j g ( 3 « F > , 
T T ( 3 0 0  , 0 r 3 0 0 ) , J A T ( 3  0 0 ■ r ! S T ( 3 0 ) rJ F T ( 3 0 0 
> r TT ( Q)  , ET ( 0 )  , C(Q)  , I S I  P C *0A)  r T R ¡ £>OOH) ,
! > r I S 4 c 3 0 ' ) , T S b ( 3 o 0 ) , I S T < 3 n 0  ) , j < s T ( 3 ' 0 ) ,
‘ # I A B T ( «Ç 0 ) , I T R T ( 30 0 ) , G R ( J 0 0 > r T Í) A Y f 2 b )
'AV (K K> + 1. -1 ) * 2 4  + H r > * 6 0 +  K + K T
T U ) fIoT ( ) r T S1 ( 1 > #IS 2 (1 > 7 T S 3(1 ) ,I S4 (1 ) ; 
■’ ( 1 ) ï I S I P 1 ) , I A B T (1 ) , I T R T ( 1 ) , I G • 1 ) , I T ( 1 > 
î 4,8 1 5 , F 6 . o )
R H 0 r K T
-• N B # L B , K S , M C r N C , L C r K C r M D r N D , L D A D f  
o , N G r L C , ' G , M H f f H » I H , K H , ‘ T M ) ,  Mf ( T )
BLANK SO THAT LE="
• N A , L A r K A , K T )
. N B f L B , K B , K T )
.Ni;,lC,KC.H) r ) 
r ; r )
T )
T )
. I D U  ) ) G T 0 ¿  5
) , G k . î P ( ! > ) G 0 TT /  5 
1).I T . I H ')>GO TC 3 )
? 0  R G IJ E T > 0 { B  <  T D T Ç  <  i  f  î  -  <  j  h
' » l A R'
f T H G V I 0 i A T F Í)
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35 T K  n  ( I ) . E .0 .O R .Ip ( T ) . R * . <) ) K E q  R s + ¿ r )
«O T 1 60
4t T F ( I H  I ) . N F . 0 . O R , I r  ( T > . E • U ) K F R R s P R R + 2 0 0
T f ( 1 T ( X ) . G B . ï C ( ! ) , 0 R , î C ( !) , G E , T D ( ) ) KERR-sKFR^ + 3 0
ft U TO 60 '
45 ï r < I A ( I ) . F G . 0 . 0 R . I C < T ) . N : . 0 ) K’ c F R - ^pr^ + ? ) 0
I F ( iS ( I ) , F G . S) 60 TO 4?
T r ( \ ( 1 ; , ( F , T R ( Í ) > < F R R = K ■: K R + „6 0fiO TO 6 0
41 TF ( T A ( 1 ) , f T „ T i ■ ( I ) } < F R R = K  KR + 0 (}
(î U JO 6 0
H  T F ( l \ < I ) , F G . 0 .0 R . I r ( T ) , E ). 0 ) K E s? p = F r r + ¿  0 f)
I F ( T O ( I ) . n F . T D ( M ) ! f F R R s K ' i R P  + áO
T T (T1 S ( I ) . F G . 6 ) fi'i TO S
1 F ( T H D  O T , U ( n  , 0 R . i « ( * ; . G fc . ï C < ) ) KfcRR'sKFRR + iO GO TO 61*
t F ( 7 A ( I ) . «“ 1 . T p n ) . 0 R . I R ( ! i . 6 f e .  f C ( ) ) K E R R *  KR R R + i  0 
Si  35 TO GTS, ï P h N T T F r F $ TYPES ? A 0 3 ERRORS,
rvpF^ a R F CO F TO I A , T b ù n  TC E V T R : F  s DISAGREEING WITH M s n )  TYPE
1 V P F. 3 ARE H V E T O V T O G A T I 5 N 0 F r H R T N , 0 R f) RP O F t a. * I P , I C # ' N P I D
ó (j T B I P ( I ) s I p ( I ) - T G (J -1 T
I F ( I O I P ( T ) . L T . 0 ) K F RR = « F E +4
ST60 + 1 i n r a T î F u- s t v d h a  r r o r s  du t d  o v e r l a p p i n g  b e r t h  o c c . p e r r n g s 
T F ( K F R R . F O . f ) G O  T0 6 S
WR I TF ( 5 ,6 4 ) ( I , I A ( n  , T Ö ( I ) , ï c 1 n  , î ( T ) , I E ri ) 7 T F ( n  ; I 0 ( I ) 7 T H ( I) f I T ( I
1> » M S ( I ) # K F RE )
64 FOR H A T ( 1 3 , F ( J  f , Y ) , ? y , F 5 , U , 2 a , t 2 , ï 4 )
nr=o r+1
K 1 N ( N R > = K F R R 
LUC( NR) = î 
K t R R r: C
65 T = I+1
GO TO 1 5)
h
I F ( H P . E u , 0 ) G 0 T • in 0  
W R I T F (5 >B 0 )f R , 10
«li R jRn \T< 1 o ' , 3V  , T3 ,  * ? m C C R F C T D ■ T A CARDS DÛT OF 1 , I 7 , /  /  * ? X , 1 L 1C A T t o
1 N E R R 0 R T Y p P '  r / #1 U X » ' C0 h ' ) 
toRI T F < 5 r # 5 > ( L 0C ( NS ) , y I A ( ' S ) , N S n 1 , R)
«5 0 . f ? n u  ( • 0 • - f  X , 1 3 , 7 Y  , T 4 )
N K I T F ( D , O f )
1 (j F 0  R f p )  j  (  1 1 '  t 3  X ,  '  0  A T  A P R C C S S I N G  T E  M |  N A T  E o D U E T O  p F T E  C T I  f )  P 0  F 0 A t  p 
1 E R R O R S ' )
GO TO 360
Fl RO P DETECT ION,  r P5SKJ0 0 CARDS M TH ERRORS,  p OC An D K T 4 GIVE L O r  AT IU f
d i G T Y P E OCDE 0 F ERRORS. T H E 4 M< - T T S 0 F K I H F R 0 f ! TO G T V - R E S P c C T ! V
T D F PRESEI CF PE EL p d *?S B ' THE IR T PR NOS , F. G., $h*uf$ A LL F n in y w p
P F E S Ç N T r IRILE 0 7 on SHCLM ONLY TV r ? e r r O p fS P Rp r HT,
OJtl í = ¿>
j -  n
101 T F ( I , 6T . H )( 0 T» * ?5
1 F ( I S I P ( I ) , ( T . M1 S 5 ) 6 0 TO 1 0 5
.! = J + 1
JK(J)=ïBTp(I)
1U5 UNsOS ( I )
303
60 TO (11 0 , 11 5 , 1 T 0 , 1 1 5 »1 i o * 11 5 > , I. n 
11« I T T ( I ) * I D < 1 ) - I B ( I )
GO TO 1 * 0
H5 T T T ( T ) s I C < I ) - I B ( 1 )
1*0 N T <ns (I) )nNT(l’S ( I ) >+1
J T ( M S ( I ) ) = J T ( l $ ( I ) ) + T T T ( li 
I-I + 1
GO TO 101 
li!!) JMs J 
K =0
1 ¿t K = K + 1
c T ( K ) = 0 .
IF ( N T ( K ) . f 6 . 0 ) E T ( K) a J T ( K ) /  M T ( K )
GO TO <135*13G#135,130*1 
13U ! f ( i ! T ( K >  . LI  . 5 ) 6 0  TO 135 
IF(ET(K-1) ,EQ.O)GO TO 13 i 
C(K)-tT(K-1 ) / ETCK)
GO TO 140  
135 r<K) »1 .U
14« I F ( K , LE . 5 ) 60 TO 1 2 *
SHOO TO S T 1 4 0 . TRAVEL T r M E S • ,» R«T R AV E L < B5 ) COMPONENT OF SERVICE TIME FQp 
IQ=3 AND RARELY I Q a l .  FOR M $ = 1 , 3 ,  , ! TT=AC t LIAI TF TO L / ' ERTH  FROM p / ENTRY,
0 / A , 0 / BERTH RESPLV.  f OR S = 2 * 4 , 6 ,  I J T a  TT TO ( 1 S T) I / H  «‘ /BERTH F R 0 1 SAME 
ORIGINS RESPLY.  FOR MS*2 » 4 , 6 *  A F CTOR C IS APPL En TO I TS SO TH*T THFTP 
AVERAGE VALUES W I L L  PE T i b  r, A M t A FOR f S = 1 , 3 , 5  R E $ pEC T T VE L Y .
,j Q = o 
1=1 
K = 1
¿00 IF ( I .  GE;  I 'M) GO TO 250  
T = 1 +1
IF(HS(I).GE.3)GO TO 205 
I A T ( I ) = C ( f S < I ) ) * I T T ( T ) 4 l  ( 1 )
i t r k i  ) = i h  ( i  ) - i r < n
i F < n s < i ) . E C . i ) i o < n = i
60 TO * 10
^5 J A T ( I ) * C ( M S ( I ) ) * I T T ( T ) 4 l  ( I )ITrt<i )*IR(I)-IA<I)
I K M S ( I )  ,NE . 5 ) 6 0  TO 210  
IF < I A ( I ) . P 6 . U 3 < T ) ) T 0 < I ) = 1 
¿H I F ( I R I P ( I )  , 6 T , M I S 5 ) G 0  TO ¿15  
I FTU- .1 ) s I C ( I )
I K ! 0 ( I )  E .1 ) I 0 ( 1 )  =3 
60 TO ¿¿5
0)  RANDs FPMCRV(STREAM)
STREAf =RAI,F
IF (STREAM. E Q . 1 „ O . O R . STRE »M.E« . 0 . 5 > STREAF aO.1
FHaJM*STRF a f
! F ( L M . E O , 0 U M  = 2
*IFT( T-1 ) = IC ( T-1 ) + J  R ( LM>
^5 IF ( JAT ( I ) . I T . J F T ( 1 - 1 ) ) GO TO ¿3 *  
i S I R ( I > = J M (T)-JFT ( 1 - 1 )
JST(T)* J AT ( I )
I F ( I Q ( I ) . r E . 1 ) I 0 ( I ) S 2 
60 TO 235ii(i JST( T) = J ft ( I -1 )
3 0 4
C
H  ( I 0<1 ) .! f . *)1Q(I)s 4 
C 3 5 ibi ( T ) = i [) f l ) - j S T ( i )7 ST( 7-1) = J fT( 1-1) - JST<I-  )
. Mm T ) = J S T ( I ) - J A T ( T )
T O S "r ( I - 1  ) r. .J R T ( Í - 1  ) « J A T ( Ï  - 1 ) T S S ( T -1 ) = J F T ( I - 1 ) - I G (\ - 1 i 
S T ( T >* 1 ) = J S ( T - 1 ) - J A T ( Ï - ” >
I />BT < I ) a I H ( I ) -  I G ( T ) Tb2(T)- lF<U-Tr>(T)
T s 4  (  T )  =  Í  F (  ! )  «  I  P (  J )  
f S 4 ( T ) = I 6 < r ) -  I F ( I )
'1 LR < T ) = | T  M  ) /  Ï s; ( ] )4 0 TO ¿00
¿-Si f ( T ( 7! ) = I 4 ( I H ) +J R ( S )1ST ( T [/ ) s j  F ï ( H >-  J S T c T M )1 S S ( T 1 ) = J P ( r  )
m S T ( t i ) = t r < I M ) - J A T ( J N)T y s T < I M ) a ,i F T ( J M) — ! A T/ 1# /l C J Hm ZSI  1=1 ,  J NI
1 T A ( T ) =J AT < I )
f R L (T ) = G L R ( I ) + 0 . 5R S i (T ) = 1 s / ( J )T T 1 ( T ) s 1 T ( T )
¿Si f o n t T f U h
r  u N s T R UC T <; f n r r A R o a V C
no zS 6 Ï=1 f ï ni
n o t s 5 U  ~ 1 , T1
t r ( j T A ( 1 ) . l  F . J T r n i ) ) G C
Zf " J T A ( 1 T )
I T A ( T I  > = J T A ( T )
J T A ( T ) = ¿0
¿ns CON J TRUE
6 ' ü n t ▼ N U F
n o 7 S ? 1=7 r I N
f f  T <’ T ) = J T / ( J ) -  J T A ( T - 1 )
< r  u n r T I MF« F T T r  ( S / 7 F C ) ( K # r T ( K > r F T¿61 F y R [ ! AT ( • r * r 4 X r 1 NO i'iF T F
1 A. R FAN T /  T I M F ' , / r *CÍ T Y P - , F S S I Z E , ' s.!T t f M FA? » F 6 i 4 ) >
y r T t C 0 , 2 é S ) ( I , I o ( T ) , 1S '
f, ! AT ( t ) , J ST ( n ,  j F T (  T ) ,  1 R •
¿65 FÜR M VT (  6  X , * j 1 0
5 5
) iCU) iK 
A B L fe F R R
M 0  V F * F: N
Iré)R S I N 0 A T A 1 t ! f  
S AMPI.;«: TRAVE
A1 JST 
0HïTn(i>r2?
J FT ï  u l
Ì ) , I s T P ( ) , T s 1 ( I > # T B ï P c 1), I ST ( \ > , TOST ( I ) f I s1 , T
5  I S Ï P  I  S I  T O I  P 
1 S T  Ì S T * , / , ( 1 4 1 7 ) )
/ ,
T F A C T 0  R , r » , /  ,  (  7  X , T 1 ,  S X  r P 4
4 X ,  • r M J P B
r h l t * D RM ’ .  /  r *
2  f  4 ,  F 6  .  > ,  A X
)  ( J f  H S (  T )  f  n  T  r ï  > ,  N s T (  n  ,  I  A i  T  (  !  )  ,  ï  T R T C « )
J  T  A < ) ,
J  T  A
I S1 < ‘ ) ,
TACI),
T A T J
T S ( l )r
* j C* "?r J G *> f  1 ) ,  T S o ( j ) r S 5  (  l > , T S Ìf (  I )  r I T ( I » ,  t i  L R (  I 1 r 1 = 1 , 1 0 i
¿ 7 1 F U R n  Íu  (  /  / P X r « T Ni S I f  T î T T T A B : T T  F I : S 1
1 1 S 2 T s * 1 S L I S Ì I S T /  T C- L R '  , ‘ i r (  6  X F T ? r F n  V ,  S T
c f  i  f  T , 0  » F 7 ; 2 ) )
M R î  T  f:  ( 6 r ? 7  A ) ( m ( I  ) , T H1 P 1 ) ,  1 Q ï  (  I > r I S T < T1 » I  0  S T (  I * r r t  t  ( ’ î ,  H S T  i I  )  r T 7
« f»T(p» i  ï T R T ( ï ) , I  S1 (  T ) ,  I S 2 I ) ,  J  S ? (  T > r T R n  < I T r T S S (  T > I T L (  I  ) « I  = 1 r : n  )
C (, Ri  !\T C1 S T 7 )
W K T T F: ( 6 r ? 7 5 ) ( j A T ( J Ì  , J TA ( )  , JST r ï  ) 1 RT ( I ) r I n  m , ! C O T (  I  )  r I n  T (  I * »1ÏOST(I)#I»1 , Tl )
i J X i )
j »'k o '/ 
* * X 6 ' ; ' 
» ' X « ' / '
X o  '  /  '  < V
S N - * i i ' X L 1 t i  ' ( £ ■ 
, ) Z ' .
nd
' (i: 
<£* 
( £ ' 
* ó 3
< ( £ ‘ » 
• î .•) ' X 
i 3 ' X A  
s J * X ¿.
' X £ ; ;!
a •
b) 1 
> Z * *
 ̂ü ». 
' » i V
Xt
< . 0 Í4f*.i 4a* dp i L C ) j
( ( b * 6i 4Ai ; ¿ 4•à 1 ) .X
c:' . ‘b 1' Kis' / ' * -* «a63 /A£) 1i iV j •i
i )In t'u - r ’ ( i)U C,j 4( i)AJ / ( i»i.î'
‘ r V *o J ' X £ ) i •?i>14A 6 4/ 4C £ * )
1 ( y  ‘’ ô i * X D  X' ,. d iH 1iA t i 4O / 4(> • 6:i
(i* û » A £ )2' . S H i4AH ' / /t£• /
i £ * 3 » A £ > Z ' . ü .4XO 4 .4 4/ (V *6 J 'A
u / b i t Â < ' # ri . N \j h l 'Xy 1 1d VA 1#y r 4
<? t' 0= T '( I)Ucj 4( i }A i-5) ( '). i
(/ l> Js + '♦a
( 111 ) •
(X l)ilri * i
■ in i l - Ho J Dc;ç
19 = (V * i ) \>
0 ï  = ( Sl ' 1 ) 1 /
b i = (c ' I )  V
p i = ( L ' I ) V
= î )b i  ) d
IJ Lb "! 1 / )
KO * ( £ • 6 l
rJ S > ri  i  I  H
J ' X Ê ) Z ' , i l a  '  X  £  )  t  '  I 1  i  V
) Z ‘ » i H i l
? * 11Si 1 I
) il il b ( ) j  
5 ) 3 i L A f*i
~ ( i .  u ) 0 S
= (*->) 1 S 
= ( t. I. ) A 3 
( H D  l=(t. j A d
* 09* ( >uüs-(v>) 1 s
) " 0 9*1 ) i. ) A -J = ( ‘ L ) A 3 
(Li!)JlS=( V t* ) I s 
( > L )3= (Vi»)Ad 
( J S I ) J i S = ( b ► > ] S 
A j  S 1 ) H = ( ̂  V ) A 3 
(7SI ) U i $ = < V i.) i S 
( / r> • ) 3 = ( V t. ) a 3 
( X b î‘ ) ) i S = ( £ * ) i S 
(¿Si) i=(Lu)Arj 
( X S I t I i s = ( c Í, ) ! S 
1 c! b i ) 3 = ( c I ) A 3 
( ̂  b I ) ;iss(
l t b 1 ) 3  = ( t>4 ) A3
d I S i ) u i  S = ( l , ) n b
( d l S i ) 3 = (Ü i ) A 3
( d i  J i ) ÜIS 3 l >) i b
( d i s 1 ) 3  = l j) A 3
< I  i  ï ) (1 t Sa i ‘ ; ) n s
( i l i ) 3 = l 3 ) A .3
( i b V 1> d i  S -  V^ ) d y
( i l s 1 ) 3  = l X) A 3
( 1 S «i > a i s 9 ) f 3
( i  S !) 3 = l -  ) A 3
d e l i ) ú i  S= l ■4 ) i b
( i d i I ) 3 = l u ) A 3
( I S 3 i ) OIS 3  i  9 ) os
( i  S 3 l ) 3 s l  V ) A 3
(i ) I; d J. $ 3 Vi) <J S
(13 i ) 3 = l )A n
( i j Ì> o is a l: : )(1S
C i  si ) 3 = i¿ ) A3
( i / i) o is 3 V b )0 3
l i  6 i )  3 = i) A 3
( ’i II 9) U u an 3
S0£
f > c : s :> j , j í ! i  f 4
CALL S U b R ( ; L T T N F S TO A N A L v S g y AT A 
O A L I. A N A L V ( j J , K ï M)
CALI .  H I S T C ( J J )
Tt (KtC.NF ,T)fiO TO 354 
CALL EX POr < J J )AC TO 31?S
* ̂ - C A LL L R L A f, G ( K 1 H, A L , I M )
31)1) CUNT H  Ut  
T \i ™ T , ! + *|
Í t ( T .1 . LE )f O TO 4HA 
HMTP(i), 3 A t )
ôb L F U fi ; H  J ( 1 i] v f • F u f) o F D A T « 1 N A } Y S T $ 1
3 a l  s t o p
F U D
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FUN« T I 0 N ! ( Y ) 
i  N T ri t  R V 
D I MENSI ON Y ( Zt5 )
CUNs10N/a I f ,  2 /  Gf $ { M,  AMFD # A^OD , VAR # G * D #■ C V , RA , T  I T  LF ' 1 0 ,4 )  r M , X3 , N
C UM HO N / C ü v l : A N / Z M F A N
X^aO. O
DU 7 G L = 1 f  IJ 
?3 X A = X A + Y  ( L )
F ~ X A / < 6 0 , 0 * I M)
Z PU À N s F 
R É . T Ü R N  
fc N D 
C 
C 
C 
C
F U N C T I O N  S U  ( Y )
I N T E G E R  Y  
D i M t N S l Ù N  Y ( Zc S)
C0MM0N / B IN2 /G r  #AM#AMFD»A 0 D , V A U  S 1 D # C V , R A * T I  T LE 1 0 , 4 ) * - l M f X3 , N  
COMMON / C i i Y E A N / Z M f c A N  
X A  $  ~ 0 . 0  
DU BS 1 = 1 , I f
Ö3 X A S - X A S + Y ( L ) / 3  6 G 0 ,  0 * v ( | )
S  T  D s < X A S - Z w l ' A N * 2 M E A N * I w )  U  I  M  •  1  1  
U ( S T D , L F . Q ) G O  TO 87 
S T D - S û R T ( S U )
Ou TO 9 0  
6  /  S T f) = 0 .
9 U RETURN 
t  A D
* i)/**■  * . • f308
s O B R OU T I M F s T A T f ( J T A , i F í # I N , I O T )
0 Ì H "  OS I U N J T A ( 'S ) () ) , J r T ( 3 10 ) , 1 Q T ( 5 0 ) , T W ( 4 0 )
n i M F -I $ I UN J TM (4 O , MfiT ( 4f Ï , *m U C 4 4 ) , N (44 ) , xl f 40) # X ( 40 > , P! (4 i)
¿Ö6 Misi
r x = i M - 1
TKJT^(¿),t:r.JFTOi)fi ü T Î ¿9 U
1 =1
f* c " 0 
M U ( 1 > c 1
J À R s ! T A ( z ) - J T A < 1 )
,l S R — I F T ( 1 >-JTA(1 )
J 0 R =s I A R - ,| S «
GO T0 ¿9 4 ■
¿9U M¿s1 
L-üJARs ITA(2)-JPT(1)JS«ssJf T(2)-JFT(1)
N U < 1 > "  1 
NFT (*, ) s 1
Il H ( i  ) = J F T ( I ) - J  T A ( 1 )
¿91 J DRs ! A B*■ J S 5
î f  ( J ’■> R . L T , (j ) 6 0 T O ?Q /+
C r H E N E X I E V F, N T I S A |) E P A R T U R fe
¿v¿ j  rivi c l + 1 ) s , n  m ( i + i  ) SR
J Á R = ! i R
,M L T { L +1 > = N C T ( L + 1 ) +1
L ” L — A
j S R = I F T ( W 2  + ? ) - J F T < M 2 + 1 )
m ¿ = n ? + 1
60 TO ¿9 1
C T h E M [ X T E y { Al T I S  A N A « R ï v a l
¿VA J T N ( L +1 ) = J I f ’ ( L +1 ) + I A P 
i S R ” " J  f vR
NU( L +1 ) = Nü <L + 1 ) + 1
L = L +1
f I  ( r i  . E U .  I  X ) 6 0  T O  R 9  4  
J A R“ I fa ( M + ? ) - J T A (M1+1 )
Bl sHI+1
I K  L . G E . 2 )  n? ( L ) = T 0 ( l w I Q T i  M1 )
GU TO ¿91 .
¿9 6  J Í N ( L + 1 ) : J 1 |  ( L + 1  > + J F T ( N ? + 1  ) -  J T A ( M +1 )
N i* T ( L + 1 ) = Nf. T ( L + 1 ) +1
1 t ( t , L E . 1 ) G ( T O 5 O O
Dü ¿oó Î = 2 # I
j T N (T)= J T N (I) + J F T (IM - I + 2 i -J F T(T K-1 + 1 >
NOT ( T ) =AinT ( I ) +1 
¿96 CONTINUE 
$Ut WK Ï TF ( 5 ,3(  / ) n
5 0 ¿  F ü r m  A T ( ¿ X  ,  ' S T A T E  D E P E N C E  - í t E  F E S T  1 # I  3  # '  S i i  P S  A R R I V I  F (5 A T  T H E  S 
1 Y S T F M ' )
N fa » 0
SUMTN^O. 0 
Mi 5 01- r 0 6+1
l F ( J T I s ( N N ) . F Q . 0 , A f i n „ N M « 6 T .1 0 ) G 0 T f- 3 O ó 
TE (OM) =JTfJ ( MM) /  ó 0 . 0
5Ü6
50 t  
50 fc
51 1 
51 ¿
51 i
309
S U M T » *  =  $ U M n  +  T h  ( N M )
T V ( M ) = U
1 *" ( N 1 ( N H ) . <5 T . 0 ) T y ( H M ) = î U ( N M ) /  N U ( :} M )
X L ( IM ) s 0 .
I P ( T M (NM) . N T ,  0 . )  XL ( N M ) = ( > U ( N N ) / T N > Al M ) ) *  1 6 8 
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¿30 CONTINUE
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C APPENDIX B5
C
G
C
G P y R T R A N l I S T Í N G 0 F P R 0 G R : M S A Z F
G
G
L I ST
PROGRAM(FORT)
T R A CE 2 
COMP ACT 
i r p u t  i = c r i  
I N P U T  2=CR2  
I NPUT 3 s C R 3 
INPUT f?/|
INPUT 5 s C R 5 
T N P U T 6 s C R 6 
I N P U T  ? * C R . i  
O U T P U T  8  = I P  0
COMPRESS I n t FI F  R a nd  LOGICAL
F N [)
c
MASTF R $ I Z F
c
n i HENS ION IT ( 3 0 0 ) # I B I P < 5 0 0 ) • I Q T ( A o 0 ) » I S T ( 3 0 0 ) » I St ( 3 0 0 ) f I TT  ' 3u0 ) » 
1 M S T ( 3 0 0 )  , I 4BT ( 3 0 0 )  , I TP7 ( s u n )  , i s 1  ( ,0 0 )  , I S ? ( 3 0 0 )  , I 3 ( 3 0 0 )  O S 4 (  OO  ) , 
2 1 5 5 ( 3 0 0 )  , T R L ( 3 0 0 )  , a \t F R ( 6 ' »GRP ( 6 )  , t ! ( 8 )  , N R L ( 3 0 0 )
DATA I J / ?6*5 , 1E( ) ,  l 3 l , 1 4 0  , ?V3,  ¿1 1, 1 0 , 0 /
J = 1
1 Ms 1 1 ( 1 )
¿ T L ( j  . R Q. 8 ) G C TO 1 0
I M J . E Q ,  1 ) R E A D ( 1 , 5 ) ( T T  ( I ) » I B I P ( I ) , I Q T ( I ) r I S T ( I ) I Q S T ( I j  , ] T T ( ï ) , m S
1 T ( I ) , I A B T < 1 ) , ! T R T ( T ) , I S 1 U  ) , I S 2 ( ! ) , I S 3 ( I )  » I S 4 ( I  ) » I S 5 ( I > , T R L < 1 )
2 f ï ~ 1 # I MO
I K J . E Q . 2 ) R E 4 D ( 2 , 5 ) < t T  ( r ) , ! B i o ( j -} , j q t ( i >  V I S T ( I ) , I q S T ( ï } , jt T T ( \ ) , 1S
1 T (  I  )  ,  I  A B T  (  I  )  , I  T  R T  (  T )  ,  l  $ 1 O  )  ,  I  S ?  (  I  ) ,  I  S 3  < I  )  2 I  S 4  (  I  )  * I  S 5  < I  )  ,  T R L  (  f )
2 » 1=1 , I M )
I F ( J , E Ö . 3 ) READ < 5 f S ) ( TT ( ï ) , I B I P ( I n  ï Q T ( ! ) , I S T ( I ) I q S T ( T) f ï T T f I ) , MS 
1 T ( i ) f i A B T ( I ) # l T R T ( l ) # I S 1 ( 4 ) i l S ? ( I > f I S 3 ( I > V T S 4 ( T ) * I S 5 ( I ) # ' T R L ( f )
2 » Í = 1 ri V )
I L ( J . L . Q. 4 ) FRAP ( 4 , 8 )  ( I T  ( T ) , ID I P ( U  , I Q T ( n  V T S T ( I ) I QS T ( J) , Ì T T tJ ) VoS
1 T (  j ) , j A B T ( I ) , ï T R T ( T ) » Î  S 1 U ) , I S 7 ( T > r I S 3 ( I ) V Î  $ a ( I )  P I S 5 ( i ) , i R E ( r )
2 » I = * , IMO
I K  J . E Q . 5 ) R E A D ( 5 , 5  > ( T T ( { ) » I H J p ( y > , ï q T ( I ) V T S T ( T ) I Q S T ( I ) , T T T ( I ) V mS
1 T ( I ) , J A BT ( Ì ) , I TRT ( I ) , I SI  C i  ) , I S K  T » , I S3 ( I ) , ï S4 (  T ) , I S 5 ( I ) , T R L < ? }
2 ? i  = 1 , I N O
I L ( J . fcQ . 6 ) READ < 6 f 5 )  ( T T ( î ) » I H I o ( I ) f J QT ( | ) V I  S T ( I )  . ï OS T ( J ) , 1 T T [ ) , MS
1 T( I ) , I AB Î  ( O  X  TRT(  T ) r I S1 U  ) , 1 S X  T ; , ì S 3 U  ) / î S 4 ( I  ) I S N ( I ) / T R L ( r )
2 • I ~ 1 » IH )
I L ( j  , E Q , ? ) R f A R ( 7 , 5 ) ( J T ( f ) f l  R I P < I > , J Q T ( I ) V I S T ( I ) I 0 S T ( > > , I T T ( I ) V H S 
1T ( I  ) f J A BT ( 1 ) , J T R T ( t ) , Í S 1 0 )  , i $ X T  ■ , TS3(  I ) , T S 4 U )  ï S 5 ( ï ) , I R L ( f )
2 # i = 1 , IMO
5 FORMAT( 1 1 I ( r / F 1 4 , 3  T?)
c a l l  r u h c n ,n  »a v e r )
CALL S 0 R T ( I S T » I t , T r ! » A V E n  0 R P )
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C A L L SVRT ( I S T / I T » T H » A V E » Ci R P )0 A I. 1. SORT ( IQT f I T / T f* / A V E R /GRP)CALL SVRT ( IQT » i T t I M f A V E R/GRP)C A L L SORT HOST » I T / TP » AV PR / G R P )C A L L S V R T ( I C S T / IT / I M » A V E i/GRP)
c a l l SORT(lTRT , I T / T M »AVE T /GRP)C A L L S V R T ( I T R T / I T » 1 p , A V E r /GRP)
CALL S 0 R T ( 1ST , I T » T M # A V E /GRP)
CALL S V R T ( I S3 / I T r T M » A V F ? / GRP )
c a l l S 0 ft T ( I R L » I T 0 I M » A V E R/ GRP)C A L L SVRT ( I R L » I T 0 T M 0 A V £ k / GRP)
c a l l SORT ( I p TP , I T 0 I H 0 A V E :? / GRP )
CALL SVRT ( I B  I p » i T , T M# AVER / GRP)
CALL SORT ( f ST / I T » T N f AVE / 6 R P )
CALL SVRT ( f ST » I T 0T H r AVET / GRP)
c a l l SORT ( I AST » ! T # T H » A V E 3 /GRP)
C A t. L SVRT ( I  A AT » I T » T h , AVER / GRP)
CALL SORT ( I TT » I T » I M » A V E ^ /GRP)
c a l l S VRT ( I TT / I T tT H #A V E R /GRP)CALL SORT ( I SI r I T / T M 0 A V E R /GRP)
c a l l SVRT ( I SI / I T » T H r A V E R / G R P )
c a l  1 S 0 R T ( I S 2 » I T r IM» AVER /GRP)
C A L L S V ft T ( I S? , I T / I M r AV E T /GRP)
C A L L SORT ( I S? » I T »T H»AVE? /GRP)
C A L L SVRT { ISA » i T » I fi »AVE R/GRP)
C A L L S 0 R T ( I ss » I T » T P » A V E I /GRP)
CALL SVRT ( I S 5 , I T » T i »AVE ■ ' /GRP)
J -  j  +1 
If'' =1 ,! ( J )
G 0  T O  ?  
10 ST 0P
EH D
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S U B R 1 b T 1 N F: H  J f ( Ì T » T M , A V F H
COM i ON/ bï ?  *î /TONA(fO
Hi  MH MS ION A V E R ( 6 ) * T 7 ( 3 0 0 )
W  H  I  T  c  (  8  f  5  )
*3 RURM^f  (¿X , ' YEAR w O , Or S ! PS TUNAGE O l D E D * '
00 1 r î = î , *
AVER( I ) =0 
TONAC I ) * 0 .
I Ci CONTINUE
DU 1 S I = 1 , U
n  ( î T ( I ) . G R. s o OOO)AVER(1 î = AVE R <1 ) -1
1 E ( I T ( I ) . G E • 50 000  ) TOM A (1 > «TON A C1 ) ■- T T < I )
Î K I T C D . L E .  4 0 9 9 9 . A M r>. I T H  ) . (* E . 40 0 0 )  AVER ( ?) = AVE ( ? ) +1
I E ( ï T < I ) . L E . 4 9 9 9 9 , A N D . I T  f l ) . G E , 40 0 0 >TON A ( ? ) =TON ( ? )  + l T ( I ) 
I f  ( I T  ( I ) , LE . V  9( 9 . A N O . I T ' I ) . G E „ 3 0  0 0 ) A V ER ( 3 ) a A VE ( 7 ) +1 
I K  I T ( I ) , LE . 3« 909  . AND. ï T < I ) . <3 F . 30 00 ) TON A < ? ) = TON ( * ) + ï T < ! ) 
Í M I T Í D . J ,  999  . AND.  I T  H  ) , (j E , 2 0  0 0 ) A V E R ( 4 ) s A V E ( 4 ) + 1  
H  ( ï T ( I ) , l R,?i 90 9 . A N D . î T (I ) . GE . 2 0  0 0 ) TON A ( 4 ) =TONH  4 ) ♦  I T U ) 
I F < I T  ( I ) , LE . 9 9 9  . ANO. I T  H  ) .CE . 1 0 DO ) AVER(S) =AVR ( S ) -M
I E ( Ï T < I ) # L E . 1 0 9 9 9 . A H , I T  i l ) . GE.1 0 0 0 ) TONA <5 ) »TON ( S )  + 1 T ( I ) 
I E ( J T < I ) , L7 , 1 0 0 0 0 ) AVER(6 > = AVE R U ) 1 
I F ( I T ( J ) . t 7 . 1 f  0 U 0 ) TU N A ( s  T 0 N A ('6 ) * T T ( I )
1î3 CONTINUE
9 R I T P ( 8 # 1 r  ) ( t  , A V F R < T) r I  0 J A ( U  H  = 1 6 )
I I F ü r | 1 . \ t  ( ¿ X  H  C !  A S Í  1  , 1 1  f 1 2 ^ F 5 . 0 , 8 X ,  R 8 . 0 )
R t T U R N 
H i D
SUBROUTINE SORT(MI  N , ! T » I * * AVER#GR 1 
rUMMON/B ï f  *' /  T G N ; ( 6 )
C U M H 0 N / B T ? i ? / T 0 M ( 6 )
r ¿MFMSIÜN l T (3 0 ù ) , A V E R < 6 »# M I N < ‘ 0 0 . ,GRP<6>
GU 10 1=1,*
T UM( \ ) =ü 
•r,Rp<T)*ü.
10 c o n t ì n u e  
g0 i s  1 * 1 , U
T M í T ( I ) , i í .  S00O0 ) 6RO(1  ) O R P ( 1 '>+M N ( ! )
T F < I T ( I ) . L E . 4G 999  . A N R . ï T " I )  , G E , AO » 0 0 ) G R P < 2 > = G R P ( ) ♦  M I N < )
1 F ( T'T ( I ) . LE , 30 9* 9 .  AN G. I T  I ) .GE , 30  <OQ ) GRP (3 ) sQR D ( )^ -MlN ( ‘ >
T F ( I T (  I ) , m  , 2 < 9U9 t AN g . I T  ) ,GE „ 20  00 ) G R P ( 4 > =C, R P < > * U I N '  )
I F ( i r  < I ) # tH , 1C999 # AN* .  TT U  ) .GE . 1 0 00 > G R P ( 5 > = <5 R P ( > + M N '  >
T F ( I T ( I ) . LT . 1 G0 ?0 ) f, R P ( Ä ) G R p ( 6 ) +M w ( T )
1 b CONTENUE 
nu 30 1 = 1 , é
T F ( ,*V E R < I ) . r 0 , 0 ) G 0  i n  2 G 
TOm < T ) » G R P < I ) / T C N A < ! >
G R p < t ) s G R p < l ) / A V E R < ! )
¿(j C UNÎT N U E 
RETURN 
END
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$ u B R B U T 1 M ! $V/ pT(MlM#T T * I # A y fc R , G R >
COMMON /  fâ I N 7 /  T(;M i 6 )
r  i M - M $ î U M ! T < 3 Ot > , G R?’ (A ) ü R B ( 6 > r G  U ( 6 ) , M T N < 300  ) , Vs R ( 6 > ^ Û E F  ô )
1 r fc R L 1 ( 6 )
f»u i n  i = 1 
c k L n )=o 
r G F ? < j  ) s 0 
G R B ( T ) “  Ü 
1 il r  ü N ' ’  M U E 
V» H I T G ( » # 5 )
*5 PORf u  (VX , 1 T T ! E / T O n AGE ' fcAN STA 0 , P E V , C O g F . V  R F R î MG K )
n Ü " s I s 1 , T r
ï t ( ! T ( I ) „ t E . s 0 O V O } G R B ( 1 ) G R B n  > + ( ? N U  ) -  G R P ( 1 ) ) *  2
IF < ! T < l  ) . L p . 49 99 9 . A N f>. I T  D . G E  40 00 > GR B ( Z > =G R R < ) + < M I N  T ) ~ 6  ' P ( 2 U  
1 * * 2
U  ( i T ( I ) , L F , 3c 9 9 9 . A N O . I T ■ Í ) . G E , 3 0 0 0 ) G R B ( 3 ) » G R B (  ) + ( H I h T ) - G P ( 3 > )
1
T H ( I T ( ! ) . t  Ç . ?< 9 0 9 . A W * , I T Í ) . G E , 2 0 0 0 > G R B ( 4 > a G R B ( ) + ( M I M T )  -  G > P ( 4 > ) 
1**2
M ( J T ( I ) . I  F . 19 9 c 9 , ANO. I T  1 ) . GE . 1 0 O 0 ) GRB ( 5 ) s GRB (  ) + ( M I W T > « G > P (S' »)  
1 * *
H* < * T < I ) , L 1 .1 C 90 0  > G R B (  ̂ ) 6 R B ( f > + ( T N H  ) -  G R P ( 6 ) ) *  2
1 *3 r  G m T t N u E
o t  2 f) I s 1 f A
G h IJ ? t ) =0
T f ( ' *ER < ! ) ■ GT;. 1 ) G R U U  ) * $  HT (GR í ( I / ( AVER ( Í  ) - 1  ) )
! F (G ?U <I ) . H f  • G . > F R L A <I > = ' G P p ( I > /G ■ M( T ) ) * * 2
T F ( G R p ( 1)  , N F , t ) ( O F c ( r ) 9 G Ü U  ) /  '■ RP T )
W R I T F ( B f 1 c M  f T Or ( n  f G R F ( ï > r G R U M  ) COE F ( I > # F R LA ( I '
1 « c ÜRH A T ( ¿ X / ' CLASS * , 11 , M  4 . « , F 7 a 0 , v # M 0 . 0 , ? X # F 7 .  f ?X , F*  . 3 )
2 « f O M T T R ü E
R È TURN 
F N P
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APPENDIX C1
C
c
c
c
c FORTRAN L I S T !  f G 0 F p R0  G R M M N Ev 1
C
MASTER hNh*<1 
PEAL LAMDA( 3 0 ) , MU
DIMENSION G ( ^C)  * R <30> # P J ' ¿ ( I )  # p i  ( 3  > , P ( 30 > * G1 ( 3 0 )  - G ✓ ( 3 0  > Pi  ( 3  H r  »2  
1 < 3 0 1 ,  X ( 3 C )  r S ( 3 0 )  , Z ^ 3 0 )
H A = 9 
J MU = 1 .
G(1 > 4 l  .
T~2 ,
If L = 1
6 X t D a K L M ^ l )  
p v 1)^0.
S ( 1 ) s E X P < ~ ) i ( 1 ) >
FAC-1.0
n0 1 1 1 = 2 , 3 0  
M= !-i 
F A c = p A c * 1«
P<T)=sO.
X U ) * ( X < 1  ) * * M ) / F A C  
S U ) s S ( 1 ) * M I )
1 0 C 0 N T T N u E
AO * $ 1=1 ,  3C 
AO I T  J r  I ,  *0  
P ( I ) 3 P ( I ) + S ( J )
13 CONTINUE
14 CONTINUE  
p A r k n , 5
17 T r ( P A R . G T . 2 , 5 ) G O  TO 8 0
G U r O ,
S U M - n .
P /I 5? | .• ^
R A «5 i. i ̂
RUN 0 .
\ f u H ; o .
MUM?' TO
r ( u f O R N < t A MDArPAR#HArN M)
1ft G ( H ) - L A M D / d  ) / f H M *  < L 1
P U M ; G ( 1 ) + ( 2 )
(=1 ( ) cG (J? >
FA = G ( 2 )
G 2 ( 2 ) = G ( ? )
R A = G ' 2 )
nO 2 0 1 * 1 ,  MrM-
P C l ) a ( L A M [ '  3 ( 1 ) *  0 ( I ) ) /  ( P U - K L )
SU = $ ’ | + R ( I }
r # < : > = ( i •  i  > * * 2 * 0 ( 1 1
SUM»SUM+R1 ( I )
VUM^VUM*P2< I >
U ( i  . E©. 1 )G(T TO 20
< ¿ ’ d ' » - N 11V21 m n
C X < ' 2 " !» 3 - 9 ' X £ 1 »IV i  ü i i 1 K 3J / ) i ü ä Ó tí
vgn A '  Nfl '  'í S '  V ti 1 V d 1 tM I I tí ( 3 V 1 9 ) s i  1 tí ¡tí
X 2  * * 8 a '  « ~ 9 N i  1  ï  V ñ  á Q  ‘ d ) ¿i el « * X ? . )  1  * u t í ?! tí /  £
Ü d d * A d tí t ¿ £ # 9 ) a i i tí tt
fj 1 a / ( i, ) r d * ( t ) » ' n V i -  i- -  A tí a
3 fi N 1 i  N n i; 9 Ç
( i ) P d * f i ) v t í t í  V i 4* N U  N T U
n i M ' ¿ = í v f<: no
( t  ) r d #  ( i  ) V <1 yaV 1 =SN T (i
3 n N i i N O j ÍC
( ¿ 4 W d '
(2* * ( ¿ / (
¡ \ l \ ? f \ 1 t \ i  ä
,~Nl I i v z n  u n ,  ' X2' 
( £ 1 1 » ~ 1 > . ' X ¿ ' ¿
I' 4* iX)+Ádl)¥OId4*¿ L> /
i  • Ü 1 í>
N  1  H  /  (  2  4 *  p  + 1  > i  )  o  »  1  X  a  (  t  **-  r  )  i  o
h o¿i/ ) ì s - (  U D  f ö
30NAÍN0D AÇ ( 1 ) í)+o n b - O n s
CM'Iasi  I d  lu
s £ GL 9 ( O t  * d 9 * I Ñ * a ) * ó Í • 3 9 ‘ 1 ) ri 1L*r)a1 
I* 4* r * 1 >is r n 
t - r ~ <  p > ¿
N ¿ t » P  i l k  O tí 
t - h O N ä w  
Nnö/ (2> u  lu
N I  i  d  /  (  1» )  9  -  t  *  )  l ' d  
t I X £ ' 2  *  b  J  )  - M  /  >  I V  U d O a  9 2  
H V A J L 3 * K V A ' a 3 '  X'a A * X 1 ( d Z ' 9 > B i  I a h
¥ * ( i 'à * n w) / ( X d s» à ♦ X 3 ) ~ a a V a
( 1 » * n M ) /  X 3 ~ A d 
+ * ( i X *  n W ) /  ( Ad y A + A3 ) fci t i  V A
"gs ' .  = n ui, ' K y * c * y a * , - t i  i ,  ' x z j i H i a o d  %?
O tí d '  H H ‘  L 3 ( : 2 * 9 ) a Jl 1 M f*l 
id ' i sVH . ' X2 U  " 9d # * *dVd * ' X? ) U  liti id *2 
IX 'VH/dvd( -’2'9)ai IHM 
(T  * 4 f M«l ) /  a  H s  J ^
" U * î M ) * ( 1 4-1 à ) 4- A tí j t\ ) * ( D - d -  i ) s  X a  i  a 
2 / ( ‘ w+1 * i ♦  a d )  ̂ □  I d -  ir >s y d 
i l  ci /  ( l  ) b h ) T a 
‘¿ * * k û m 13 / W fl A ~ A tí V a 
n s /Nl i SsÀà
08 01 0 G * t " 3 B * U d d “ tí U * Í) ‘ d T * 0 b d ) \ \
0 d- y- DH d
MO d /  =ï 0 ü
i“WnN i z  
3nNiiN03 D?
12 ■. 1 00(9000" 0*3'I ‘ (1+1)9)41( 14* i ) 9 4* N fl u “s U n b
( U I >2 0 + V b *V â  
t U  I > 10 + V d = ¥ i  
i  I  )  >*£**(  ï  )  s  (  U  I  )  ? i j
( i + I ) 9 » ( I ) a ( t t ï ) | , i j  A t  
(  ï  )  t *  +  t  ï  )  H  a  (  W  +  I  )  9  R  t  
61 0 J» O ’ù
( 1 ) i> *  ( 1 X U  ) d « ( I ) tí = ( u 4- Í I t)
R l  01 0 ‘3 ( 0 * J i * ( 1 X *  i  } ) 1 1
12 Ü Ì  0 0 ( 4 * ì N * Ö 3 4 I ) d i
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:: c tí F c K F O R C Á L c u i, A T I O M C F t  C X ) * N 0 VjkP ( X )
FX1KCA/RUr
V A R V i k RA / FLN - EX  * * ?
D i  F s «: X -  E X *
^ I P = V A R X « V * f x i
I F ( ?> T F . L E .o  , 1.. A r D . P I P . t E 0 . 1 ) Cj 0 T 5 0 
WRI Tc ( 6 , 4 r O
4fc F URHAT Í 6X , ' SOFFTH I NG  WRO O IN CAL MLATION OF E ( X *  *N0 v R ( X ) 1
GU T O 8 0  
í> ti p l ps'O
0 O f i f) N = 1 ¿ M  * *4 
P i p s p | P< f R  ( N ) * p ( N )
6Ú CONTINUE
P T a ■ - p I P / R L N 
W R I T p ( 6  > 6 5 ) T r p T
65 F ü R n \ T < 6 X # • PROBAB I L I TY  T at  AN EL MENT HAS TO WAtT * , 2 X , F 4 . 1 * *  
1$ * *  , F 6 . ? # * H OÜ R 8 * )
DU ?f) I s ? ,  U)
7Ü G U > » 0 .
P A R j= D ̂  R + O , *
GU TO 17  
8 ii K L s¡ rQ J 4> 1
I K K L . G T . 8 > G 0  TO as  
GÓ T 0 6
8 «3 HAaH 1 + 0 . 5
I R H ^ G É , ; '  A  )G0 TO 90
gu ro 3
9 (j S 1 O P
F t D 
C 
C 
C 
C
SUBROUTINF FORM( LAMPA # PA 1 # H A » N n M )
REAL LAMDA<30)
I. AMD A <1 ) s p í  F 
L A M D A < i2 ) a P A R 
DO 10 | s 3 , M > H
LAMP A(I)* p « P *H A /(I - 1+ri fl >
15 CONTINUE 
RtTÜRN  
FN D
H  O  U  R
r  V '  i  = r  */Z o  u 
<, ¿ c> L O*)i00£*3y*Vd 0 * ) [)..*19 » '. ) H i
z * 1 * *  ( l  - 1 ) = 1
i , + I * D i  = p \
O f t » !  ± Z  n o
* o » o n s
O N - W 1 N ( *» * 3 1  * H f H O  4 ï 
Nt i d /  ( ! ) 0 *  0  ̂3 V i> ) o o
n  d /  * 1 »  (  l  )  r  d ? ç 
t + i ~ N n N  >7
;  t  L i  Oí )
9 7 0 1  0  0  (  ' U 0 * 0 *  3 1 *  ( 1 + 1 ) 0 )  3 i 
( l  + I  )  ’ *  ( l  + í )  V U H V 1 *  ? *  *• i  + N H a ~ Ifi 0  d 
(, L ♦  í  > Í) *  < i. + i  ) V I a) V 1 + 3 0  Í »  3 0 1 
( t ■» I ) 0 * (  t + I ) V 0 W ^ l * I  + N n o » N o d  
( t+ ï ) 2 j>+wrti»«wns
( i + I  ) I D * 2 * * I » (  l  + Ì )  ?  9
( l  ♦  1 ) t  Ô ♦  N fl i> -  N n S
< t  + I ) f > * l » < t * I > L 9
(  t +  1 ) 9 + N 0 b » N n b  <si
(  l  + i  ) M /  (  1 )  i l  W *  (  I  ) 9 ♦  ( X H U l ) n O / ( U ) i / U  N V l * ( I ) 9 ) » ( t + I ) 9  RL
6  t  0 1  0 9
( ( i, *  I  )  f i W ) /  (  1 ) I M *  ( I  )  Í) ♦  ( i t
Â *  (  1 +  - ) f l W )  !  ( 1 > - 1  )  < 3 W V l * l l > - I ) 9 - l  >»* < U  I  ) 0  ) /  < u  )  V U H V T *  (  l  ) D )  = < * + I  )  a
R t  0 1  0 0 ( 0 * 3  1 * ( 1 ) 1 - 1  ) )  3 1 
£  ? U i  0 0 ( 0 * 3 1 “ ( l + ! ) n t * ) 3 I  
¿ £ u 1 U 9 0 N * 3 9 * I ) 3 !
^ I s l  / I  
t= 1
(. Z ) 9  *  ( i ) ö G M V I + < t ) 3 *  ( t  ) V 0 a  V i  » 3 o  I
N i e ~ ^ n d  
< 2 ) D * < 2 )  \ r a w V 1 » N n d  
( 2 ) 0 « w n ü  
< Z ) ! /  = N n $
( Z  ) ) + ( l ) 1j  = N 0 b
C l ) l * ( 2 ) n K ) / < l ) ü * ( l ) V 0 M t f 1 * ( 2 i 9  C t
0 ” wn d
* 0 = N n d
* U K W n S
* U » N n S
* L = N n  fe ft 
• 1 = 1 >
í  VM * C V d  '  ON ' n a  '  v 0 w \ /  I ) 3 1 1 V 3  9
V “ 0  «  tí V d 
* c = 0 H 
* t - ( l ) 9
( 0 0 £ > G  '  ( 0 0 £ )  r e  '  (  0 o £ > '  ( 0 0 f  ) 7 9 * (  D O *  ) LO * ( O D D  i) N 0  I S h W  T U
5: r ' un ai ' 11 w # ( oí > n h # ( )£ ) * J wVi i w n «
1 i X ’ M ¡ftí
l N ^ i 3 M H  W ^ D O d t J  -Ju O i 1 1 3 1 1  N ^ t l d o d
23 XiaN3ddV
0
0
n
n
n
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SUQ^SUO + C ( J )
¿ 4 C ü N T T K U t
p J ( : + 1 ) = $ L; c /  R U N 
p t ( • + 1 ) s K L * G ( K L * I + ? ) / R L NS U o ^ o .
Î y ( ? )  ( 1+1 ) , E Q . O . .OR.  P D ( I +1 ) , fc Q , O c,a TO ’ 9 
¿ b C ü N T I fa U fc ’
2 V N U M - T + 1
W í R l T P ( 6 f 2 6 ) P U K r P  U M , j  n fc 
¿6 f U R ! 1 A T ( 3 ( F « , 1  , 3 X > )  
y R I T E ( 6 # 2 « ) p 4 R , K L # H A
¿tí FORMAT (¿X , ■ P4R = * , F¿ .  <>, • K L « '  , 1 6 , 2 X ,  1 H« = ' , * 6  2 )
fc* = St lW/RUto
V A R X * s U h / p i t o - £ X * * 2
î t U 1 E , L F . C . 0 0 0 1  ) GO to 5 
RVspi J t o / JOr
VA R Y s p UM/ j C fc
M R J T Ç ( 6 r 3 ( ) fc X , V A R X » E v » V A } Y
31 FÚRíH T ( ¿ X , 1 AVERAGE AND V a RI A N C F O NO. OF ST/aGFS A t A R NOOH MOMf N
1T A ; e ' * Ff , t  ,¿;X , F 6 , 2  , /  , £ y , • AVE'?AG AND VARIANCE F NO Of  STAGES M
2 T H E TIME OF A to A P R 1 V A L A - t  * » F A , 2 , ? X , p 6 . 2 )
N RI t ç ( e>,  3 s ) m  i f , < P j  ( j  ) , .) = 1 f  m u R, )
4 b FORMAT ( ¿ X , * p R ( 8 A I L I T I 6 S OF J p L F F'NTS IN T H F S V T F H ( J *  > f * , I * , • ) A 
1 Rfc , 3U< r n  . 2 , 1 X ) >
GtORa LAMPA <1 ) * P J  <1 1
q u l e -g
0u 4 0 I a 2 ,  Ml  M 
O t > L E = s O U L F * ( I - 1 ) * P J ( l >
G t 0 R a G E 0 R + l  A M D A < T ) *  P J ( I )
4 t  r y N T I Mlfc
W = QU I, fc /  G F C S
HUFF M i E U R / í 1 . - P j  ( 1 ) )
9 0S I -sQULE~Ç EOR /MOI F 
Uo = 'j-.A . / M  F F 
WOI - M O / (to-U G)
PKV-1 . - L A I C A  (1 ) *PJ (1 ) /  G E ’ K 
U T I s 1 -  P J ( 1 )
toi H I T c ( 6 t 4 E ) C? U L F » 0 U S I » W » W9 # G E G R » H U F , ü T I 
42 FORMAT<2< c r . 0 r X X) A
G K J T E ( 6 , 4  r ) U T I , W01 , P R V
4 b FORMAT (¿X , ’ UTI L I ZATTONs ' , Fp . ¿  , >X f T W / T B= ■ #F 6 , 2 t 2 ; , P R V * , , F 8 .  >
1 E (UT J . LE . >1 , , C R , MÎT . GE . O 99 ) GO TO SO 
St nu 49 1 = 2 ,  U  
6 t  G ( I ) rïO .
KLsKL+1
U ( K L . G E . 0 ) 0 0  TO PO 
GO TO V
tí t  PAR r O^ R+O . I
t F ( P A R . GF . 1 . ? ) 6 0  TO H S 
GU TO 6
Ö5 H A s H 4 + 5
I M H A . G T . 2 C ) G f  T0 90 
K L » 1 
Gu T l  6 
9 t  STOP
Q M è 
Mòia 1 h
0 £ ~ 0 Î ( 0 * 03 " CN ) O  Ç t 
3 n N I i  No J 5 l  
<; i ü i 19
I =: n n
O I 0  i  3 ! H 2 U 0 ‘ 0 * 39 *  ( I ) V 0 Mi n  ) i ì 
U  l-l )/ t6¿“0-0SÍ?*>)0L90lVaU)VN 
( e H + l  “  I ) /  tf H *  J s d = C I ) U j  Mn I
0 t ' 2« I U t  n vi 
* 0 a i t ) V w
ìi ï  d = ( I  ) V <1 ini n 1
( Í £ ) V to ' ( J £ ) V 1 \N n ì 1 V 1 Ci
( H ' ò V e T O N '  V aì ' V ' Jwn ] ) W : i 0 d  a  t X Í U  * 9 n S
OHd
APPENDIX C 3
p óRTRAN L I S T I H6 Op pROG R M MN E * N2
HASTEN HN, k H 2
Rfc A L LAN Ha < 300 ) , MU <300 )
NEAL L Ü H{ a ( 3 i ) r H A ( 3 0 ) »M E F , N U O, j  
A i  M c H$ I O M G ( T C O ) , G 1 ( T () fl ) G 2 ( 5 0 0 ) , 
P A p 2 . 0  
< < 1 )- 1  .
6 READ( 1 * 7 ) X L #M0 
t FURf ¡ AT ( ¿ I * )
I f C M O . E Q . i  H n  r t  90  
PLA <(1 rP ) ' I t MDA( l )  , H M 1 )  .1=1 f MO) 
t FOR H A T ( ¿ 0 ( f C , 0 »Í 0 , 0 ) >
K Lr ’
v P O M :-c 1 .
SUN»0 .
$ y m o #
PUN~ 0 ,
P U H 0 „
LAML> 1(1 > = L 0 r DAf  )
M U ( 1 > a M A ( ■ )
HO = JiO-1 
MUsUO
r> 0 1 2 N 3 1 , * l  
DU 10 K = 1 , U
J = k l * n - k +1
l  / M C> A ( J ♦  1 ) -  L Uf D (N + 1 >
H U Q + 1  ) s x (: (N + 1 )
1(j CUN T T N 0 fc 
1 4 CUNT T NUt  
N U *  N 0 ★  K L 4 1
1 5 G ( 2 ) "? L A H 0 /  < 1 ) *  6 < 1 > /  ( H U ( 2 * K L >
RL Na G(1> 4 * ( 2 )
SUN=G(2)
SUM-3 ( 2 )
PUN” LAMOA ' / ) +  C ( )
d u M s ̂  U N
j  Ü E ‘ ' L A M D A ( 1 ) * <3 ( 1 > + L AM DA ( ) * G < 2 >
T "1
1 7 T -  J 4.1
T F ( I .UE.NC ) C0 TO 5?
J r ( 11«I ( 1 + 1 ) , L E . 0 * GO TO 23 
J h ( ( T - K L ) , U .0 )GO TO 1 * 
6 n + l ) s ( G ( l ) * L ^ ‘ D A ( l ) ) / (  U í I + 1  ’ * K
1 [) + :. ( I ) ★ML ( I ) / ( O ( T ** ) )
GO TO 19
1 g G U + 1 ) « ( G ( 0 * L A M D A ( n ) / < U ( I + 1 > ★  K
19 R U N » R U N 4 <3 ( l 4 1 )
G1 ( J 41 ) = T *' G ( T 4 1)
$UN»SUN*Gr t < I + 1 >
G c, ( 1+1 ) = ! * * l * G 1 0  + 1 )
C
< 3 P 0 ) , o j +300 )  , D
> ~ G ( I - K l > *  LAND (
>4G(I)4MU(I)/M (
$UM~SlJM + G 2 (1+1 )
P t  N = P U N + ï * !.. /  M [ A ( T +1 ) *  G ( I f- 'I )
J I F  = I ü F + I f N () a ( T +1 ) *  g ( 1 + 1 *
PUMs DliM+ T *  * c * L AURA ( I + 1 ) * i ( I + 1 )
T M 6 ( I + 1 ) , U  . C , M i ? ) C , n  7 0 ¿5 
go r n  ï ?
¿ i  NUNM+1 
3¿ P J (1 7 c l  . / F U
PPC'  7 s KL * < ( ? ) /  R U N
T F (riM|  . LF >f ÜIF = NO
S l i o = 0 .
pp n r>’ 1=1 #30 
K j  s K. !. *  ï +1 
L » < I - 1 ) *  K L ♦  2
I F ( ?t « . G t  , ? 0 0 . C R . L ,  G g . 5 0 0 ’ GO 7 0 2 5 
P * 2 4 J = t , h V*
Si O" 5 00  +G < J )
'¿i\ CùMTÎ  0 0 b
P J ( I + 1 ) * S I C / R 0 N
Pi < ï + 7 > = K L * G O L * I + ? ) /RUN
S 00 = 0 .
! F ( P 7 ( I + 1 ) , t  0 . 0 . . 0 R . P D( I +1 ) . b Q, 0 , > G0 TO 2 9 
¿5 CUNT t o u t  
2V NUMk T+1
w r i t s ( 6 ,?r ) P U F , pur ,J Of 
¿t FUROA T < i ( F é . 1 , 5 é ) )  
w K I T g < 6 ;  2 f> ) P A R # K L , M A
'¿t F i r  i A T ( ¿ X , * p A F = 1 # F A . 2 » 1 K C = ’ # J 6 » 2 X / * H A ~ 1 # F 6 „ 2 >
FXa$UN/RUr
V A R X “ S O h / R i o - F X * *  2 
Í f ( ,1 0 F , L F . il . I» ( 1 ) G 0 T 1 TO 
F Y ss P u N / J O  F 
V G R Y s p U M / , C f
u K I T h ( 6 # 3 Í > t X , V A R X , E Y » X A Y
3C FUR! A T ( 2 X , 1 A V F R A G F AND V ' H f A N C F 0 NO. ne S T a G R S AT A P ND Of
17 a r c  ' # F , . 2 » 2 X / F 6 . ? » /  » 2  ̂ ' A v E R A G AND VARIANCE f’ F NO 0 F STA*
2 T ri F T J M b ( T  A R A R R T V A L A b ' r F 5 , ? ,? X , F 6 .2 >
Wb I Tg (6  # 35 > f 01 » I PJ ( J ) » J 5 1 r NUN )
3*5 F ( J R fl \ T ( ¿ X t  ' P R C 77 F 8 I L I T I E S  OF J F L F FNTS IN THF S Y T F I ( J ~ l , 1 t I 
7 Rç = ’ , 3 0 ( F é . 2 , 1 X ) )
G t  () p - L D M D / - ( 1 ) * P J ( 1 >
OURF-t;
N U M s M U + 1
DU 4 7 I = ? , U ^
Q U L F s i - U L F + ( I - 1 ) * P J ( I )
G t; 0 R ~ G b o R + ! 0 H D A ( I ) + P 1 < ï )
4 C C U N T t I « U fe
W = Q U L K / 6 F 7 7*
R U F F ™ G b Û R /  ( 1 . -  P J < 1 > )
Q ü S I =3 Q U L F - C F O R / f  UE F 
Uitì» U - 1 . /  Y 1 FF 
W U 7 >- JO / ( N~* ( >
p p V s *7 . - L U  ( C f ( 1 ) * P J (1 7 /  G E R 
U T I = 1 -  P J ( 1 ) _
U K I T E < 0 # 4 2 7 ( Il L F » Q o S I f W » W : » 6 Ë 0 R , f U c # U T I
343
fvi 0 i * c N
? F S 7 T . 
* t ' )  A
4¿ FORMAT (/< F£,2,¡ÍX})
1 f O* T I . L F . c . , c R . U T T , fl e ■ 1 , ) G O T ó S 
WR 11 F . (6 r A 5 ) UT í , WQ1 , ppV
4â FORMAT (¿X , ' U H  LI Z4TI0NS « F* . ¿ , fX, TW/TB* * , Fó , 2 , 2  , • PRV~ %  FH , ' ) 
5g nu 6 0 1=2,30 
60 ß(l)5ü.
5f L = K L +1
Ï M K U . G Ê . U H O  TU 6
f iÜ TO 9 
9 0 G 1 O P
F N D
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APPENDIX D1
FORTRAN L I ST I NG  OF PROG R M 0« f)c R 
wAST F R OR. ER
REAL L A M D A ( 4 0 ) f U1 r hM2#H-  L AH 
DIMENSION P ( 4 0 ) , A ( 4 n >
RfcAD<1 » 4 )  L M #I U , H » P ’ 1 # P I 2
4 FORMAT<6F0 . 0 )
6 $UN=0 .
SUM-1
WR I TS< 6 , 8 ) LAM,MU1 ,M j? , H 
8 FORMAT <2X # AF8i . 2>
PMUsMUl+ML2  
LAMD 4 ( 1 )  = L 51 
DC 5 1 = 2 , 3 «
L A M 0 A ( I ) # ( L A M *  H ) /  ( I + H )
SUM-SOM*LAN {> A ( T }
A U - 1  ) =$UI  / ( P N U * * < ! - 1  ) )
SUN-SUN+A( 1 - 1 )
I f ( L A h D A ( I > .GR.O.OnS^GC ' 0  6
N U = I
60 TO 10  
b CONTINUE 
U  I F < NO. EQ. 0 ) N0s30
B i . s (  CAM** ,  ) * ( LAM + HU2)  /  ( ( AM+WU1 ) *  CAM* * 2  + 2 . * I A M *  U? + PMf ! *MU? ) 
c *  1 /  < 1 + S U i * t-2)
B i Nas ( LAM + pN L ) / ( A . * L AM + P|i i)
P R 0 - C /  ( 1 . + l A M *  B 1 N / M U * + ( L M * ( L A M + P U ) /  M U1 /  M U 2 ) *  ( 1 -  D I N ) )
B i 1 ” P R Q * l A * * B I N / MU1 
B A 2 - l  A M *  P R C /  M U 2 -  M 1*1 *  R I 1 /  /! o 2 
P < 1 ) - E 11+3 i 2 
P ( 2 ) ~ < L A M + P U 2 ) * B I 2 / M U 1  
I F (PRO.  LE . 0 6 0  TO SO 
0 Ns p ( 1 ) + 2 . * p ( 2 >
PRW=P(2)
a } Rs s j / \ M* P ( 1  ) + L A M D A ( ?  1 *  P ( > + L A H * P R
DU i s  1=1 , ?-t.
P<2 + I ) s A d > * P < 2 >
I F < P ( 2 * I ) . G T . 0 . C O 5 ) G O  TO 15  
N U s 2 + I
Gu TO 1 *♦
13 f - NsCM+d + r ) * P ( I + ? )
PKW=^Rw + p ( 2 + T )
5Tr s ATR + LAMDA<2 + T ) *  p f 2 + I '
1 b f; o n t t n u fc
1 A W R I T S ( 6 # 1 2 M  0 , P f U , A T P , P R 
1 4 F U R NT T d  4 , A X r 3 ( F 6  . ?  ,  5 X ) )
ACT I =ATR /  p*  l 1
a s s - c n / a t r
W0 s /- SS- 2  . /  c f *1
/' L Q s A T R * W 0
l 'TT = 1 , - PRO- 0 . 5 +  p < 1 >
(i *1 ¿i
dU í S  ft 9 
9 U i  O U 
Z " t = W V l  
09 01 O D ( 2 l “ 3 9 M ! ) r * I
i + H s H ft Ç 
9  L i  O \ ï
ü s o i  oo ( ç * 1 9 * i o  " u n  ' ao “ * o * i r  ï m )  j  i
US 01 0 9 ( " îf* 39 * Î ' 1V1 ) J I  
ÿ * o+ h v i  =WV1
( > U *  = H & 3 i  S A $ a H i  î Od i HS ,  ' H  1 « du ’ 8 0 bd  , ' X?)JLVUH03 S?
( t  N 4 t  - 1 '  < 1)  d '  Í ) ( S Z * 9 ) a i  I a tt 
( Ç ‘ 9 d # l ^ ( 0 ) d . i X Z ) l V N H 0 d  CZ
) b d ( € 2 ' 9 ) 3 1 l H O
( / • f e i O ï  0 d i i  VM 3 0 ■ fe oa d , '  /  * /  J d * 9 d * , s H1 i» N 3 1 3 0 3 0 0  N V 3W • '  XZ /  '  t,
2 ‘ 8 d V , -  10  4 h Oil 1. ’ HdAtf ,  ‘ X ^ /  ' < feJ* i s M O I ^ H  l i i n  “ d3/VV » # X?)  i v u a o d  ft?
( 0 H t 1 ^ 3 * d 1 V 1 î 1 fl V ) ( 9 2 * 9 ) 3 1  i  y M
( • S 3 * , a M O U V t I ' l I i n . #X Z i 2 ‘ ^ d ' . = / - M d , l y * l • h 3 * , =  1 / h l , # X?)  I V  i dOâ ? I
i i  h * A H a * ö A l H  * 9 ) a 1 1 H H
Li, ( ( l* ) d * ( L ) V Cf iti b "I + 0 d d *  * 9 1 ) -  " i = A à d
* > / n w d * t o » o a
LV£
APPENDIX D2
F0 RT RAN L I ST I NG  OF ppQC R h RANDOM 
M AS T c R R A KtCM
PfcAL U O )  ,01)1 r 2 # H , L
O IH-NS IOM C ( U ) , M A . O  
Q fc A D <1 , 4 ) L 9M, | U1 0MU2, H , P 1# PI  2 
A FORM AT <6 FT .CO
6 ^ U N -  0 ,
S 0 M « 1
W R I T F ( 6 # A ) LAW, MU1, MU2 , H 
* F 0 r f i A T ( 2  X , A F 8 . 2  >
P i) IJ “  M Li 1 ♦ Wli2 
- A M A ( 1 ) = L fl f
r>0 5 I = ¿ ,3 0
I mMD A ( I ) = <1. £ M* H ) /  ( T + H )
SUM - 0 U M *  L A ̂  f- A ( I )
A U - 1  ) ~ $ U( / (P|  ) )
SUn ~SUN+A(1-1)
TI ( L AMDA < I ) . GE. u . 0 0 6 > 6C VO 5*u 0 -s i
AO TO 10 
b r  0 n T IN U fc 
1 U U ( MO. EQ . O ) NOc3u
F~SUN*  < L Ar * * ? } / ( ? .  *1011 * M 2 + LAM *MU + LAM*HU1+ tAM*  L Ml  
o = 1 . / (I. + C>
PHO™0/ (1 , + C .*»* ( I A Ft / M i l l  + L M/M02+LA + LAM/ fU)1 /M i l 2 )  )
P ( 1 ) s p R 0 * . . 5 * ( L »M /  M tj 1 + !. A ■ /  M ti 2 )
P<.?) = p ( 1  ) *  IAW/PMIJ
oP = P < 1 ) + ? „ *  P (2 >
o M ' - p (2)
A I R - ! . AM*P( 1  ) + L A ;0 A ( 2 1 * F ( > + LAM* PR
00 I S  1=1 ,lb 
P (. 2 + T ) » A ( I > *  P ( ? )
! F < P < * + I > , G T . 0 . 0 0 5 ) G O  TO 13 
N U ̂  2 + I
0 0 TO 14
1 t FN=2U+ ( 1 + : > *P < T + ?)
P RI.J“  PRW*P ( ? + T ) 
n j p -  a f  r + | ;  n |) A ( ? - J ) *  p < 2 * I 
1 *3 r  0 N T r M U E
1 A WK I T E ( 6 # 1 2  > P 0 , P LI, A T R , F P 
1 2 POP! AT ( H  , AX , 3  O 3X ) )
a u t t - ^ t r / p p u  
A S S = F M /  A T I
* LQs ATP *W!
0 1 I k 1 , - P R ( - (  . f *  P <1 )
VQrUJ0*PMU/2 ,
p R v - 1 , -  ( t ; fv * P r 0 + |. A M D A (1 ) P (1 ) ) 'AT  
UK I TF (A , 1 i >VQ,P i  V ,UT t
16 FORM AT( ¿ X , 1 T W / T B = * , F0 . 2 , * , » P R V  = » P A , 2 » 2 X » * UT I LT  ; A ^ I  0 N
349
WRITE <6 r  ) ( A U T I , Â T R , EN/ RW)
2U FORMAT ( 2 *  r * AVER . Ut 1 1 ï 7 A r I OiJs 1 . F 8 ? , /  , 2X r ' P VER . THqrUGHRUT " J r F 8 T? 
I r / ^ X f ' M E A t  QUEUE l FNGTHs * »F 8 . 2 » / r X , ' P R 0 S .  OF WA T r N G ~ * » F ̂ . ’ ) 
W K I T F ( 6 , ? 3 > P R C  
23 P Ü R n u < 2 X ,  • P < G ) «̂ • f F 6 . 3 )
MRI T H ( 6 f 2 5 > < T # P < ! >  r l  = 1 #N0>
25 F ü R f H  T Í 2 X r * P R (18 . OF ! r l 3 » #SHIPS I THE SYSt e r m  = r c 8 . 2 ' 0  
iAM^LAM+0,A 
t E ( LAN . 6F  , k , ) 00  TO 50
! E ( Ü T I  • UT . 0 . . OR,  UT T , ^ T ,  0 « V 5 ) ( jO TO ^0
0 0 TO 6 
5U H-H + 1 .
1 E (H , G E . 1 2 >60 Tu ( 0 
I A M - 0 , 2
OC TO 6 
60 STOP
F N D
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APPENDIX D3
Fu R T RA N L I S T I N G  OF pR0 G R M SC H- 1 
Ma $T P h SCF M
p CA L LAM1 , IAM2 #«U1 #MM2 , L # L2» L*MB
DIMENSION P2 ( 2 0 )  ,P1 ( 3 0 )
p fcAD<5 , 1 ) L «f -1 , LAM£ , MU1»M U
1 p o r M A T U F O  .0)
*■ TK<M* l 1 . 6 f  , 2 . 0 ) G 0  TO ?0 
I F ( V\\2, 6T . i • 5 ) G0 TO 30 
P K ft 2 ss L A M 2 /  ** U ?
S 1G - ( LAM1 + LAM2) / LAM?
Pi iQs <LAM1 4 1/  M2 ) / ( f ' ! J ? * ( 1  . -  P R 0 <£ ) )
P2 0 - 1  . /  (1 . + P20 ) 
l L ( P 2 G . L F . 0 . 0 0 1 >GO TO 18 
LAMBAcLA t f 1 * <1~P?Q)
PR01 - LAMB/ '  n  U1 
P 1 0 -  < 1 • •  P R 0 1 )
P I ( 1 ) e p l O ^ P R 0 1
I 1=PR01 / P1C
W l  s S T G *  P R 0 ? /  < 1 , -  P R 0 ? + S I G - P R 0 * >
Vll »W1 *  ( PR0 1 /  ( LAMBA*<1 . -  p >0 1 ) ) - i . /  U1 )
P 2 ( 1 ) B P 2 0 * ( L AMI *  LAm? ) / NU 1 
S u n | s n 2 d  )
DO 10 1 = 2 ,  K
o *£ ( j  > s P 2 0 + ( l  A f 1 4 LAM?)  * ( L ‘ H 2 * * ( T - 1  ) > /  ( M U 2 * * t )
S0 m^ 5t!W + I * P 2 ( I  )
1(J CONTINUE
d o t i 3 ( L AM1 4 L Ap2 ) / ( 1 - PR 0 2 + S I G *  P R0 2
W 2 * S U N / D G T l - 1  . /MU,?
t 02=s^ 2 *MU2
T W1 ”  1 ♦ MU'*
UT I ? * D 0 T L / * U 2  
U T I I a L A M B A / I U1
W R I T c ( A # 1 r > S Uf ,W? , TU? # L T ' ^ » L1 » Ml , 01 , UT 11 # MU1 § MIJ
F 0 R P A T ( 4 X , 1 C ( F 8 . 3 , 2 X 1 )
1 £ MU1 -MU1+0 . 1
G U TO A
2(j m u ?=MU2 + 0 , i 
M u 1 r 1 ,1
G0 TO * 6
3 (J ST 0 P 
F  N  D
APPENDIX D .4
BASIC LISTING OF PROGRAM SCHESTATE
LIST
BINH2 12:57 19-DEC-77
10 DIM Y2(21) , P2(21), Yl(21), PI
20 READ K
23 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
25 IF H=0 GO TO 999
27 PRINT USING "FOR H=//. //", H '
30 Z1=0. 8
35 Z2=l.1
40 FOR M2=l.2 TO 2.5 STEP 0.2
45 PRINT: PRINT USING "MU2= ////. //
50 Y2 (21) =Zl-fZ2
60 FOR N%=1 TO 20%
65 Y2(N%)=Z2*H/(N%+H)
70 NEXT N%
75 T 2=22*11/M2
80 > to 1! (—1
85 B2=l
90 FOR N%=1 TO 10
95 B2=B2*T2/(H+N%)
100 IF B2<0.03 GO TO 115
105 A2=A2+B2
110 NEXT N%
115 PRINT
120 PRINT USING ”A2= //////. ////////", A
130 P2(21)=1/(1+(Z1+Z2)/M2*A2)
140 Y1(21)=Z1*(1-P2(21))
150 FOR N%=1 TO 20 .
155 Y1 (N%) =Z1.*H/ (N%+H) * (1-P2 (21) )
160 NEXT N%
170 P2(1%)=(Z1+Z2)/M2*P2(21)
180 FOR N%=2 TO 20
18
5 
P2
(N
%)
=P
2(
N%
-1
)*
T2
/(
N%
-1
+H
)
19
0 
NE
XT
 N
%
CMmco
ICM3=
CM<
t—1 ,—sCM ,—s
O v - / r—1r\ CM CM CM
CM '—' P-i s—'
Put o CM •JC CM
H /—N Pm
H CM 1IS i—1 A CM r—1M II ¡2 5^ +p i 6^ + Z r—i \Put ¡21 CM CM CMO 31 H X
H II P i II X II II
< CM O CM W CM CM
Pi pc-1 3 2 X >
CM
CM^  3=
T  -CO CM 
CM >  
3>s ~CM CM
^  x Q
CM
5;= O
• ^ =is= P-.• w=i$= H^  =Si= =tt= CO
II =*= II CM
W  ii CM .2  CM O i—1
<  3 P i31 H P-t oCM “ H> O o 00rH 2 2 rH1 1—1 M CM •CM CM CO CM CO O
X > 3> > 3 ) CM II\ Pm r—1
CM CM H CM H 1 a31II ¡2 X 2
i—1
p iII M 11 1H IICM CM P i CM P i CO o
3 : 3> P-t Q 3 t P 13
rH£
CM UO o lO) o O . o O O O CM UO o o
ON ON o rH CM CO lO) vO r-- r>» ON o
rH rH CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CO 30
5 
PR
IN
T 
US
IN
G 
"MU
1=/
///
. 
////
rH
< :
Z pa
+/—N r HrH 12 BNrH XO • rH V»/ND < " —co •K /—\ rH=îî= CO i—i Ho II PH CH •X✓---V H i—1 -;< v_^ ,--Vo S'? < rH >H O 1—1 Or —( rH X O Z Cs3 PM CN 1 rs CN
s + O + -X BN rHo pa o r H CO O SS CM OPM H co 2 PM H H*yí ■— o M -V rH Hco rH i—i • 1—1 CO rH rH CN Pm X rH
CM h H o PQ BN pp 11 CN II II ÔN M II•X 6N -X V + X /̂ -N II BN s-s X ca BNr—1 2 i—1 r—1 rH H I--1 /—\ X BN CM XCN rH 1--1 PQ PQ < H 2 CN I—1 Z H oII II il Oi II h X M ca X H II car—i rH rH O r—1 Pm rH w ca i—1 rH o rH PJ rH oH < ÇQ Pm PQ M < X PM P-. Pm Pm PM 2 Ì m kJ Pm
O o m o m o m o o o o o LO o CN LO orH CN CN CO CO <r <r LO ND r̂ s 00 cr\ CT» o O o rHCO CO co co co CO co CO CO co CO (O co <r Nf <T 41
5 
L1
=L
1+
N%
*P
1(
N%
)
3 5 3
430
440
450
450
470
472
475
480
483
485
498
999
1000
Xl-Zl*(1-P2(21))*P1(21)*A1 
V1=Z1*P3*P1(21)*A1/(1-P1(21)) ’
VJl=Ll/Xl-l/vi •
U1=W1*V1
PRINT USING "LAM1S =//#//. //////// MUIS =//////. ////#// Wl=#////.////#//
TW1=//////. //////#", XI, VI, Wl, Ul.
D1=X1/V1
PRINT USING "PROl=//////.//////", D1 
NEXT Ml 
NEXT M2 
GO TO 20
DATA 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 5.0
STOP
END
APPENDIX D5
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(Jc FORTRAN L I ST I NG  OF RPOGR M S C H p M N > K
SCHFFNEK
RfcAL LAND ( ( f )  # MU ( 30 ) , H i t  F , * IJO , J >)l?
DIMENSION f ( 5 0 0 )  ,Gl ( ( 0 G) » 6 2 ( 3 0 0 )  , ( 3 0 0 ) , P J ( 3  00 ) , Dr?0( )>
6 ( 1 ) “ 1 .
HAs?J T a 1 
F A R B 2,5 
PARsiO, 4
6 CALL F O * * < I A M D A , M U , N ^ P A ' * # h a )< 1 = 1
V RUm=Q#
SUM~0,
S U f ^ T ,  
p u n s n m
p u m = o ,
15 G ( ? ) * L A M d a < 1 > * G < 1 > / ( * U < 2 ' * K D  
r u n = G ( 1 ) + C < 2 )
SUN=6<2)
SUm = 6 ( 2 )
P U N = I A M D A ( 2 ) * G ( 2 )
P U M s PUN
•JUEb LAMDA (1 ) * 6  (1 ) + LAMDA ( >) *G( 2>
? “ 1
1? 1 * 1+1
T F ( I , G E . N f ) € 0  T 0 3?
! F ( f lU ( 1 + 1 ) , I P . 0 > GO TO ¿3 
I F < ( T~KL)  . I E . 0 ) 6 0  TO 1 *
6 ( I +1 ) = (C, (1 ) * L AM DA ( I  > ) / ( ^ d + 1  ) * K t  ) - 6  ( I - K U  + IAMD O  -  KL ) / (MU ( ? +1 ) + K 
1 L > + 6 ( I ) *  M IJ ( p  /  ( M U ( T + 1 ) >
GO TO 19
1 h 6 C I + 1 ) * < 6 ( I ) * t A M ? > A ( n ) / (  1U( 1 + 1 ) *Ki ,  )+G ( I ) ♦ Ml.! ( I ) /M ( T+1 )
1V RUN-PUN+G( T + 1 )
<51 ( 1+1 ) *  I  *  6 (T+1 )
SUn = 0UN * G1<1+1 )  
g id( i  + 1  ) = i * * 2 * o i  n + i )
SUMnGUM+6?<1+1 )
PUN-PUN+I  + L A ^ D A n + l  ) * 6  < I +1 >
J 0 Ea.l  0 E ♦  L A** D A ( I + 1 ) *6 M 4 1 '
P U M a P U M + I * * ? * L A M D A ( I + 1 > * i ( 1 + 1 )
T F ( G ( 1 + 1 ) , I F „ 0 . 0 0 2 ) 0 0  TO 23  
GO TO 1/
23 NUM=T+1 
32 PJ (1 > d  . / RtN
Pt>(1 > a K l  + G <? ) / RUN  
T K N U M . L F . 5 ) N I M » N 0
SUOaO.
DO 2*5 1 = 1 , *0 
N J s Kl *  ! +1 
t * (  1 - 1 ) * K L 4?
355
T F ( f « J . G f c . 3 0 0 . G R . L . 6 F . 3 ü O M i O  TO ? *>H o 7 4 J B I , A J
SUQaSUO+G (J ) 
c il C O N» T T N U E
DJ ( I + 1 ) Ä SUC/ i?l  M
p t> ( I +1 ) = K L * G ( K l *  T + ? ) / R L M
SUOsO.
T T (P I ( ï +1 ) , EO. 0 .  . O r . Pf )( I H  ) , fcQ , 0 ,  rl 0 TO 
25 CONTINUE  
¿V NUM-sT+1
WR I T F ( 6  r 2 ? ) J T
2? FÜRf - î AT(ÜX, ' RFSULTS OT F A C I L I T Y  NO * , 1 5 )
R' R I T c ( 6 t 2 6 ) P U p , p UM , J 0 t 
¿t F U R M A T ( 3 ( F i . 1 ,  3 X ) )
N R l T R ( 6 r 2 8 ) P A p , K l f H A , M R
¿Ü f  OR M U < ¿ X  , 1 PARS* , F * .  ? , • K L = ‘ , 1 6 , 2X., ' H A s ' j C a .  2 ,  ' FA  = ' , F4.  >
T M J T . E Q , 2 ) F 4 R * F A R * 0 . 5  
EXsSDN/RUN 
VARX*SUM/RL N -  E X * *  2 
ï F ( J 0 E . t E . C - . n 0 O 1 ) 6 O  TO 5 i 
P Vs PUN/ J  CL 
V A R Y - p U h / j C L
W R I T R ( 6 #■ 3 C; ) t  X , V A R X , F Y , V A ! Y
3 C FORMAT(2 X , ' AVERA GF AND V >.R I A N C F 0 NO. 0 p 4 T A G F S AT A R> mD0 M MUM f N
f T A R* 1 » Fr . 2 »? X , P 6 , P » / r ? <» ' a Vr r a G AND VARIANCE F f O ni  STA Tf  S n T
7 TF F T j ^ E  CF Ap A RR T v a l  A ’ E 1 # F 4 , 2  , ?x t F 6 , ? )
N R I T F ( 6 # 3 f  ) RU T , < P J ( J ) , J s i , NU M)
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APPENDIX D.6
BASIC LISTING OF PROGRAM S CHE 2
17:19 Ol-DEC-77
DIM Ll.(26), L2 (26) , Pl(26), P2(26)
L7=0.3 
L8=0.4
FOR Ml=0.4 TO 2.5 STEP 0.3 
PRINT FOR 1=1 TO 6
FOR M2=0.5 TO 3 STEP 0.3 .
PRINT USING "THE VALUE OF MU1= ////#. //// AND MU2= #////. ////" M2, M2
LI, L2, PI, P2=0.0
A=L7*M2
B=M1*M2+L7*M2-L7*L8
C=L7*M1
P8=l-(L7*L7-B*SQR((B-L7*L7)**2+4*A*C))/2/C .
P9=l-(L7*L7-B-SQR((B-L7*L7)**2+4*A*C))/2/C
IF P8>0 AND P8<1 THEN Pl(l)=P8 ELSE Pl(l)=P9
IF P1(1)<0 OR P1(1)>.1 GO TO 512
L2(1)=L8+(1-P1(1))*L7
FOR K=2 TO 26
L2(K)=L8
NEXT K
P=L8/M2
S=1+(1-P1(1))*L7/L8
W=S*P/(1-P)/L2(1)-1/M2
L=W*M2
PS(1) = (1 -P ) /(1 -P -*5 *P )
FOR K=2 TO 26 
P2(K)=P2(1)*S*P**(K-1)
NEXT K
LI(1)=L7 .
FOR K=2 TO 26 . .
LI(K)=L7*(1-P2(1)): NEXT K 
FOR K=2 TO 26
261
270
280
285
290
300
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358
N=K-1
P1(K)=P1.(1)*L7/M1*(L7*(1-P2(1))/M1)**(N-1)
NEXT IC •
E=0 •
FOR K“2 TO 26
E=E+(K-1)*P1(K)
NEXT K
L4=L7*M1/(Ml*(1-(L7*(1-P2(1)))/Ml)+L7)
W1=E/L4-1/M1
L=W1*M1
PRINT USING MP1(0)= ////#//. ////////" Pl(l)
PRINT USING "THE VALUE WQ2= //////////////. #////" W 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT USING "P2(0)= //////////. ////////" P2(l)
H=P2(1) •
PRINT USING "LAMDA STAR= //////////////v ////////" L4 
H=L4/M1
PRINT USING "LAMDA STAR/MU1 IS= ////##//. #//////" H 
L0=L2(1)/(1-P+S*P) . '
R=L0/M2
PRINT USING "LAMDA 2 STAR= ////////#. ##////" LO
PRINT USING "L2*/MU2= ////////#. //##//#" R •
PRINT USING "El= #////#//##.' #////#" E 
PRINT USING "WQ1= ////#//////#. #//#" W1
PRINT USING "Ll= ##//#////#//. //////#" L -
GO TO 525
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT "THE VALUE OF P1(0) IS NOT SUITABLE": PRINT: 
PRINT FOR 1=1 TO 6 
NEXT M2: NEXT Ml 
STOP
END
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APPENDIX D.7
BASIC LISTING OF PROGRAM SCHE3
DIM PI(21), P2 (21)
L7=0, 4:LB=0. 6
Xl=.5: X2=0. 8
FOR M1=X1 TO 2.6 STEP 0.3
FOR M2=X2 TO 3 STEP 0.3 '
Z1=M1*M2+L7*M1-L7*L7-L7*LB
Z2=L8*M1-L7*M1+L7*L7
Z3=M1*M2+L7*M1+L8*L*L8*L7*M2
Z4=L8*M1-L7*M1
Z5=(Z2-Z3)**2+4*Z1*Z4 •
IF 24<0 GO TO 450 
Z6=((Z2-Z3) + SQR(Z5))’/(2*Z4) ‘
Z7=((Z2-Z3)-SQR<£5 ))/(2*Z4)
P1(1)=Z6 •
IF P1(1)<0 OR P1(1)>1 THEN P1(1)=Z7 
‘ P2(1)=(M2-L8*(1-P1(1)))/(M2+P1(1)*(L8-L7)+L7) 
IF P2(1)<0 OR P2(1)>1 GO TO 450 
P=L7*(1-P2(1))/M1 '
FOR K=2 TO 21
P1(K)=P1(1)*(L 7+(1-P 2(1))*L8)/Ml*P * *(K-2)
NEXT K
P3=L8*(1-P1(1))/M2 
FOR K=2 TO 21
P2(K)=P2(1)*(L8+(1-P1(1))*L7)/M2*P3**(K-2) 
NEXT K - '
E1=0: E2=0
FOR K=2 TO 21
E1=E1+(K-1)*P1(K)
E2=E2+(K-1)*P2(K)
NEXT K
Al=l/(1-P): A2=l/(1-P3)
L4=L7+(1-P2(1))*L8 
L4=L4*P1(1)*A1
3 6 0
205 Y1=L4/M1
210 W1=E1/L4-1/M1
215 Y2=W1*M1
230 L5=L84-(1-P1 (1) ) *L7 •
232 L5=L5*P2(1)*A2
235 E3=L5/M2
240 W2=E2/L5-1/M2
245 Y4=W2*M2
260 PRINT FOR 1=1 TO 4
270 PRINT USING " p k o )= m m . //////#" Pl(l)
280 PRINT USING " P2(0)= //////////#. ////////" P2 (1)
285 P3=0
290 MAT PRINT PI,
300 FOR K=1 TO 21
305 P3=P3+P1(K)
310 NEXT K
320 PRINT USING " SUM= ////. ////////" P3
330 MAT PRINT P2,
335 P3=0
340 FOR K=1 TO 21
345 P3=P3+P2(K)
350 NEXT K
360 PRINT USING " SUM= #//. //#//##"' P3
370 PRINT FOR 1=1 TO 3
380 PRINT USING " El= //#//. #//////
ti= m .  m m "
PR01= //##. ////#// 
El, Yl, Wl, Y2
390 PRINT USING " E2= ////#. #//#//
T2= m .  //////#"
PR02= //////. //?///// 
E2, Y3, W2, Y4
420 GO TO 450
430 PRINT "P1(0) AND P2(0) ARE NOT SUITABLE"
440 PRINT FOR 1=1 TO 4
445 PRINT "THE VALUE OF EITHER P1(0) OR P2(0) IS NOT
450 NEXT M2
455 NEXT Ml
460 STOP
470 END
Wl= ////#. //#//// 
W2= ////#. ////#//
